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BOPACE is the acronym for the Boeing Plastic Analysis Capability for
Engines. It is a nonlinear stress analysis program, based on a very
general family of isoparametric (curved boundary) finite elements.
Although BOPACE development has been strongly influenced by the require-
ments for analysis of engines, in particular the space shuttle main engine,
it is a general program applicable to many types of nonlinear structures.
The current BOPACE Version 5 is based on the earlier BOPACE 2-0 and 3-D
codes [1,2]t , but it provides major improvements in the areas of increased
problem size capability, additional analysis features, and added user
conveniences. This document describes the current BOPACE program and in-
cludes theoretical, user, programmer, preprocessing, and example problem
sections.
BOPACE has been . developed by The Boeing Company for the NASA Marshall
Spate Flight Center, based on the foll ,owfng general requirements.
1) Analysis of very high temperature, large plastic-creep effects,
and geometric nonlinearties.
2) Treatment of cyclic thermal and mechanical loads.
3) Improved material constitutive theory which closely follows
actual behavior under variable temperature conditions.
4) A stable numerical solution approach which avoids cumulative
errors.
t Brackets denote references given i,n Appendix A.
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5)	 Capability for efficient handling of up to 4500 degrees of
freedom (1500 DOF front), within 64K words of computer core.
The BOPACE research and development efforts have led to an improved
hardening theory for cyclic plasticity, a method for representing general
cases of load reversal, and techniques for improving the accuracy and
controlling convergence of highly nonlinear solutions. New features in
the current program version include substructuring, an out-of-core Gauss
wavefront equation solver, multi-point constraints, combined material
and geometric nonlinearities, automatic calculation of inertia effects,
provision for distributed as well as concentrated mechanical loadings,
follower forces, singular crack-tip elements, the SAIL automatic data
generation capability, and expanded user control over input quantity
definition, output selection, and program execu=tion.
BOPACE is written in FORTRAN IV and is currently available for both the
IBM 360/370 and the UNIVAC 1108 machines.
1
The BOPACE Programming effort has been led by D. L. Beste of Boeing
Computer Services.
1=2
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The basic purpose of classical constitutive theory in an elasto-visco-
plastic program such as BOPACE is to provide incremental relations
between stresses and strains. BOPACE uses these relations with the
finite-element stiffness method to provide a convenient and efficient
approach for solution of an important class of nonlinear problems.
BOPACE accounts for elastic, plastic, thermal and creep deformations,
and the nonlinear dependence of all deformations on temperature. The
material constitutive theory includes a combined isotropic/kinematic
plastic hardening theory, and a generalized approach to cyclic load
reversal. The BOPACE constitutive theory is developed:by a tensorial




This section defines the cumulative and incremental forms of the
relations for temperature-dependent elasticity, which are used in BOPACE
for initially isotropic materials. Anisotropic elasticity is discussed
in Section 2.7.
General Concepts and 3-0 Relations -The basic cumulative stress-strain
relation, for either temperature-dependent or temperature-independent
elasticity, is
2-1
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where a and 
e  
are the 3 x 3 tensors of stress and elastic (recoverable)
strain, respectively, and D e is the tensor of elastic coefficients which





where subscripts i and j range over all nine of the tensor components.
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Here E is Young's modulus and v is Poisson's ratio.
Note that the elasticity matrix in Equation 2.1-3 is consistent with the
tensorial definition 064s'ear stra ins (e.g. 6Xy	ye /2, where yxy is
the engineering definition of shear strain). Tensorial definitions are
used in the HOPACE program in order to easily formulate constitutive
theory which is invariant with respect to coordinate transformations.
The last three of Equations 2.1-3 are somewhat redundant and may be
discarded to give an abbreviated 6-component form (e.g., ayx = ax y and
EyX = sXy ). It should be emphasized, however, that in performing
later summations all non-zero values of the nine tensor components must
be accounted for.
2--3
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-^	 Relations for Special Gases - Equations 2.1-3 can be used to determine
the cumulative stress components, given all of the cumulative elastic




1.	 3-dimensional (all strain components computed from displacements)
E
i	 2.	 generalized plane strain (specified zero or non-zero value of
f
one normal strain)
3. axisymmetric (circumferential strain computed from radial
displacement)
4. confined rod (specified zero or non-zero values of two normal
strains).
Special cases exist, however, in which one or more stress components
are specified while their corresponding strain components are unknown.
These include:
1,	 generalized plane stress or partially confined rod (specified
zero or non-zero value of one normal stress)
2.	 unconfined rod (specified zero or non-zero values of two normal
f	 stresses).
i
CWhere one normal stress (say, aZZ ) is zero, the stress--strain relation is














-^	 and if the normal stress-.Is non-zero, the corresponding strain can be
computed as
Ezz - (CF ( 1 -2 ) 1 ) /G - (Exx f Eyy ) v ) / (1-v)	 (2.1-4b)
Where two normal stresses (say, ayy and crzZ ) are zero, the stress-
strain relation is simply
dxx = F Exx	
(2.1--5a)
and if the normal stresses are non--zero, the corresponding strains can
be computed as
eyy = ((1-v)cyy - vcr ZZ )/G - vexx	 !
EzZ	
((l -v)"zz - 
"
y5 ,.) /
G - vexx	 #	 (2.1 -5b)
Once all strain components are known or computed, the stresses can be
found if desired from the complete 3-dimensional stress-strain relation.
Incremental Relations - For the case of temperature-indepdendent elasticity
the incremental stress-strain relations are simply
q^i = Deb
 Ae	 (2.1-6)
where o denotes an incremental quantity and D e is the appropriate
elasticity matrix.
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.^	 When temperature dependence is considered, the incremental relation may
be written either as
E
I
Aai = a1 - ^p - Dea c^ l - 
DeO ejO	 (2.1-7a)
or
I	 Au _ ADe E ^i	 + De^ Aee	 (2.1-7b)
► j	 J	 13
i
where the superscripts 0 and 1 denote quantities evaluated at the
eo
beginning and end of the increment, respectively, and AD e = Del _ D
is the change in elasticity matrix from beginning to end of the increment.
The first term in Equation 2.1-7b accounts for stress change due only to
change in elastic properties, while the second term accounts for





Alternate Formulations - The conventional description of thermal strain










where et denotes thermal strain, T is the temperature, and y is the
thermal coefficient of expansion which may be a function of temperature.
2-s





An alternate integrated description of thermal strain is
EXX 1




where here et gives the *dermal strain directly as a function of temperature.
For analysis purposes, E t may be taken as zero at any convenient reference
temperature.
?OPACE Formulation	 BOPACE uses the direct form 2.2-2. This form is
preferred over that involving a thermal expansion coefficient because
accumulated errors in thermal strain are not introduced. These errors
-ould arise with the form 2.2-1, in case y varied with tem perature and
the specified heating and cooling sequences used different temperature
increments. BOPACE takes the structural fabrication temperature of each
element as the reference temperature for zero thermal strains. (If the
material data defines a non-zero thermal strain value at the fabrication
temperature, all thermal strains computed for the element are adjusted by




This section defines the incremental elasto-plastic relations used in the
BOPACE program. (See also Section 2.6 for the elasto-plastic interative
algorithm.) BOPACE employs a new concept of combined isotropic and
kinematic hardening, and accounts for temperature-dependent elasto-
plastic behavior as well as a generalized form of cyclic load reversal.
In order to develop the constitutive theory in a straightforward manner,
discussion of the effects of temperature-dependent elasticity on the
2-7
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-	 elasto-plastic relations is deferred until Section 2.5.
^1`II
^l ^
Definitions - The following nomenclature is defined.
a = total stress
a	 stress center (of yield surface in ki lnematic hardening)
s = deviatoric (total - hydrostatic) stress
a	 deviatoric stress center
s = s - a = relative deviatoric stress
se = elastic (recoverable) strain
E 	 = plastic (time-independent non-stress-inducing) strain
cc = creep (time-dependent non-stress-inducing) strain
General Concepts -• The basic concepts in most elasto-plastic theories
are those of a y1fld surface, the dependence of yield on only the
deviatoric stress components, incompressibility under plastic strains,
and normali ty of the plastic--strain-rate vector to the yield
surface. The definition of a particular theory requires assumptions
for three basic constituents:
1) a surface relating the stress components at yield
2) a flow rule defining a direction for the incremental
plastic-strain vector
3) a hardening rule.
Yield Surface - BRACE employs the Huber-M ses yield surface [31,
defined by the relative deviatoric stresses as
2-..8
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F = s i s i - sis^ = 0	 (2.3-1)
where the summation is again taken over all nine tensor components of
s. The s  are components of a point on the yield surface at a known
condit7on of temperature and plastic deformation, e.g., from a uniaxial
test.
Equation 2.3-1 holds whenever the material is plastic, i.e., w"--never
the components of s are on the yield surface. Function F may be thought
of geometrically as defining a hypersphere in 9-dimensional devlatoric
stress space. Alternately, when expressed in the 3-O space of prirci.pal
stresses, this yield surface can be shown to be an open-ended, circular
cylinder whose axis passes through the origin and makes equal angles
with each of the three principal stress axes. The Huber-Mises yield
surface is generally used to describe plast'ci.ty in metals because it
agrees reasonably well with test results and it gives a smooth surface
which is convenient for calculations.
Flow Rule - BOPACE uses the Prandtl-Reuss flow rule, which is the usual
rule associated with the Huber-Mises yield surface. The assumptions
are that the material is incompressible under plastic flow, and that the
plastic strain rate is normal to the yield surface at the stress point.
These assumptions provide the relation
QE I = as i	(2.3-2).
where a is a flow parameter (or plastic proportionali ty constant).
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Basic Hardening Concepts - An elastic-plastic material which work hardens
in the plastic range is commonly analyzed using either of two classical
hardening theories. Isotropic hardening [4], which assumes a uniform
expansion of the yield surface during plastic flow, accounts for change
in size of the hysteresis loop during cycling. Kinematic hardening [51,
which assumes a rigid translation of the yield surface in the direction
of the plastic strain increment, accounts for the pronounced Bauschinger
effect which is evident in cyclic behavior of most metals. In general,
an actual cyclic behavior can be more accurately described by a combination
of isotropic and kinematic hardening.. A combined hardening theo.-y has
been given by Hodge [6] for materials which satisfy the Tresca ;field
condition. Because a better representation for most metals is provided
by the Huber-Mises yield surface, a corresponding combined hardening
theory [7] has been developed for the BO pACE program.
Hardening Parameters - A simple combined hardening theory such as that
presented in Reference 7 makes two basic assumptions:
1) Size of the yield surface is a function of a cumulative hardening
parameter, K. This means that the isotropic hardening, i.e. the
incremental change in size of the yield surface, depends on the
initial value of K and its change OK.
2) Yield surface translation is related (but only in an incremental
manner) to a kinematic hardening parameter, K k . The kinematic
hardening, i.e, the incremental translation of the yield surface,
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For a simp.]e uniaxial load case, the yield surface size at any time is
measured by one half the algebraic difference between the current yield
stresses in tension (positive) and compression (negative), while the
cumulative kinematic hardening is measured by one half the algebraic sum
of the yield stresses in tension and compression.
It will be evident in the discussion to follow that isotropic hardening
can be related to K on either a cumulative or incremental basis, while
kinematic hardening can be related to K  only on an incremental basis.
Ira addition to the parameters K and ,c k , hardening is also a function of
temperature.
a
Figure 2.3-1 shows hysteresis loops for the first two strain-controlled
cycles of a typical material which exhibits combined isotropic and
kinematic hardening. Here a denotes yield stress and a denotes yield
stress center. The Bauschinger kinematic hardening effect is apparent
in that the initial yielding in tension causes a reduced yield stress in
compression, i.e. a shift of the yield center by an amount a. Successive
yielding in compression causes a reduced yield stress in tension, and so
forth. Isotropic hardening causes the increase in size of the hysteresis
loop with continued cycling. The hysteresis loops for many materials
become stabilized after a number of cycles, and they may begin to decrease
in size as further deformation causes a softening effect.
f.
Figure 2.3-2 shows the stabilized hysteresis Poops for a material at
various temperature levels. (Different strain ranges are used to separate
the loops for purpose of illustration.) The hysteresis loop of a material
i
i -t1	 x

















Figure 23-3 Variable Temperature Hardening Effects
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typically decreases in size with increasing temperature. Note that the
size of the yield surface will vary in a similar manner with temperature.
Also the rates of isotropic and kinematic hardening with respect to
plastic deformation vary W th temperature.
The isotropic hardening parameter K may be appropriately taken as either
the cumulative lap stic work density, or as the sum of increments of
effective plAstic strain. The kinematic hardening parameter K  must
account for the Bauschinger effect in cyclic loading, and it may be
taken as an adjusted value of K. As long as no load reversal occurs and
the loading is proportional, K  is simply equal to K. However, K  must
be set to zero at the start of each increment in which a complete load
reversal occurs. (A complete load reversal occurs when he incremental
plastic strain vector has a direction exactly reversed from that of the
previous plastic increment). For an iincomplete load reversal, the
BOPACE program computes the starting value for K  by multiplying the
exi.sting accumulated value of K  by the factor ('1 + COSINE)/2, where
COSINE is the Cosine of the angle between successive incremental plastic
strain vectors. At the end of each increment, K  becomes K  + AK.
Because the Bauschinger effect varies with cumulative deformation in
certain Materials (e.g, it may become more pronounced as plastic cycling
continues), BOPACE allows an additional option for the kinematic hardening
to be defined as a product of two functions. The first is a function of
K  
and defines the shame of the kinematic hardening, while the second is
an additional factor which depends on K and defines the magnitude of the
kinematic hardening.
2-13




In order to implement the BOPACC hardening theory, it must be determined
how the size of the yield surface varies with temperature. In addition,
the dependence of isotropic and kinematic hardening on the parameters K
and K  must be determined. This is accomplished by performing cyclic
tests at several levels of constant temperature. After the cyclic
hardening behavior is thus determined at different constant temperatures,
an assumption must be made for variable temperature cycling. The hardening
effects of variable temperature are illustrated in Figure 2.3-3. As
^ufig as temperature remains constant, plastic hardening behavior is
defined by following the. shape of a stress-strain curve at the given
temperature, say to the point 0 on the T 2 curve. If temperature changes
to T 3 , and then plastic deformation continues, an initial point must be
-^
	 determined on the T3 curve from which the new yield surface size and
initial hardeni-ng slopes may be determined. This transfer from curve T2
to curve T3 requires a definition of the basis for hardening, i.e. the
definition of the parameters K and Ec k . BOPACE allows the option of
either plastic work or the sum of increments of effective plastic strain
to be used as the hardening basis. The strain and work options correspond
to the respective points 1 and 2 in Figure 2.3-3.
The hardening relationship determined from a series of cyclic tests may
depend somewhat on the strain Mange used in a particular test. If
strain range is a significant factor the test conditions should duplicate
the approximate expected strain range for which an. analysis is to be
made. The choice between plastic strain and plastic work as a basis
for the hardening parameters K and K  may depend to a large extent on
2-14







which basis provides the better overall representation of cyclic behavior
.at various strain ranges.
Multiaxial Hardening Rule - The kinematic hardening rule employed in
BOPACE is that due to Prager [5]. It gives the increment of yield
surface translation in terms of the incremental plastic strains, as
C 	 c I, AEp	 (2.3-3)
where c is the kinematic contribution to the slope of the unlaxial
stress vs—plastic-strain curve, and I is the identity matrix. An
alternate hardening rule due to Ziegler [8] is preferred by some plas-
ticity analysts because the form of Ziegler's rule does not charge with
reduction in the number of spatial dimensions, and it is therefore
supposed to simplify the calculations. Prager's rule is considered more
acceotabl !e from a physical point of view, however, and it presents no
difficulty when all components of the required tensors are retained as
they are in the BQPACE programs. Note that for Prager's kinematic
hardening rule, the deviatoric stress center is equal to the stress
center, i.e. a  = ai.
The isotropic hardening, i.e. change in size of the yield surface due to
plastic deformation, is defined for a proportional test.loading by
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where r is the isotropic contribution to the slope of the uniaxial
stress vs. plastic-strain curve.
The necessar y condition that stresses remain on the yield surface is
satisfied by taking the differential of Equation 2.3-1. The condition
is F = 0, which to a first order approximation can be shown to give
s  AQi	s  Aai
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The key to a successful combined hardening theory is the proper deter-
mination of the hardening variable A. BOAAC£ uses input data hardeni-ng
tables which give the yield-surface size and the surface translation as
functions of the hardening parameters K and K k . These are two-dimensional
tables for each material whose ordinates and abscissas are, respectively,
temperature and hardening parameter. Given the initial values of K and






^--.	 the corresponding increments of isotropic and kinematic stress increase
are obtained from the hardening tables. 	 (Hardening due to '1f---mperatVv-e
1
change is included by adding it to the isotropi .c ;,tre y, increment.)
The hardening slopes c and r are then computed, by dividing the filcrpmental
stress	 increases by the estimated iricrement of effective plastic st;^ai'r., r	 ,
This procedure gives average values for the slopes cl aqd r during the
j




process.	 Note that, in'general, it 'is only the isotropic and kinematic
stress increases, and not the slopes c and 
'F 
which the tables relate 3
directly to the hardening parameters, 	 (For a particular loadin g and stress
state, the slopes c and r can at any given time be related indirectly to
the hardening parameters.)
	 The choi,,e of a test value for s o in Equation
2.3
-7 is arbitrary, as long as it is a point on a yield surface of size s
correspondi ng to s, i.e., a surface with equal values of temperature ric
parameter K.	 It is convenient in 6C pl-ICF to take s° equal to s.
Incremental Stress-Strain Relation - The incremental 	 stress-strain








where D e is the appropriate ;Matrix of elastic constants.
Then
AX = s  Acri	
S  
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/(A + s  De  S d
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Substituting Equation 2.3-10 into Equation 2.3-8 provides the desired










Aoi = (V + Dp i ) 4ee+p - D^`i AEe+p 	 (2.3 - 7 2)
D is the elasto-plastic Jacobian (tangent-stiffness) matrix relating
incremental stresses to incremental elastic+plastic strains. In effect,
it separates the elastic and plastic strains and determines the incre-
mental stress correspondfng to the incremental elastic strain. D P is
the stiffness reduction due to plastic flow, and becomes zero for the
case of infinite hardening, i.e. A	 or equivalently the total slope
(c+r) of the stress vs. plastic-strain curve is infinite.
To develop the plane strain relation we essentially carry out the 3-D
matrix derivation, and then drop out all zz terms because for iterative
2-18
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--	 solution purposes oE e+p = 0. For plane stress, the derivation is carriedzz
out using only the plane stress elasticity matrix.
Effective Stress-Strain and plastic Work - The concepts of "effective
stress" and "e ffect i ve strain" are related tolap stic work, and are used
in a limited way in the development of constitutive theory for the
BOPACE program.
Because they can easily be misapplied, especially in the presence of yield
surface translation, the use and limitations of the concepts are briefly
discussed here for the Mises plasticity theory.
Due to characteristics of the Prager hardening theory, the following
.-^	 statements of equivalence and proportionality should first be noted.
Aa i 	 da i 	 Aen Z'—'s i ^ Ii	 (2.3-13)
Because of the incremental nature of kinematic hardening, s i and Si
are in general not proportional.




s i s i	 (2.3-14)
h
The incremental and cumulative values for plastic work, W P , are given by
oWp =.6i AJ	 (2.3-15a)
and
WP = E c7 i oEP	 (2.3-15b)
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where E denotes summation over all increments. For the special case of
proportional loading (i.e. loading in which all stress components are
increased proportionately) followed by a constant stress level (i.e. no
plastic hardening), the cumulative plastic work is given by
P po f ei	 (2.3-15c)
As a matter of convenience in computing plastic work, an increment of
ef=fective plastic strain, A- P , has historically been defined by
(A-6p)2	 3 Ae P AE	 (.2.3-16)
At this point, however, care must be exercised in using the hisEorica.l
calculation for plastic work. If kinematic hardening were zero, then
Si = s i , and because AJ is proportional to s i the use of Equations 2.3--
14 and 2.3-16 would give plastic work as
AWp = rr Ae-
	 (2.3-17a)
and
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If in addition, the condition were one of proportional loading and
constant stress, then by defining the cumulative effective plastic
strain, e'P , in the same manner as ae P , we would have
WP - a	 (2.3-17c)
Of course the equations 2.0-17 in general are not . valid, because of the
presence of kinematic hardening and non-proportional loading. Thus
elastic work must be computed from Equation 2.3-15a and b, rather than
from the product of effective stress and strain quantities.
The quantity F- P serves little purpose in a general plasticity analysis,
although it is a tens .orially invariant quantity and does provide a
measure of net residual deformation. For a rational measure of deforma-
tiaon history, either the plastic work, 0, or the sum of increments of
effective plastic strain, E oe p is appropriate. The difference in
concept between the quantities W P




Stages - Metals characteristically exhibit the three stages of primary,
secondary and tertiary creep. Figure 2.4-1 shows these stages in a
typical creep history under conditions of constant temperature and
stress. Because creep rate varies considerably during the different
stages, the description of actual creep histories is considered to be
essential for an accurate analysis. The 90PACE program accounts for
































Figure 2.4-2. BOPACE Creep Representation ( Example for Variable Temperature
and Constant Stressl
{I} AGE HARDENING
{x} STRAIN HARDENING	 3















Figure 2.4-3.' BOPACE Creep Hardening Options (Example for Constant Temperature
and Variable Stressl
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the creep time history by allowing the user to define, by a series of
input points, the shape of the effective-creep-strain vs. time curve for
each material.
Temperature and Stress Effects - Creep rate in most metals is very
dependent upon temperature and stress level. The BOPACE approach to
creep analysis provides a reasonable description of temperature and
stress effects, while avoiding excessive storage and computational
a,
=?tau i rements . For each material,, BOPACE requires a creep
curve shape which gives the relative variation of effective-creep strain
vs. time for the various stages considered. This shape is assumed to be
valid for all the temperatures and stress levels of the.particular
material. A table of creep factors for the material is then specified
as a function of temperature and effective stress, and a portion of the
actual creep curve is determined by multiplying the reference creep
curve by the appropriate factor using the average temperature and stress
during the increment. Fi gure 2.4-2 shows portions of typical creep
curves for the special case of constant stress level and variable temper-
ature. note that according to BOPACE assumptions these curves have the
same shape.
Hardening - As long as the temperature and stress level remain constant,
an increment of creep is determined by following the corresponding creep
curve for the given ti;me increment. However, if temperature or stress
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new creep curve in order to determine the new creep rate. This transfer
from one curve to another requires an assumption for creep hardening,
which in BOPACE is defined by a single hardening parameter, K C . BOPACE
allows the option of either age. strain, or work hardening. for which Kc
is defined respectively as the accumulated time, sum of increments of
effective creep strain, or creep work.; Consider, for example, these
options in Figure 2.4-3 for a case of constant temperature. Creep
during the preceding increments has progressed to the point O on the al
u-ve. The average effective stress during -the present increment is a2}
;rhich gives the initia points 1, 2 and 3, respectively, for the :options
of age, strain and work hardening. Incremental creep for the current
increment is then determined by continuing along the a, curve from the
appropriate initial point, for a distance equal to the specified creep
ti-me . increment. In the general case both temperature and stress will
vary from one increment to the next, but the hardening cption still
determines in the same manner how the transfer is made between the creep
curves.
Load Reversal - The main use of the creep-hardening parameter Kc comes
into play during a load reversal. When a complete reversal occurs, KG
is set to zero and the initial point on the creep curve is taken as that
corresponding to a zero value of K c . (A complete load reversal occurs
if the incremental creep-strain vector has a direction exactly reversed
from that of the ,preceding .creep increment.) For an incomplete load
reversal, the BOPACE program computes the starting value for Kc by
multiplying the existing value of rc by the factor (1 + COSINE)/2, where
COSINE is the Cosine of the angle between successive incremental creep
2-24
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strain vectors. Parameter r e
 then accumulates as before, i.e. at the
end of each increment K becomes k c + qrc.
Multiaxial Flow Rule - The incremental creep-strain vector has historically
been taken normal to a Mises type of surface which passes through the 	 r
stress point. when kinematic plastic hardening is considered, thi.s
surface could be taken either as the actual translated yield surface, or
as an untranslated surface which passes through the _tress point but
!;nose center remains at the origin. The appropriate choice of surface
is not clear, and the multiaxial creep flow rule is tnerefore de-Fined on
the basis of programming simplici ty. BOPACE defines multiaxial
creep under elastic conditions by
Dey = (3 cs cr) si	 (2.4-1)
where arc is the increment of effective creed strain defined by
2 ^,c•
,,c	 .(2.4-2)
while ff and s are evaluated at the beginning of the increment.
Creep which occurs under plastic conditions is taken in the same direction
as that of the plastic strain increment (see Section 2.5).
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2.5	 COMPLETE STRESS-STRAIN RELATIONS
In Sections 2.1 to 2.4, the basic theory used in BOPAC.E for elasticity,
thermal strains, Dlasticity and creep has been discussed. The present
section describes the complete stress-strain relations, and the manner
in which simultaneous elastic, plastic, thermal and creep strains are
accounted for. The combined effects of temperature-dependent elasticity
and plasticity are included.
General 3-D.Rel.ations - For tempe rature-dependent behavior, an elasto-
plast c incremental stress-strain relation follows from Equatioris 2.1-5b
and 2.3-8:
i




 - Del sad
	
(2.5-1)Ij	 ij
Here the first term accounts for stress change due to change in elastic
properties, while the second and third terms account for stress change







	eeU + s Del Ac
	
s Del 	 a	 (2.5-2)
i 	 i	 is	 i ij	 i	 - i ij Si
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-	 For the general case of temperature-dependent plasticity, Ito accounts
for isotropic hardening due to both plastic deformation and temperature.
Then
AOi Ee0 + 
sj 
Dig AE +	 (2.5 -4)
A+SkDUSk
Substituting Equation 2.5-4 into 2.5-1 gives









y	 3;	 A+s D.e':s	 ^^	 A+s De s
M mn n	 m mn n
(7_.5-5)
or, lasing abbreviated notation
	
da. _ (^D e + ADP 	 Ee0 + (Del + Dpj ) fee+p	LD.. EeO + Di ^Ee+pis	 is 
	 a	 ^a a	 i,T
(2.5-6)
Thus the increment of stress can be determined as the sum of two products:
an incremental matrix. times the initial elastic strains, plus an end-of-
increment matrix times the incremental elastic+plastic strains.
This formulation was used by the original BOPACE program in the iterative
stress-strain algorithm for temperature dependent materials, and is
developed here for the sake of clarity. The present BOPACE program,
y
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however, employs an improved iterative algorithm, which allows an additional
benefit by substituting the simpler Equation 2:1-5a for 2.1-5b. Details
of the new algorithm are discussed in Section 2.6. For either approach,
the formation of the tangent stiffness matrix is based on Equation 2_.3-
12, with quantities evaluated at a single appropriate temperature. (In
updating the matrix the temperature used is that at the end of the
increment).
2.6	 IMPROVED ALGORITHM FOR INELASTIC CALCULATIONS
Summar of Basic Concepts - The iterative residual-force procedure is
often empl ,nyed with an incremental solution for inelastic (plasticity
and creep) problems, in order to avoid accumulated error. Each iteration
i ,n the residual-force procedure involves the following two stages.
1) Equilibrium and Compatibility: Given the current residuals (unbalanced
forces or stresses), the equilibrium and compatibility equations
are applied in order to predict an improved configuration (of
displacements and strains).
2) Separation of Strains: Given the current strains, some algorithm
based on-the inelastic material theory is applied in order to
separate the strains into their elastic, plastic and creep portions,
and thus provide. the resulting stresses.
THE "®WrAffAff COMFP^"r
When this procedure has converged to the correct result, the following
conditions will be met.
1) Forces in equilibrium
2) Displacements compatible
3 1)	Plastic strain increment satisfies normality rule
4) Size of yield surface consistent with deformation history
5) Translation of yield surface consistent with deformation history
The overall BOPACE solution technique based on the residual-force
procedure is summarized in Section 4. The purpose of the present section
is to discuss the details of a new algorithm which has been developed
and incorporated into BGPACE, for improving the convergence and accuracy
of the inelastic stress-strain calculations. This algorithm defines the
implementation of stage 2 (separation of strains) in the residual-force
iterative procedure.
Background -- The theory already presented in Sections 2.1 through 2.5
may be employed for both stages of the iterative procedure, and in fact
equations of the type 2.5-5 were used for all stress-strain calculations
in the initial version of BOPACE. Convergence difficulties resulted
from the use of this approach in stage 2, however, when the incremental
inelastic strains were large relative to the cumulative elastic strains.
These difficulties were substantially eliminated by properly controlling
the direction defined for the incremental inelastic strains. (The
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reason for the difficulties and the method of control were presented in Ref-
erence 11). Another quite different approach is based on a "strain-space"
concept, and was presented by Barsoum in Reference 12 with the claim of a
significant improvement in efficiency. That approach was therefore modified
appropriately to make it suitable for a finite element solution procedure,
and incorporated into the BQPACE program. Because the method as presented
in Reference 12 assumes kinematic hardening only, it was extended to include
the combined isotropic and kinematic hardening provided by BOPACE. In zddi=
,ion, some further techniques for accelerating convergence were identified
and incorporated into the strain-s pace method. The resulting BGPACE al go.-
ithm appears to be a significant improvement, and it has been made a permanent
part of the current program.	 Although the implementation of the algorithm
to include creep,temperature dependent elasticity and plasticity, etc., is
somewhat complicated, the basic procedure will be detailed here.
Basic Definitions and Comparison of Algorithms - The new inelastic
algorithm involves calculations in the "deviatoric strain space," rather
than the more conventional "deviatoric stress space" used in previous
BJPACE programs. For the sake of clarity, the previously used stress-
space algorithm will again be summarized here, and the elastic-plastic
quantitites used in the new strain-space algorithm will be defined and
compared with previous quantities.
a
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Note: 0 = Point which is fixed during increment






a) QUANTITIES IN DEVI4TORIC STRESS SPACE
b} QUANTITIES IN DEVIATORIC STRAIN SPACE
Figure 2.6-1. Graphical Representation of Elastic--Plastic Quantities
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As described in Section 2.3, the definition of a plasticity theory
requires assumptions for three basic constituents: a ,yield surface, a
flow rule, and a hardening assumption. BOPACE development is based on
the hiises yield surface, and this surface is represented by a hypercircle
in 9-dimensional deviatoric stress space, as shown in Figure 2.6-1a.
The surface is defined by the equation
F	 s.s	 Soso 	0
- ^i-
 'ii
where s is the deviatoric stress, s = s - a is the relative deviatoric
stress and defines the isotropic hardening, « is the surface translation
and defines the kinematic hardening, while s o i s a reference value of s 	
I
and must be known as a function of plastic deformation (e.g. from a
uniaxi.al test). Point A in Figure 2.6-1a is the origin of the deviatoric
stress space, point B is the current center of the yield surface, and
point C represents the current state of deviatoric stress. A stress
point on the surface corresponds to a plastic state. According to the
Prandtl-Reuss flow rule, the direction of the incremental plastic strain,
fle e , is normal to the yield surface at the current deviatoric stress
state, s. A solid circle ( • ) in Figure 2.6-1 denotes a point which
remains fixed throughout the increment, while an open circle ( 0 ) denotes
a point which moves during,the increment. In order to achieve greater
accuracy and allow larger load increments, BOPACE evaluates moving points
such as , B and C at the midpoint of the plastic increment. Additional
details of the BOPACE stress-space algorithm are discussed in Section 2.3.
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^	 For the new strain-space algorithm, the three basic constituents of the
plasticity theory remain unchanged, and direct use is made of the stress-
space theory and nomenclature. However, we now work with a yield surface
and associated quantities in strain-space. Thus we compute the deviatoric




s i /G	 (2.6-2)
where G = E/(l+v) is a tensorial shear modulus. Similarly we define a
11
strain center", R, in terms of the stress center, a. by
	
ai V 
a i /G	 (2.6-3)
l^	 Then the relative deviatoric strain, e, is defined by
ei = ee - a i = (s i - 
o'i )/G = sj /G	 (2.6-4)
The geometrical interpretation of the new algorithm involving these
quantities is provided by a sketch in 9-dimensional deviatoric strain-
space, shown in Figure 2.6-1b. There point 0 is the origin, defining
the initial undeformed (zero strain) state. Subsequent deformation is
caused by a series of load increments, resulting in elastic and plastic
strains. A superscript 0 is used to denote the value of a quantity at
the beginning of the load increment. Thus, point A defines the cumulative
plastic strain, F_p0 , which exists at the beginning of the current increment.
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(Because of the plastic incompressibility assumption, the plastic
strains themselves are deviatoric strains). All other points in Figure
2.6-lb refer to locations at some time during the current increment. In
particular, we will be mainly concerned with the location of these
f
points at a defined reference time. This reference time may be taken at
the end of the increment, following the approach of Barsoum [123, or
greater accuracy may be obtained at the expense of some additional
variable storage by taking the reference time at the midpoint of the
plastic increment, as is done in the new BCPACE algorithm. Point D
defines the total cumulative deviatoric strain, e, at the reference time.
The circle is associated with the Mises yield surface, but is a hyper-
circle in the deviatoric strain space. A strain point within the
surface corresponds to an elastic state, while a strain point outside
'-`	 theurface corresponds to a plastic state. The size f 	 s circle	
I:
s	 co	 pond	 	 tat	 ^ z o th7
	
 is
defined by its radius e i (e i = s i /G), whereas the Mises stress-space
surface has radius s. The center of the circle is at point B (B. i =
jo f a  = cps + a;/G), whereas the center of the Mises stress-space
surface has components a i . During plastic deformation, the strain-space
surface may undergo both expansion (due to isotropic hardening), and
translation (due to kinematic hardening). The cumulative deviatoric
elastic strain, ee , is defined by the vector AC (ee = s i /G). From these
comparisons it should be apparent that the basic quantities in Figures
2.6-1a and b, respectively, can be made to coincide, if points A
are superimposed and all dimensions in 2.6-lb are divided by the
factor G The incremental plastic strain, ne e , is defined by the
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vector CC. it is normal to the circle because of the Prandtl-Reuss
flow rule, and it therefore colinear with the radius e to point C.
The vector BD = e + ec p is denoted. by P. The symbols e', e e , AEp
and F' are consistent with their usage in Reference 12,	
1^
Computation Procedure - We now define the new strain-space algorithm
for implementing sta ge 2 of the residual-force iterative procedure.
The problem which must be solved can he stated in terms of the various
strain vectors. At the beginning of the increr- ,
-nt, we have known
values for E PO (which remains constant durin g the incremer;t), and for
a, ee , and L These have been determined such that they are all
consistent, i.e., such that the appropriate vectors meet at single
points A, B and C. The current estimate for the value of e at the
reference time is also known from stage . l of the iterative procedure.
We must then determine values for S, e p , a and oE.P at the reference
time, consistent with the convergence requirements. Stated somewhat
i	 d-iffe,rently, we are given the locations of points A and C at the reference
time, and the locations of points B and C at the beginning of the increment.
We must then compute the locations of B and C at the reference time,
consistent with the convergence requirements.
The basic steps of the stage 2 algorithm are summarized by the following.
l) Given values at beginning of increment for-
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s 0 = relative deviatoric stress
eeo = elastic strai-ns
1
2) Liven E = total (elastic + plastic) strain from stage 1.
3) Take values at reference time, based on estimated incremental
deformation, for:
ea - kfnematic hardening increment
Al sl = isotropic hardening increment
4) Compute: e^ t	 - cp0 = initial clastic strain + total strain
increment
e i = corresponding deviatoric value
5) Compute:
	
	 6i = (a + oai) /G
ICI = (IS01 + oISI )/C
6) Compute:	 Ei = ei - ^i
7) Compute:	 x= (IE I - IeI)/.Il j = plastic proportionality constant
8) Compute:	 A J = aE i = incremental plastic strain at reference time.
Adjust AJ t A J times ratio (ratio = total time increment
reference time increment, to obtain total plastic strain in-
crement. Set a andlI values based on Aep.
9') Compute end of increment values for:
Ee	 g^ - oep = cumulative elastic strain
6i = D, J e^ = cumulative stress
r
r--.	 10) Use a to compute residual forces and residual norm, and return to stage
1 if convergence has not been achieved.
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The strain-space algorithm presented above corresponds to that given by
Barsoum [12] except that here a combined isotropic and kinematic hardening
is provided and a reference (midpoint) time calculation of the incremental
variables is used to improve accuracy. As noted by Barsoum, greater
consistency and better convergence are obtained by utilizin g an algorithm
in strain space rather than in stress space. This is because the stress-
Space calculation fixes the As p vector along the direction of a previous
s vector, rather than simultaneously fixing the directions of s and Asp
consistent with the given total strain increment AE. The stress--space
algorithm can cause large tangential oscillations in the location of point
C, resulting in diveargence it As p i s large relative to the cumulative
elastic strain.
Although a strain-space algorithm as described will eliminate most of the
inconsistencies and tendencies toward divergence, it should be noted that
an inconsistency still exists in the plastic hardening quantities. This
is due to updating a and s based on the estimated increment of plastic
deformation, which will not in general be consistent with the actual
deformation. Thus, if another iteration were performed using the same
value for the total strain increment As, different results would be obtain-
ed due to change in ^ and e. This inconsistency in the basic strain-space
space algorithm often results in poor convergence, with radial oscillations
of points B and C from one iteration to the next, espacially if the plastic
hardening slopes (c and r) are relatively large.
The present strain-space algorithm eliminates the difficulty by properly
modifying the calculation of A in step 7. In this modification we use
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the parameters c and r associated with kinematic and isotropic hardening,
respectively, in the expressions
Aai. =	 c q ER
	
Alsf = 3 rjAe P j	(2.6-5)
The V vector can then be written as
11	 1	 n
E  = ei - ai - e  - (: B i + DB i
 )
= ei - ^a - o« i /G = e i	 s0-	 3 C oP/	 (2.6-6)
Replacing de? in this equation by XEi , we may solve for Ei'
i = (ei - B^)/(1 + 	 ^c/G)
	
(2.6-7a)
In a similar manner we may obtain
jej = leG I + ^ XriE^J/G	 (2.6-7b)
The plastic proportionality constant, as already defined, is
X = (J E' l - :jej )/ jE'j	 (2.6-70
It is apparent from Equations 2.6-7 that the expression for x is non-
linearly dependent upon a itself, and this is the reason why consistent
a is not solved for directly. An accurate value for X, however, can
easily be obtained by a "linear intersection method." In this method
we take the approximate value of X from step 7 of the stage 2 algorithm,
and substitute into the Equations 2.6-7 to obtain a new computed value.
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A c0 . We then assume a value of a	 Ax, where AX is a small change
(perhaps .Ola), and again substitute into Equations 2.6-7 to compute
another value x cl . The two pairs of assumed and computed a values are
plotted in Figure 2.6.2. The correct value for a lies on the 45-degree A
Hine (since there the assumed and computed values would be equal),
at the intersection of this line with the line connecting the two
	
1
plotted points. This corrected value of A is obtained by the following
adjustment of X from step 7.
ra
X t l + Ax(a
	
- X)/ AX - 
X cl	 lc0!	
(2.6-8)
The :-ncorperation of this adjustment into the strain-space algorithm
provides consistent values for all quantities i n stage 2 of the iterative








Figure 2.5-2. Linear-Intersection Calculation for 71
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Further Extensions and Refinements to the Basic Al gorithm - The strain-
space algorithm as presented here is employed in BOPACE for plastic
analysis. In addition, the BOPACE algorithm treats creep strains in
a manner similar to that for the plastic strains. For cases where the
material is elastic at the beginning of an increment and then reaches
the plastic yield point at some intermediate time during the increment,
greater accuracy is obtained by dividiing the calculations into two
parts. In such cases the initial creep is taken in the direction of
the initial deviatoric stress, and creep which occurs after the yield
point is taken in the same direction as the plastic strain. increment.
Other extensions, such as temperature dependent elastic-plastic-creep.
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2.7	 ANXSOTRDPIC ELASTICITY
The anisotropic stress-strain relation for 3-dimensional analysis may be
written in the general form
^ =. D a ee	 (2.7-1a)i	 i ,,	 d
where D is a 6 x 6 symmetric matrix of elastic constants. In order to
provide a simple form of temperature dependence in its anisotropic elas-
ticity, BOPACE includes a factor, f, which may be specified as a function





Thermal strains are introduced for the anisotropic material, a y speci-













not provide plasticity or creep for
2.8
	 REDEFINITION OF MATERIAL PROPERTIES
It is desirable to provide maximum versikility for definition of material
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properties, without unnecessarily complicating the form of input and
storage. Toward that end, BRACE allovis redefinition of any material
properties, at the start of each load increment. This allows the user
to modify material properties, for example, to approximate some of the
following types of behavior.
1. differences between tensile and compressive properties
(redefine material as function of current stress state).
2. Crack surface and other tension cutoff situations.
3. Treatment of plasticity or creep behavior which does not
follow, during the entire de formation, the theoretical
behavior of a single material definition.
4. Treatment of temperature dependent anisotropic materials,
for which the entries of the elasticity matrix do not all
vary proportionately with temperature.
Some caution must of course be used in redefining material properties,
in order to prevent significant discontinuities in behavior, which could
lead to inconsistent results or difficulties in convergence of the
solution.
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	3.0	 FINITE ELEMENT FORMULATIONS
The BOPACE program provides a family of isoparametric (curved boundary)
finite elements, with a ;user-selected number of nodes along each element
boundary. The simplest elements of this family are the 2-node rod, 4-node
quadrilateral and 8-node brick, and various higher order elements of the
family are defined by adding additional edge nodes to the basic corner
nodes. BOPACE allows each element edge to contain an optionally different
number of arbitrarily spaced nodes (from 2 to 5), resulting in a total
maximum number of nodes equal to 5, 16 and 44 on the rod, quadrilateral
and brick el-ements, respectively. The arbitrar y number and spacing of
nodes allowed by this family provides versatility For representing complex
geometries, and also makes variable mesh spacing convenient.
This section discusses the elemental-level formulations, including the
isoparametri c formulation and shape functions, the calculation of ref--
erence-point and nodal quantities, the stiffness matrix generation, and
the numerical integration proces s.
	
3.1	 ISOPARAMETRIC FORMULATION AND SHAPE FUNCTIONS
The isoparametric Finite element concept involves the definition of shape
;y
functions over a simple "parent" element. These functions then serve a
dual purpose; 1) they map the geometry of the parent element into an
element of the actual body, and 2) they accomplish the usual-Uisk of
3-1

















(b) ACTUAL ELEMENTS, AS USED FOR 3-DIMENSIONAL PROBLEM
Figure 3.1-1: 30PACE lsoparametric Elements
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interpolating the field quantities (e.g., the temperature and displacements)
at any point within the element in terms of the nodal quantities. A
detailed discussion of isoparametric formulations is given in the book
by Zienkiewicz [13].
Typical BOPACE isoparametric elements are illustrated in Figure 3.1-1,
w i th both their parent and actual forms. The discussion in this section
will be presented mainly in terms of the 3-dimensional BRICK element,
but the procedure for other elements follows a similar development via an
appropriate reduction in dimensions.
Element Coordinates, Nodes and Reference Points - The parent BRICK
element is defined as a 2 x 2 x 2 cube, having an associated Cartesian
coordinate system	 with origin at the center of the cube and axes
normal and parallel to the faces (the coordinate normal to a face has a
value of +1 on that face). The nodes of the actual element define its
generally curved boundaries (each edge is a space curve defined by the
polynomial through its nodes). Element nodal quantities (forces, dis-
placements, stiffnesses) a-re referred at this stage to the basic X- Y
-Z
coordinate system, which is a global Cartesian system for the entire
structure. Each element also contains a number of reference points,
located in its interior or on its surface. These points include the
integration points required for solution, plus an optional additional
number of user-selected points. (The additional points are for the
purpose of output only, and have no effect on the solution). Element
^- 3.z3
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reference-point quantities (strains, stresses, etc...) are referred to the
x-y-z coordinate systems, which are Cartesian systems defined for each
point. It should be noted that for ROD or QUAD type elements used in a
3-dimensional problem, the reference-point coordinate system axes must
logically be tangent to the centerline or surface of the element. Co-
ordinate systems are discussed in more detail in Section 4.
Element Geometer and Field Quantities - Each element node has an associated
shape function given in terms of the E-n-s coordinates, i.e., at the ith
node the shape funct;on is denoted by N^	 n.}, These shape functions
define the geometry of the actual element by a pointwise mapping from the
parent element. Thus in the actual element the X-coordinate of a point
is given by
X = Xi Ni (E, n, 6
	
(3.1-1a}
Here (t, n, 0 are the coordinates of the corresponding point in the
parent element, and Xi is the X-coordinate of the ith node, with summation
implied over i. Similar expressions are used for Y and Z coordinates.
Field quantities such as temperature, and displacements. U-V-W (in the
X- y
-Z directions, respectively), of a point in the actual element are
defined in the same manner. For example, the U-displacement of a point
is defined by





l —^ 	 where UT is the U•-displacement of the ith node.
Displacement Derivative Calculations - At each reFerence point in A:he
BDPACE element, the spatial 	 displacement derivatives mu:;,": be expressed
in terms of the nodal
	
displacements.	 To accomplish this, are first
define a matrix g at the reference point, consisting of the nodal	 shape	 !






g _	 an	 ;n	 an
aN l 	aN2 	aNn
A Jacobian matrix, J, at the point is computed as
J ij - gim X jm (3.1-3a)
where Xij is the X-Y-Z system ith coordinate of the jth node.	 The
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In.general the X and x coordinate systems are different, in which case
a tr2nsformation matrix, C, of direction Cosines is defined at the ref-
erence point, such that
x^	 X	 I
Y = [C]	 Y	 (3.1-4a.)
z	 ^Z
The Jacobian is then transformed by
,ii = Jim Cam
	(3.1-4b)
y




This inverse Jacobian transformation produces the desired form of the














A composite matrix is then defined by
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G = o 9 o
0	 0	
- 
Now to de-Fire displacement derivatives we will find it convenient to use
bath the vector (single subscript) and matrix (double subscript) forms
interchangeably. Thus we define, for example,
e ,	 l aU DU aU DV @V aV aw aW alb








D  aV aW




If we arrange the vector q
q	
( U
l l !^ U$ U
we may write the important
au au av av av aw aw aw1	 (3.1-7b)
ay az ax ay az ax ay az f
of element nodal displacements in the form
4 _ _ _U", V1 - - - Vn , Wl - - _ wnl
relationship between displacement derivatives
c.
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---	 and nodal displacements, in the form
G ib 
qj
The reference-point system derivatives 5 may be obtained from the mixed
derivatives a' by the transformation
^i^ = C. aim	 (3.1-10}im
In constructing the BOPACE program logic it is actually more convenient
to rearrange the q-vector so that the U--V-W displacements at a partic-
ular node are grouped together. This also requires rearrangement of the
columns of the is matrix. However the calculation and storage of the -9-
matrix for each reference point occurs in the simple form of Equation
3.1-8, and required operations involving the ? matrix are performed 	 vl
simply by an appropriate indexing procedure, taking full advantage of
the evident sparsity in the given form of C.
General Considerations for the Shape Functions - The shape functions for an
element are derived so as to have the following characteristics.
1).	 Each function is independent, having a unit value at its associated
node and zero values at all other nodes.
2)	 Each function satisfies i .nterelement continuity requirements,
having zero values on all edges and faces except those on which
its associated node is located.
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3)	 In order to guarantee convergence with mesh refinement, any state
of constant displacement derivatives within an element must be
obtainable by a linear combination of the shape functions.
The derivation of shape functions which satisfy these requirements has
often been accomplished by trial and error or by chance discovery, as in
the case of the so--called "serendipity" isoparametric elements of Reference
13. A rational approach to the same functions, however, is provided
through the use of Lagrange interpolation, and this approach proves to
be more general as well. By means of Lagrange interpolation, two types
of elements are provided in BOPACE, depending upon the manner in which
the mapping between parent and actual elements is accomplished. The
" proportionate" mappiina provides elements which Asualiy perform better
for general analysis, while the "serendipity" mapping provides elements
which are useful for crack-tip analysis. The following paragraph
describes the two types of mappings used in BOPACE, and their application
to regular and crack--tip types of elements.
Proportionate and Serendipit.y_Mappings (Regular and Crack-Tip Elements) -
The edge nodes may be arbitrarily spaced along the edge of the actual
element. With the proportionate mapping, the edge node positions on the
parent element are determined by using their perpendicular projections
onto the straight line connecting the appropriate two corner nodes of
the actual element, with a proportionate mapping of this line.back onto
the edge of the parent element. Thus a variable spacing of the edge
nodes generally occurs on the parent element itself. With the
serendipity mapping, the edge nodes are uniformly spaced on the
-'	 parent element, and receive their variable spacing on the
3-9
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actual element through mapping by the shape functions. When by proper,user
location of the nodes along appropriate edges of the actual element, a
crack-tip analysis capability is created, providing displacements and
stnoular strains which vary in a half-power and inverse half-power
relationship, respectively, along these edges. For example, location
of midside nodes at the quarter points (one-fourth the distances along
the edges from the crack tip to the opposite corner nodes) creates the
singular crack-tip element described in Reference 14. It is to be noted
that the required strain singularity is exact along the element edges,
but only approximate within the element interior. The proportionate
mapping is usually more accurate for general analysis, because the dis-
placements and strains vary as polynomials rather than as half powers or
other functions. The capability for representing basic lower order.
strain states is therefore disrupted to a lesser extent with the pro-
portionate mapping. The following discussion of the BOPACE element
functions is conveniently presented by first describing the interior
edge node functions, and then defining the corner node functions.
Edge  Functions - Consider for example, a partic Ailar edge of the parent
element, which is parallel to the C direction and has nodes 1, 2, --- m
arbitrarily spaced along its length. A Lagrange interpolation function
for the ith node on this edge it formed by taking the product
(E - E l )(^ - Y --- (^ - E i-l )(e - i+1 )---( - Em)
It is to be noted that this product is nonzero at node i and is zero at
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all other nodes along the edge. It is a polynomial of orde r, m-1. This
product is then supplemented by giving it a linear variation in the
other two coordinate d-Trections, i.e., by multiplying by the product
where no
 and i;C are coordinates (+I) of the opposite edges. Finally a
unit normalized function is obtained after dividing by the value which
the function takes on at its associated node. Thos the final shape
function for the ith node of the edge is
O U , n, 0 = (I U - Y ) (n - na)(C - go Nnormalization factor)
(31-11 a)
where the n product sum is taken over all nodes on the edge except the
Iith node.
The derivatives of this function which are required for BOPACE analysis
are obtained from the following expressions.
^^ W N i	 E	 l	 J	 i	 (3,1 -11b)
J =l	 J
aN i = N i/(n - no)	 (3.1-11 c)
i
aN = N i /(C - ^)	 (3.1 11 d)
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The shape functions and their derivatives, for edge nodes of edges
parallel to the n and c axes, follow directly from Equations 3.1-11
by cyclic permutation of the coordinates &-n-;.
Corner Functions - The shape function for a corner node is most effec-
tively obtained in two parts-- the +'li-near" function and the "deviation
from linearity." ib e.linear function is the function which would be
used for an 8-node brick without edge nodes. For example, this function
for the corner node at C = n = a = 1, is
N = $ (1 + 00 * 0(1 + C) 	 (3.1-12a)
which provides displacement states in which all edges remain straight.
The edge nodes duri !r:g such displacement, of course, undergo nonzero dis-
placements, and these must be eliminated by the addition of the deviation-
from-linearity functions. Such functions are simply the edge node
functions already discussed. Thus the total shape function for the
above corner node is
N = 8 (1 + E)(1 + n)(1 + ^) - Ea i Ni 	(3.1-12))
where the summation is performed over all edge nodes.
Each coefficient ai is the value of the corner function 3.1-12a evaluated
at the ith edge node, and N.i is the shape function of the ith edge node.
Shape functions for other corner nodes are obtained in the same manner,
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after appropriate changes of sign (±l) in Equation 3.1-10a.
3,2	 STRAIN, FORCE AND STIFFNESS QUANTITIES
Strains - The Lagrangian strain, e, is defined in terms of material dis-
placement derivatives, a, at a point in the body, by
E i = AOijej	
I 
Al ijk aj 0	 (3.2-1)
Mere AO and Al are constant coefficients which define the strain tensor,
with Al providing the (geometrically) nonlinear portion of the strain.
In terms of engineering strain components, this equation may be re-
written with the linear (AO) contribution in expanded form, as
u.X.
^xx	 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0	 uy
^YY	
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0	 u z
e	 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1	 v
zz	 x	 + 2 Al
ijk 8jek
YXY	
0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0	
v 
YXZ	 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0	 v 




where x-y-z and u-v--w are the coordinate directions and corresponding
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Here the nonzero terms of Al are
Al ill =	 Al 144 A1 177	 '	 l
Al 222 Al 255	 = Al 288
	
=	 1












Al "7 =	 1
Al 513 A1531	 = Al 546	
_
	 Al 564 = 	 Al 579 =	 Al 597 =	 1





	 Al 698 -	 1
(3.2-2b)
and a useful form for the nonlinear contribution is defined by
U 	 0	 0	 vx	 0	 0	 wx 0	 0












	 0	 wy wx	 0
u 
	 0	
U  V 
	 0	 v y w  0	 wx
0	







Because of the symmetry of Al	 (Al ij ,k = Al ikj ), the differentiation of
Equation 3.2-2a provides the strain rate, ^, in terms of the displacement
derivative rate, e, in the simple form
Ei =	 (AO ij + ATi,jk e k )e j (3.2-3)
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Forces -- The principle of virtual work is valid for arbitrary nonlinear
materials,and it provides a simple basis for deriving the element force
and stiffness relations. The equivalence of external and internal
virtual work relates the generalized nodal forces p, and displacements
q, iin the element equil ib r i um equation
	
^g i p i = jV ds i ^ i dV	 (V se i (Q i * + Dot AF_)dV	 (3.2-4)
which holds along any equilbrium path in the neighborhood of a particular
equilibrium (*) configuration. (he integral expression, in Equation 3.2-3
is exact, except that only the first order incremental stress-strain
relation involving thR o0 matrix is used. Its use does not lead to
inaccurate results in the solution process because of the equilibrium
check and midpoint residual-force corrective iterations which are
performed.) Mere 6E and 6q are kinematically consistent variations, and
from Equations 3.2-3 and 37 .1 . 9 (ignoring, for simplicity, the overbars
which denote coordinate system)
J
	
aE: i = (AO ij + 1 ijk 'd aej	 A i j 60  = Aim GmJ 6qJ ._ B i j sqj
(3.2-5)
The theoretical imp'ementati:on of Equation 3.2--4 requires the use of the
second Piola-Kircho f stress asso c iated with Lagrangian strain, with
integration over th . undeformed volume (e.g., see oden and Key, Refer-
ence 15). However he small strain assumption is used in the BOPACE
formulation, so that the stress may be taken as the usual engineering or
true stress. (A general large strain development is presented in the con-
text of perturbation solution methods, in References 16 and 17.)
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Substituting for Js in terms 0 wq,, and realizi'tig that Equation 3.2-4
must be satisfiedi for arbitrar a va; iati:,ns dq, prov-Wes the basic
equilibrium equation for fs)°rtes, as
p i = f V Da ^^sa 11	
'V Gmi (AOain '^ Al amn en ) (aa + Do	 ^cb)dV
or at a particular equilibrium (*} onf':gurati ors, whare ^^ _ ^* and
8 = 6*, we have
p^ _ !V Gmi (AOam + Al	
0*)
a*) u dV = f V Gmi Ram aadV
(3.2-6b)
Stiffness	 Differentiating Equation 3.2-6a and evaluating at the
particular equilibrium configuration (Ac = 0, a = e*, :4c.) provides
the first order equilibrium rate equation
pi = Mt. qt	 (3.2-7)
where
KOjj _ fV Gmi (AOam DO*ab AObn + a*a Rlamn) Gnd dV 	(3.2-8)
The "tangent stiffness" matrix KO* a s given by Equation 3.2-8 is clearly
separable into two parts--- the geometrically linear and the geometrically
nonlinear contributions. The first contribution to KO* is due to the
incremental stress-strain relation, and its symmetry depends on symetry
r-.
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of the matrix DO*. The second contribution is due to the initial
stresses during changing geometry, and is always symmetric in form. The
incrementa l 'form of Equation 3.2-7 is of course
A p t = KOii oq 1 	(3.2-9)
and is the basis ibj— BOPACF stlution procedures. In generating the






a* A7.	 is first computed, after which the product G 	 N*	 G	 isa	 amn	 mi	 mn n j
formed. The geometrically nonlinear part of H is given by
h 0 0
as 






w axy °yy ayZ
0 X ayz azz
The stiffness generation procedure described here takes maximum advantage
of sparsity in the G matrix, and also allows the inclusion of geometric




The integrals which define force and stiffness quantities in the BOPACE
r'
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program are calculated by numerical ntegratfon using Gauss product
formulas, and must be evaluated over the volume of the actual element.
The mechanics of the integration process, however, are best accomplished
over the parent element, where there are simple integration limits in
terms of the	 Cartesian coordinate system. Integration is therefore
taken in the form
fV
 f dV - "' f*' f+j f(E,n,c) j Jf dCdnd,	 (3.3-1)
where f is the function to be integrated, and JJJ is the Jacobian
determinant which corrects for the fact that a differential volume
(dxdydz) in the actual element is equal to jJl (dEdnd,).'
The integral is evaluated numerically by substituting for it a sum over 	
I
a number of Gauss integration points:
m n p
f V fdV = E	 E	 E f(si"J'Ck) Wijk	 (3.3-2)
i= 1 3 = 1 k=1
Here m, n, p are the numbers of integration point_ in the ^, n, ,
directions, respectively (total number of points = mxnxp), and Wijk is
a weighting factor for each point which includes the value of the
Jacobian determinant. The Gauss integration scheme is used because it
provides higher accuracy for a given number of points than some other
methods, through an optimum selection of the point locations. (The use
of m Gauss points allows the exact integration of a polynomial of degree
2m-1.) The BOPACE program provides, as a default, the automatic selec-
tion of the nunber of integration points in each coordinate direction,
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so as to exactly integrate the stiffness matrix.Y	 This stiffness9 	^
integration is generally exact only if all element edges are straight
lines and the H matrix is constant over the element). However, it has
been found that accuracy and convergence are often improved if fever
integration points are used, especially for plasticity analysis. (A
2 x 2 x 2 point rule 1s often useful for BRICK elements). BOPACE
allows the user t; select, if he wishes, the number of Gauss points in
each direction.
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4.0 COORDINATE SYSTEMS
BOPACE coordinate systems are used to locate nodes and element reference
points, to define the quantities (e.g., forces, displacements, stresses
and strains) associated with these nodes and points, and to help define
other program input such as distributed load directions and inertia related
vectors.
The definition and use of the element parent coordinate systems have been
discussed in Section 3. BOPACE uses several other coordinate systems, each
of which is associated with an integer identification number:
0 tangent




Each of these systems is described in the remainder of this section.
Tangent. Systems - Tangent system coordinates x-y- are element associated
Cartesian systems, and are used to define reference-point quantities and
distributed load directions, for various points within or on the surface
of the element. The x axis is taken tangent to a parent coordinate E axis
at the point; the y axis is taken normal to x and tangent to the parent &- Ti
plane, such that y has a positive component in the n direction; and z is
defined such that x-y-z is a right hand system. The E-n coordinates used
4-1
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to define the tangent system correspond to the parent element, or in some
cases to a local parent region such as a particular face or edge of the
element.
In case the parent system is defined for a 1-dimensional region (e.g., a
rod type element, or edge of a'membrane or solid type element), the n
direction is !undefined. The ambiguity for direction y is then overcome
by taking y normal to x and in the basic XY plane, such that z has a com-
ponent in the positive Z direction. In the special case where x is parallel
with Z (i.e., x has no component in the XY plane), y is simply taken in the
Y direction.
Basic Systems - The three basic right hand coordinate systems are shown in
Figure 4.0-1. They are general purpose systems used for locating points
and defining directions. The Cartesian system X-Y-Z provides the basic
reference frame for the entire structure. The local coordinate directions
for other systems are defined in terms of X-Y-Z using the usual direction
Cosine transformations. Much of the internal program storage and computa-
tion is in terms of the basic Cartesian system. The cylindrical system
R-e-Z has its origin and Z axis coincident with those of the basic Cartesian
system, while R is in the X-Y plane, and o is measured from X to R. The
spherical system R-@-,D is the same as the basic cylindrical system, except
that the Z coordinate is replaced by o (o is in the R-Z plane, and is
measured from the X-Y plane to R).
4=2
Special Cartesian Systems - These are additional user input coordinate systems,
for defin.iing directions of nodal or reference--point quanti ties. They are
not associated with any particular origin, and therefore, can not be used
for location of points.
+) CARTESIAN X-Y-Z
Z -
6 IN X-Y PLANE
_R
V	 A	 W. X
W CYLINDRICAL R.$-Z













The BOPACE load options consist of five types:
1) Concentrated mechanical loads
2) Distributed mechanical loads
3) Thermal loads
4) Normal strain or stress loads
5) Inertia loads.
Each of the first four loading types is defined by one or more load sets,
which can be combined by means of-their respective load factors. The
inertia loads are computed from specified concentrated and distributed
mass data, along with quant'Ities which define the acceleration behavior
of the structure.
IThe BOPACE forces defined by concentrated mechanical 'roads are fixed in
direction (non follower-force type). The BOPACE distributed mechanical
loads and inertia loads, however, may be of the follower-force type. For
geometrically nonlinear problems, the direction and line of action of these
loads is updated at the beginning of each increment, based on the current
displaced configuration. This means that if geometric nonlinearity has
been specified ., all inertia loads and those distributed mechanical loads
which are referenced to tangent coordinate systems, will contain follower-
force effects, (Distributed mechanical loads referenced to other coordinate
systems, are fixed in direction because the coordinate systems are fixed).
All loads represent cumulative values, so that the change in load for a
particular increment of a problem is the difference between the specified
cumulative start and end of increment loads.
l	 ..
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5,1	 CONCENTRATED MECHANICAL LOADS
A concentrated mechanical Toad set is defined by the zero or non-zero
externally applied load value for each independent freedom in the structure.
A particular load value will either be a force, or, if the freedom has been
constrained via a single-point constraint (SRC) it will be an imposed dis-
placdment. If a load value is specified for a dependent freedom constrained
via a multi-point constraint (MPC), the value must be a force. The program
then automatically distributes this force to the independent MPC freedoms,
according to the defined MPC coefficients.
A nodal force is by definition the rate of change of external or internal
virtual work, with respect to a virtual displacement of its associated
nodal freedom, The equivalent concentrated nodal force corresponding to a 	 s
general loading condition depends on the loadin g distribution, as well as
the element geometry and shape functions. The relationship may be quite
simple as on a rectangular face of an 8-node brick (each corner receives
one fourth of the "otal load), or it may be complicated and physically
mieaningless., as on the same type of face with midside nodes (the correct
corner force values are actually negative. In the more complicated cases
it is best to define the distributed loading, and let the program compute





A distributed mechanical load set is defined by the values of load intensity
THE BffEq* 4a COMPANY
distributed on the edges and faces of the various elements in the structure.
Associated with this set of values is a corresponding set of program computed
equivalent concentrated nodal loads. BOPACE provides a very general capabil-
ity to specify loads of the pressure (normal to surface) type and drag
^	 r,
(tangent to surface) type using tangent coordinate systems, as well as load
intensity components in directions defined by any other coordinate system.
For loads of the normal and tangent type, local region tangent coordinate
systems are required. These are formed using the local region parent
coordinates as discussed in Section 4. Figure 5.2--1 serves to help define
the local parent systems for the edges and faces of the various types of
BOPACE elements. There the elements are shown, with their corner nodes
numbered according to the scheme used for BOPACE element input data. The
edge and face regions for each element are also listed along with their
associated corner nodes. The corner node ordering for each region defines
the parent coordinate system for that region. For example, edge region 3
of the QUAD element has its local 	 axis in the direction from node 3 to
node 4. Face region 2 of the BRICK element has its local ^ axis along the
edge nodes 6-5, n axis in the direction 5-8, and ^ axis defined by the right
hand rule. Dote that for each face region of the BRICK element, the positive
normal (C direction) is outward.
One or more components of distributed load intensity may be specified at
each desired location. To specify a uniform load intensity, only one loca-
tion (i.e., the edge or face number) is given, along with the component values.
For linear variation of load intensity, the corner node values are specified.
5-3.







EDGE	 NUDES	 EDGE NODES EDGE MODES
rl 1-2
	
1 1-2 1 1-2
2 2-3 2 2-3
3 3-4 3 3-4
4 4-1 4 4-1
5 5-6
6 6-7
FACE NODES 7 7-8












Figure 5.2-1: Local Region Node Orders For Distributed Loads
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(For a quadrilateral area region, the specification of values at four points
means that the variation is linear along the edges, but possibly of higher
order in the interior.) For a general variation of load intensity, values
are specified for the corner nodes and the interior edge nodes of the region.
In any case, the user need not be concerned with any particular ordering of
the input nodal values, because the program uses the randomly specified node
identification numbers to identify the appropriate edge or face and to
define if necessary the corresponding local parent coordinate system. For
uniform or linear l oad variation, the program computes any unspecified nodal
intensities by proper interpolation from the element shape functions.
The equivalent concentrated nodal loads are computed by an integral involving
the region shape functions and the distributed load intensities. An area
loading, for example, uses the area integral
P i
 = JA N i d dA = JA N i d i Ni dA	 (5.2-1)
where P i
 is the equivalent concentrated load in a particular coordinate
direction at the ith node of the region, d is the load intensity in this
direction, di is the load intensity at the ,jth node, and N are the shape
functions for the region. Coordinate transformations are applied in the
integral as required. The integration is carried out numerically using
Gauss product formulas, with the number of Gauss points in each coordinate
direction selected so as to give an accurate result. The number of points
used depends on the maximum number of nodes in that direction as well as the
order of variation of load intensity, and the resulting integration is
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exact if all edges of the region are straight lines. For edge regions the
number of Gauss points used in a given direction is (n+m)/2, and for area
regions it is (n+m)12 + 1, where n is the maximum number of nodes in that
direction and m is the order of distributed load variation (1 - uniform,




A thermal load set is defined by the value of temperature at each node in
the structure. The required temperatures at element reference points are
computed from nodal temperatures by
	
T = Ti N 1	(5.3-1)
where T i
 is the ith nodal temperature, and N i is the shape function for node 	 I
i evaluated at the reference point. Reference-point temperatures at the
beginning of the problem are set by the fabrication temperature of each
element.
The BOPACE treatment of element fabrication temperatures and nodal thermal
loads can be employed to account for the effects of initial residual stresses,
manufacturing tolerance errors,.shrink-fit assemblies, and other initial-strain
situations. The basic program assumption is that at fabrication time, all
elements are at their specified respective fabrication temperatures, and
they,ft together into a stress-free configuration defined by their given
nodal coordinates. Also, for all purposes of computation and output,
thermal strains are taken as zero at the fabrication temperature. (If the








	 temperature, all thermal strains computed for the element are adjusted by
substracting out that value.)
As an example, take _he case of a fastener and drilled plate, manufactured
from the same material and intended for a shrink-fit assembly. Assume that
thermal strain data have been defined for the material such that the thermal
strains are 0 and .002 at respective temperatures of 100 and 400. The BOPACE
temperatures for the elements of the fastener and plate have been defined at
fabrication as 100 and 400, respectively, and at that time the diameters
of both fastener and plate hole are 1.0. The assembly then fits together
with no gap, and the fastener/plate interface may be defined by a single
set of nodes (or if desired, by pairs of coincident fastener/plate nodes
which are fixed together via MPC constraints). A nodal thermal loading is
^—	
then applied in one or more increments, which brings the entire assembly to
a uniform temperature of 100. The result is no thermal strains in the
fastener, but thermal strains of -.002 throughout the plate. The BOPACE
elastic-plastic-creep analysis provides the accompanying distribution of




A normal strain/stress load set is defined by the zero or non-zero value
for each free normal direction of the elements in the structure. Free
directions are those for which the strain is not determined by nodal dis-
placements, i.e., the surface normal for membrane type elements and the
two centerline normals for rod type elements, as defined by the element









element behavior, BOPACE allows the user to control these otherwise un-
determined streins o .rr; , stres.es by means of the normal stra9 p/stress loads.
Whether strain or stress values are specified is determined by element
property codes.
5.5	 FNERTIA LOADS
BOPACE provides three sources of acceleration for automatic calculation of
inertia loads. Each source applies uniformly to the entire structure, and
is defined by a spacial vector, whose magnitude is given by the LFACTOR card
and whose direction is defined by the TRANSLATE or ROTATE cards. These
vectors are:
1) translational acceleration, a
2) rotational velocity, w
3) rotational acceleration, «.
Used on these user supplied data, BOPACE first computes the total accelera-
tion components (x-y- .z) at each node as
q = a + wx(wxR) + axR	 (5.5-1)
where R is a vector from the rotational axis to the node.
For a BOPACE isoparametric element, a nodal acceleration in, say, the x
direction, causes only Y direction accelerations of points within the
element. This results in an uncoupling of the x-y-z inertia effects, so
that each load component can be computed separately. For the x direction,
therefore, a vector Q is formed from the 4 vectors, such that Q i is the x
direct-ion acceleration at node i. The vector P, of x direction inertia
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t	 Pi = -m Qi - Ef V N i P Ni dV Q^	 (5.5-2)
Here m is the value of concentrated mass at node i, P is the distributed
mass density of an element:, N i is the shape function for, the ith node of
an element, and the summation is taken over the volumes of all elements.
The y and z components of inertia loads are computed similarly. The volume
integrals are evaluated by the same Gauss product formulas used to compute 	 {
the element stiffness matrices.
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?_^'	 6.0	 NONLINEAR SOLUTION METHOD
6.1	 BASIC SOLUTION REQUIREMENTS
The exact elasto-plastic-creep analysis of a structure requires the satisfac-
tion, at all points in the structure, of three requirements:
1 . )	 Equilibrium of stresses
2) Compatibility of strains
3) Satisfaction of constitutive theory, which is summarized by the
appropriate stress-strain rate relation.
The following paragraphs summarize the BOPACE solution approach as it relates
to satisfying these three requirements.
Stress-Strain Relation - The stress-strain rate relation is cast into an
incremental form, as defined by the material constitutive theory of Section
2. The assumed stress-strain relation is satisfied exactly in the BOPACE
solution procedure, provided that the increment is sufficiently small so that
incremental quantities car,,  be treated in a differential manner, and that the
iteration procedure is sufficient to produce convergence.
Compatibility - Compatibility is satisfied exactly within each isoparametric
element as a result of the finite-element derivation. In the global sen!:e,
i.e., over the entire structure, compatibility is also satisfied exactly, by
merging the element degrees of freedom into global degrees of freedom and
thereby establishing the equality of displacements at appropriate adjacent
nodes.
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r^	 Equilibrium - Equilibrium in general is satisfied only approximately within
an isoparametric element, because of its variable stress state. Stresses are
also not necessarily
 in equilibrium between adjacent elements, although all
stress equilibrium is satisfied in the limit as the finite-element mesh is
refined. For any mesh representation of the structure, global equilibrium is
	
d
satisfied in 30PACE in an average sense, because equilibrium is established




COMPARISON OF COMMON SOLUTION METHODS
The common stiffness methods used for solution of elasto-plastic problems
can be classified by three general types:
1) The pure "tangent stiffness" method
2) The "constant--stiffness residual-load" method
3) "Combined" methods.
Tangent-Stiffness Method -- The pure tangent-stiffness method obtains the
solution for each load increment by a single solution of the incremental
equilibrium equation:
APi = KO* 
ii 
AQj	(6.2-1)
in which AP and eQ are the global incremental forces and displacements,
respectively, and KO* is the Jacobian (tangent-stiffness) matrix. This is
the type of solution used in NASTRAN's "piecewise linear analysis," for
e1
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example. There is no equilibrium check, and no iteration is perfo rmed to
improve the incremental solution. The matrix €CO* is determined by evaluation
or extrapolation at previous solution points. Because in an actual structure
the stress-strain slopes, creep rates, direction of the incremental plastic
and creep strain vectors, etc., will generally vary within an increment, the
pure tangent-stiffness approach can result in a substantial departure from
the true force-displacement path unless load increments are kept quite small.
Constant-Stiffness Residual-Load Method - This solution method [10] employs
an iterative procedure. In each iteration the residual (unbalanced) forces
are computed based on the current estimate for the incremental configuration,
and are then applied to the constant elastic stiffness matrix in order to
solve for displacement corrections. The approach is computationally efficient
^—..	 because it requires the formation and decomposition of only a single stiff-
ness matrix, but it is not directly applicable to highly nonlinear structures
because of convergence difficulties.
Combined Methods - Various combined methods have been employed for solution
of elasto-plastic problems, for example that described in Reference 18. These
involve the use of an equilibrium check through the calculation of unbalanced
forces, as well as various procedures for updating the approximate Jacobian
matrix.
BOPACE Approach - BOPACE provides several options for nonlinear solutions
based on user specification of the Jacobian updates and the iteration
sequence. The most general option uses a combined approach for solution, with
the iterative procedure consisting of two stages:
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1) Improvement of the solution configuration by using the Jacobian
matrix to reduce the residual nodal forces.
2) Calculation of residual forces based on the estimated configura-
tion and "Exact" constitutive theory.
Several user controlled options are available in BOPACE for de fining and
updating the Jacobian matrix.
6.3
	
CALCULATION OF RESIDUAL ' FORCES
It is assumed for the present discussion that the exact solution configura-
tion is known at the start of a particular lead increment. (Actually the
BOPACE program takes any unbalanced forces which might remain from the
previous increment and adds them to the present load increment, in order to
achievereater accuracy	 For 	 resent incre-given iteration within theg	 Y)	 g	 P
ment, i.e., for a given estimate of the solution, it is necessary
to compute the corresponding unbalanced forces. This section summarizes the
steps involved in computing these forces, including determination of strains,
stresses, and forces. A flowchart for these calculations is given in Figure
6.3-1.
S trains - f=or the given estimate of end-of-increment global nodal displace-
ments, Q, the corresponding element nodal displacements, q, are obtained by
coordinate transformations at the nodes, involving appropriate direction
Cosines. For the BOPACE program, all element displacements are referred to
the basic X-Y-Z Cartesian coordinate system, Strains, 6 are then computed
at Leach reference point by using the relations 3.1-9 and 3.2-1:
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6  = Gij 4i
E. = AO.. e. +	 Al.. a.e
	 (6.3-1)T	 i 3 J	 2	 i j;k 3 k
The end-of-increment strain E is the total (physical) strain at the point:
E i	 e? + Ep + Ec + Eti 	 (6.3-2)
The thermal strains, E t , are determined as described in Section 2.2, and
are measured relative to the assumed zero strain condition at fabrication
time. Subtracting these strains from the total strain, gives=
e+^p+c = e	 p	 p_	 r
E i 	 Ei + Fi + E' - E i - E.Z	 (6.3-3)
The corresponding incremental strain eee+p+c is determined as the difference
from start-of-increment to estimated end-of-increment strain.
Stresses - Elastic strains are then determined usin g
 the elasto-plastic-
creep algorithm presented in Section 2.6. With the elastic strains known
at the end of the increment, the stresses are computed:
6I = Dl £el	 (6.3-4)
where E el are the known cumulative elastic strains at the end of the incre-
ment. The stress-strain cal-culation may need to be modified, depending on
which of three conditions exists at the particular integration point:
Condition I	 Point is elastic at end of load increment, i.e.,
either the point remains elastic or unloading
occurs. Compute stress and elastic strains.
Plastic strains are zero.
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Condition II	 Point is plastic throughout load increment. Com-
pute stresses, elastic and plastic strains by
algorithm of Section 2.6.
Condition III Point is initially elastic, but becomes plastic
at some point during the load increment. rind
intermediate time at which yielding occurs (this
requires solving a simple quadratic equation).
Compute stresses and elastic strains up to that
time. Compute stresses and strains beyond yield-
ing as for Condition II.
The condition at the beginning of the increment is known for each point.
The condition at the end of the increment is assumed, for the first
iteration, to be Condition I. The end condition is re-evaluated during
each iteration, using either the material yield value or the plastic-
strain vector. For an elastic point, it is determined whether or not the
current material yield has been exceeded. For a plastic point, the plastic
strain vector (normal to the yield surface) is observed; an outward vector
(a>C) implies a plastic condition, while an inward vector (x< p ) implies
elastic unloading.
Element Nodal - Forces - The force-siress relation for the 80PACE element is
defined by Equations 3.2-5 and 3.2-6:
P i
 
^ fV  Bai Q a dV	 (6.3--5)
where V is the element volume, S is the strain-displacement matrix, and pi
are the element nodal forces.
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-^	 Global Modal Unbalanced Forces - Global forces, P, are obtained from the
element forces, p,	 by adding nodal contributions from all elements
and applying coordinate transformations. The global unbalanced forces, SP,
are then determined by subtracting these computed (internal) forces from the
applied (external) loads:	
l
SPi = Load i - P i	(6.3-6)
The loads are defined as the sum of applied concentrated and distributed




The basic global relation for incremental forces and displacements corresponds
to the element relation 3.2-7:
AP  - KO i i oQv 	(6.4-1)
where the incremental global displacements oQ are the total .physical dis-
placements (including thermal, elastic, plastic and creep effects). KO * is
the elasto-plastic tangent-stiffness (Jacobian) matrix for the increment.
In order to improve a given displacement configuration, the displacement
Corrections SQ correspondi;ng to unbalanced forces d'P, are obtained in BOPACE
by solving a set of linear equations of the form
SP i - K^ SQL	(6.4-2)
The matrix KJ is also a.Jacobian (tangent-stiffness) matrix, or some approx-
imation to the Jacobian, but is used for displacement corrections rather than
a one-step solution for the displacements of the entire increment. The
r—.	






6.4-1 and 6.4-2, and describe BOPACE options for updating the Jacobian.
Procedure - In the iterative BOPACE approach, the only global solution
employed is the displacement-correction relation 6.4-2. The best approx-
imation for the Jacobian, for iterative purposes, is




where KO  is evaluated at the end of the current load increment using Equa-
tion 3.2--9, and Kel and 
Kpl 
are its elastic and plastic contributions,
respectively. The effects of c'hangg in elastic properties as well as the
effects of thermal and creep strains, are computed at the integration-point
level by the algorithm of Section 2.6, and accounted for by the unbalanced
forces. Thus Equation 6.4-1 is satisfied in an iterative fashion.
Updating the Jacobian - In order to account for possible large-scale elastic
unloading of the structure under cyclic load conditions, one or more initial
iterations are performed for each load increment using only the elastic
portion, Kel , of the K  matrix. Succeeding iterations use the total K  matrix.
Initially the K  matrix is taken to be the usual elastic stiffness matrix for
the structure, with elastic properties evaluated at the fabrication tempera-
ture. Whenever convergence is not achieved within a specified number of .
iterations, the Jacobian matrix is updated. BOPACE allows four options for
updating the matrix K  and/or its component matrix Kel (all matrix updates
are based on current temperature and geometry):
1)	 Use only initial elastic matrix Kel with no updating. This
A-.	 option corresponds to the constant--stiffness residual-load
6-9





method, and is most effective for problems with small plastic
strains and elastic properties which do not vary much with
temperature.
2) Update only Kel . This option is best for problems with small
plastic strains and elastic properties which vary considerably
with temperature.
3) Update total KJ matrix, but not elasti c matrix Kel . This
option may be used for problems with large plastic strains
and elastic properties which vary somewhat with temperature.
4) Update both KJ and Kel matrices. This is the most effective
option for problems with large plastic.: strains and elastic
	
-^	 properties which vary considerably with temperature.
6.5	 SUMMARY OF BOPACE SOLUTION METHOD
An outliine of the BOPAC£ solution method is given in the flowchart of Figure
6.5-1. In step 1, the Jacobian is initialized to the elastic stiffness
matrix, based on elastic properties at the fabrication time.
At the start of each load increment (step 2) the residual forces sP are set
equal to the increment of applied loads. Also, if any residual forces ramain
from the previous load increment, these are added -to 6P. The estimate for
displacements, Q, is defined by displacements at the end of the previous
increment.
The iteration loop involves successive improvement of the solution, by solv-
	
"'^	 iing for displacement corrections using the unbalanced forces and the Jacobian,
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Figure 6.5-1: BOPACE Solution
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and then recomputing the unbalanced forces corresponding to the new displace-
ment configuration. The displacement corrections aQ are determined in step
3, and in step 4 the improved configuration Q is updated by addition of 60.
Although convergence of this iterative process is usually quite good, BOPACE
has a feature for modifying the process if convergence is not occurring.
	 1
This involves using only a specified fraction of the computed correction, e.
g., Q {- Q + 0.5 aQ. This would increase the (,iumerical stability but could
tend to slow down convergence.
In step 5 the strain-displacement relations are used to compute the total
strains a from displacements Q. In step 6 the thermal strains are sub-
contracted from total strains to give the elastic+plastic+creep strains
required for the calculation of stresses. Step 7 involves the major icera-
tion algorithm, in which the strain is separated into elastic, plastic and
creep components. Stresses are determined accorording to the algorithm of
Section 2.6, and the corresponding unbalanced forces are computed.
If the maximum allowable iterations have been exceeded, step 8 is used to
update the Jacobian matrices accordin g to the specified updating option. The
Jacobian update is based on the current estimates of the yield surface and
flow parameters for each integration point at the end of the present incre-
ment. Iteration is stopped when a residual error norm (determined by a ratio
of residual forces to applied forces) is sufficiently small.
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7.0	 LINEAR EQUATION SOLUTION
The stiffness equations relating force and displacement rates are solved in
BOPACE using a modified Gauss wavefront solution procedure [19,201^ For large
problems it uses an out-of-core method, which basically requires that core
i
storage be available for only one nodal row of the stiffness matrix at a
time. Special features include the use of a sparse-matrix blocked-partition
scheme, a fast merging procedure based on a binary tree algorithm, and a
method of core space allocation which eliminates searching for partitions
during the matrix decomposition process.
The basic stages required for solution of general stiffness equations are:
1) Generation of the stiffness partitions for each element.
2) Merging these partitions together to form the stiffness matrix for
the entire system.
3) Decomposition of the stiffness matrix into factored form.
4) A forward/backward substitution process to solve for unknown forces
and displacements.
In the true wavefront procedure the generation, merging and decomposition
phases are combined, and the system stiffness matrix is never formed as
such. To achieve an efficient solution the elements must be numbered in an
optimum order while the nodes may be randomly ordered. In the BOPACE modi-
fied wavefront procedure the four phases are accomplished individually, and
the entire stiffness matrix is formed and made available. To achieve an
efficient solution, the nodes must be numbered in an optimum order while
7-1
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the elements may be randomly ordered. It is interesting to note that from
an ordering standpoint this modified procedure may be regarded as a true
wavefront procedure, if each stiffness partition (i.e. single-node to single-
node connection) is considered as being an individual element. The BOPACE
procedure provides a simple method for incorporating multi-point constraint
effects, by transferring dependent partition contributions during the genera-
tion phase.
7.1	 GENERATION
The generation stage consists of forming the stiffness partitions for each
finite element, accounting for the MPC relations, and writing the partitions
onto the generation file. Only the partitions in the upper symmetric half
of the element stiffness matrix are formed. Each partition is assigned a
packed code defining its row/column position in the system stiffness matrix,
and the partition is transposed if necessary (row/column codes correspond to
the upper symmetric half of the system matrix). Each code is unique within
a particular element matrix, i.e., additional contributions to a partition
arising from MPC equations ure all added together and grouped with their
corresponding code. SPC relations have no effect on the generation. At the
end of this stage all partitions have been written with their row/column
codes, in more or less random order, onto the generation file. Generation
time for an element is approximately proportional to the square of the number
of element freedoms, times the number of element integration points. Gen-
eration time can be significantly increased by the presence of MPC relations.
7.2	 MERGING
.'^	 The merging stage consists of reading the partitions from the generation
7--2
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file, ordering them according to increasing row/column code value (adding to-
gether all partitions having the same code), and writing them onto the merge
file by rows using a blocked partition form. If no partitions exist for a
particular row, a zero diagonal partition is inserted at this time. Core is
divided into three areas - a large sorting area, and two smaller input/output
areas which serve alternately to store either previously ordered partitions
or the partitions currently being ordered. If core is limited then use is
made of two scratch files as backup for the two smaller core areas. The
merge process is accomplished using the following steps.
1) Read as many partitions as space allows, from the generation file into
the next (sequential) available locations of the sorting area. As
each partition is read, form its binary-tree pointer (left or right link)
to allow its later ordered retrieval by row/column code.
2) Retrieve partitions from sorting area in increasing code order, by
traversing binary tree (see Flow Chart in Figure 7.2-1). As these
partitions are retrieved, merge them with all previously ordered par-
titions being read into the input area, and place them into the out-
put area. (When input or output area is filled, perform a read or
write to the corresponding scratch area).
3) When sorting area is emptied, prepare to refill it from the generation
file and switch input/output areas or corresponding scratch files.
4) Repeat steps 1-3 until all partitions from the generation file have
been read and ordered.
5) Transfer ordered partitions from output area or scratch file to




The merge file contains two records for each nodal row of the stiffness
1	 matrix. The first record is a single word whose value is the number of
equivalent single-precision words in the second record, and the second record
contains all partitions for the row in bbocked form. Each block contains
the number of partitions in the block, the row/column code of the first parti -
tion, and then -the partitions stored by columns. A new block is started
whenever the next partition is not sequential, i.e., its row/column code is
greater than one plus the code of the previous partition.
7.3	 DECOMPOSITION AND SOLUTION
The decomposition stage accomplishes the factoring of Lie stiffness matrix,
and the solution stage uses a forward and backward substitution to solve for
the unknown components of force and displacement. The Stiffness equations
KijQi = P i	(7.3-1)
generally involve a combination of prescribed forces and prescribed dis-
placements. The equations are solved in BOPACE using the modified Gauss
wavefront approach. Here the theoretical solution steps are first shown
for a system involving only prescribed forces, and then the modifications
are shown for a general mixed problem. Finally, the computer implementation
of these steps is discussed..
Solution With Prescribed Forces - The decomposed form of Equation 7.3-1
is taken as
UT D_1 D Q = P	 (7.3-2)










Since Dii - U ii , the elements of U are obtained
successively by row, as
U i j = Ki j -	 D Iff } Uk j	(7.3-3b)
k-1
2) Forward substitution: Let Y = D -l UQ. Then
PT -
	 ^Uk; Y k + Ui i Y i 	(7.3-4a)k-1
gi ving









Qi - Y i
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^+l UOk	 (7.3-5b)
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elements are equal to the diagonals of U.
procedure consists of the following three






Solution Rf Mixed Problem - FQr the general case where there is a combination
of prescribed forces and divela'cements,the three steps given above must be
modified. The procedure is Usrribpd here for the case in which a single
(rth) d splacement i a y-,,scribed, but additional prescribed displacements
would be treated ifl the same manner. The modified form of the decomposition
(7.3-2) is
UT 0 0	 G1-1 0 0	 ^U	 U	 U	 Q	 P11	 11	 11	 1r	 In	 7	 1
Ul 
r 
1 0	 0	 1 0	 0	 Urr Urn	 Qr	 Pr	
,(7.3-6 )
Uln 0 Ur




where (^} denotes a prescribed quantity. The first and last rows, denoted
by 1 and n, respectively, involve prescribed forces. The elements of U are
given by Equation 7.3-3b, except that no contribution from U rn is distri-
buted to the elements of Unn , Detailed steps for decomposition, and forward
and backward substitution, are given below.
	
1}	 Decomposition.
First rows: Compute each row of U according try Equation 7.3-3b
and distribute the contributions to later rows.
rth row: Compute the rt.h raw of U according to (7.3-3b) but
do not distribute to later rows.
Last rows: Again compute U according to (7.3-3b) and distri-
bute to 1-ater rows.
	
2)	 Forward substitution.
First rows: Compute Y l = U -1p
1
 using Equation 7.3-4b and
11
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distribute to later elements of-Y.. This produces the vector
(Y11 -UT 	-U12Y 1 )T 	(7.3-7)
r	
i
rth row: The rth row of (7.3-6) can be expanded and rearranged
to give the relation
EUrr' Urn^	 Qr - tP r ' - VT Y I }	 (7.3-8)
Qn	
Ir
The quantity UT Y I is available from the Y vector (7.3-7) and is
placed in the force vector P r . This quantity, in the Y vector is
then replaced by Q r , and contributions are distributed to later
elements of Y as in Equation 7.3-4b.
Last rows: Continue forward substitution by Equation 7.3-4b to
obtain
	
Y ^ UT-1 (P - U
T Q - UT Y
1
	(7.3-g)).
n	 nn	 n	 rn r	 In 
3)	 Backward Substitution





rth row:	 By Equation 7.3-8 the final contribution
(Urr Q  + Urn Qn) is added to the existing contribution
4 
Y 1




1rYl + UrrQr ± UrnQn)	 (7.3-11)
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First rows: Continuing backward substitution by Equation 7.3-5b givesq	 g
1
q1 = O 11 dll (Yl Olr4r - OlnQn)
Implementation - The BOPACE decomposition and solution algorithms operate
im a blocked-partitition mode, corresponding to the form of the merged stiff-
ness and decomposition matrices. By means of this procedure, the indexing
and storage operations can be applied in general to many partitions at a
time, thus increasing program efficiency.
For decomposition, the core is divided into three areas. The first area is
large enough to store the maximum size nodal row of the stiffness or decom-
position matrix. The last two areas are each equal to one-half of the re-
maining core, and are input/output areas which serve alternately to store
s
either previous decomposition contributions or the updated contributions
including effects from the current row. If core is limited, then use is
made of two scratch files as backup for the last two core areas.
A dummy decomposition is first performed to determine the maximum wavefront
(active decomposition nodes) for the structure. The decomposition process
is then accomplished using the following steps (dependent MPC freedoms are
treated during decomposition like specified displacements).
1)	 Read current nodal row of the stiffness matrix from merge file, into
e.nd of the row storage area. Add previous decomposition contributions
for this row from the input core area, and store resulting completed
row of decomposition at st=art of the row storage area.
THw M"AwAF IAW cow p^F4v	
l
2) Decompose the just completed row (i.e., compute its contributions
to later rows), merge these contributions with previous contributions
from the input area, and store results in the output area. (When input
or output area is filled, perform a read or write to the corresponding 	 rI
scratch area.)
3) Switch input/output areas or corresponding scratch files.
4) Output current row onto decomposition file 1n blocked partition
form (same row format as for merge file).
5) Repeat steps 1-4 for each nodal row of matrix.
The above procedure makes it unnecessary to search for any partition or to
store a vector for partition addressing, because the next partition needed
for calculation is always the next one available in the core storage area.
f
For solution, enough core is needed to store the maximum size nodal row of
the decomposition matrix. The forward substitution involves reading the
decomposition matrix one row at a time, while the backward substitution
involves a similar reading of the nodal rows in reverse order. Before the
solution procedure begins, the MPC coefficients are used to take prescribed
forces at the dependent freedoms and distribute them to the independent
freedoms. During the solution procedure, dependent MPC freedoms are
i;gnored. After the solution procedure is completed the MPC coefficients
are again used to calculate the dependent displacements in terms of the
independent displacements.
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Substructuring concepts are used in order to decrease computer run times or
core storage requirements, or for the convenience of being able to model
and solve several parts of a structure largely independently of each other.
Substructuring procedures can be classified generally according to three
types of applications:
1) Parameter type. studies, where a small part of the structure is modi-
fied one or more times. The results of each modification can be
determined without a new formation and decomposition of the entire
stiffness matrix.
2) Nonlinear problems, where the material or geometric nonlinearity
effects are largely concentrated in a. particular region of the struc-
ture. The incremental iterative solution process can often he
accomplished by updating only the portion of the stiffness matrix
corresponding to this region.
3) Large problems which can be divided into several distinct regions,
with the regions connected together at localized interfaces. Each
region can be solved largely independently, by reducing out internal
freedoms in each region in terms of the connecting boundaries.
The third type of procedure is used largely for convenience, in order to
design and analyze individual parts of a structure separately. It does not
significantly change the required run time, as compared to that of a similarly
efficient non-substructure procedure. It can, however, reduce the maximum
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and core storage is also reduced somewhat by the need to store only part
of the force and displacement vector values in core at any particular time.
The BOPACE substructuring approach is directed toward the first and second
types of applications. The structure is divided into two parts - a "constant"
	
i
and a "variable" structure. The variable structure defines those parts of
the structure which can be modified, and for which the stiffness matrix can
be updated as BOPACE iterates to a solution. For each new variable structure
the decomposition process is performed only for the nodal rows corresponding
to that variable structure. The forward-backward substitution process, how-
ever, is always performed for the entire structure. Although the entire
force and displacement vectors must-be in core for solution, this approach
has the advantage that the "constant" structure is permitted to have some
nonlinear Material or geometric effects, which are accounted for by itera-
tion in the solution process.
BOPACE defines three types of nodes - constant, boundary and variable, in
that order. Boundary nodes are used along interfaces to attach the constant
and variable structures together, or in the constant structure area where
it is desired to change the 5PC definitions from one variable structure case
to the next. Constant elements are connected to constant or boundary nodes,
and may not be redefined. Variable elements are connected to variable.or
boundary nodes, and may be redefined (or expanded or decreased in number).
The simple substructure example shown in Figure 8.0-1 will be used to help
illustrate the BRACE procedure. In this example there are 28 nodes, with
internal ordering as shown in (b). Nodes 1-17 are constant, nodes 18-26 are
boundary, and nodes 27-28 are variable. Node 18 is made a boundary node in
8-2
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order to allow its SPC definitions to be changed from one variable structure
to the next, while nodes 19-26 are boundary nodes because they are used to
connect constant elements with variable elements. The sparse form of the
merged and decomposed stiffness matrices is apparent from (c) and (d). (It
may be noted that in general a column of the decomposed matrix is full, be-
low the row in which its first non-zero partition occurs in the merged matrix.
In some cases, however, a null partition can occur in the decomposed column
below this point). A schematic of a general substructure stiffness matrix
is shown in Figure 8.0-2. There the letters C, B and V denote constant,
boundary and variable, respectively. Thus for example, CB denotes partitions
connecting constant to boundary nodes.
The basic steps involved in a BOPACE substructure problem are given as
follows:
1) Merge constant portion (CC and CB) of stiffness matrix, and merge
constant contributions to boundary (BB).
2) Decompose constant stiffness (CC and CB), and distribute constant de-
composition contributions to boundary (BB).
3) Merge variable contributions to boundary (BB and BV), and merge
variable stiffness (VV).
4) Add boundary contributions (BB) from Step 2 to stiffnesses from Step
3, to obtain total variable stiffness (BB, BV and VV).
5) Complete decomposition of total variable stiffness from Step 4.
6) Add total variable decomposition (BB, BV and VV) from Step 5, to
8-4
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constant decomposition (CC and CB) from Step 2, to obtain total
structure decomposition.
7) Perform forward/backward substitution using total structure decom-
position, to obtain solution for all forces and displacements in
structure.
8) Repeat Steps 3--7 for each new variable structure.
Because of the additional substructure overhead costs which arise from the
matrix addition and input/output file operations, BOPACE substructuring is
not recommended if the variable structure is a large portion of the total
structure.
MPC relations require that rows and columns of the stiffness matrix corre-
sponding to the dependent freedoms, be moved to locations corresponding to
the independent freedoms. Because of the order in which the above matrix
contributions are formed and stored, certain restrictions are placed on sub-
structure MPC relations. The permissible forms of MPC equations for the
constant and boundary freedoms can be written symbolically as
C = f(C,B)	 (8.0-1a)
B = f(B)	 (8.0-1b)
and for the variable freedoms as
V = f(V,B)	 (8.0-1c)
b
Equation 8.0-1a means, for example, that dependent constant structure dis-
placements may be defined as a function of both constant and boundary freedom





9.0	 DEFINITIONS - THEORETICAL MANUAL
This section defines symbols used in the BOPACE Theoretical Manual.
I
Variables:
a Deviatoric stress center; Translational 	 acceleration
c Kinematic hardening slope
d Distributed load intensity
e Deviatoric strain
f Function designation
g Shape function derivatives matrix
h Initial	 stress matrix
m Concentrated mass
p,q Local or element nodal	 forces, displacements
r Isotropic hardening slope
s Deviatoric (total - hydrostatic) stress
x,y,z Cartesian coordinates
u,v,w Displacements in x,y,z directions
X,Y,Z Basic Cartesian Coordinates
R,e,Z Basic Cylindrical	 Coordinates
R,o, q) Basic Spherical	 Coordinates
U,V,W Displacements in X;Y,Z directions
A Elasto-plastic hardening parameter; Strain tensor	 coefficient
matrix
B Strain-displacement matrix
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Vari'abl es
C,B,V Constant, boundary, variable parts of substructure
D Elasticity matrix
E Young's modulus
E' Basic yield surface normal vector
F Yield surface function
G Tensorial	 shear modulus; Shape function derivatives matrix




N Element shape function
P,Q System nodal forces, displacements
R Isotropic hardening matrix
T Temperature
V Volume
Y Intermediate equation solution vector
W Work; Integration point weighting factor
Stress center of yield surface; Rotational acceleration
m Rotational velocity
Strain center of yield surface
Y Thermal coefficient of expansion; Shear strain
E Strain
e Displacement derivatives



























S( )	 Residual {corrective} quantity; Virtual quantity
8^ )	 Partial derivative
Length of vector
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Special Svmbols:
q ( )	 Incremental quantity





( )'	 Mixed coordinate system quantity
F)	 Effective quantity; Tangent coordinate system quantity
C)	 Relative deviatoric quantity; Prescribed equation solution
quantity
C)	 Rate quantity
( )	 Second order rate (acceleration) quantity
E	 Summation
a	 Product Sum
X	 Vector cross product
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PART II: USER MANUAL
t
{A
	10.0	 BOPACE INPUT DATA
	
10.1	 GENERAL ORGANIZATION
The schematic of the BRACE data deck for a problem is shown in Figure
10.0 . 1. A problem is defined in general by a constant structure combined
with one or more variable structures, and with one or more load increments
for each constant-variable structure combination. The BOPACE input data
consist of four distinct groups:
1) Overall problem control data (for each cold start or restart),
2) Constant structure data (given for substructure problem),
3) Variable structure data, and
4) Increment data.
The variable structure data and increment data may be redefined an unlimited
number of times in any one problem.
The overall problem control data begin with the TITLE card. Following this
are parameters to define the basic problem type, and to control the solution
method and iteration sequence. Also included are cards to control the effect
of diagnostic conditions, to restart'or checkpoint the problem, and to allow
the user to select the nodal and reference-point results that are to be
printed for his problem.
T
The constant structure data begin with the CTITLE card. Material, coordinate
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^-	 constraint definitions are included. The constant structure data define
those parts of the structure for which the stiffness matrix is to be treated
as constant during the solution of the problem. BOPACE does not require a
problem to have a constant structure, and constant structure data is usually
not given unless the problem involves.substructuring.
	
r
The variable structure data begin with the VTITLE card. Material, coordinate
system, node, element, multi-point constraint and single-point constraint
definitions are included. The variable structure data define those parts of
the structure which can be modified, and for which the stiffness matrix can
be updated as BRACE iterates to a solution. A null variable structure is
unusual but is allowed. (In this case, if a VTITLE card is not input, a null
variable structure title is generated by the program.) If no constant struc-
ture was defined, the variable structure is the entire structure. If both a
constant and variable structure exist, they may be connected via the boundary
nodes defined under CTITLE. Certain portions of variable structure informa-
tion involving materials and coordinate systems, may have already been defined
by constant structure data, in which case the data need not be repeated.
The increment data begin with the ITITLE card, and consist of cumulative load
f	 factors, control data, material and coordinate system data, and load set data.
The cumulative load factors are used as multipliers for the load sets, in
order to compute the various cumulative mechanical and thermal loads. (A
Toad factor of zero means that a particular loading is not acting on the
structure.) The control data given here will override, for the particular
increment only, any of the same data defined under TITLE. Material tables
may be redefined in the increment data, and will permanently replace any	 J
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corresponding existing data; the new material data is used immediately during
the iteration process, and later when the next stiffness matrix update is
performed. Coordinate systems may also be defined or redefined ( redefinition
produces a warning message), The load set data are used to modify or regener-
ate the load sets for concentrated, distributed, thermal, normal strain/
stress, and inertia loads. (Any load set data not redefined remain
unchanged.)
Multiple problems may be run simply by stacking the problem decks consecu-
tively. The last card required after the entire- gala deck is the EOF card.
10.2	 CARD FORMAT
All data cards input to BO pACE are in a free field format. The free field
data rules are.:
1) Each data. card must begin with a name tag, which identifies the data on
the rest of the card. The name tag must start in column 1, and consist
of alphanumeric characters with no imbedded blanks. Only the first four
characters in the name tag must be given covrectly;
2) A name tag of CONTINUE indicates the data on the card has .been continued
from the previous card. There is no limit on the number of continuation
cards,
3) A name tag must be immediately followed by one or more blanks. The
remainder of the card contains data items associated with the name tag,
with each data item followed by a delimiter.
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JQ)	 A legal delimiter is either a comma, one or more blanks, or a comma with
one or more adjacent blanks. The end of the card is equivalent to a
comma.
5) A $ causes BOPACE to ignore the columns following the $ on that card.
The $ may be used for comments, or to allow the BOPACE input interpreter
to stop scanning the card for further data.
6) A null data item causes BOPACE to use a default value. ( If a default.
value does not exist, a zero value is generated.) Null items are input
by successive commas which do not enclose a data item, or by completely
omitting the last one or more items associated with a name tag.
10.3	 BOPACE DATA CARD DEFINITIONS
'^	
I
BOPACE requires most data to be input in a predefined order. Not all data is
required to be input. If a particular portion of data is not required for
the problem to be solved, then this data may be omitted. Section 10.3.0
gives a summary name-tag list of the BRACE data card types, shown in the
suggested order of input. The remainder of Section 10.3 gives a more detailed
explanation of each card type, including-the definition of its various indi-
vidual data items.
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Give for each set (cold start only).
Required to obtain output of problem results.
Isotropic elastic material data group.
Repeat for each isotropic material.
Plastic material data group.
Repeat for each isotropic material.
Creep material data group.
Repeat for each isotropic material.
Anisotropic material data group.
Repeat for each anisotropic material.
Repeat for each special coordinate system.
Repeat for each constant non--boundary node.
Repeat for each boundary node. 	 .
Use as many of these cards as required to define
properties for constant elements.
Use as many of these cards as required to define
reference points for constant elements.
Give one of these element cards for each constant element.
Give one card for each multi-point constraint.











All constant structure card types except BOUNDARY may be given here. 	 Any
material data group (MATI, PLASTIC, CREEP, or MATA group) redefined here will
permanently replace the corresponding data group defined previously. 	 Redefi-
nition of a previously defined special coordinate system is allowed, but will






If given here, these override corresponding problem con-
PRT2
trol cards, for current increment only.
MATI GROUPS
PLASTIC GROUPS If redefined here, each of these permanently replaces the
CREEP GROUPS material data group defined previously.
MATA GROUPS
CLOAD
C1LOAD  Concentrated mechanical load sets group.	 Use as many




	 load sets group.	 Use as many






T2LOAD Use as many cards as desired to redefine thermal loads.
SLOAD
SILOAD Normal strain/stress load set group.	 Use as many cards




Inertia loads data group.
CIMASS
Use as man	 CMASSy	 type cards as desired to redefine
C2MASS concentrated masses.




10.3.1	 Problem Control - Title Card 	 TITLE




TITLE	 THIS CARD IS REQUIRED
CONTINUE	 FOR EVERY BOPACE PROBLEM
Field	 Contents
title	 Any hollerith characters.
Remarks: 1)	 This card is required for every 40PACE problem
and it rust be the first data card.
^
l .	
2)	 The non-continued part of the title appears on




10.&2	 Problem Control - Diagnostic Condition Card
	 DCONDITION
Description: Diagnostic cond 4ion for switching to a diagnostic detection














0 diagnostic detection only (no problem solution)
1 a warning message causes a switch to diagnostic
detection only
2 forces a solution when warning messages are present,
but an error message causes a switch to diagnostic
detection only (default)
>2 forces a solution when warning or error messages are
present






Problem Control -- Problem Type Card 	 PROBLEM








3	 three-dimensional space (default)
4	 axisymmetric problem
geomnl	 Nonlinearity. code.
0	 material nonlinearity only (default)
1	 geometric and material nonlinearity







N: _._. _.---- ........
{^y
i
10.3.4	 Problem Control - Solution Parameter Card 	 SOLUTION
Description:	 Defines solution method and iteration variables for
all increments.
Format
SOLUTION	 errmax	 scode maxup maxi t1	maxit2 maxit3
CONT maxie	 maxyc	 maxcut	 cut	 afact
Exampl es
SOLO	 .005 1	 1	 4
Field Contents







scode Stiffness matrix generation code for updating stiffness
matrix during iteration loop.
1	 do not update matrix	 (always use the initial	 elastic
matrix generated for a temperature distribution
defined by the element fabrication temperatures)
2	 update elastic matrix (based on current temperature
and geometry)
3	 update total	 (elastic plus plastic) matrix
	
(default)
j 4	 update both elastic and total matrices
maxup Maximum number of stiffness matrix updates per increment
in order to achieve convergence to within the maximum
allowable residual	 error norm (default is 1).
maxi-t i Maximum number of residual-force iterations before update
i of the stiffness matrix is computed
	




`^ r	 10.3.4 Problem Control	 - Solution Parameter Card -- continued
Field Contents
maxie Maximum number of initial	 iterations for each increment
using the elastic matrix (default is 2).
maxyc Maximum allowable magnitude of the elastic-plastic sum
code	 (default is 2) .
maxcut Maximum number of cuts to be performed (giving a new
solution as a fraction of a previously used displacement
correction)	 if residual norm is not decreasing (default
is	 1)
cut Cutting fraction to be multiplied times previously used
displacement correction (default is 	 .5).
afact Fraction from end of increment to evaluate stress versus
plastic-strain slope in forming total 	 stiffness matrix(default	 is
	
.1) .
Remarks: 1)	 If SOLUTION is not -input, 	 all	 default values will	 be
assumed.
I 2)	 If maxitl	 is zero, BOPACE will 	 update the stiffness
Y matrix before the iteration process starts.
1 3)	 If maxitl
	
and maxup are zero, then BOPACE will	 not
perform an incremental	 _elution, but will 	 print the
requested nodal and reference--point quantities,







- Restart Card	 RESTART
	 I
Description: Directs BvPACE to start a problem from a previous problem
that was checkpointed.
Format
RESTART	 incr vstr	 tapno
Examples
REST	 48 3	 1.
Field Contents
incr Increment number on the checkpoint tape from the end of
Which a restart is to be made.
vstr Variable structure number on the checkpoint tape from
the end of which a restart is to be made (default is 1).
tapno Logical	 unit containina checkpoint tape from a previous
gproblem (.default is 28.
Remarks: 1)	 Value of zero for incr causes the restart to occur
after variable structure vstr.
2)	 A value of zero for Vstr causes the restart to occur
after the constant structure.
3)	 In case of multiple restarts, the incr and vstr values
are cumulative.
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10.3.6	 Problem Control - Checkpoint Card 	 CHECKPOINT









Logical unit on which BOPACE is to checkpoint the
problem (default is 29).
Remarks:	 1)	 This card is required only for problems that are to
r	be checkpointed.
i
I.^	 10.3.7	 Problem Control - Set Card(s) 	 SET
Description: Defines a set of either nodes or elements for output requests.
Format
SET	 sid ill i 21 etc, DO i 3 i 4 i 5 MINUS i 6 i 7 , etc.
Repeat as
required
CONTINUE	 DO i 89 ig,i 10 PLUS i ll i 12 315
Examples
SET	 10	 1. 3	 DO	 100	 200	 MINUS DO 50	 60	 PLUS 55	 F
s




sid Set identification number.
i t	i 2 ,	 etc. Node or element identification numbers that are to be output.
DO	 i 3 i 4 i 5 Nodes or elements that are to be output, beginning at
i 3 , ending at i	 and those intermediate nodes or
elements generated by repeatedly adding i5 to i3.
Default i5 = 1.
MINUS Nodes or elements following the MINUS are removed
from the set definition.
PLUS Nodes or elements following the PLUS are added to the
set definition.
Remarks: 1) SET cards are optional.
2) SET cards can be referenced by PRT1 and PRT2 cards.
3) Set generation begins with an implied PLUS operator,
which holds until a MINUS is encountered, etc.
Redundant PLUS or MINUS operators are optional.
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^.... --	 10.3.8	 Problem Control	 Output Request Card 	 PRTI








PRTl	 1	 100 .
Field	 Contents
n	 Specified type of nodal quantity.
1	 internal forces and displacements
sid	 Set identification number.
-1	 print all nodal quantities of specified type
0	 print no nodal quantities of specified type (default)
>0	 print nodal quantities of specified type for only the
the nodes included in set sid




10.3.9	 Problem Control	 - Output Request Card	 PRT2






n2	 sid2 	 n3	 sid3 	 etc.
Examples
PRT2	 1,-1 2,0	 11,3	 6,1
Field Contents
n i Specified type of reference--point quantity.
1 cumulative stresses
2 incremental stresses
3 cumulative elastic strains
4 incremental	 elastic strains
5 cumulative plastic strains
6 incremental	 plastic strains	 l
7 cumulative creep strains
8 incremental creep strains
9 cumulative total	 strains
10 effective plastic and creep strains
11 thermal	 strains
Sid i Set identification number.
-1 print all	 element reference-point quantities of specified
type
print no element reference-point quantities of specified
type (default)
>0 print element reference-point quantities of specified
type for only the elements included in set Sid
Remarks: 1) Caution - if a PRT2 card is not input, then no element
reference quantities are printed.
9
10.3.10	 Constant Structure - Title Card	 CTITLE
Description:	 Defines a title for the constant structure data.
Format
Y
CTITLE	 ct i tl e
Examples
CTITLE	 THIS TITLE APPEARS ON THE SECOND LINE
CONT	 OF EVERY PAGE OF OUTPUT
Field	 Contents
ctitle	 Any hollerith characters.
Remarks:	 1)	 This card is required to be the first card of the
constant structure data.
2) The non-continued part of the title appears as the
second line on every page of output.







10.3.11	 Constant Structure - Isotropic Elastic	 IPOISSON
Properties Cards	 I5 R IN
Description:	 Defines Young's modulus, Poisson's ratio and thermal
strains for isotropic materials.
Format
MATI	 mid density
IMODULUS	 tmI mod 
	
tm2






 tp3 poi 3 etc.	 material
ISTRAIN	 tsl str l ts2 str2 ts3
 str3 etc.
Example
MATI 4	 .001	 -
IMOD	 O. ,1 . E6 .1 . ,10.9E6
IPOI	 0 .3
ISTR	 0 . ,1 . E-6 .
Field	 Contents
mid	 Material identification number 0 5 mid < 5).
z
density	 Mass density.
ttn	 Temperatures at which Young's modulus is defined.
mod .	Young's modulus at temperature tm•.









Constant Structure - Isotropic Elastic Properties Cards - continued
Field	 Contents
poi 	 Poisson's ratio at temperature tpi.
ts i	Temperatures at which thermal strain is defined.
str i	Thermal strain at temperature tsi.
Remarks:	 1)	 If the ISTRAIN card is not input for a material,









r-	 10:3,12	 Constant Structure - Isotropic Plastic IE,
Properties Cards k H PE s
KF9TUiR s,'0
Description: Define isotropic hardening, kinematic hardening shapes,
^Y








IHARD ip	 is	 ip	 is	 etc,





KSHAPE kpl	 ks1	kp2	ks	 etc. material
KFACTOR cpl	 fl	cp2	f2
-^ Examples
`	 PLAS 3	 1
PTEMP 0.
r
.	 IMAR 0.	 2.	 3.	 2.	 9.	 3.5
i;
KSHA 0.	 0.	 1.	 1.	 3.	 2.	 9. 3.5
PTEMP	 1.'
LHAR	 0. 2.	 3.5 2.2
KSHA	 0. 0.	 1 . 1.	 4.	 2.
I	 ^
1
10.3.12	 Constant Structure - Isotropic Plastic Properties Cards - continued
Field Contents
mid Material	 identification number 0	 < mid < 5).
ptype Plasticity type.
1	 strain hardening	 (hardening parameters = sum of
increments of effective plastic strain, default)
2	 work hardening (hardening parameters = cumulative
plastic work density)
ktype Kinematic type.
0	 kinematic hardening is a function of one parameter(default)
1	 kinematic hardening is a function of two parameters
temp Temperature.
ip i Cumulative hardening parameters at which isotropic stress
values are defined for temperature temp (must monatoni-
cally increase).
is Isotropic stress at cumulative hardening parameter ipi.
kp i Kinematic parameters at which kinematic stress shapes are
defined for temperature temp (must monatonically increase).
ks i Kinematic stress shape at kinematic parameter kpi.
cp i Cumulative parameters at which kinematic stress factors
are defined for temperature temp (must monatonically
increase).





	 Constant Structure - Isotropic Plastic Properties Cards - continued
^	 f
Remarks:	 1)	 If no plasticity data or only the PLASTIC card is input
.for a material, then default plastic properties are
"generated with an essentially infinite yield stress.
2) If the kinematic type is zero for a material, then
the kinematic stress factors are takers as 1.0 and
the KFACTOR card is not input.
	 f
3) Temperatures must monatonically increase.
4) For uni axial tension case isotropic stress = (.t+cJ2,
and kinematic stress = (t-c)/2, where t = tensile yfeld







{—	 10.3.13 Constant Structure - Isotropic Creep 	 CT9Pp	 p
	
Properties Cards	 CFACTOR


















0. 0. 10.1 30.	 2U.	 40.
CTEMP	 0.
CFACT	 0. 1. 3.	 1.	 11.	 9
Field	 Contents
mid	 Material identification number (1 < mid < 5).
ctype	 Creep type.
1	 age hardening (based op^.^re4 time, default)
2	 strain hardening (based on sum of increments of ef;ective
creep strain)
3	 work hardening (based on cumulative creep work density)
time i	Times at which creep strains are defined (must monatonically
increase).





^-	 10.3.13	 Constant Structure - Isotropic Creep Properties Cards - continued
Field	 Contents
temp	 Temperature.




fact	 Creep factor at stress value stressi.
Remarks:	 1)	 If no creep data or only the CREEP card is input
for a material, then default creep properties are
generated with no creep.
2) Creep is equal to the creep factor (function of 	 --
temperature and stress) times the creep curve shape.
If the CTEMP and CFACTOR cards are not input for a
material, then the creep factors are taken as 1.0.

















AELASTIC C 1 C 1 C 13 - -- c66
AFACTOR t1 f1 t 2 f2 - -- etc.
XSTRAIN tx1 sx 1 tx ? sx 2- -- etc.
YSTRAIN tyl syl ty2 sy 2 - -- etc.





AELA1 1 0 0	 0 0 0
CONT2 0 2 1	 0 0 0
CONT3 0 1 5	 0 0 0
CONT4 0 0 0	 5 0 0
CONT5 0 0 0	 0 5 0
CONT6 0 0 0	 0 0 4







10.3.14	 Constant Structure - Anisotropic Elastic Properties Cards -
continued'
Field	 Contents
mid	 Material identification number (6 < mid < 10).
density	 Mass density.
c 	 for the elasticity matrix.
t i	Temperatures at which elastic matrix factors are defined.
fi	Elasticity matrix factor for temperature ti.
tx i	Temperatures at which thermal strains are defined for
direction x (element reference-point displacement coor-
dinate system) in the material.
sx i 	Thermal strain for direction x at temperature txi.
ty i
	Temperatures at which thermal strains are defined for
direction y in the material.
sy i	Thermal strain for direction Y at temperature txi.
tz i 	Temperatures at which thermal strains are defined for
direction z in the material.
sz i
	Thermal strain for direction z at temperature tyi.
Remarks:	 1)	 If the AFACTOR card is not input for a material, then
the elasticity matrix factors are taken as 1.0.
2) If the }{STRAIN, YSTRAIN or ZSTRAIN card is not input,
then default thermal properties are generated with
no thermal strain for the respective x, y or z
direction.
3) For an anisotropic elastic material, BOPACE computes
cumulative stress from engineering cumulative elastic
strain, using the elasticity matrix and its factor as
follows.
c11 C12 X 13 C14 c 15 c l6 Exx
c 21 C 22 c 23 C 24 c 25 C 26 Eyy
c31 c 32 C 33 C 34 C 35 C 36 Ezz
c 41 C42 c43 C 44 C 45 c46 Yxy
C 51 c 52 c 53 c 54 C 55 c 56 Yxz










10.3.15	 Constant Structure - Cartesian Coordinate 	 CARTESIAN
System Card(s)
Description:	 Defines special Cartesian coordinate systems (used for
nodal displacements and forces, and for elemental reference-
point quantities).
Format
-	 CARTESIAN cid	 opt	 node	 node	 node Give one of
a	 b	 c these for
each special
CARTESIAN cid	 opt	 rcid	 x	 y	 z	 x	 y	 z	 x	 y	 zb	 b
Cartesian
c	 c	 c system
Examples
CARTESIAN 100	 1	 4	 8	 3
CART 53,2	 2	 1.,30,10.	 1.,45,10.	 1.,30,12,
Field Contents
cid Coordinate system identification number (3<cid).
opt Option code.
1	 three nodes define coordinate system
2	 coordinates of three points define coordinate system
node Node defining origin of coordinate system.
node Node on the x-axis of coordinate system.
node Node in the x-y plane of the coordinate system.






x a ,ya ,za Coordinates defining the origin_
xb'yb' Z b Coordinates defining a point on the x-axis.
l	 xc'yc'zc Coordinates defining a point in the x-y plane.
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10.3.15	 Constant Structure - Cartesian Coordinate System Card(s) - continued
Remarks:	 l)	 Special Cartesian coordinate systems are optional.
2) See Figure 10.0-2 for a schematic of the BOPACE
Cartesian, cylindrical and spherical systems.	 A






10.3.16	 Constant Structure - Lode Definition Card(s)	 NODE
Description:	 Define the nodes that comprise the constant structure.
Format
r _
NODE	 nid	 x y z lid did spc
	
Repeat for each node
Examples
NODE	 51 11.5	 90.	 0.	 2	 2	 31
FieTj Contents
nid Identification number of node (0<nid).
X, y, z Coordinates of node.
lid Coordinate system used to define coordinates of node.
1	 basic Cartesian	 (default)
°--^ 2	 basic cylindrical
3	 basic spherical
did Coordinate system used to compute displacements and
nodal
	
forces	 (O<did, default 1).
spc Single point constraints
	
(packed number composed of the
digits	 0,	 1,	 2 and/or 3).
0	 no constraint (default)
1	 constrain freedom 1
2	 constrain freedom 2
3	 constrain freedom 3
Remarks: 1) Eac h node must have a unique nid number.
2) Boundary nodes may be used to define a constant/
variable structure interface.	 In that case
non-boundary nodes are defined first and then
boundary nodes.	 The two groups of nodes are
separated by a data card which has only the name
tag BOUNDARY on it.










Defines properties for isoparametric BRICK elements
in the constant structure.
Format
Repeat for each
PBRICK	 pid ftemp encode	 different definition




pid	 Identification number of the element property definition,
referred to by BRICK card(s).
ftemp	 Fabrication temperature of the element.
mode	 Mapping code for element shape functions.
D	 proportionate mappin
I	 serendipity mapping crack-tip element)
Remarks: 1)	 Each element property definition must have a unique pid.
number within constant or variable structure only. Element
property definitions are not recognized across constant/
variable structure boundaries.
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10.3.18	 Constant Structure - Element Property Definition
Cards	 PQUAD




PQUAD	 pid thick nscode ftemp mcode	 different definition
l of element properties
Examples
PQUAD	 51	 1.0	 1	 70.	 1
Field	 Contents
pid	 Identification number of the element property definition,
referred to by QUAD card(s).
thick	 Thickness of the element.
nscode	 Number of prescribed normal stress directions.
0	 prescribed normal strain (generalized plane-strain element)
1	 prescribed normal stress (generalized plane-stress element,
default)
ftemp	 Fabrication temperature of the element.
mcode	 Mapping code for element shape functions.
0	 proportionate mapping
1	 serendipity mapping (crack-tip element).
Remarks: 1)
	 Each element property definition must have a unique pid
number within constant or variable structure only.















10.3.19	 Constant Structure - Element Property Definition
Cards -	 PQRING




PQRING	 151 70.	 1
Field	 Contents
pid
	 identification number of the element property definition,
referred to by QRING card(s).
ftemp	 Fabrication temperature of the element.
mcode	 Mapping code for element shape functions.
0	 proportionate mappin
1	 serendipity mapping crack-tip element)
Remarks: 1)
	 Each element property definition must have a unique pid
number within constant or variable structure only.











10.3.20	 Constant Structure - Element Reference-Point Definition
Card(s) -	 RBRICK
Description:	 Defines reference points for isoparametric BRICK element(s)
in the constant structure.
Format
Repeat for
RBRICK	 rid lid did rpcode icode0 icodeI icode2 icode3	each different
definition
of element






RBRICK	 2 2,27. 25 1 ,2,2,2 -1 ,1 ,.l	 -1 ,1 , .2
CONT	 -1 ,1 ,.5 0,0,.5
Field	 Contents
rid	 Identification number<of the element reference-point
definition, referred to by BRICK card(s).
lid	 Coordinate system used to display reference-point locations
in BRICK element(s).
1	 basic Cartesian (default).
2	 basic cylindrical
3	 basic spherical
did	 Coordinate system used to define the stresses and strains at
a reference point for BRICK element(s).








10.3.20	 Constant Structure - Element Reference-Point Definition
Card(s) - continued 	 '
Field	 Contents
rpcode	 Reference-point code defining the point locations at which
stresses, strains, etc., are to be computed for printout.




3	 surface center points
4	 element center point (default)
5	 general user-defined points
icode0
	integration-point type.
0	 number of Gauss points in each parent coordinate direction
is equal to the maximum number of nodes in that direction
1	 number of Gauss points in each direction is to be input as
icodel , icodel , and icode3 (D<icodei)
icodel
	Number of Gauss points in direction ^.
icodel
	Number of Gauss points in direction n.
icode 3
	Number of Gauss points in direction 4.
gp ij
	ith parent coordinate of general reference-point j (given
only if rpcode includes the digit 5).
Remarks .:
-
 1)	 Reference points consist of integration points plus
additional user selected points for output purposes.
2)	 Each element reference-point definition must have a
unique rid number within constant or variable structure
only. Element reference-point definitions are not
recognized across constant/variable structure boundaries.
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10.3.21	 Constant Structure - Element Reference-Point Definition
Cards(s)	 RQUAD
Description:	 Defines reference points for isoparametric QUAD element(s)
in the constant structure.
Format
RQUAD	 rid lid did rpcode icode	 icode	 icode
	
Repeat for each
0	 1	 2	 different
definition
CONTINUEof element
9p11 A921 P912 9P22	 - 9p2ngp	 reference
points.
Examples
RQUAD	 1	 1,0 1245 0,,,	 .5,.1
	 .5,.2
CONT	 .5,.5	 .5 3 .9	 .1,0	 .8,.0
Field	 Contents
rid	 Identification number of the element reference-point
definition, referred to by QUAD card(s).
lid	 Coordinate system used to display reference-point locations
in QUAD element(s).
i	 basic Cartesian (default)
2	 ^asic cylindrical
3	 basic spherical
did	 Coordinate system used to define the stresses and strains
at a reference point for QUAD element(s).





10.1.21	 Constant Structure - Element Reference-Point Definition 	 y
Card(s) - continued
Field	 Contents
rpcode	 Reference-point code defining the point locations at which
stresses, strains, etc. are to be computed for printout.




4	 element center point (default)
5	 general user-defined points
icode0	Integration-point type.
0	 number of Gauss points in each parent coordinate
direction is equal to the maximum number of nodes in
that direction
I	 number of Gauss points in each dir&rtion is to be
input as icodel
 and icode2 (0<icodei)
icodel	Number of Gauss points in direction.
icode2	Number of Gauss points in direction n.
gp ij	ith parent coordinate of general reference-point j
i	 (given only if rpcode includes the digit 5).
Remarks: 1)	 Reference points consist of integration points plus
;additional user selected points for output purposes.
2) Each element reference-point definition must have a unique
rid number within constant or variable structure only.
Element reference-point definitions are not recognized
across constant/variable structure boundaries.






1 .3.22	 Constant Structure 	 Element Reference-Point Definition
Gard (s) -	 RQRING
Description:
	
Defines reference points for isoparametric axisymmetric














RQRING	 1 1,7 1	 1,2,2
Field	 Contents
rid	 Identification number of the element reference-point
definition, referred to by QRING card(s).
lid	 Coordinate system used to display reference-point
locations in QRING element(s).
i	 basic Cartesian (default)
2	 basic cylindrical




i10.3-.23	 Constant Structure - Element Definition Card(s)	 BRICK.
Description:	 Defines isoparametric brick elements in the constant
structure. These elements are composed of eight corner
nodes, and from zero to three interior nodes per edge
(12 edges) in any combinations, for a max •icnum of 44 total
nodes.,r'
Format
BRICK	 eid mid pid rid nl n2 n3 n4 n5 n6 n7 n8 ne	Repeat
for each
brick
CONTINUE n 	 --- nk	element
Examples
BRICK	 10 3,2,2 11 ,13,9,4,102,106,103 ,100
Field	 Contents
,..<	 I .
eid	 Element identification number (O eid).
mid	 Material identification number (1.5nid<10).
pid	 property card identification number.
rid	 Reference-;point card identification number.
n l --- n8 Corner nodes of brick ( .see Figure 10.0-3).
n e
	Maximum number of interior nodes per edge.
n -- n	 Edge nodes where z = 8 + 12 x n . Edge nodes are defined for9	 Q each edge in the order shown in Figure10.0-3. Edges having
less than ne
 nodes, have zeros inserted so that the number of
edge node entries for each edge is the same. If n e = 0,
fields ng --- n, are blank.
Remarks: 1)	 Each element must have a unique eid number.
2) Default element properties are assumed if pid = 0.
3) Default reference-point properties are assumed if
rid = 0.
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	 Defines an isoparametric quadrilateral membrane element
in the constant structure. These elements are composed
of four corner nodes, and from zero to three interior
nodes per edge (4 edges) in any combinations, for a maximum
of 16 total nodes.
Format
Repeat for
QUAD eid mid pid rid n 1 n2 n3




	 101,102,103,104 1 0,106,0,107
Field	 Contents
eid
	 Element identification number (0<eid).
mid	 Material identification number (1=gnid<10).
^-.	
pid	 Property card identification number.
rid	 Reference-point card identification number.
n l ---n4
	Corner nodes of element (see Figure 10.0--3).
ne	Maximum number of nodes per edge.
n 6 --n Q
	Edge nodes where k = 4 + 4 x n e . Edge nodes are defined for
each edge in the order shown in Figure 10.0-3. Edges having less
than ne
 nodes, have zeros inserted so that the number of edge
node entries for each edge is the same. If ne = 0, fields
n5---n Q are blank.
Remarks: 1)	 Each element must have a unique eid number.
2) Default element properties are assumed if pid = 0.
3) Default reference-point properties are assumed if
rid =0.
4) Curved QUAD elements may be used in 3-D problems, e.g.
as face skins combined with BRICK core elements, and
for membrance analysis of shell F. Note that membrane
shell analysis will generally require double curvature
in each QUAD to prevent singulur mechanisms, because
---	 the membrane QUAD has no bending stiffness.
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11,
,.^	 10.3.25	 Constant Structure - Element definition Cards 	 2HNG
Description:	 Defines an isoparametric axisymmetric quadrilateral element




QRING	 eid mid pid..rid n1 n2
 n3 n4 ne n5
 n	
for each
6 ---n t	 QRING
-	 --	 element
Remarks: 1)	 See description of QUAD for examples, fields and remarks.
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10.3.26	 Constant Structure - Multi-Point Constraint Cards
	 MPC
Description:	 Defines the displacement for one freedom as a function of
the displacements at other freedoms of the structure. The
form of the equation is:
Qi	 aij Q j
where Qi and Qj are the displacements at freedoms i and j,
and aij are coefficients to be multiplied times the dis-






 c2 a 2
 n3 c 3 a3
CONTINUE n4 c4 a4 etc.
Repeat for each




MPC	 10, 3	 11 3,.S	 13,2,2.5
Field	 Contents
n 1 	Dependent node.
c l 	Component number for the dependent node (l, 2 or 3).
n2 , n 3 , etc.	 Independent nodes.
c21 c31 etc.	 Component numbers for independent nodes (1, 2 or 3).
a2 , a 3 , etc.	 Coefficients for independent nodes.
Remarks:	 1)	 On a constant structure MPC card, only freedoms
at the constant and boundary nodes can be
referenced.
2) If the dependent freedom is at a boundary node, then
the independent freedoms must also be at boundary nodes.
3) MPC's can be used to define sliding boundaries (equal
normal displacements at pairs of nodes), to simulate
rigid connectors (constant distance between given
nodes), to enforce straight lines or plane surfaces
(by proper combination of normal displacements), and
-^	 for many other purposes.




10.3:27	 Constant Structure	 Single-Point Constraint Cards	 SPC
Description: Defines displacement freedoms of the structure. The
displacements are assumed to be zero unless they are






n i , ci
Remarks:
nl c l	 n2..c2. n3 c3 etc.
100,1	 201,3	 5,2
Contents
The freedom corresponding to node n i and component ci
is to be constrained to zero displacement, unless
defined as non zero via the concentrated load sets.
1)	 Only freedoms at the constant and boundary nodes
	 I











10.3.28	 Variable Structure - Ti.tle Card 	 VTI,TLE
i
Description:	 Defines a title for the variable structure.
J
Format
VTITLE	 The VTITLE CARD IS THE FIRST CARD
CONTINUE OF THE VARIABLE STRUCTURE DATA
Field	 Contents
vtitle	 Any hollerith characters.
Remarks:	 1)	 This card is required as the first card of the
variable structure data. If there is no variable
structure data, this card need not be input (a null
variable structure title will be generated by BOPACE).
2)	 The non-continued part of the title is printed as





10.3.29	 Variable Structure - General Cards
The variable structure data is defined in the same order as the constant
structure data. All data card types, except BOUNDARY, defined in the
constant structure data section can be used to define the variable structure.
Variable structure elements may be connected to only boundary or variable
structure nodes.
Materials and coordinate systems defined for the constant structure can be
referenced by the variable structure, without redefinition. Any material
group which is redefined will permanently replace the corresponding previously
defined group. Coordinate systems may be redefined, but if this is done a
warning message will be produced.
In the variable structure, the dependent freedom on an MPC card cannot be
a boundary node. Also, all freedoms referenced on the variable structure MPC
and SPC cards must be at nodes which are either boundary or variable structure
nodes (not constant structure nodes). Boundary node SPC's may be redefined




10.3.30	 Increment - Title Card	 ITITLE







ITITLE	 THIS CARD IS THE FIRST CARD
CONTINUE OF THE INCREMENT DATA
Field	 Contents
ititle	 Any hollerith characters.
Remarks:	 1)	 This card is required as the first card of the
increment data.
2) The non--continued part of the title is printed as
either the third or fourth line on every page of
increment output data.
3) If there is no increment data, no incremental




10.3.31 Increment - Cumulative load Factor Card	 I, FACTOR
z
Descri ptiph :	 Defines cumulative load factors to be applied to the









tl'	 sl	 a	 m
Exam 1 e
Y
!.FACTOR 0.	 1.	 5.5	 0.	 1.0	 0.5	 0. 1 	 00.,	 0. —
Field Contents
cl i Coefficient for concentrated nodal load set i.
di } Coefficient for distributed load set i.




sl Coefficient for normal	 stress/strain element load set.
a Translational	 acceleration (length/time/time).
W Angular velocity (revolutions/time).
Angular acceleration	 (revolutions/time/time).
R"-arks:	 . 1) The LFACTOR card causes cumulative loads to be applied
for the increment, which are equal
	 to the various factors
(coefficients) times their respective load sets.
2)	 Acceleration quantities defined here are taken as constant
'over the entire structure.
	 They cause cumulative inertia
loads to be applied for the increment, based on defined
masses, translational acceleration direction, and axis of
rotation.
3)	 In case geometric nonlinearity was specified on the
PROBLEM card, inertia loads and follower-type distributed
loads"(e.g.
	 pressure or drag loads) are based on the dis-
placed configuration.
4)	 Caution - if an LFACTOR card is not input,	 then all
	
its
data items are set to zero for that increment.
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10.3.32	 Increment - Creep Time Card	 CTIME






Creept	 Incremental creep time.
Remarks: 1)	 If no CTIME card is input, or a zero value is given for




10.3.33	 Increment - Repeated•Card Types
Increment - Solution Parameter Card 	 SOLUTION
Increment - Output Request Card 	 PRT1
Increment - Output Request Card 	 PRT2
Description:	 These cards have been described in the Problem Control Data 	
Isection and may also be used in the Increment Data Section.
If they are defined in the Increment Data Section, then they
override the corresponding Problem Control card for that
particular increment only.
Increment - Isotropic Elastic Properties Cards	 MATI GROUPS
Increment - Isotropic Plastic Properties Cards	 PLASTIC GROUPS
Increment - Isotropic Creep Properties Cards	 CREEP GROUPS
Increment - Anisotropic Elastic Properties Cards MATA GROUPS
Descri tion:	 These cards have been described in the Constant Structure Data
Material groups may be added or redefined in the Increment Data.
Any material group redefined here will permanently replace the
corresponding previously defined group. The new material
properties are used immediately during the iteration process
and later when the next stiffness matrix update is performed.
Increment - Cartesian coordinate system card(s)	 CARTESIAN
Description: These cards have been defined in the Constant Structure Data.
Coordinate systems may be added or redefined in the Increment
Data, however redefinition of a system will produce a warning
message.
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10.3.34	 Increment - Concentrated Load Set Card(s.) 	 CILOAD
C2LOAD
Description:	 Define concentrated loads at the nodes. The actual
applied loading is equal to the concentrated load factors
defined on the LFACTOR card times their respective load
sets.
Format
CLOAD	 clsid	 nidI c  v 	 nid 2 c 2 v2	etc.
Cl LOAD	 clsid	 c	 v	 nidl nid2 nid 3	etc.	
pata	
as
Wreq ui r ed
C2LOAD	 clsid	 sid	 c	 v
Examples
CLOAD	 1	 101,3,.5	 100,3,.5	 120,1,2.75
C2LOAD	 -2	 -1,2,0.
Field	 Contents
clsid	 + Number of concentrated load set (1 or t).
nid	 Node number.
c	 Component number for load direction (1, 2 or 3).
v	 Value of the concentrated load.
sid	 Node set number.
--1 all nodes in structure
-2 all nodes in constant structure plus boundary
-3 all nodes in variable structure
>0 all nodes in set sid
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	16.3.34	 Increment - Concehtr.,ted Load Set Card(s) - continued
	
Remarks:	 1)	 The order of the concentrated load cards is a user
option. BOPACE forms each concentrated load in the
order defined by the user.
2) Any nodal components for which loads are not defined
for an increment, are equal to their values in the
previous increment. Before the first increment, all
concentrated loads are equal to zero.
3) Positive clsid denotes an add mode, i.e. each speci-
fied load is simply added to the set of concentrated
loads already existing. Negative clsid denotes a
replace mode, i.e., any existing concentrated loads
corresponding to a specified load are first deleted
from the load set, and then the specified load is
added to the load set. Corresponding loads for
deletion purposes are those with identical node and
component number.
4) A zero c on the C2LOA0 card may be used to denote all
components of load at nodes in sid.
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DLOAD
10.3.35	 Increment - Distributed Load Set Card(s)	 D1LOAD
D2LOAD
Description:	 Define distributed loads over line (edge) or area (surface)
regions of elements. The actual applied loading is equal
to the distributed load factors defined on the LFACTOR
card times their respective load sets.
Format
DLOAD	 dlsid
	 dim	 cid	 c	 eid	 id 	 d 1	id 
	
0. 2	etc.
DI LOAD	 dl sid	 dim
	
cid	 c	 id	 d eid l	eid 2	etc.	
Rpeatasrequired




2	 2,0,3	 95	 10,.2	 11,.2	 20,.3	 21,.3.
Dl LOAD	 -1	 1 ,1 ,1 ,	 1	 0.	 105,106,108,109
DKOAD	 1	 2,1 ,2	 5	 6	 1.0
Field	 Contents
dlsid	 Number of distributed load set 0 or 2).
dim	 Dimension of loaded region (1 = line, 2 = area).
cid	 Coordinate system used to define load intensity direction.









10.3.35 Increment - Distributed Egad Set Card(s) - continued
Field Contents
eid Element number.
id Node, edge or face number of element at which load intensity
is defined.
d Distributed load intensity.	 Units are force per length, or
force per area.
sid Element set number.
-1 all elements in structure
-2 all elements in constant structure
-3 all elements in variable structure
>0 all	 elements in set sid
Remarks: 1) The order of the distributed load cards is a user option.
BOPACE forms each distributed load in the order defined
by the user.
2) Any regions (edges or faces) for which loads are not
defined for an increment, are equal to their values in
the previous increment. 	 Before the first increment,
all distributed loads are equal to zero.
3) Positive dlsid denotes an add mode, i.e. each specified
load is simply added to the set of distributed loads
already existing. 	 Negative dlsid denotes a replace.
mode, i.e.	 any existing distributed loads corresponding
to a specified load are first deleted from the load set,
and then the specified load is added to the load set.
Corresponding loads for deletion purposes are those with
identical dimension, element and region number.
4) On the ROAD card, a constant (uniform) load intensity
is specified by giving only one region (edge or face)
number for field id, along with its corresponding inten-
sity d. A linear load intensity variation is specified
by giving the corner node identification numbers id i of
the loaded region (two for lfne or four for area load),
along with their corresponding intensities di. A nonlinear
(general) load variation is specified by giving all node
identification numbers of the loaded region, along with
their corresponding intensities. Order of the nodes
given for a region is arbitrary.
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10.3.35	 Increment - Distributed LoiA Set Card(s) - continued
Remarks:	 5)	 On the DILOAD and D2LOAD cards, only constant load
intensities can be specified.
	
5)	 A negative dlsid and zero id on the D2LOAD card may
be used to delete existing loads on all edges or faces






Increment - Thermal Load Set Card(s) 	 TI LOAD
T2LOAD
Description:	 Define thermal loads (temperatures) at the nodes. The actual
applied loading is equal to the thermal load factor defined
on the LFACTOR card times the thermal load set.
Format
TLOAD	 tlsid	 nidI t1	nid2 t2	etc.
TlLOAD	 tlsid	 t	 nid	 nid	 nid	 etc.	
Repeat as
1	 2	 3	 required
T2LOAD	 t1 sid	 Sid	 t
Examples




tlsid	 + Dumber of thermal load set (1).
nid	 Mode number.
t	 Temperature value.
Sid	 Node set number.
-1	 all nodes in structure
-2	 all nodes in constant structure plus boundary
-3	 all nodes in variable structure
>0	 all nodes in set Sid
l
Remarks:	 1)	 The order of the thermal load cards is a user option.
BOPACE forms each thermal load in the order defined by
l	 the user.
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-^	 10.3.36	 Increment - Thermal Load Set Card(s) - continued
Remarks;	 2)	 Any nodes for which thermal loads are not defined for an
increment, are equal to their values in the previous
increment. Before the first increment, the temperature
distribution is defined by the element fabrication temp-
eratures. At the end of the first load increment, any
nodal temperatures not defined by the user are equal to
zero.
	3) 	 Positive t1sid denotes an add mode, i.e, each specified
load (temperature) is simply added to the set of thermal
loads already existing. Negative tlsid denotes a replace
mode, i.e. any existing thermal loads corresponding to a
specified load are first deleted from the load set, and
then the specified load is added to the load set. Corres-





10.3.37	 Increment - Normal Strain/Stress Load Set Card(s)
	 SILOADIISMAD
Description:
	 Define normal strain or stress loads for the surfaces of
the ROD or QUAD elements. Whether strain or stress is
defined, is a function of the nscode value on the PROD
or PQOAD card. The actual applied loading is equal to the
normal load factor defined on the LFACTOR card aimes the
normal load set.	 ?
Format
SLOAD	 slsid	 eidI
 c 1 s 1
	eid2 c2 s 2
	etc.
SILOAD	 slsid	 c	 s	 eid I eid2
 eid 3
 etc.	 Repeat as
required
S21_00	 slsid	 Sid	 c	 s
Examples
.L
SLOAD	 1	 52,1 ,.Ol	 52,1 ' .011	 150,1 ,1000.
i
SILOAD	 -1	 2,1.0	 106,107,108,110
S2LOAD	 1	 5	 0	 1000.
Field	 Contents
slsid	 ± Number of normal load set (1).
eid	 Element number.
c	 Component (normal direction) number.
1	 normal to QUAD surface or first normal direction of ROD
2	 second normal direction of ROD








10.3.37	 Increment - Normal Strain/Stress Load Set Card(s) - continued
Field	 Contents
sid	 Element set number.
-1	 all elements in structure
-2	 all elements in constant structure plus boundary
--3	 all elements in variable structure
>0	 all elements in set sid
Remarks:
	 1)	 The order of the normal load cards is a user option.
BOPACE forms each normal load in the order defined by
the user.
2) Any element normal components for which loads are not
defined for an increment, are equal to their values in
the previous increment. Before the first increment,
all normal loads are equal to zero.
3) Positive slsid denotes an add mode, i.e. each specified
load is simply added to the set of normal loads already
existing. Negative slsid denotes a replace mode, i.e.
any existing normal loads corresponding to a specified
load are first deleted from the load set, and then the
specified load is added to the load set. Corresponding
loads for deletion purposes are those with identical
element and component number.
4) A zero c on the S2LOAD card may beused to denote all









1.0.3.38 Increment.- Inertia Load Cards, 	 CMASS
C1 MAS S
MASS
Descr.iptiont	 Define & translational axis and a rotational axis for	 !
the structure, and concentrated masses at the nodes.
The load at.a particular. node due to its concentrated
mass is defined by the following equation.
{ j
load = - mtimes (a	 + w x (wx R)	 + a x R)
where a, w and:a are vectors whose directions are
defined by the TAXIS and.RAXIS cards, and whose magnitudes
are defined by the LFACTOR card.	 R is a. vector from the.
rotational axis. to the.node., and m is the concentrated
mass at the node.	 Inertia load contributions due to
element distributed mass are computed in a similar manner
using a volume integral and the element mass density.
Format #
i
TAXIS x	 y	 z	 c
RAXIS.
r xl yl zl	 x2 y2: z2	 ci c2
CMASS crosid	 nidl ml	nid2 m2	 etc.
CIMASS crosid	 m	 nidI nid2 nid'3	etc.	 Repeat as
required
C2MASS crosid	 si.d	 m







3., 30.,0	 3.,30.,2.	 2,2
CMASS	 1	 20,10.	 22,10.	 14,5.
C2MASS	 -1	 -1
Field	 Contents
x,y,z	 Components of the translational axis for the structure.
c	 Coordinate system used to define translational axis
(default 1).
x l ,yl ,z l	Coordinates of point 1 on rotational axis.
x2 ,y2 ,z 2	Coordinates of point 2 on rotational axis.
c l ,c 2	Coordinate systems used to define points 1 and 2
on rotational axis (1, 2 or 3, default 1}.
crosid	 + Number of concentrated mass load set (1).
nid	 Node number.
m	 Value of the concentrated mass.
sid	 Node set number.
--1	 all nodes in structure
-2	 all nodes in constant structure plus boundary
-3	 all nodes in variable structure




10.3.38	 Increment - Inertia Load Cards - continued
Remarks:	 1)	 The order of the concentrated mass cards is a user
option. BOPACE forms each concentrated mass load
in the order defined by the user.
2) Any nodes for which concentrated masses are not
defined for an increment, are equal to their values
in the previous increment. Before the first incre-
ment, all concentrated masses are equal to zero.
3) Positive crosid denotes an add made, i.e. each specified
mass is simply added to the set of concentrated mass
loads already existing. Negative clsid denotes a
replace mode, i.e. any existing concentrated mass loads
corresponding to a specified mass are first deleted
from the load set, and then the specified mass is
added to the load set. Corresponding loads for deletion
purposes are those with identical node number.
5)	 Concentrated masses may be defined only at nodes which





General Limitations - The following program variables have been used in
BOPACE, to specify several maximum size limitations.
NMAXI = 5	 = maximum number of isotropic materials
= maximum number of anisotropic materials
NMAX2 = 1500 =	 maximum number of nodes
NMAX3 =	 500 =	 maximum number of elements
NMAX4 = 5000 =	 maximum node I.D. number
NMAX5 = 2000 =	 maximum element I.D. number
NMAX6 =	 20 =	 maximum number of points in an elastic
modulus,	 Poisson's ratio or thermal	 strain curve
NMAX7 =	 6 =	 maximum number of temperatures 	 (hardening curves)
per plastic material
NMAX8A =	 30 =	 maximum number of points per isotropic stress
hardening curve
NMAX8B =	 20 =	 maximum number of points per kinematic stress
hardening shape curve
NMAX8C = 30 =	 maximum number of points per kinematic stress
hardening factor curve
NMAX9	 = 10 =	 maximum number of points in a creep shape curve
NMAX10 = 6 =	 maximum number of temperatures 	 (hardening curves)
per creep material
NMAX11	 = 10 =	 maximum number of points per creep hardening
(strain factor vs.	 stress) curve
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General Limitations
NMAX13 =	 2 = number of concentrated mechanical load sets
= number of distributed mechanical load sets
MAXINT = 1000 = maximum total number of reference points
(including integration points) per element
MAXIG = 100 = maxi>>;um number of general user-defined reference
points per element
Data Items - Each GOPACE input data variable is allowed a maximum of 9
digits (including signs, exponents and decimal points).
Wavefront - For the BOPACE linear equations solution, the maximum allowable
wavefront (active decomposition nodes) depends somewhat upon other storage
requirements. These requirements are defined by the number of nodal freedoms
^.,	
in the problem, the MAC relations, and whether or not a geometrically non-
linear solution has been requested. The maximum allowable wavefront is approx-
imately 500 nodes. This number may be increased if the problem contains
less than the maximum 4500 freedoms, but the allowable wavefront is decreased
by MPC relations or by the specification of geometric nonlinearity.
(Geometric nonlinearity requires the storage of an extra -vector of nodal
displacements, at certain points in the program logic).
I
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12.0	 SUBROUTINES
This section lists each subroutine in the BOPACE program, along with a brief
description of its purpose and the subroutines which it calls.
MAIN - Main Calling Program. 	 r
Subroutines - BIGSC, BIGSCK, BIGSRS, COND, COVER, DECOMP, DUMMY, ELLOOP,
ERCOMP, ETIME, EXIT, GFORMS, HEAD, INDAT, LOADS, MERGE, MRTAPE, OUTDAT,
OUTEL, OUTPQ, RCARD, SOLN.
BLDATA (BLOCK DATA) - Block data routine to define basic program variables
and sizes.
ATRIA - Calculates area of a triangle.
l	 Subroutines - HEADMG
BIGSC - Control program for reading user data after it has been checked -For
order and gross errors, data generation statements have been executed and
data has been transformed to standard form.
Subroutines - MATERL, RCURVE, READO, READS, SKIP, STRUCT, TITLE.
BIGSCK - Writes checkpoint (restart) file.
Subroutines - ETIME, INDAT, OUTDAT, SRTAPE.
BIGSRS -- Reads restart (checkpoint) 1°i1e.
Subroutines - ETIME, INDAT, OUTDAT, SRTAPE.








COSHAP- Generates isoparametric shape functions and their partials, for
corner nodes of region.
COVER - Prints BOPACE output cover page.
CSYS - Calculates coordinate transformations at each node.
Subroutines - CSYS2, HEADNG.
CSYSA - Calculates coordinate transformations at each node (same as CSYS).
Subroutines - CSYS2A, HEADNG.
CSYS1 -- Calculates basic coordinates of definition points for all special
Cartesian systems.
Subroutines - HEADNG.
CSYS2 - Calculates coordinate transformations via vector cross products.
CSYS2A - Calculates coordinate transformation, via vector cross products
(same as CSYS2).
DECOMP - :riatrix Gauss decomposition routine via modified wavefront method,
with out-of-core capability.
Subroutines - ETIME, EXIT, HEADNG, INDAT, OUTDAT.
DFORM -- Forms stress-strain constitutive matrix for elastic or elastic-
plastic material (engineering strain definition).
Subroutines - ZVAL.




Subroutines - DLOAD, INDAT, OUTDAT, ROTA.
DLOAD - Computes equivalent concentrated nodal loads -from distributed load
intensities, for a particular element region.
Subroutines - COSHAP, CSYS2, EDSHAP, GAUSI.	 r
DUMMY - Dummy decomposition routine to calculate wavefront at each node.
Subroutines - EXIT, HEADNG, INDAT.
DYVAL - Linear interpolation routine for incremental ordinate.
EDSHAP - Generates isoparametric shape functions and their partials, for
interior nodes on one edge of a region.
ELLOOP - Calling routine to compute strains, stresses and force contributions
I
--	 at an element reference point.
Subroutines - ETIME, FORCE, INDAT, ITER, OUTDAT, STRAIN.
ERCOMP - Computes residual (unbalanced) forces and corresponding residual
norm.
Subroutines - HEADNG.
ETIME - Machine-dependent routine called to compute elapsed CPU time since
beginning of BOPACE execution, and clock time.
Subroutines - HEADNG.
EXIT - Routine called to indicate end of problem or end of job, and to
print problem error summary.
FORCE - Computes cumulative nodal forces for an element from stresses, and
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adds them to system forces.
Subroutines - ROTQ.
GAUS1 - Sets region integration points for product Gauss formulas.
GBRICK - Computes shape functions, derivatives of shape functions and re-
ference point transformations and locations for the BOPACE elements.
Subroutines - COSHAP, EDSHAP, HEADNG, OUTDAT.
GENER8 - Forms stiffness matrix for an element, in user nodal coordinates.
Subroutines - INDAT, KBRICK, KQRING, KQUAD, ROTK, ROTQ.
GENR8 - Generation/partitioning routine for element stiffness matrices, to
create system stiffness partitions including MPC effects.
Subroutines - ETIME, GENER8,.HEADNG.
GETDAT - Reads BOPACE standard form data as directed by the various data
input ,routines.
GFORM - Calling program to compute shape functions and partials, and reference
points for all elements. Also initializes reference-point data.
Subroutines - CSYS, GBRICK, INDAT, ISET, ZVAL.
GFORMS - Allocates core space for data input or output by the calling routines
DLFORM and GFORM.
Subroutines - DLFORM, ETIME, EXIT, GFORM, HEADNG.
HEAD - Writes heading for a load increment.
Subroutines - HEADNG.
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HEADNG - Counts lines and pages, and writes headings for various printed data.
INDAT - Routine for unformatted list read.
ISET - Sets element reference points (locations and weights).
Subroutines - EXIT, GAUS1, HEADNG, ISETI.
ISETI - Sets special user-requested element reference points.
ITER - Major iteration routine to separate elastic-plastic-creep strains,
and to compute unknown stress and strain components, at a material reference
point (uses tensorial strain components).
Subroutines - DYVAL, YVAL, ZVAL.
ITERi - Routine called by ITER to compute improved estimate for plastic
I
strain, using linear intersection calculation.
KBRICK -- Generates stiffness matrix for brick element.
Subroutines - DFORM, INDAT, YVAL.
K RING - Generates stiffness matrix for axisymmetric solid ring element
(quadrilatera, shape),
K UAD - Generates stiffness matrix for membrane quadrilateral element.
Subroutines	 DFORM, INDAT, YVAL.
LOADS - Calculates equivalent concentrated nodal loads due to inertia loads.
Also initializes elerr^nt reference-point data and computes thermal strains.
Subroutines - ETIME, INDAT, OOTDAT, ROTA, YVAL.
MATERL - Calling routine to read material data.
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MERGE.- Calling routine to generate element stiffness partitions and merge
them into system matrix.
Subroutines - ETIME, EXIT, GENR8, HEADNG, MERSOR.
MERSOR - Merges element stiffness parti:tions into system matrix.
Subroutines - ETIME, EXIT, HEADNG, INDAT, OUTDAT.
MRTAPE - Merges two stiffness files into a single total file.
Subroutines - EXIT, HEADNG, INDAT, OUTDAT.
OUTCCS - Writes cumulative creep strains.
OUTCES - Writes cumulative elastic strains.
OUTCPS - Writes cumulative plastic strains.
OUTCS - Writes cumulative stresses.
OUTCTS - Writes cumulative total strains.
OUTDAT - Routine for unformatted list write.
OUTEL - Calling routine to collect all output data for an element.
Subroutines - COND, ETIME, EXIT, HEADNG, INDAT, OUTCCS, OUTCES, OUTCPS,
OUTCS, OUTCTS, OUTEPC, OUTICS, DUTIES, OUTIPS, OUTIS, OUTTHE, SET.
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OUTEPC - Writes cumulative effective plastic and creep quantities.
OUTICS - Writes incremental creep strains.
OUTIES - Writes incremental elastic strains.
OUTIPS - Writes incremental plastic strains.
OUTIS - Writes incremental stresses.
OUTPQ - Writes cumulative internal forces and displacements.
Subroutines - COND, ETIME, HEADNG, SET.
OUTTHE - Writes cumulative thermal strains.
RCURVE - Calling routine to read load sets.
Subroutines - EXIT, HEADNG, INDAT, OUTDAT, READS, READ4, READS, READ6, READ10.
READA - Reads anisotropic material property data.
Subroutines - GETDAT, HEADNG.
READC -- Reads special Cartesian coordinate systems.
Subroutines -- GETDAT, HEADNG.
READEC - Reads element connection definitions.
Subroutines - ATRIA, GETDAT, HEADNG, OUTDAT, VQRING, VTET.
G
READEP - Reads element property and reference-point data.
Subroutines - GETDAT, HEADNG.
READND - Reads node definitions.
Subroutines - CSYS1, GETDAT, HEADNG.
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READTC - Reads creep data.
Subroutines - GETDAT, HEADNG, YVAL.
READTM - Reads isotropic material elastic and thermal strain data.
Subroutines - GETDAT, HEADNG. 	 j
READTP - Reads isotropic material plastic data.
Subroutine.; - GETDAT, HEADNG.
READO - Reads data to define basic problem type and incremental/iteration
control variables, on overall problem level.
Subroutines - GETDAT, HEADNG, SKIP.
READ2 - Reads SPC definitions.
Subroutines - GETDAT, HEADNG.
READ3 - Reads concentrated load data.
Subroutines - GETDAT, HEADNG. 	 s
READ4 - Reads distributed load data.
Subroutines - EXIT, GETDAT, HEADNG,' INDAT, SKIP.
READ5 -- Reads nodal temperature data.
Subroutines - GETDAT, HEADNG, SKIP.
READ5 - Reads inertia data.
Subroutines - CSYSA, GETDAT, HEADNG, R OTQ, SKIP.
READ? - Reads MPC definitions.
Subroutines -- GETDAT, HEADNG.
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READ8 - Reads control and parameter data, on incremental level.
Subroutines - GETDAT, HEADNG.
READ10 - Reads element normal loads data.
r j
f {
ROTK - Transforms element stiffness matrix from basic Cartesian to user
nodal coordinates.
Subroutines - ROTKK
ROTKK - Transforms element stiffness partition from basic Cartesian to
user nodal coordinates.
Rte-- Transforms nodal forces or displacements for an element, between
basic Cartesian and user nodal systems.
SET - Transform a set definition into internal node or element numbers.
Subroutines - HEADNG.
SKIP - Skips to the next logical record of standard 80PACE input data.
Subroutines - GETDAT, HEADNG.
SOLN - Matrix forward-backward substitution routine for Gauss wavefront
solution.
Subroutines - ETIME, EXIT, HEADNG, INDAT
SRTAPE - Routine for I/O processing of system stiffness matrix (merge or
decomposition matrix).
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Subroutines - EXIT, HEADNG, INDAT, OUTDAT.
STRAIN - Compute element reference-point strains from nodal displacements.
Subroutines - ROTQ.
STRUCT - Calling routine to read structural data.
Subroutines - EXIT, HEADNG, INDAT, OUTDAT, READC, READEC, READEP, READND,
READZ, READ7.
1




Subroutines - GETDAT, HEADNG.
VQRING - Computes volume of a quadrilateral solid ring element.
VTET - Computes volume of a tetrahedron.
Subroutines - HEADNG.
YVAL - Linear interpolation routine.
ZVAL - Linear table interpolation routine.
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13.0	 LABELED COMMON BLOCKS
This section lists each labeled common block used in the BOPACE program,
along with its description and the subroutines in which it occurs.
BPARAM - Contains variables to define basic problem type.
Subroutines - MAIN, BIGSCK, BIGSRS, FORCE, GENERB, KBRICK, KQRING, KQUAD,
LOADS, READO, STRAIN.
CNTRLI - Basic solution control variables for incrementation and iteration,
on overall problem level.
Subroutines - MAIN, BIGSC, BIGSCK, BIGSRS, COND, DFORM, GBRICK, GFORM,
HEADNG, OUTEL, OUTPQ, READC, READEC, READND, READO, READ3, READS, READS,
READS, READlO, SET, STRUCT, TITLE.
I^	
ELDATO - Logical units where Element and reference-point data are stored.
Subroutines - MAIN, BLDATA, BIGSCK, BIGSRS, ELLOOP, GBRICK, GENER8, GFORM,
GFORMS, ITER, KBRICK, KQRING, KQUAD, LOADS, OUTEL, READEC, READ10, STRUCT.
ELDATI -- Element data for the current element being processed.
Subroutines - BIGSCK, BIGSRS, DFORM, ELLOOP, FORCE, GBRICK, GENER8, GFORM,
ISET ;
 ITER, KBRICK, KQRING, KQUAD, LOADS, OUTEL, OUTCES, OUTCCS, OUTCPS, OUTCS,
OUTCTS, OUTEPC, OUTICS, DUTIES, OUTIPS, OUTIS, OUTTHE, READEC, READ10, STRAIN.
ELDAT2 - Data for the current element reference point being processed.
Subroutines - BIGSCK, BIGSRS, DFORM, ELLOOP, FORCE, GBRICK, GFORM, ITER,
KBRICK, KQRING, KQUAD, LOADS, OUTEL, STRAIN.
ERRORS - Diagnostic warning and error message counters.
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Subroutines - MAIN, BIGSCK, BIGSRS, COND, CSYS, CSYSA, CSYS1, DECOMP, EXIT,
GBRICK, MATERL, RCARD, READA, READC, READEC, READEP, READND, READTC, READTM,
R£ADTP, READO, READ2, READ3, READ5, READ6, READ7, READ8, READ10, SET, SKIP,
TITLE, VTET.
FLAGS - Logical variables indicating whether material tables and the various
load types are not defined, defined or redefined.
Subroutines - MAIN, BIGSCK, BIGSRS, LOADS, MATERL, RCURVE, READO, READ3,
READ5, READ6, READ10, STRUCT.
GDATAI - Integer variables defining properties of the current and the next
data record to be read by GETDAT.
Subroutines - MAIN, BLDATA, BIGSC, GETDAT, MATERL, READA, READC, READEC,
READEP, READND, READTC, READTM, READTP, READO, READ2, READ3, READ5, READ6,
READ7, READ8, READ10, SKIP, TITLE, VTET.
GDATA2 - Contains the current and the next data record to be read by GETDAT.
Subroutines - BLDATA, GETDAT, READO.
GENC2 - Creep data read by READTC.
Subroutines - BIGSCK, BIGSRS, ITER, MATERL, READO.
GENPO - Plasticity hardening type codes.
Subroutines - BIGSCK, BIGSRS, ITER, MATERL, READC.
GENP7 - Number of points in isotropic hardening curve.
Subroutines - BIGSCK, BIGSRS, GFORM, ITER, MATERL, READO.
GENP8 - Number of points in kinematic hardening shape curves.
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1 	 Subroutines - BIGSCK, BIGSRS, ITER, MATERL, READO.
GENP9 - Number of points in kinematic hardening factor curves.
Subroutines - BIGSCK, BIGSRS, ITER, MATERL, READO.
GENP10 - Number of temperatures (plastic hardening curves).
Subroutines - BIGSCK, BIGSRS, GFORM, ITER, MATERL, READO.
GENP11 -- Isotropic hardening curve abscissas.
Subroutines - BIGSCK, BIGSRS, GFORM, ITER, MATERL, READO.
GENP12 • .:inematic hardening shape curve abscissas.
Subroutine? - BIGSCK, BIGSRS, ITER, MATERL, READO.
GENP13 - Kinematic hardening factor curve abscissas.
Subroutines - BIGSCK, BIGSRS, ITER, MATERL, READO.
GENP14 - Plastic hardening curve ordinates (temperatures).
Subroutines - BIGSCK, BIGSRS, GFORM, ITER, MATERL, READO.
GENP15 - Isotropic hardening tables.
Subroutines - BIGSCK, BIGSRS, GFORM, ITER, MATERL, READO.
GENP16 - Kinematic hardening shape tables.
Subroutines - BIGSCK, BIGSRS, ITER, MATERL, READO.
GENP17 - Kinematic hardening factor tables.
Subroutines - BIGSCK, BIGSRS, ITER, MATERL, READO.
GEN1 - Stiffness matrix elastic/plastic code.
Subroutines - MAIN, BIGSCK, BIGSRS.
1.
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GENE - Material identification numbers and mass densities.
Subroutines - BIGSCK, BIGSRS, LOADS, MATERL, READA, READEC, READTM, READO.
GENT - Elastic modulus and Poisson's ratio data.
Subroutines - BIGSCK, BIGSRS, ITER, KBRICK, KQRING, KQUAD, MATERL, READO. 	 r
GEN8 - Thermal strain data.
Subroutines - BIGSCK, BIGSRS, LOADS, MATERL, READO.
GEN11 - Anisotropic thermal strain data.
Subroutines - BIGSCK, BIGSRS, LOADS, MATERL, READO.
GEN12 - Anisotropic elasticity data.
Subroutines - B.IGSCK, BIGSRS, ITER. KBRICK, KQRING, KQUAD, MATERL, READO.
.-	
ILOADS - Axes of translation and rotation data.
Subroutines - BIGSCK, BIGSRS, LOADS, READ6.
IMAGE - Contains next card image to be read by RCARD,
Subroutines - RCARD.
INCRS - Basic solution control variables for incrementation and iteration,
on increment level.
Subroutines - MAIN, BIGSCK, BIGSRS, ELLOOP, LOADS, OUTEL, OUTPQ, READ8.
IOUNIT - File unit numbers for input, output, structural definitions and loads.
Subroutines - MAIN, BLDATA, BIGSCK, BIGSRS, COVER, CSYS, CSYSA, CSYS1,
DECOMP, DUMMY, ETIME, EXIT, GBRICK, GENR8, GETDAT, GFORM, GFORM S, HEADNG,
ISET, MATERL, MERGE, MERSOR, MRTAPE, OUTEL, OUTCES, OUTCCS, OUTCPS, OUTCS,
IPARM - Plasticity parameters for iterative calculations.
Subroutines - ITER, ITER1.
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1'	 OUTCTS, OUTEPC, OUTICSy
	 s	 a	 Qs	 sDUTIES, OUTIPS OUTIS OUTP	 OUTTHE RCARD ,
RCURVE, READEC, READEP, READND, READO, READ8, READ10, SET, SKIP, SOLN,
SRTAPE, STRUCT, TITLE.
JLB - Large area of core used for scratch purposes by many BOPACE subroutines
Subroutines - MAIN, BIGSCK, BIGSRS, DECOMP, DUMMY, GFORMS, MATERL, MERGE,
MRTAPE, OUTEL, RCURVE, READO, SET, SOLN, SRTAPE, STRUCT.
JLB1 - Files containing the current stiffness matrices.
Subroutines - MAIN, BLDATA, BIGSCK, BIGSRS, READO, STRUCT.
NELNOY - Number of nodes and reference points per element.
Subroutines - BLDATA, BIGSCK, BIGSRS, ELLOOP, GBRICK, GENER8, GFORM,
KBRICK, KQRING, KQUAD, LOADS, OUTEL, OUTCES, OUTCCS, OUTCPS, OUTCS, OUTCTS,
OUTEPC, OUTICS, OUTIES, OUTIPS, OUTIS, OUTTHE, READEC, READIO.
SIZES - Fixed upper limits for BOPACE, set by BLDATA (BLOCK DATA) routine.
Subroutines -- MAIN, BLDATA, BIGSCK, BIGSRS, GBRICK, GFORM, GFORMS, ISET,
MATERL, OUTEL, OUTPQ, RCURVE, READEC, READEP, READND, READ10, STRUCT.
SIZESA - Variable sizes, set for particular problem.
Subroutines - MAIN, BIGSCK, BIGSRS, CSYS1, ELLOOP, FORCE, GBRICK, GENER8,
GFORM, GFORMS, KBRICK, KQRING, QUAD, LOADS, OUTEL, RCURVE, READEC, READND,
READO, READ2, READ3, READ5, READ6, READ7, READ10, ROTK, ROTA, STRAIN, STRUCT.
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The overlay of BOPACE was designed to minimize loading of segments and to
maximize the size of common JLB, for a given core size. A schematic of the
overlay is shown in Figure 14.0-1.
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Figure 14.0-1: 8OFACE Overlay Schematic {i
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15.0 FILE USAGE
BQPACE uses Fortran I/O to access a number of files.	 A current list of
files by file name follows:
Initial
File Value Fixed Description Defined by
UIN 5 Yes input card file. BLDATA
UOUT 6 yes output printer file. BLDATA
UNODAL 18 yes total	 nodal displacements and BLDATA
internal nodal	 forces.
USCRI 19 no scratch. BLDATA




UCMASS 21 yes concentrated nodal	 mass set. BLDATA
UNTEMP 22 yes nodal temperature set.
UPREF 23 yes concentrated	 load sets. BLDATA
UKFMPC 24 yes constraints. BLDATA
TRANSF 25 yes input data in standard form. BLDATA
TRANSB 26 yes distributed load sets. BLDATA
UNOD 27 yes node numbers and external- BLDATA
internal tables for node and
element numbers.
IEDAT 1 no element data. BLDATA
IEDIN 2 no current reference
	 point data. BLDATA
IEDOUT 3 no updated reference point data BLDATA












File, Value Fixed Description Defined by
UDCMPB 13 yes constant structure stiffness BLDATA
matrix after it has been
reduced to the boundary nodes.
UDCMPV 14 no decomposed elastic stiffness BLDATA
matrix for the variable
structure.
UMATX3 16 no scratch BLDATA
UDCMPP 17 no decomposed total stiffness BLDATA
matrix for the variable
structure.
UMATXI 11 no scratch. MAIN
UMATX2 is no scratch. MAIN
UOUTRS 29 no checkpoint file. READO
or user
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The BOPACE data generation capability is patterned after the highly successful
BCS SAIL II Language [21] for generating NASTRAN Bulk Data. For BOPACE, the
SAIL II Language consists of the standard BOPACE statements, plus SAIL state-
ments and FORTRAN statements. The deck order of the standard BOPACE data
cards is the same for SAIL as was previously described for BOPACE. The SAIL
statements and thr FORTRAN statements can be inserted as needed in the deck.
16.1	 STANDARD BOPACE STATEMENTS
SAIL allows an equal sign (_) to follow the name tag on a BOPACE data card.
The equal sign tells SAIL that the fields of the card can contain constants,
variables or expressions to define the data.	 If there is no equal sign,
all fields of the card are assumed to contain constants. If there is an
i	
equal sign, SAIL requires all field delimiters to be commas (with optional
adjacent blanks), and SAIL does not allow intermediate null fields (two
successive commas with optional blanks).
The equal sign may be placed in all BOPACE data cards except TITLE, CTITLE,
VTITLE, ITITLE, SET and CONTINUE.
16.2	 SAIL STATEMENTS
Looping -- SAIL LOOP statements provide an extended form of the FORTRAN DO
statements. They allow BOPACE, SAIL and FORTRAN statements to be executed
more than once. The form of the cards is
START LOOP = n, i, j, k, k
END LOOP = n
. y
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where
n	 is the loop identification number. It must be a constant
not used as an ID in any other LOOP statement or as a
statement label on any FORTRAN statement.
i	 is a loop parameter.
is the initial value of i in the looping process.
k	 is the final value of i in the looping process.
R	 is the increment to be added to i as the loop progresses.
If Q is omitted, 1 is assumed; a, k, aiid Q, can be expressions.
START LOOP must be the first statement a.nd END LOOP the last statement in the
group of statements to be executed more than once .t
Subdividing Large Decks - For large input data decks to SAIL, the amount of
FORTRAN code generated by SAIL can be large enough to cause some compilers
difficulty. The user can break up the FORTRAN code into subroutines by using
the BREAKPOINT card. An additional subroutine is generated for each
BREAKPOINT card. Variables defined before a breakpoint cannot be referenced
after a breakpoint unless the variables are redefined. A BREAKPOINT cannot
t Certain cards should never be executed more than once. Such cards are the
BOPACE standard statements without an equal sign, and BOPACE standard
statements which have an equal sign but which contain only constant fields.
The user is cautioned to avoid using LOOP, DO, IF, GO TO, etc., operations
placed in such a manner that these cards are passed by more than once in
`..^	 the SAIL program logic.
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SAIL System Parameters - The SYSTEM statement allows the user to adjust two ='
.	 e
of the storage arrays in SAIL.	 The form of the card is 1
SYSTEM = a, b, c -t
where	 a is not used	 (=0)
b is length of one input/output buffer array (constant)
„.y
4
C is length of the catalog array (constant)
Each BOPACE card generated by SAIL needs 3 words of storage in the catalog
array.	 The buffer array is used to collect BOPACE data cards, aid whenever
a
the buffer is full	 it is transferred to a disk/drum File.	 The defaults for
s
-^
b and c are 5000 and 21000 respectively.	 If the SYSTEM card is used,	 it m
3
must be the first card in the data deck.
z
16.3	 FORTRAN STATEMENTS	 9
If FORTRAN statements are in the BOPACE data deck, then they are assumed to
a
obey FORTRAN conventions. That is, labels are in columns 1 - 5, column 6 is
z
the continuation column, columns 73 - 80 are ignored, C in column 1 indicates
1
a comment card, etc. SAIL assumes a statement is FORTRAN if the statement
cannot be identified as a BOPACE or SAIL statement.








16.4	 SAIL EXAMPLE PROBLEM
A 2-0 rectangular mesh is shown in Figure 16.41, with loads and boundary
conditions. The BOPACE data for this mesh can be automatically generated










START LOOP = 6, R, 1, 7
i
START LOOP = 4, S, 1, 5
ID =22+ (R-1) *5+S
	X 	 = 11.37 + (S-1) * 3.27
	
Y	 = 5.19 + (R-1) * 4.23
NODE = ID, X, '!
END LOOP = 4




START	 LOOP = 20, I, 23, 27
	
IE	 IE + 5
^—	 START	 LOOP = 10, ZZ, 1, 6
i
f
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QUAD == I + IE, 1 , 10, 10, I + IE, I + IE + 1
CONT	 I+IE+6, I+IE+5
END LOOP = 10
END LOOP = 20
DO30I=1,2
SPC = 23, I, 27, I, 53, I, 57, I
30 CONTINUE
ITITLE CENTER LINE LOAD
LFAC 1
P = --10./SQRT(2. )
START LOOP = 50, I, 25, 55, 5
CLOAD = --1 , I, 1, P, I, 2, P


























2 24 25	 26 7
5.19
X
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B.l VARIABLE STRESS (DISTRIBUTED LOAD) PROBLEM |




of stress and strain. The loading is a uniformly distributed
`
vertical shear, applied on all	 four vertical si .des of the cube '	Midsfde
_	
nodes are used to demonstrate equivalt!nt loading values, which are in \^
'
the ratio of 1/4:1
	 for the bottom, 0Ydd|o and top nodes, respectively,
 The input data and results are listed at the end of this section, for an
elastic situation. A	 ^
^
TOTAL LOAD ~P 
`
STRESS - n ~P(I-Y)
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NUMBER OF DEGREES OF FREJ_DLM PER NODE = 3
SOPACE WILL ASSUME ONLY PIATERIAL N04-LINEARITY TO SOLVE THE PROBLEM
C I F I E	 IFffRw`I3iiT(	 PD vu-CE -03 -
SOLUTION METHOD CODE =	 A
MAXIMUM 140. STIFFNESS UPDATES PER INCI<EMENT = 	 I
-KAXTn9- TfJNtlE R _GF _TT EFt AT rONS7- EF€TR F-UYTATE-ON E=
MAXIMUM NUME.ER OF ITERATIONS BEFURE UP1rA7E TWO 	 =10
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ITERATIONS BEFORE UPDATE THREE AND UP = IO
^	 `-`^'^iPXTHUM-E'tA-STTC^TER6Tf0^iS-PFFt IrICREMENT-=	 -
i 	 MAX141UM MAGNITUI^E FOR ELASTIC--PLASTIC SUM CODE = 	 2
MAXIMIJM REDUCTIONS = 	 I
' F	 —LGNUERGc'VCE`QE`DUC'fTQr!–F'A:CTJ7R—T-5–C^4QOCE-'=--Cl






BCPACE VARIABLE STRESS iDISTRIBUTED SHEAR LOAD) PROBLEM	 PAGE
	 2
VTITLE	 3-0 ELEMENT WITH MIDSIDE NODES	 VARIABLE STRUCTURE HUMBER =
	
1




















TITLE BOPACE VARIARLt STRESS iDISTKIBUTED SHEAR LOADI PROBLEM PAGE	 3
VTITLE 3 -D ELEMENT WITH MIDSIDE NODES VARIABLE STRICTURE NUMBER ^
	 1




-'^Z p S^DOCrOD=^3T =5:000UDD-0	 5:0UO30D=a1
3 20 -5.000UOD-Qi	 0.0	 5.0UOOOD-01 1 1
4 30 5.000GOD-01	 C.0	 5.000000-07 I 1
=5^OOOUIr-VtCD0D0EF=UL	 5.00000D-0
- b 50 5.0000OD-C1	 5.000000-01	 5.0G33OD--01 1 1
7 2000 -5.000GOO-GI -5.000UOD-01 -5.00U0DD-01 1 1
b lulu GODOn -OT—"-"TI
1 4 1020 -5.000UoD-01	 0.0	 -5.00000D-01 1 1
{ 10 1030 5.0000CD-01	 0.0	 -5.000000-01 1 1
7110	 ---=5".000000 =07-7 <s000•GD=-ffI —5.01)000D-015
12 1050 5.00OOCD-01
	






TITLE	 BLPACE VARIABLE STRESS 	 [DISTRIBUTED SHEAR LOAD$ 	 PROBLEM
VTITLE	 3—'n	 ELEMENT WITH MIOSIDE NODES
EL;—R7mqT—,""^^ #3# # ^##*—MRFf-9?—NE DE-5— * # 3## 3* tae— `• VDM14	 l[
NO.	 I.D. MATL	 NI	 N2	 N3	 N4	 N5	 N4	 N7	 N8	 (ST.	 LINE)
	
CODE





#aa*s########### INTERMEDIATE EDGE NODES *#***#t#hs as**#*
0	 30	 0	 20	 0 1030	 0 1020	 0	 0	 0	 0
SUM OF ELEMENT VOLUMES =	 1.0000E 00









_	 ^-..,,tti,w....i..,w _sew,.u^.,w...r...w.s.^rr+F......r..,a V.......zq., ,cixlnwn:.se,,r.4•..^urx.^ ,.v.rzi?0e37
1J
TITLE	 BGPACE VARIABLE STRESS (DISTRIBUTED SHEAR LOAD) PROBLEM	 PAGE	 5
'	 VTITLE'	 3-D ELEMENT WITH MIDSIDE NODES	 VARIABLE STRUCTURE NUMBER =	 1
F^ER ENrr_P cq
	NO. I.D.	 rlD.	 TYPE	 X1	 X2	 X3	 LOCATE DISPLACE SCHEME CDOES
	
1 1007	 13	 2	 -5.00GE-01 -5.00?E-•01	 5.000E-01	 1	 1	 0 0 0 0
	14	 z .DOTE="0r'"=S:GObE=01— :^C`00^
	
15	 7	 5.00GL-01	 5-COGS-u1	 5.000E-01
	




3	 19	 2	 5.000E-01 -5.COOE -01 -5.000E--0I
	
19	 2	 5.00CE-01	 5.000E-01 --5.000'5-01
. ,ODD=D 1— 5: i}00-01^S: GS^E-01
	
21	 3	 0.0	 0.0	 5.000'.:-01
	
22	 3	 0.0	 0.0	 -5.000 E-01
3`3	 Ci-0	 -5:0005=i:oI—C.0--- -	 --
	




25	 3	 0.0	 5.000 E-01 	0.0
-5 : ZFO^E=G`^6: tS— 	 -
3
46
END	 GEORMS	 CPU = 00:00:51.357	 TOD = 22:37:18
a
	j	 BEGIN	 MERGE	 CPU = 00:00:01.441	 TOD = 22:37:18
	
EGTN^G_	 O'"'DG:UD:	 AD=—ZT 3T:Z
STIFFNESS GENE RATION COMPLETED.	 78 PARTI T IONS WRITTEN.
J O0	 END	 GENR3	 CPU =00:GO:Ol.v46	 TOD = 22:37:21
'	 "" '-$EGTY^'-r4EA"S*?K J`- CPU Dt*:DC:OI-95e5—TZ)Q^"'"27':37.
END	 MERSOR	 CPU = 00:00:07.073	 TAD = 22:37:22
END	 MERGE	 CPU = 00:00:02.076	 TOD = 22:37:22
MAXIMUM K 	 DES-AT-1 NrF7RWKL-N0D`E-----T-
BEGIN	 DEC04P	 CPU = 00:00:02.154	 TOD = 22:37:23





TITLE	 BOPA E V R ABLE S	 S IDISTRPMT-E	 NEAR LOAD	 PROBLEM PAGE	 6
VTITLE	 3-D	 ELEMENT WITH MIDSIDE NODES VARIABLE STRUCTURE NUMBER s	 1	 IITITLE	 UNIFORM SIDE SHEAR LOADING INCREMENT NUMBER s	 1
PARAMETERS FOR THIS	 INCREMENT
i
COEFFICIENT FOR CONCENTRATED LOAD 	 SFT	 ONE	 = 0.0
COEFFICIENT FOR CONCEN1RATkD LOAD	 SET	 TWO	 = 1. 000000E 00
`J'CO'EFFTC7FNT-FUR-01STRTBUTE •D-COAT3—SET --- 0 NE D-
CLEFFICIENT FOR DISTRIBUTrO LOAD 	 SET	 TWO	 - 0.0








	 = 0.0 f
A7 iG11C-AR SL"CECERATTOFT T!TEVCTCLITTONE/ - TKr
 TTIIE f""--`-O
CREEP TIME	 = 0.0
to
	TITLE	 BOPACE VARIABLE STRESS (DISTRIBUTED SHEAR LOAUI PROBLEM 	 PAGE	 7
Q	 VTITLE • 3-0 ELEMENT WITH MIUSIDE tiODES 	 VARIABLE STRUCTURE NUMBER	 1
	
ITITLE	 UNIFORM SfDE , SHEAR LOADING	 INCREMENT NUMBER ^ 	 1
CONCENTRATED NODAL LOAD SETS






2	 30	 2	 1.6hh67E-01
	




2	 1020	 2	 1.66667E-01
	




2	 1050	 2	 4.16470E-OZ
x
4 :0LT:II2:'IuLj- c .








ice- :.-...=r3 •	 ^"^.. "^^ -	 \
I
TITLE	 BOPACE VARIABLE STRESS (DISTRIBUTED SHEAR LOAD) PROBLEM	 PAGE	 8
VTITLE	 3-D ELEMENT NIT'h MTDSIDE IJODLS 	 VARIABLE STRUCTURE NUMBER =	 !
ITITLE	 UNIFORM SIDE SHEAR LOADING 	 INCREMENT NUMBER =	 1
TE3EGT^SQ^1TUD -	 U .= ZZ': 7:3Z__...._ i
END	 5OLN	 CPU = 00:00:03.038	 TOD = 22:37:33
BEGIN	 ELLOOP	 CPU = 00:00:03.041
	 TOO = 22:37:!3
E	
_	 LPU—OUT. O' ^.^	 1^ 2:37 3
RESIDUAL NORM = 1.3.3330E-06
E N D O F L 0 A 0 I N C R E M E N T	 1
NO_ ELASTIC INTEGRATION POINTS = 	 1.2v NO. PLASTIC INTEGRATION POINTS = 	 0
	
0 INTEGRATION POINTS HAVE CHANGED ELASTIC TO PLASTIC, 	 0 INTEGRATION POINTS PLASTIC TG ELASTIC DURING THIS INCREMENT
sPEClFl ED-MWX—.NO. SllFr ESS""UP DA-TES--	 "Ti NQ.-UPDATE- S-"P EKF WILU=
SPECIFIED MAX. NO. ITERATIONS PER UPDATE = 	 10 LO 10v NO. ITERATIONS PERFORMED SINCE LAST UPDATE =
	 1
SPECIFIED MAX. UNBALANCEO-FORCE ERROR = 1 .000 0E-03 T ACTUAL ERROR = 1.1 3 33E-0 6
^' BEGIN	 OUTPUT	 CPU = 00:00:03.341	 TOD = 22:37:37
lL A E	 Aft A LE	 R	 U1^T^T^U^	 SM	 - LOAD I PROBLE- 14 PAGE	 4
VTITLE 3-0 ELEMENT WITH MIUSIDE NUDES VARIABLE STRUCTURE NUMBER s	 I
ITITLE UNIFQR- ' SIDE SHEAR L©ADINi INCREMENT_ N_ U4BER	 1
CUMULATIVE INFERNAL FORCES AND DISPLACEMENTS
of NuUt `#FFOTi'i'#f #K	E#^ K[E^ iii#'1 f # #'#'t R'iiii DISPLACEMENTS
NO. I.D. U	 V	 K U V 1f
1 1030 -1.2752156E-14 -2.0833337E-01 	 7.6915103E-15 1.3400,027E-07 0.0 6.7034426E-07
_ lu -E-.4531:5 I	 3 4133ZEE-0 1:346ff55lf -
3 20 1.5665333E-14	 1.6660663E-01 -4.8768873E-10 4.61433571-QB 3.7499902E-01 1.1531602E-06
4 30 2.7544012E-10	 1.6bbbb81E-01 -9.8125099E-09 4.4395104E-aa 3.7500060E-01 5.9476642E-015--7qU -"T:7:8'3n2	 24Ia53GE =7g^^:T	 33	 T k,tiv 5i95w -^0r^;222^2C3 - 6
6 50 -1.7587755E-09	 %.166t414E-02	 2.37 444401E-08 -5.177SU90E-07 5.0600114E-01 1.1963257E-06
7 2030 2.7630749E-01t -2.OB333E1E-Ci -1.3?13d21E-07 0.0 0.0 0.0
-------8--rot-;tom-0h4S73?E =CE-	 97t'- Cl--6.498K	 9 1020 1.2509815E-C8	 1.666n657E-01 -2.2563430E-18 -5.092801.E-07 3.7500137E-01 1.1251723E-06
10 1030 1 . 034 +4y 3E-Lbw	i.G000nEs7E-Ol -3.1 5 12407E-03 -5.2UI2763Ey0 3.7500233E-01 5.5806936E-07
sit `U- =I^B97R2SF-7i B- .r.^bbTi Q 1GF^OZ "I:b7s3G6FE =a7^=1:7 *^55^ZTE=L`s- C07102s2r-gI-3:17.2 ITE-0




TITLE	 BOPACE VARIABLE STRESS (DISTRIBUTED SHEAR LDADI PROBLEM 	 PAGE	 10
VTITLE . 3-D ELEMENT WITH MIDSIDE NODES	 VARIABLE STRUCTURE NUMBER =	 1
11ITLE	 UNIFORM SIDE SHEAR LOADING	 INCREMENT NUMBER =	 1
ELEMENT POINT EFFECTIVE **+* s#s#*s#*ass*** sesa si CUMULATIVE STRESSES	 1i•*^ ss ^4siss >•*6^M isN **
^N . `I.l T^. M!.- S7RE XX	 YY 1 XY x z
1	 1000 33	 2 1.COUOE 00 4.4474E-08	 1.0000E 00 6.7034E-07 1.2954E-07 -2.0112E-07 1.8959E-07
14	 2 1.0000E 00 4.4474E-08	 1.CODOE DO 1.3409E-07 7.9 456E-08 -1.1488E-07 8.4242E-0815	 2 1.4037E-[?b -4.124ZE-03	 i.1921t-C6 2.1113E-07 5.845E-08 1.7427E-07 4.4551E-07
16	 2 B.b830E-07 -4.1242E-O8 -7.1526E-07 --9.5157E-07 9.4374E-08 1.7147E-67
-3.8227E-08
17	 2 1.0:000; 60 -1.2801+_-07	 I.CCUGE DO 6.7034E-07 -3.9577E-07 6.7005E-08 6.6320E-07
1 -8--2 1-:QOUOE-Ob -i 2301	 U?^^-:(0(iG^ Ua i.34ilvE^u7 -2.0203E=07`" 1.5325E-07 3.2354E-07
19	 2 1.27841-06 -4.6932E-38	 8_6, ,,7E-07 2.1113E-07 -3.. 14 613E-07 -4.0723E-07 1.2917E-07
20	 2 3.CO2uE-06 -4.6532E-08	 1. 4s901E-06 -9.51E7E-07 -2.8357E-07 -4.30031-07 1.1104E-06
I S.GOCOC 01 "I:T5b3t^9s:GOOQE^OT-3.4842E^83^6:D777E-Oc" -=T: 1012E-10'-3.6886E-08
j 22	 3 5.UOGUE-01 -i.u847E-08	 5.COOOE-01 3.0842E-08 --9.5856E-08 -3.56413E-G9 3.5541E-07
23	 3 1.0000E 00 -4.1770E-0d	 1.6000E 00 4.0221E-07 -9.7075E-08 -2.3938E-08 3.1.514E-07
2 5:G6C"OE O7 -6:14BTt-0	 S:OOOb£=Q]-3:.3647E=G8-17.-A13lUZQ6 --1.3720E-10 -8.ZZIIE-08
}
FLERENT--- V0TFI - s ¢ a	 *	 w^^*gig**7-'-C -U-kCf0A-TTV 	 -ELaS1 -1C STRn1KS	 s ^»s *»» ssss » ^sass.:s
3	 A0.	 I.D. NO. TP. XX	 YY Zz XY X2 YZ
1	 1000 13	 2 4.4474E-08	 1.U00UE 00 b.7D34E-07 1.2954E-07 -2.0112E-07 1.0959E--07
14	 2 .S47ZFu^c"-r. CG
	 L OJ 1. 4t4L^^3'1'T7. y^5S^^(7t1=1.14kS8E-U7 8.-4242E--OB
1	 ! 15	 2 -4.1242E-09	 1.19211-06 2.1173E-07 5.9245E-09 1.7427E-07 4.4551E-07
16	 2 -4.1242E-OL' --7.1526E-07 -5.5167E--07 9.4374E-08 1.7147E-07 -3.8227E-08
=I-;-2	 e O`>^"1:-COG BE -70ilb.7054S-07.0577E=07 b - 7005E-0B 6.6320E-07
w l8	 2 -1.28GiE--07	 1.OG00a 00 1.341,9E-07 -2.0203F.--07 1.5325E-07 3.2354E-07
19	 2 -4.6U32r-03	 8.3447E-0 2.1113E-07 -3.9613E-07 -4.0723E-07 1.29171E-07
20	 z - -b3'3^c=08`"-1':: 4 GIc-L1a=v.5187^7 =2: p3 S7[=07 = r:1UO3E-O7 1.1104E-06
21	 3 -1.7439E-09	 7.00001-01 3.0842E-OB 6.0727E-08 -7.101RE-10 -3.0886E-08
22	 3 -1.0847E-0b	 5.0000E-01 3.0852E-08 -9.5256E-08 -3.5648E-0$ 3.5541E-07
-73^ -^I77CT=48-Z:G000^ OO' -'^,.0221E-07=9:-IO75C-^OB^"-2.3938E-08- -3.15ikE-07"'
24	 3 -6.24bl E-O9	 5.000UC-01 3.3697E-08 -1.8133E-08 1.3720E-10 -8.22IIE-OB
ELEMEN T	 POINT	 EFFECTIVE	 »»» z »KKa»saws*s» »ass »as* CUMULATIVL STRESSES *ssAt* ag»xs»ss*sss*.+»s*s
	
NO. I.D. NO. TP.	 CUM. STRESS	 xx	 YY	 zZ	 XY	 xzYZ
	








NQ. I.D. NO. TP.
r-13 -00	 75-3
26 3
^ER[3^-Ct U I vu I 	 LPU0'0 =CIO :r0 DSO ^^[3 D = -2-2"37.-31,
*.#w+***s»»*A»» CUMULATIVE ELASTIC.STRAINS *»•»»»sas»sss»s+ss*ss
Y	 YY	 zz	 XY	 X7-
	 YZ
037E^^7-u03^=07 =3.7G37E=G7 =^^3177E^o7 =1:17SOL-07 4.1I7IE-0T
VHIE-09 5.E-UOJE-Oi 2.79LdE-O8 -1.6992E-Ca -4.4122E-09 4,0673E-07
^iD O 8 PA{ L_N
I




	 B. 2	 MULTI-ELEMENT CURVED BOUNDARY PROBLEM
A plane-strain problem is analyzed using a 1.0 x 1.0 square, but idealized
by four elements including curved interior boundaries. The loading is a
uniform distributed vertical load at the top of the structure. Because of
	 3
the state of constant stress and strain throughout the cube, all reference
points in all elements have equal values for stress and strain. The input
data listing and results are included at the end of this section.
.f






Figure B.2- f: Multi-Ele►nent Curved Boundary Problem
B.2-1
r




1 TITLE	 MULTI -ELEMENT CURVED BOUNDARY PROBLEM
Z CONT	 QUAD ELEMENTS
R
4 PRT1	 lr°1




9-^"- Y^Gi - ,0 .3—
-ti 10 NCUE	 10	 0909 ,rt 	 12
ll NCUE	 20	 .5r0trtt	 2
— ------^ 2—^-NFIDE -- 30	 h 6 t
13 NODE	 40	 .5,.25j 14 NONE	 50	 „.5
--------Y. (1`JE--G	 .25P. 5
16 NODE	 70	 19.5
17 NODE	 DO	 0r1
-----t LSE —^ 0	 .5' 01
1 19 NODE	 100	 111
' 20 POUAD	 1	 1.0
'
21 	 - -^fiClUki^^ I
co 22 0UA1)	 1C	 Irltl	 1Gv2Ot60v50	 1	 0040J
23 QUAD	 ZO	 Itlr1	 20 00 t 70 0 60	 1	 -OrO*0040







DILGAD	 I	 Ir192	 391.0	 30940









	 TITLE	 MULTI—ELEMENT CURVED BOUNDARY PROBLEM 	 PAGE	 1
CONTINUE QUAD ELEMENTS
NUMBER OF DEGREES OF FREEDOM PER NODE = 2
'—`b^P A'CE'67 -I`CC—A ^ STJME"QNi Y`fi'A'tEci'3YZC^]f7ht' =t2'Nf ItR'TTY'7D'—SOtVE"TtfL—PRO
MAXIMUM SPECIFIED ERROR NORM = 1.00000E-03
—SG VU7­I ON—M 4 T VCT1—CCDE`=
MAXIMUM NC. STIFFNESS UPDATES PER INCREMENT =
	 I
MAXI°tUM NUMBER OF ITERATIONS BEFORE UPDATE ONE 	 10
—MAT I M L.^1'`Tf^J'.WI;FR_ OF --TTER7lTTM'S- B E-FCR E—U PU'A f"	 —
MAXI!'UM NUMBER OF ITERATIONS BEFORE UPDATE THREE AND UP = 10
MAXIMUM FLtSTIC ITFRATIONS PER INCREMENT =
	
2
—MAX IMUM'MACN IT'UD^FUR £t't,ST-IC^i'tAST'ICUrt—Ct9f^E —
MAXIMUM REI,UCTIONS =	 1
CONVERGENCE REnUCTIDN FACTOR = 5.0000UE--41






	 MULTI—ELEMENT CURVED BOUNDARY PROBLEM
T I T L E
























MULTI—ELEMENT CURVED BOUNDARY PROBLEM PAGE	 3
VTITLE VARIABLE STRUCTURE NUMBER	 1
*+ NODE ** COORD. COORD.
NCI.	 I.D.	 xi	 X2	 X3 LOCATE WSPLACE
1-1 1
2	 20	 5.000000-01	 0.0	 0.0 1 1
3	 30	 1.00000D 00	 0.0	 0.0 1 1
—ko	 S	 CC00[r—tri--7:Sts00 Otr- 	—
5	 5d	 0.0	 5.00OOOD--01	 0.0 1 1
b	 60	 2.5000OD-01	 5.0000C , D-01	 0.0 1 1
--^--'rCi—"--'1:OCr660D—^tr""-5.-OCC06tT^^ I 1	 -	 —
8	 80	 C.0	 1.000000 00	 0.0 1 1
90	 5.[]4000[1-01	 1.00000D 00	 0.0 1 1
—^ fl -- i RO-3 : c38frCifst} 6G-1 —fi4 b0 frp Btu —0.0
Fri
cn
TITLE	 MULTI-ELEMENT CURVED BOUNDARY PROBLEM	 PAGE	 +4
VTITLE
	
VARIABLE STRUCTURE NUMBER r	 1
	
ELEMENT	 ************ CORNER NCDES **##*******•	 VOLUME	 MAP
NO. I.D. MATL N1	 N2	 N3	 h4	 N5	 N6	 N7 N8 (ST. LINE) CODE **************** INTERMEDIATE EDGE NODES ************ •s**•
-------I^ C+-2ic2fl 6	 1roE-oi 0	 1
2	 20	 1	 20	 30	 70	 60	 3.17'SOE-01 0	 0	 0	 0	 40
3	 30	 1	 :0	 60	 90	 80	 1.8750E-01 0
--4	 0 -ou 90	 3.zP50E=01
SUM OF E LE MENT VOLUM E S	 1.0000E 00







TITLE	 MULTI -ELEMENT CURVED BOUNDARY PROBLEM 	 PAGE	 5
71 VTITLE	 VARIABLE STRUCTURE NUMBER	 1
ELEMENT	 REFERENCE POINT COORD. COORD. INTEGRATION
NO.	 I.D. NO. TYPE X1	 X2	 X3 LOCATE DISPLACE SCHEME CODES
-----^ -1 -1
8 2 5.000E-01	 0.0	 0.0
9 2 2.5COE-01	 5.000E-01	 0.0
d .01010E__0i 0:
2	 20 7 2 5.000E^01	 0.0	 0.0 1 I 0 0 0
B 2 1.000E	 00	 0.0	 0.0
-OGRE 014- "-51 :CT COE=cl	 0.0
10 2 2.50GE-01	 5.000E-01	 0.0
3	 30 5 2 0.0	 5.00GE-01	 Lo.O 1 1 0 0 0
6 22 P . 5-0U E-P-1 5: 010 0 E -trl-O : 0
7 2 5.000E-01	 1.000E	 00	 0.0
B 2 0.6	 1.000E	 06	 0.0
--` -'--It --4-0 5 2 2'CbF=dI-5-000F=0t	 "" 0:
b 2 1.000E	 00	 5.000E-01	 0.0
7 2 1.000E UO	 1.000E 00	 0.0
5.OVdE=41i.00CE-00	 0-.O
` END	 GFORMS CPU = OC:00:01.0h4	 TOO = 21:39:38co
Z BEGIN	 MERGE CPU = 00:00:01.O Q I	 TOD = 21:3Q:38
-4ff-GPN---,G  u 9 4	 1ff3Y=^Y:34:3
J STIFFNESS GENERATION COMPLETED. 50 PARTITIONS WRITTEN.
7 END	 GENR8 CPU = 00:00:01.216	 TOD = 21:39:40
`--"-tSE^`IfQ""'^nERSIIRLY'tF-O'd='L'^C = $Y^LE!-'TtTi1 =-'2'I': 3 q ='4
ENO	 MERSOR CPU = 00:00:01.274	 TOD = 21:30:42
END'	 MERGE	 CPU = 60:00:01.274	 TOD = 21:39:42
-mA'7Ci'MtiMf-thAve p NT-	 OVf-S-AT-NifRNAt N D r:
-	 BE GIN	 DECOMP	 CPU = 00:00:01.321 	 TOD = 21:34:43





MULTI--ELEMENT CURVED BOUNDARY PROBLEM 	 PAGE	 b
VTITLE	 VARIABLE STRUCTURE NUMBER	 1
t'T III tF	 -- -	 MCREMEltT--?TUMtrEft
-	 PA'RAKE
COEFFICIENI FOR CONCENTRATED LOAD SET OAE 	 =	 0.0
---COFF'F ICiEVT-FCR°C NtEttM T-Etr-	 -
COEFFICIENT FOR DISTRIBUTED LOAD SET ONE	 1,000000E 00
COEFFICIENT FOR UISTRIBUTEP LOAD SET TWO	 -	 0.0
---CLEFFIC-I Ell T-F0ft-trC(:7Qt-T-FMPERA-TUR	 'TT	 -	 O.-f-
CCEFFICIENT FUR NORMAL STRESS/STRAIN SET 	 -	 0.0
TRGNSLATIONAL ACCFLFRATILIN ILF.NGTh/TIME/TIME) 	 =	 0.0
-AkGUL-AR -VEtUt-I T^h 1kEVGtUTItIkStTI'4E 	 -	 -
ANGULAR ACCELERATION (REVOLUTIONS/TIME/TIME) 	 =	 0.0









IBOUNDARY PROBLEM	 PAGE	 7









ETiG	 LQ'AfJ—NQREf Erjr.t 	 MRD—T"eNTl-Tf'CQMPQNE
DR FACE
	
TYPE	 OR F„L'E	 X1	 X2	 X3





= 00:00:01.647	 TOR = 21:39:55
I
END GFORMS CPU = 00:00:01.757	 TOD	 = 21:40:01	 i
—B EG I s7—L-0-xUSf'tY
END	 LOADS CPU
—OfY: ^O : 0i : B#3TDD--21:4 0: 0




_....	 .^„	 ^. ..^,_...	 .N.ue......H ,.^-..., .. ...,...»,,.....,_.: f.. _,.«.s.^^	 ..>.,.,,..-_... 	 ....^. .r.,, ...r.^....la..^n.as.+.,^,^e._..Y.^.s.•.,..-.......e._..-.».^.._^....«!^.avtaa+,ti, .•^5:-.,.^^.;.. ,.....+^
TITLE	 MULTI-ELEMENT CURVED BOUNDARY PROBLEMPAGE	 8
VTITLE	 VARIABLE STRUCTURE NUMBER	 1
--t-Tffi
BEGIN	 SOLN	 CPU r 00:00:02.003	 TOD	 21:40:06
BEGIN	 ELLOOP	 CPU = 00:00:02.060	 TOO = 21:40:07
EfIF?	 ELLeOP	 CPU = 00:00:02.193	 TOD = 21:50:09






 NO. ELASTIC INTEGRATION POINTS C	 20, NO. PLASTIC INTEGRATION POINTS = 	 0
4 -	 - {z- 1 nrT EG F? AT LBt t^ FTri tf FS—ttkt^f-Gti xt et 
	N SPECIFIED MAX. NO. STIFFNESS UPDATES =	 19 NO. UPDATES PERFORME D =	 0
SPECIFIED MAX. NO. ITERATIONS PER UPDATE =	 10 10 10, NO. ITERATIONIS PERFORMED SINCE LAST UPDATE 	 1
^SFEL--I-APE'f^MR7C:-tli<f+-A't7t!cC'£fT^Pt7K^E"`t^RCR'- -'1:QObbE￿03; AC'TtiA'L-"ERRII^t"^::-3'T




7	 TITLE MULTI-ELEMENT CURVED BOUNDARY PROBLEM PAGE
	
9
VTITLE VARIABLE STRUCTURE HUMBER =
	 1
^-" a'T17CF KE-Meffl--"UMB ER
CUMULATIVE INTE RNAL FOR CES AND DISPLACEMENTS
*s NODE *s	 *r****#*p#a ***** 	FORCES	 tr***t****#*****st*s*•*******	 DISPLACEMENTS :*** k^fi#ta* *s
NC.	 I.U. U	 V	 H U	 V H
7^I-Q-3:7^+^'t*I3'HE=Oa =2: ^^^iYB'2^=-C1	 - —'t^.
2 20	 4.7250701E-08 -4.9999464E-01 -1.4999998E-01	 0.0
i	 3 30	 3.8153Eff-E--09 -2.499996RE-01 -2.9999995E-01	 0.0
ri-""`r+ 0—'""2 : I-4 t';+-^;S 6 k =-OY3--^ : 1-I 9431 ^E =YY = 2 : S- OtC if i3 r. E °O'I'L : r99494^^
'	 5 50	 -3.6002?5CE-05 -1.2C71166E-07 -2..0231579E-07	 4.99999138E-01
I	 6 60	 -4.Qfi21502L-i,8
	 -• 3.0910621E-07 -7.500G167E-02
	
4.9994994E-01
70-~—^;:71-frfr6'4E-UB--^:3iT'73849E-5 -3: 000Q^7t17E^01--`5-, E7 04rT00^]G-t^ !
R. 8D	 -1.5031032E-08	 2.4959994E-01 -2.8212310E-07	 1.6000000E 00
i	 9 90	 -5.°_.213CGPE-08	 4 . 09949 76E-01 --I.500OU27E--01	 1.0600000E 00
"^`2-Q—I UQ =^T:4^Sb^FiI'_5E=09--2:49'SYY9^: - ^: COGQT125'^D'1"`^1-CGUppGO^`^
r
TITLE MULTI -ELEMENT CURVED BOUNDARY PROBLEM PAGE	 10
VTTTLE VARIABLE STRUCTURE NUMBER =	 1
---lTI°TL fvERfMklttd#IMBf
NO. I.D. NO. TP. CUM.	 STRESS Xx YY	 ZP XY XZ YZ
1 10 7	 2 1.0000E no -1.3100E-07 I.GGCOE 00	 0.0 -1."-'563E-07 O.0 0.0
Lai	 2 'o	 0.0 -JT.- 1 *t23E-0 s--0.
-. 9	 2 1.0000E 00 1.3140E-07 1.060OF.	 00	 0.0 -1.2695E-07 0.0 0.0
10	 2 1.0000E 00 0.0 1.0000E 00	 0.0 -6.3928E=0fi 0.0 0.0
f	 ELEMENT PCIN7 # tt********s#t*#*#t+* 	 CUMULATIVE ELASTIC STRAINS #**ttts#tot ###sstr*•
xx	 ry	 22 xv xt Y-Z------
-,	 1..	 IO 7	 2 -3.0000E-0I	 1.00ODE 00 -3.0000E-01 -2.CG Z32E-07 0.0 0.0
P	 2 -3.00OOE-01	 1.000CE OO -3.0000E-02 -9.116CE-08 0.0 0.0
- .00OGE^0'I"-t: CCCOE"Q^'^:OOUn^T *`2^QA'E"-^
IO	 2 -3.0000E-01	 1.0000E 00 ^3.D0005-01 -6.3106E-06 0.0 0.0
ELEMENT POINT EFFECTIVE	 #**#*##a+## #t+*#t::•*ast	 CUMULATIVE STRESSES	 *tstttt•*tsstttt#*tt+asss
NO.	 I.D. -NO.	 TP. CUM.	 STRESS	 X.X	 YY	 ZZ XY xI YZ
'-T^-^ " "'^ . 00 UO^tTtT-'-"'mod : 550 n E-c0 ^T'Di^ OC`t^04-'-0 : Q-'--- -^T : tTY2:^'Q B'"`-0: ^^'0 : 0
E	 2 1.000GE	 00	 0.0	 I.GOGC•E GO	 0.0 -9.164pE-08 O.G G.0
N 9	 2 I.00OOE 00	 6.55GOE-08	 1.00CCE GO	 0.0 -6.1133E-00 0.0 U.0
_ .	 1700E-0r-T'70000	 00	 0. 0087E -G 1 0.0 . J
R'tFMerrT-I`CI «-#-+s+c^ .lira'T'ivE-EtJtSTi C-sTRiCltaS"`^**+*^^s*^^sssss--"-^
NO.	 I.D.	 ND.	 TP. XX YY ZZ	 XY xZ YZ
2	 20	 7	 2 -3.0000E-01 1.0000E 00 -3.0000E-01 -4.1160E-08 0.0 0.0
9	 2 -3.0000E-01 1.0000E 60 -3.000GE-01 -7.9473E-013 0.0 0.0
10	 2 -3.000DE-01 1.0800E DO -3.00OCF-01 --2.6113E-07 0.0 0.0
ELEMENT	 PL'INT EFFECTIVE CUMULATIVE STRESSES	 tt•t*#stt *s**ttttt•*:stss
flu.	 T p . M-STRE'55 -XX YY z
 
30	 5	 2 1.00005 00 1.3100E-07 1.00( GE	 00 0.0 3.03Ck1-06	 0.0	 0.0
6	 2 I.00GOE 00 1.3IOOE-07 L.00COE 00 0.0 -1.8078E-'09	 0.0	 0.0
DOnE-RO" "0:0 00C,O-F-O0- U;n if 
9	 2 1.0000E 00 0.0 1.00C[E 00 0.0 -6.1390E-08	 0.0	 G.0
I
#*u +# #t #tt*4###t#tad* CUMULATIVE ELASTIC STRAINS t*+*#tt+#**#t##rttss#t
XX	 YY	 ZZ	 XY	 XZ	 YZ
-3 :000 0°-G1-`t:'L•G- c,'t3f-b6--3.0000E- (Jr	 .9402E ­06- 0:-	 .
•-3.nnOOE-01 1.000C-S 00 -3.0000E-01 -2.3502E-08 0.0
	 0.0
	
3.OPOOr-01 I.06GOE OG -3.6000F-01 -I.I12eE-07 0.0 	 0.0
. 0000E--Oi-1 .110f;0E-C0--3;ct0"t'-0 i' :9-a0-7t ­b3­0 T  d----`-G:
	
ELEMENT	 POINT




PA. .p 	 D.O	 dc^ O.c14l.a
rFj
	
TITLE MULTI-ELEMENT CURVEO BOUNDARY PROBLEM PAGE	 11
VTITLE VARIABLE STRUCTURE NUMBER = 	 1
IT1T iNGkEMEN-T-NUMBER = 	 t
C'CEMt PTT"-PO-I'N EF#''ECTYYE umuLirf-1 e S R_EssSES--s y ss**+mss *ate	 +s*
NG. I.D.	 NO.	 TP. CUM.	 STRESS XX YY ZZ XY	 XZ	 Y7
4 40	 5	 2 1.00UOE 00 1.3100E^07 1.0000F QO 0.0 -7.6415E-06	 0.0	 0.0
I.-UU?*^F"-i^O
	 n^55'oOE^Ca-17:e0-CRL--CO--O:0-----	 -t-.0`69-ft	 U
7	 2 1.0000E 00 0.0 1.0000E 00 0.0 -1.3755E-07	 0.0	 0.0
F	 2 I.nOGOE 00 0.0 1.0000E co 0.0 -9.1r,99E-08	 0.0	 0.0
c
ELEMENT	 P01NT









m######n###aaz#a#o-* CUMULATIVE ELASTIC STRAINS ###**^**^►**ate#sus**
X X" -- - YY-----7- r	 XY--X-Z-YZ-
-1.00DOE-01 1.0000E 00 -3.0000E-01 -4.9341E-08 0.0 0.0
-3.00CI DE-01 1.000CE OC -3.0000E-01 -1.390L'E--07 10.0 0.0
'•"=3-.-OU00e"=OI-1:^GC^^'C^C-'=-3:0DOQF-^I =l:TffiFlC=-Q7'"' -?^ ,r-'-`^O:Q






This is a thermal ratchet problem, involving thermal cycling in conjunction
with a sustained mechanical load. The finite-element idealization and
mechanical loading are shown in Figure 3.3-1. The thermal loading consists
of an alternate heating and cooling of the left half of the structure
(element 1).
Because the stresses and thermal strains differ in the left and right
halves of the structure, the QOPACE MPC capability was used to allow
vertical slip at the center. Thus the displacements at nodes 3-11 and
4--12 are constrained to be equal in the X direction, but are allowed to
have different values in the Y direction. Poisson's ratio is taken as
l
0.5 so as to avoid sinall errors which would otherwise be induced by
1_.	 intermediate yielding within an increment.
Results are summarized in Table B.3-1 for six increments, and the BOPACE
input listing and printed output results are included at the end of this
section (some of the output pages have been combined to save space). The
mechanical loading is applied during the first increment and it then remains
on the structure. In the second increment the thermal heating load is
applied, and it results in plastic flow within the right side of the struc-
ture. Each succeeding heating and cooling cycle (two increments) results
in continuing plastic flow and an increase of 0.5 in displacement. dote
that this occurs even though a part of the structure is always elastic,
because yielding occurs during alternate increments in the left and right
sides. This type of behavior must be considered in thermal-mechanical
cycling of engines.
B.3-1
no boro 2145 o PfG V71
al
PLATE = 2.0 x 1.0
THICKNESS =10,0
TENSILE YIELD POINT = 1.0
THERMAL COEFFICIENT










Figure B.3-1: Thermal Ratchet Problem
Table E.3-1:	 Thermal Ratchet Data
INCREMENT DISPLACEMENT	 TEMP.1 TEMP. 11









5 2.0	 0 0







1 TITLE	 THERMAL RATCHET PROBLEM	 (2 QUAD ELEMENTS)
2 PROH 2
Pi-MAXIT^ MAXI T3-MAX-1 -t^-MAAYt-Mlix4tlT---C-UT--AF -AGT-
4 SL,LU	 .D0(1u1
	 ^	 2	 t ► 	 t	 t	 s	 t	 1
5 PRT1	 11--1(^-----P E 1 2— ST-3-3 , -1-5 ; -1	 1-5y - 2-1 U ; -5- '-'1 i ► -1
7 VTITLL
6 MfiT!	 1
I kt Lr-'3 .
1.0 Inn	 U,.1
11 1SlIlAIN'	 (1 1 0	 10.1 10.
i2 L	 1-	 I
13 P1 LFiP	 0.
14 IW.RU	 G 1 t.	 L0G,1.	 I
1-5 tE^'HA-PE—fr;u---1-t1v^r 	 ^.
it) NUDF.	 1	 0,11
17 NODE 2	 011
19 NCUL 4	 111
20 NLuL.	 11	 1,0
] 22 NCiLIL	 13	 2,0
' 23 NC I1F	 14	 2,I
r '' 2'4- -'------- --=FC'trt 	?^D-=ti'iGK iSStt?F}E—^TtMP-3tCftFi
w
25 PQUAD	 1	 10.	 1	 0.
26 1F:LIUAII	 RI 1)	 Llfl	 DI 1)	 RPCDDE	 1CUUF4	 ICDDEL	 ICDDEL	 GP---
G7
25 11Ut,('	 1	 1,1,1	 113,+.,2
29 110AU	 11	 1,1,1	 1t,13114t12
30 -	 M s'C—L-f r 1-3 . r-3- a-k-.	 ---
31 MNC	 12,1	 4,1,1.
32 SPL	 L,l	 !r2	 2,1	 1311	 1312	 I4tI
33-- ----1-H-FL'E-1^r6kt31rf.T^ 1	 ELE,LE1
34 LFACT	 f,,(.	 11.0-,0	 I	 1
35 10LOAU	 DLS1D	 I1IM	 CID	 C	 EID	 ID	 D
37 11ITLN	 lNLREMENT 2	 FsiLT)
3+3 LFAC1	 U t 0	 15.0,0	 1
0 MILE	 INCRLMLNl	 3	 (COLD)
43 LFALF	 0, :1	 IS.Q1C	 1
rt 2-- —11 tE`a fi--I-^-^-`Cr. it—I-	 i 3 i-4 	
r43 11 11 LE	 1NL- R.J..c..NT	 4	 (FIL,l)
44 LFACT	 C,E	 1.,.0tU
	
1
4 6 11 11 Lb	 I1•ICKFMLi':1	 5	 ( COLD)
+.7 LFALT	 0,V	 15. 0 , o 	 1
^-1"L'LAL---' .-1 —ir.tr—I'r[43r y	-	 --------	 -	 ----	 --	 --
49 ITI-ILL	 1NLRLMENT	 6	 (r-lbl)
50 LFACT	 0,G	 15.C'rC	 1
51 1lL;t•D
	 -1	 l."	 1,2x3,4 ----	 --" ------	 - -	 -- -	 -
f
^	 l
TITLE	 THERMAL RATCHET PROBLEM (2 QUAD ELEMENTS)	 PAGE	 1
r: LIMt{ +^Et m-inn tt-t'^tt-rac'^r—	 - -
BOPACE WILL ASSUME ONLY MATERIAL NON-LINEARITY TO SOLVE THE PROBLEM
	
<
MAXIML:M SPECIFIED CRRCR NORM = 1.000C,OE-05
SCLUT ICN Mf_Th. U CUDE =	 3
—MAX
hAXlMtkM NUME.rR OF ITERATIONS E:EFORE UPI+ATE ONE
	 = 10
MAXIMUM N'U41tiLR OF ITE_kATILNS bE:FCkE- UPDATE TWO
	 = 10
—`RAk1MlE,Y--tatlwFsL}r`Ef i]'efc^l-f^:':S r^'FUKt UYtrArT-^TNFtt:'E-ANIX"11F^^-1	 -
MAXIMJ IM ELASTIC ITFRATIrE ,.S PER IACRLMENI =	 2
HAXIXLAA M,tGNIIUL,E FCF. ELAETIL-PLASTIC SUM CODE = 	 2
-----hA k i M L!Y-kEiJUE-T-I Or. S - 	 I ---- --	 --
CL` I.VLN{ENCE REDUCTICN FACTOR = 5.0000uL-UI





TITLE	 THERMAL RATCHET PROBLEM (2 QUAD ELEMENTS) PAGE	 2
V T ITLF VARIABLE STRUCTtlRE NUM5ER =	 I




O.L	 I	 oGG[.E	 GC
TEMPERATURE	 POISSLNS RATIO
—#W7.kNING	 PQ1'S5C?^5'h` 77C^^ t ^3—TFIAN UR ro	 I U —
OR GREATLR THAN LK ELUAL TO	 ON CARD	 I0 I
G.0	 5.iiutL^-0i i
TEMPEKATUkE	 IH RMAL S1RAIi73 0.0	 C.0
1. fit urj E—t-1 ------rt fjuE 01
MATERIAL NO	 i*PLASTICITY TYPE 2tKINEMATIC CODE	 0
MATERIAL NO.	 1• TFNPFRATURE 0.0
--f•A R Ate E-Tf it--------1 ^-fifit,-Stri-^rtJ; F:^^:tQl J
W	 0.0	 I.00000E 00
.IOG0^SE 02	 1LOLOGE	 OC. I^
f PARAKETER	 KINEMATIC HARDENING SHAPE
G.0	 U.0
TEMPERATURE =	 0.0
PARrMLTER	 YSGlkCPIG HARDENING1 0 .0	 1. f,GiIUOL	 0.0 i
^.-V&fb—" r^ 6 2	 isr-rib GGE Uri
PAf\Ar'ETFR	 KINILMAI1C HARDENING SHAPE
1.00000L 02	 O.G
y
i"i..^.ri•a....i...^a..s.,.._	 hwsV'3w.-s: e.-=^FWe. 	 -	 l	 -w=,:u.,,e. e,. 	 ^'	 ye:-Bas..iwi^.J.^-a.r_..:^caiJy'^3YrA>•.4_:.•i..v^a'idia.•.ch'erw.. ..._rii.u:.^...^ax94i_^^Ceaua
TITLE TH°_RMt.L HATCHET PRUBLER 12 QUAD ELEMENTSI PAGE	 3
VTI7LE VARIABLE STRUCTURE NUMBER =	 L
NU DE* CGOHO. COGRD.
ND.	 I.D. X1	 X2 X3 LOCATE DISPLACE
- 0.0 1 !
2	 2 G.v	 1.U00000 00	 G.0 L I
3	 3 1000OOD 00	 0.0 O.0 1 1
^i---k---i:^fn r3d{r-ff^l^f3t^f+NfrEf£ 3
r,	 5	 11 1.GG[G0[3 C-L. 	(1.0 0.0 1 1
6	 12 1.ccri60[)	 C+C	 L.COti^.Oul) co	 0.0 1 1
_ 6:0 1 Y
B	 14 2.COLti0D 00	 1.00COtiU 00	 0.0 i L
J
tT.
w TITLE	 THERMAL RATCHET PROBLEM 12 QUAD ELEMENTS) 	 PAGE	 4
i VTITLE	 VARIABLE STRUCTURE NUMBER
	 1
rT	 ELEMENT	 COKNEK NLnES	 VOLUME	 MAPND. I.D. MATL N1	 N2	 N',	 N4	 N5	 N6	 N7	 NB 1ST. LINFI CODE ********^* ***+^ IN TERMEDIATE EDGE NLUES *******t•*stns***
6fi -ai a_...._ _^
-^	 2	 11	 1	 11	 13	 14	 12	 1.0000E 01 0
UM-cF tttRtr	 - 
BEGIN	 GFORMS	 CPU = 00:00:c"''.901 	 TOD = 23:37:15
L.—
tt
TITLf,	 THCRMAL	 PATCL!ET PROBLEM	 t2 QUAD ELEMENISI PAGE	 5
VTIlLE VARIABLE STRUCTURE NUMBER =
	 1
ELL-NENIT	 RLFLREVCE POINT CODRD.	 CUORD. INTEGRATION
NO.	 I.D.	 NC. TYPE	 Xi	 X2	 X3 LOCATE DISFLACE SCHEME CODES
—"--i	 L	 5 5.u(	 E-01	 -5 : OOvu- --03 t	 t-1-2-2
2	 11	 5 4	 1.500E Ou	 5.000E-01	 0.0 1	 1 1 2 2
" EIVIT `—G^C1 -	 O^t7 =Y*I :^i",^TCD" =-23-:32:2"
BEGIN	 MERGF CPU	 = 00:00:01.114
	 100 = 23:32:19
bEGIh, 	f.ENRe CPU
	
= C'0 : v6:Ok.114
	
TOD = 23:32:19
ST1fYhE^^G-E^rr'RA-TYCh tic !'i^tilt`r. —'----^1
 PAI^TITIUNS-WRI -T'T'€
END	 CErIRP CPU = uCF:le0:n1.221	 TOD = 23:32:20
bEGIN	 NERSCR CPU = CG:00:01.221
	 TOD = 23:32:20
^-`Et!D--^^'ERsLh "—^t'tt'^t':^1t1:'t.'r:CJT`I`—^TffD'=^^3'2:7I -	 -
W END	 MERGE CPU = O0:00:01.281 	 TOD = 23:32:21
w




—E:t=C+1'q 	 CrEeGt -	 .	 ?^":t;t-.-S34
	
TDD--L3:
END	 DECCMP CPU	 = 06:00:01.387
	 TOO, = 23:32:22
r,
TITLE	 THERMAL RATCHET PROBLEM t2 QUAD ELE4ENT51
	 PAGE	 6
VTITLF	 VARIABLE STRUCTURE NUMBER
	 1
1 i'1 T t-1`-- f	 N-	 HC-REM"-T--NUMB Eft-•--
-.
-f'A'!tA!tFFErI S -F a k—F
'l
f:ULFFICILNT FLIP. CONCLNIRAIEU LOAD SCT UNE
	 =	 0.0
--^f[]`Fr 1 C`St N^FC"R- EL'MCCRafii?Rkts'tt^At3-"5kT--T	 _
COEFFICIENT FOR 010RIBUIED LCAD :;ET ONE	 -	 I. S 00060E 01
CUiFFIC1tN7 FOR DISTRIbUTEO LOAD SET TWO
	 =	 G.G
t:vauaucx>^—ncx-
CL'tFFICIENT FUR NL%mAL STkESS/STRAIN SET
	 =	 I^.G
IRA-SISLATIONAL ACCe LtRATIuN (LENGTH/TIDE/TIME)
	
G.0









TITLE	 THERMAL RATCHET PROBLEM (2 QUAD ELEMENTS)	 PAGE	 7




DISTRIBUTE R LOAD SLTS
	
EEahb:----figGt= - — L:, AO
	
Eft
SET DIM ELEMENT SYSTEM OR FACE TYPE
	 Ok FACE	 X1	 k2	 X3
1	 1	 i	 1	 2	 UNIF	 2	 1.0000E 00 0.0	 0.0
UL'G1N	 C•rURMS	 Lf-U = OL:^5C+:31.597	 TOD = 23:32:30
---Ertt3--0fi'fttr	 -	 i 72L	 10Or ----2 3-:J-2 -'3 ti- , - -  _
BEGIN	 LOAf7S	 CPU = 60:vG:CI. B23 	TOD = 23:32:37
EN0	 LOADS	 CPU =0U:GO:GI.920	 TOO = 23:32:38
r
TITLE	 THERMAL RATCHET PR0BLEM (2 QUAD ELEMENTS)	 PAGE	 8
VTITLE	 VARIABLE STRUCTUkE NUMBER = 	 1
--STITtE IR'ER 1^ttf—l—f'^^	 INCREMENT-NUMBER-1
RC GIN	 SOLN	 CPU = O6:O6:01.Y66	 TOD = 23:32:39
____tN0 ------":Path` --"—tf'	 =9- Gtr 0oti	 I Of1Y3:'32:4
LE CI N	 ELLUUP	 LPU = 00:GO:02.020	 TOD = 23:32:40
LND	 [LLOJF	 CVU = OG:00:02.0 4 3	 TOD = 23:32:42
RE-& rf VA'I-NCRM--3 :- i3 t Tr4 ^ -G
A—u---rtv—e^—€—M--!v—r-- 1
	 —
W NO. ELASTIC INTEGRATION POINTS =	 at NO. PLASTIC rNTEGRATION POINTS =
	 G
CT--Its'T-Ef^R-^'T-I^Ia--Pcl-tr'f^ •--Fi*^ ut1^NG-k[r-^LAST:IG TL—P-LA 5T3C,	 ^—I-kTECt*,A-TItSft-YfrIN73 PL^^T'i -C-7CT-E-t-RS'f2'^ t?UfcYhG"-Ttt1S'-INCitr_M£iY7_
	
(a SPELIFIED MAX. rvG. STIFFNESS UPUAIES =	 2, NO. UPDATES PERFORMED =	 0
w SPEGtF1L-G MAX. NO. ITLRATIONS PsR UPDATE = 	 10 10 IC, NO. ITERATIONS PERFORMED SINCE LAST UPDATE = 	 1
--SPEC-f-kIEEr-yAX—:itf'±-^k^tC-^:3-FLit^-^="-CFtt:tCt--i-:f3^iOF--OS-,--ACTUAt ERRt3R - ^.-i37f^E-::7
	 -	 -	 --
bEGIN	 OUTPUT	 CPU = 00:( , 0:[2.189	 TCD = 23:32:43
I




VTITLE VARIABLE STRUCTURL NUMbER =
	 1
I TI Tk E-1'1C-Pf-MEtr f-3-I EE^tit 1-NCR EM ENT NUMB ER-+--1
CUMULATIVE INTEW AL FORCES AND DISPLACEMENTS
NLDE vk4 	 FLiINCES	 **4*****¢#******* #aa*#*x*** F** DISPLACEMENTS s# *^t##*,*##^*
N0.	 I.D. U	 V	 W U V K
1----1-----^.^^Y^:t-^-vc: -«:',~•ri:-art—t^=r n-3---^-----u.0 —	 _	 -	 ^..
2 -3.744599LL	 LO	 I	 I6fiG7L-C7 O.0 -3.750000GC-01
3	 3 3.74459h1E	 Lit) 7.499ti,"4L-U1 -1.256L51tsE -C7
-.-++-`•^fy'+vE-tTL,^-=^ '^:s-t`^ts-^^C'-:i'1 7.5JUU(;St^E-O2^-= 'J.75UCb13E-C
5	 I1 3.75;Lc'CGE	 OG	 2. ,,lb5b8IE-CE+ 7. 4 q 999-^4L--0I a.42b7n36E-07
t.	 17 3.7`.GCGCOL	 i.0	 -5.7? 4,1073L--U7 7.S00U63UL-G1 3.'75CGCS.E-L1
7--13	 -D:7 riG-1i i^vcr	 1:i37triP7L^^6 .0	 -- —
8	 14 -3.75LCL10t	 CG	 -3.GC+3bnntl--L.6 :.. 3.749	 7	 -Lrl
	TITLE	 THERMAL RATCHET PROBLEM (2 QUAD ELEMENTS)	 G	
1
	




----- E LEMENT	 pefmi	 EFFECTfVE --°*t+rrtt+ t^r•r.rwrrrr^.w+=- U1tll kTli►E-5TltE`5^E	 +rrt+rsr as +sssass*:	 a+sas
	
NO. I.D. NO. T P.	 CUM. STRESS	 xX	 YY	 ZZ	 XY	 XZ	 YZ
	
1	 1	 5 4	 7.5006E -01	 7.5UOOE-01 7.4473E-US 0.0 	 8.b548E-79 0.0	 0.0
	EL-E	 . T----^	 .+ter+ r++rt.tstsr*.+ --GUt1tlLlrl 31Ff-Eti^STt-SiFrAiiv^-*r+rrt+r*rsr*^*••sRwre
'.,	 NO. I.D. NO. TP.	 xX	 Yv	 ZZ	 xv	 XZ	 YZ
	
1	 1	 E 4	 7.500Ur-01 -3.7SGGE-01 -3.7500E-01 1.328 2E-(1K O.0	 0.0
	tt	 +^s*wt^rt*s^*rs^sr^-^lftULA-TtVE-f*LY^S^frA-Efts--^*s^+st++s*sss*ss*s*s----•-
	
NO. I.D. NO. TP.	 PLASTIC WORK	 Xx	 YY	 Z2	 XY	 xZ	 YZ
`	 1	 i	 4	 0.0	 0.0	 O.G	 040	 0.0	 0.0	 0.4
m E'c -E	 r1ERfMENTftt -t++t.,^r«xs+r*ss**M * inER^MEhTkL P^ftSifC-^sfi(tRf1f5-#^►s**+f+**rt*t*++#ss^•
	
NO. I.D. NO. TP.	 PLASTIC WORK	 Xx	 YY	 ZZ	 XY	 XL	 YZ
w	 1	 I	 K 4	 0.(1	 II	 0.:0	 0.0	 0.G	 U.0	 0.0
r
O
	-----Et-tMEhlf	 psipqf	 E FU}f:-EFf-:----*t++rrt.*+* r .srw* rt* .*s-^ttMUtAiFYT=-fittfi7tt-^sifrAftvS* s+►ss*ssss*+*ss*sstR- ---
	
NO. I.D. NO. TP.	 CODE CODE TOTAL STRAIN	 xX	 YY	 ZZ	 XY	 xz	 YZ
	
1	 1	 5 4	 0	 -1	 7.500DE-01	 7.5000E-01 -3.7510E-01 3.75GOE--01 1.3282E--08 0.0 	 0.0
	Et-"FN	 tLli---Yi	 1-&- TRAIk5-** a+-*+ k+ +^-EFFECTYV^EkEEf-STRAYIdS- ssss
	
NO. I.D.- 	 NO. TY.	 STRESS CTR. STRESS SIZE	 INCREMENTAL SLIM INCR. 	 CUMULATIVE INCREMEN1AL SUM INCk.	 CUMULATIVE
	
L	 1	 5 4	 0. f)	 1.0000E: 00	 0.0	 G.0	 0.0	 0.0	 O.0	 0.0
	--tL-L-ME7hi-----PE i fn T 	 euhttt7#4ftvr:	 HfKMA-t-t-1R-A-1n
	
NC. I.U. N4. T1-.	 TEMPERATUFE	 xX	 YY	 ZZ
	
1	 1	 r 4	 0.41	 0.0
	-^---EL+ME-frT	 If1Epil	 EFFE-L!4V E- 	ssay*ka#s*sssaasa,a;rws^__CU#4t1lA^lilt--STiir55^5- #*4s sR^sts s#fFs*risss•
	
ND. I.U. NO. TP.	 CUM. STRESS	 xY	 YY	 Z2	 XY	 xZ	 YZ




hL'ft+-- -	 *+}^'*R •M+•;.w* +•w.^ CUNULAISVL- rLAS71C STkAiNS *•rt*rsstssfr•ys*sltss
	




S 4	 -7.7vvi5h-u1 3.75CJE-UI 3.750-,E-01 -2.7 0cJ 3E-07 0.6	 Uwll
TITLE	 THERMAL RATCHET PROBLEM t2 QUAD ELEMENTS}
	 PAGE	 11
VTITLE	 VARIABLE STkUCTURE NUMBER
	 1
£TEFL-E---1NL- MfNT i--lifllES !	 !NLREMENT HUM1BER -
	 1
FtE!iENT	 Pt3lhf	 CUPk1tA7-I-VE—*srM ** h+**.+*M^+Mh *M* Lt1MUfATiVI=PtA5T1G—STF?A £F!S—wa+is+^#+ ►#+w^rM**# w*##
	
MG. I.D. NO. TP.	 PLASTIC WORK
	 xx	 YY	 Z2	 xY	 xz	 YZ
2	 11	 5 4	 C.0	 0.0
	 O.G	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0
-FttMENT	 Kj-l-t:f	 I NOR ! MEM7AL	 *#*^ * * *^ {*—^NLREMENT'xt 'NtAST3G ST1rAYNS — ** ****w^+rt **rt****s-----
	
NO. I.D. NR. TP.	 PLASTIC NCRK	 xx	 YY	 Z2	 xY	 XZ	 YZ
2	 11	 4	 0.0	 0.0	 G.i	 0.0
	 0.0	 0.0	 U.0
3=L-LMEflT 4tr£Nrf f-F—Sttm	 C-UP!-w-- L-F—F. #s^^** ^^az*^gr^^^o^
--Glf^4Utk1IYE 7CT1AL^1RAINS--^*b*^*sus*^k**s*^**s#*s---
NO.	 I.D. NO.	 TV, CGOF. CODE
	 TOTAL STRAIN xx	 YY	 Zz	 xY	 xZ	 YZ
2	 11 5	 4 0	 -1	 7.5000E-C1 -7.5000E-C1
	 3.750GE-01	 3.7500E-01 -2.7993E-07
	 0.0	 0.0
	
^ EL-EMC3^'-^--PE-TN-T	 I-EL-t3---YTEZ{?	 ri+++-gFFEiT'IVL i'LASTIC STfrAIMS°-***+—++^*+-EFFFC-T-I-Vt-C-RI:tP-Si'kAINS *****^
	
w NU. I.C. NO. TP.	 STPESS CIR. STRESS SIZE
	 INCREM[NIAL SUM INCR.	 CUMULATIVE INCREhEN1AL SUM 1NCR.
	 CUMULATIVE
2	 11	 5 4	 O.0	 1.000CF co
	 0.0	 G.C.	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0	 G.0
	
EL-EMEkT	 Pi:3P:T	 ErJMtPL-k-F-1-V	 *++-CUMi1k-A-T-I-VE--Thk fRMAi- S"IRATNS-W+
	
No. I.D. NU. TP.	 TL`iPERATURE	 xx	 YY	 ZZ
2	 11	 5 4	 O.L	 0.0	 O.G	 0.0
END	 CUTPUl	 CPU = Of.:o0:02.339	 TOO = 23:32:44
ti
TITLE	 THERMf.L F.ATCHET PROBLEM l2 QUAD ELEMENTS)
	 PAGE	 L2
I	 VTITLE
	 VARIABLE STRUCTURE NUMBER a	 L
IT	 _	 T:	 lNEREMENT idiJMtiER-^---2
COEFFICIENT POR CONCENTRATED LUAD SET ONE	 =	 0.0
--cu± f +- i C Yt Ni- 1R -ter: teEt tq	 tfl-L^ fittT^k fiTWO
COkFFICIEP:T FOR OISIRIt.U'lE0 LOAD SET ONE:
	 =	 1.500000E 01
CGFFF1CIL• NT FOP IIISTRItiUTLD LUAD SFT TWO	 =	 0.7
— COLff - Icl*_-Nt --- F^K-LSi7trAr--itR.Ptrt.-r-U K E 51:1 	 i(rG0000t 
LUEFFICIENT FOR NORMAL STRESSIS.TRAIN SET
	 -	
0.0
IRANLLATIC N!AL FLCLL = RelluPJ lLtNGTH/T1P:E/lIAEF
	 =	 0.0







TITLE	 1HFRMAL RATCHET PROBLEM (2 LUAD ELEMENTS)
	 PAGE	 13




Tt1ERMAL NQUAL LOAD SET
NODE 1.0:
	 1	 2	 3	 4	 11	 12	 13	 14
TEMP	 1.5000GE 00 1.560GOE 00 1.56004E 00 1.50000E 00 0.0
	 0. 0 	 0.0	 0.0
BLG1N	 LOADS	 CPU = Uu:CG:u2.t65
	 TOD = 23:32:50
—E rie	 -	 =-23,12:6
3
_,^.. -^ ..s._^,.^.	 ,^^ °°„'.. ^,^m G^	 . ^o	 A 0 ® 6^ •	 •	 f1iJ	 o•	 e . a 6r7^r r^ ® o`^  a- .-0th c°3 O '©,13 1	
__
ti
TITLE	 •THER4iAL RATCHET PROBLEM (2 QUAD ELEMENTS) 	 PAGE	 14
VTITLE	 VARIABLE STRUCTURE NUMBER *	 1
11 ? TL L'- i^ tEt^f	 2-tti^	 iftCREMENT--NUMBER-------2
BEGIN SCLN CPU = 00:00:02.868 TOD = 23:32:55
—E N CM1CiD' =Z3-.3 --55
BEGIN ELLOOP CPU = OU:GG:62.665 TOD = 23:32:55
ENO L-LLOOP CPU	 = 30:
	
C:{2. a HI TOD = 23:32:57
—ftES-1Li dp 'i"h`U R't- =^$ `•zt'=irt-v'
BEGIN SOLN CPU = 00:G0:02.4H5 TOD = 23:32:57
END SOLN CPU = 00:00:03.62I TOD = 23:32:57
--w-BEGItt—EttG -	 .,	 :C;L'^"-'—TOD-=^3-:3Z=5
END
.ri
ELLOuP C9'U = 00'60:03.134 TOD = 23:32:59 
W RESIDUAL hIUPM	 = -4.96243E-0b
I
---'-StGlrr--S^tr-----^f•tf--au:Ctra3: Y3'G •'^TDD--2337: ^v
w
END SUN CPU = CC:00:C3.16b TOD = 23:33:00
BEGIN ELLOUP CPU = G0:00:03.171 TOD = 23:33:00
--ENU EL-Levf-----E f'U—f}f.-:fs	 3.-2Ei TflD =' L3=33-02
	 -
RESIDUAL NORM = 2.5,0001L-C1
BEGIN ELLOOP CFU = 00-'J0:03.288 TOD = 23:33:02
—EN E3--- ----EkL-6t P-- —crU-=-u^:-SEr+-tE3:s{}Fr---•---TUD-s--?3:33:1-3
RES;IOUAL NC'RK = 2.50005E--01
BFG1N ELLOOP CPU = 00:00:03.417 TOD = 23:33:03
--ENL- Elt-irc?P----e-PY1--h--^ifr:=tr;C-3:S-2^e-- -TCD = 23:33 :0b
RESIDUAL NURM = 2.50C-06E-C-1
BEGIN SOLN CPU = 00:Dot 03.530 TCD = 23:33:C6
—
ENIl SfiL4- ----f i'	 r^u iztr: t3: 57^r--- —I OD-x--23 :-33:0-7




TITLE	 THERMA-L RATCHET PRUBLEM (2 QUAD ELEMENTS)
	 PAGE	 LSLJ	 yTITLE	 VARIABLE STRUCTURE NUMBER a
	 1
fileT!
	 -	 i-HCREMEN -T-NUMBEk--+-2
BEGIU	 ELLCCP	 CPU - 00:u0:03.5&4	 T0U in 23:33:07
_END —Ektt'	 - tY.^tfr=^3:7G-7^-^ -TfSRT_ -23:33:ts
RESIDUAL NORM = 1.0t.001E-01
^-^	 bt:GIN	 SOLN	 CFU = 00:CU:G3.707
	 Ton = 23:33:U8
J	 bEGIN	 ELLGC:P	 CPU = 00:CO:33.757
	 TOD = 23::_13509
-}
	
	 END	 ELLUbP	 CPU = 00:00:0albb0	 TOD = 23:33:11
`—R E- -S f V.kt -i'i . 
r
w BEGIN	 SCLN	 CP U
 = 60={:0:G3.Rb3	 TOO = 23:33:11
-I 	 END	 SCLI4	 CPU - 0+7:00:0+ 3.500	 TOD = 23:33:11
..
-^ DEG+N—EkLCh3rP --- bP{t	 3.4if:T-- ^^t4}--?3:39 : t L
END	 ELLOC•P	 CPU = 00:00:63.944
	 TOD = 23:33:13
RESIDUAL (bKM = 2.17349E-02
-•—B E{:3tt—DEL.	 - - . ,.	 _ . 5.6	 ; Crtr-2^ :-33^t^
END	 SCLN	 CPU = 6U:CD:i.4.(,'2b 	 TOD = 23:33:13
BEGIN	 kLLOSP	 CPU =	 TOD = 23:33:14
—EM	 i:C-+r2t1---TCL-^23^33:3
	 - --
RESIDUAL NuKM = 1.06355E-0?
EEC. IN	 SLLN	 CPU =' 00:00:64. 123	 TOD = 23:33:15
---ENf7 --SlitClU^C^'C`a: 15^-- TO[+- =T73 :33:15--`	 -- --- --
bEG1N	 ELLLLP	 CPJ) = Ob:GO:(-,ti.Znb	 TOD = 23:33:15
END	 CLLGL)P	 CPU =
	 Ion = 2':33:17
—RES IDUA4_ Nbf.`!-s--5 :`t&4
-	 r:+	 C.9 . ',	 3.^'^ n0	 :;	 Y.9	 ^	 :,.	
- .
	 '.	 ^	 ..,._. ._ _......^,...,.^.^.^^, ..max Yom, __ __.,,._^.^ n....,...m.. n,r ,>__..^.m^,..,s^.s,.,^._..... it„_....W+.i..s.^	 Frrs^^^_c. E _ s ...... 	 .......+
11	 TITLE	 THPKMAL RATCHET PROBLEM (2 QUAD FLFNENTS) 	 PAGE	 16
k	 VT'I I L F	 VARIABLE STRUCTURE NUMBER
	
1
11-I T L E-­l'TE KEM E NT--2--h&-T-t 	 ---	 iNCRL-ME-NI—NUMBE{t
 =-2
LI E 61N	 MERGE LPU = C>s:{sU:G4,3Gb	 TDD = 23:33:I7
—PEGI 23-33:2
51IFFNESS	 GENERAIIi-1 h	 Lt MJ LF.TLD.	 31	 PARTITILNS	 WRITTI-N.
END	 GF.14Rb CPU =	 G[.:E 0:0-;.416	 TOG = 23:33:18
—FFGIN	 MER'tJ-R L -41-r.-°----- TOLr	 3-.33 - I°
L• NO	 MERSOR CPU = u,	 :uG:04.472	 16D = 23:33: 2v




uEGIN	 DLCCMP CPU = G;1:GG:0_r.5Go	 To 1) =	 23:33:71
•	 CND	 UECL'HY CPU = GC:uG.(:4.559	 TOD = 23:33:21W
.^ FiEf IN^LLN C-I't3-=C^'JtY: ^^: ^4^i^Tr;D—x'3:93:?f
cn
ENO	 SCLN LI'U =	 D( :60	 C ,,.	 22	 TOD = 23:33:22
BEGIN	 ELLOOP CPU = LG:+.3:G	 .n2:	 TOD = 23:35:22
—rNlr-^-----fL-L-CGP-^t'Li^^= 3G-:fi r{-:74"rTi]D=23='33:'2'a
kESIDUAL NORM = 5.^4 fJ	 7E-ir7
E N D G P L U A n I N C R E M E N T	 2
NO. ELASTIC INTEGRATION POINTS =	 4t MG. PLASTIC INTEGRATION POINTS =
	
4
4 INTEGRATION POINTS HAVi: CHAt4GLr ELASTIC TU PLA5IIL t
	G IATEGRA"IiCN POINTS PLASTIC TD ELASTIC DURING THIS INCREMENT
-- SYEC1F3^tr!+slX:-"ll^:-5:1FFH '_-5	 NEN.F KMFFI =---	 -
SPECIFIEL MAk. N r_. iTLI'ATIONS PEk OPLATE =
	 i,	 1 i.	 Ik-, ' 1 U. IIFPAIIO'1S PEkFrR-4ED SINCC LAST UPDATE =
	 1
}P&C1FILD MA). U!'PALANLEn -FLKCi 	 AC1rJt-L i?k rc =	 h.`. - .^^F — 7
6EGI !1	 CUTPUT	 LPU = Gu:GO:Oti.Ec3 -` 	 TUD
F^1 TITLE THERMAL RATCHET PROBLEM	 (2 QUAD ELEMENTS) PAGE	 17lJ VTITLE VARIABLE STRUCTURE NUMBER 	 1
--#:f! T'L E-1iiektM f+CRtMENI-NUMBER-
CUMULATIVE
	 INTERNAL FORCES AND DISPLACEMENTS
1 *# NODE *+ ***##***qaa##tt*	 FORCES	 ##t•t**#t#tM**#*t kskiF ##*t#i#ts DISPLACEMENTS yiR*i^kiiitt^ii
NU.	 Y.D. U	 V	 k V M
-, 2 2 -2.4999665E UO -2.444:353E-Un 0.0 1.Z5UGQDDE 00
3 3 2.,9`.11467r.E	 L'G	 4.85(;7979&-66 1.9999962E CD -1.334944CE-06
['^ Y`'Y'f^`t5'^'tTG'y`s-. Gig
 .T3^. ^ c -Y, i : 4v o Ong I t-DU'"i'- 24949 R I [-b0'--^`
11 5.LOLOC'7hE CO -1.07125h rIE-Ub 1.5449967= uG 1.u2016UZE-66
u 12 5.CCUCL`3E
	 uO	 7.: y 30553L--07 1.9994981E GO 9.945'7934E-(,1
7 . f^tzff"&E-t6 --1 (*'.0 '--'-













TITLE	 THERMAL KATCHET PROBLEM (2 QUAD ELEMENTS}	 PAGE	 is
VTITLE .	 VARIABLE STRUCTURE NUMBER = 	 1
ITI-FL-E- - ihEPENZh"E	 1NCREMENT NUMBS-R = 2
EtE-Et	 EffE-TIVf-----¢ r+r++wa *i+++#++w.*•*++R+-CUMt1LkF3VE-S R DES-+++*+^+*as,rtywva#c+ *#***
	
N0. I.D. NQ. TP .	 CUM. STRESS	 XX	 YY	 ZZ	 XY	 X-L	 YZ
	
1	 1	 5 4	 5.600GE--01	 5.000C:E-01 -3.17G5'F-00 0.0	 -1.2225E-Ob 0.0	 0.0
	
-----t•ttMEM9---i't -MT, 	--^- * !ww#^ w ' #**'k* #F* "CUMULATIVE -1 LAST-IC	 F^AlNS-*++* w+#wx.#w#www^r*sw*--
	
NC. I.D. PO. TP.	 XX	 YY	 2Z	 XY	 XZ	 YZ
	
I	 1	 5 4	 5.00005-61 --2.50OOE-0I -2.51100E-01 -1.6337E-4b 0.0 	 G.0
	
--------tL-^l1EhhT--^-'-'T '-!'- 	 E'1;'`TUtk^I1fF•---^^*w#*'w*w^^#^•'^'^^'^'^---CUMitCkTYV^PtA^-l-it^'T RA'tivS--^# sr***#**##s*^----
	
NQ. I D. NO. IP.	 PLASTIC WORK	 xx	 YY	 ZZ	 XY	 XZ	 YZ
	
1	 1	 5 4	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0	 0,0
-	 E^E3iFh-"F------s'z^-IM-	 1f1EFtEMF^iT-pt-----+#w*rt*#+F^a#•raawta^+»* INC--iI'cMFstlkF-ftA-ST-1c-5Tf^A-lhf^-#rt#*-w^wsf*#^x*#*#+k****•t
	
I.D. NO. TP.	 PLASIIC WURK	 xx	 YY	 GG	 XY	 XZ	 YZ
1	 k	 1	 5 4	 0.0	 0.0	 0.L'	 C.G	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0
	
-F- -r-mf- F----PC--)-!s	 F --Sttk--GUM-1 fF-^-yr^**+ a ^a+.rte* z+++-+.*. - L-UMLiLA f fis t -lf^A L-S I kA^'M3---+rt art+w sw** **rt **part
	NO. 1.0. NQ. TP .	 CODE CODE TOTAL STRAIN	 XX	 YY	 Z2	 XY	 Y.Z	 YZ
	




--F&17 	 ttC-1-1Vt^-3•LA'±T-IG-STt?AiNS ***-°***-*-EF	 AINS-*****
	
MCI . I.FI. NU. TP.	 STRESS CTR. STRESS SIZE	 INCREMENTAL SUM INCR. 	 CUMULATIVE INC REMENIAL SUM INCR. 	 CUMULATIVE
	
!	 1	 5 4	 u.0	 1.00001 00	 0.0	 0.0	 V.0	 (1.3	 C.0	 G.0
L-LEMt MhT	 pt7+HT	 ELIMULA-1-1-YE*#a -OUMriL'Al IVY-TtsxftMkt -STkAI' 5-*a *w
	
NC. I.F!_ NO. TP.	 TEmPEk.ATURE	 XX	 YY	 Z2
	
1	 1	 5 4	 1.5GvGL 00	 1.500{E Coo 1.506IE 06 1. g OUOE 00
--EL-E-Mbt ------NO -i?4 -	 --EFFFGIfVE---**rt *+»+» r^rrta# ^wfiY rt+rKt#- tUMIILA[fVE--5ikt5SEss-*s*+a+w4¢w4*^xart ***** oa#ww
	
NU. l.D. NU. TP.	 CUM. STF:t SS	 xx	 YY	 ZZ	 7.Y	 X2	 YZ
	






-'LtNEhi	 f NHT	 -	 --.-	 __-	 ^^ #*^+y*^+***^ ^»*+* LUMULA11VE ELASIlC. 51 kA INS---
	
NC' . I U.	 NO. IV.	 xx	 YY	 Zz	 XY	 XZ	 YZ
2	 11	 r 4
	
-I.Gu0Ct LC 5.CULUL--G1 5.:0Guk-G1 4.n792[--Cib 0.D 	 0.0
--- 1
TITLE	 THERMAL RATCHET PROBLEM (2 QUAD ELEMENTSF
	 PAGE	 19
VTITLE	 VARIABLE STRUCTURE NUMBER 	 1
--iY-t7-kE--WERE	 -2 (118i 1	 INCRtMENT-NUMBER
	 -2-
_&L- EMENT	 PHNT	 i UMULAT-IVE-----*4***w + w ►+•r*ww+*r *r+- tUMUtA^IVE-i A$AIL-STfcAtfifS--+ M+*rrr +s*s***rsssi*s
Z	 NO. I.11 . NO. TP.	 PLASTIC WORK
	 xx	 YY	 ZI	 XY	 xZ	 YZ
2	 11	 5 4	 Q.Q*9QE-0}	 -9.9094E-C1 5.00GOE -01 5.0000E-01 -9.321oE-06 0.0	 0.0
{=t EMENiP2-I NCREMtN7Al--^*+++,=s+++r+is +*+s+r+-TkCftEf^£i3T AL-PEAS-F-IC-S-FfrA-}p5-t+sw^rrr+++frrMr*+asi
NL.	 l.G.	 NO.	 TP. PLASTIC WLRK xx	 YY	 ZZ	 XY	 xZ	 YI
2	 11	 5	 4 9.9999E-01 --9.9999E-01
	 5.00OCE--01	 5.COOOE-01 -9.3216E-08	 0.0	 0.0
ftrmf=N'f	 P6 iNT E-P--5 m	 CtIft--tPF ****{*s+rt*+** *R** >«s r-tLIMUL-ATIVE-l-OTAt-S-Tf;tA-1NS-*^+rr*+*w*trrsrfsriiii-
a NO	 I.D.	 NO.	 TP. CODE CODE
	
TOTAL STRAIN xx	 YY	 ZZ	 XY	 xZ	 YZ
F Z	 11	 5	 4 1	 2	 2.0000E 00 -2.0000E C0	 1.0000E 00	 1.0000E 00 -4.6424E-06	 0.0	 0.0
ca	 EL-EMEf IE D	 -Y-IEL-Er---+**+-EFFK-1-1VE-PLA-S7-iC---STRA-}N5-****-*****--f_FFtC-T1VE--tRE7EP--_'MRAiNS-0*0*0
a$ NO.	 I.U.	 Ni,. TP. STRESS CTK. «'TRESS SIZE	 INCREMENTAL
	
SUM ]NCR.	 CUMULA7IVE INCREMENTAL
	 -SUM }NCR.	 CUMULATIVE
co	 2	 11 5	 4 0.0 1.0000E 00	 9.9999E-v1	 9.99,5[-ol	 9.9999E-01	 O.G	 0.0	 0.0
^EL-EM" L-rtT-1 VE H ERM A L--S f-R A I N S-* *•
NC.	 I.D.	 NO. TP. TEMPEKATURE xx	 YY	 ZZ
2	 11 5	 4 0.0 0.0	 0.0	 0.0







TITLE	 TH^:RMAL RATCHET PROBLEM (2 QUAD ELEMENTS) 	 PAGE	 20
VTITLE	 VARIABLE STRUCTURE NUMBER 	 1
I71TL L—IttCftEhtt .	 INEREMENT^NUMBER— --3
—f'Rkfiif7f:T"EfCS-F"Fl1r-TTT^I^CEs-Bt's'  	 ••••••••_...,_ - --	 ,_„_....,..._,
COEFFICIeNT FUR CONCENTRAIEP LOAD SET ONE
	 =	 0.0
—C.UL• F F- YG 1'£ s+*T-f ^tr-tEYrot[ *rl-ttK TE trt[rxc^^T^ t
CULFFICILNT FD+^ DIsTRILUTED LOAD SET ONE
	 =	 1.500000E 01
CUEFFICIENT FOR UISTRIEIJTE0 LOAD SET T1vU
	 -	 C.0
^CUb-t-ICI'L^^T-?=L'^i ^LC'Ft-1'L`rF'L"K;0 - rKLT^"	 I -.url(ral)O -iJd
CGLt-FICIENT FUK N001AL ;Tt 4.ESS/STRAIN SET	 =	 Q.k}
TRANSLA11UNAL ALCr_LEi(aTlUN ILENCIII/TIML/TIME)
	 =	 0.0
—AN f, UL AR- VEL-#'C-IT-Y-{R^,ti:tvTI4M=/ It+t 1 	 6.
ANGULAR ACCELERAIILN (F.FVGLU(Jt3NS/TIME/TIME)
	 -	 0.0
CREEP TIME	 -	 0.0
as
-+ TITLE	 THERMAL RATCHET PROBLEM I2 QUAU ELEMENTS)	 PAGE	 21




THERMAL NODAL LOAD SET
NODE I.D.	 1	 2	 3	 4	 11	 i2	 E3	 14
TEMP	 0.0	 0.0	 0.G	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0
BEGIN	 LQAUS	 LPU = uG:CO:G5.2Et4	 IOU = 23:33:36
--1'NtrtGAtPd-fi77^TC'II =^33:'S
n TITLE	 THERMAL RATCHET PROBLEM	 12 QUAD ELEMEMS1	 PAGE	 22
VTITLE VARIABLE STRUCTURE NUMBEK =	 I
—IT'1-Ttt—I'tvCrFrtr 3 teetbF	 1- -REMENT-NUMBER--3
,-^ BEGIN	 SGLN CPU = 00:00:05.417	 TOO = 23:33:39
—
ENOtit -	 . •^: rs^-^?	 TiTtT­23-:39:40— 	 -
EEGIN	 ELLOOP CPU = CU:GL:(;5.464	 TUD =	 23:33:40
ENLG	 ELLOOP CPU = 00 , 00.65.561	 TOD - 23:33:43ti
—K't	 1BtfAt-M.f?1^Fr-= - .f.' t7btE
BEGIN) 	 SGLN CPU = 00:GG:05.564	 TOD = 23:33:43
? END
	
SCLN CPU = 00:00:05.604	 TOD = 23:33:43
•---BEG'I'N—Ekt t7	 `xT:.r5:ai'O—I 	 33:4-3	 -	 --
E `1 m
END	 ELLOUP CF,U = O0:u0:u5.7I4	 TOD = 23:33:46
E RESIDUAL NORM = 9.99v$dt-02J Q
-- - DEG 1 N--- sCrtN--------£ fkt-art : ` C {:5.7 2	 Tfl D `	 ': `9 : ^, is
` LNU	 SGLN CPU = 00::.0:05.757 	 TOD = 23:33:46
BEGIN	 FLLOOP CPU = OO:u0:05.764	 TOD = 23:33:47
^- tN G	 t L t5 tPU-	 tr: f*C^tS : t~tii	 -Tfitl)-= - 23:3'3: #9
RESIDUAL NORM = 4.9Q3" 3E-C7
E N D D F L 0 A F1 I N C R E M E N T	 3
NO. ELASTIC INTEGRATION POINTS =	 4v 40. PLASTIC INTEGRATION P01NTS = 	 4
	4 INTEGRATION POINTS HAVL CHANCED,ELASTIC TO PLASTIC,
	 4 INTEGRATIOtI POINTS PLASTIC TD ELASTIC DURING THIS INCREFIENT
—SPEC-i FI E•D^-^i k-k—f.tii 5 s-Ef P E)A TES-^--------?^-E;i} .-U Pfl A T E.^,' --YE R Fi7 ►{^tt: D-=—`-- fs-
SPELIFIEU VAX. NU . ITEF,ATIONS PER U POATE = 	 In 10 I1), NU. ITERATIONS PERFOVMED SINCE LAST UPDATE  =	 3
SPLCIFIED MAX. Ur'FALAf9CL1--FOKCL EEfikO =	 I.GCGGL-05 9 PCTUAL E:IRSK = 4.Q+^^iE-,7
BEC,Irf	 OUTPUT	 CPU = 66:CG:C5.973	 IOU = 23:53:5C
fTITLE THERM,aL RATCHET
	
PROBLEM	 (2 QUAD ELEMENTS) PAGE	 23
VTITLE VARIABLE STRUCTURE NUMBER
	 I
IT1TtE - -iasEF±^.'. -:•s-L{ -
—INCREMENT-NUMBER-3
LUMULCTIVE	 INTERNAL	 FCRCFS AND DISPLACEMENTS
»* NGDE FORCES DISPLACEMENTS »**s**u**ao*s
NC.	 I.O. U	 V W	 U V H
—1	 1--•---5. cL-xFt f C--'3 c y r f } ts.E-t 7 "--C^: C: 0:V
2	 2 -5.i,GC•Cv^7L	 CC	 -N,3 4 2t>13'L-L7 0.0 -7•.+,994541E--01
3	 3 S.t GGilu,tsF	 b0	 a.4537a7i b-G7 1.499pv24L 00 2.5lufla40E-07
`-:5^tr1 25t-v-7 j.+i^ryyYY4
	 00-^7.Syy95I7E-Vi
5	 11 ?.4u44:tha=	 GL' 1.4994y24E 00 -4.319 4 103E-0b j
f,	 12 2.+54 y 1tiE	 C-L	 5.4463806E-07 I.4999924E Gil 7.4944577E-Ul







	TITLE	 THERMAL RATCHET PROBLEM (2 QUAD HLEMENTS) 	 PAGE	 24
	
VTITLE	 VARIABLE STRUCTURE NUMBER	 I
	
t 3TITtE	
lNG-Re H q T- 3-t£	 -	 -ifrCH MEP/ T-NUMBER-+_
I^
ti'EltEtcT-f•4	 EPEE[-TfVf-+ ••* r# s#+a+•w# + •. k*+t**i--Etiiltlt :FI•YE 5 *&S5E-S - #;•+##• rsM►##4#fs •rrtttss♦
	
NC. 1.0. NC. TN.	 CUM. STRESS	 xx	 YY	 ZZ	 XY	 X2	 YZ
	
i	 1	 5 4	 1.0000E 00	 1.000GE 00 6.3578E-07 0.0 	 5.9255E-08 0.0	 0.0
	--tt tt'tt-T T-"-`-f'tri 'M1r	 ^*s a*^^arsm^rs^r^a^^sxisa^- UUMUI A '1 1'Vt"titA S•Tf^`S 'i RA-3 fv5'---s#^s ws ss #wf s s*#ss*ss^t#-----
	
No. I.U. NU. TP.	 XX	 YY	 ZZ	 XY	 X2	 YZ
	
I	 1	 5 4	 1.00COf: 00 -5.000l:E-01 -5 .0000E-01 6.b8S2E-08 0.0	 0.0
	kCrMtiti`FL V1	 lumutwr t'VE	 sr s asst#*^^s^ClftluL"A1iV^ L7SS7T^S^RAINS^ " xs twi#sssssa^s *ss ---
	
NO. 1.0. NO. TP.	 PLASTIC WCKK	 xX	 YY	 IZ	 XY	 XZ	 YZ
	
1	 1	 5 4	 4.9999E -u1	 4.4499E-01 -2.4994E--01 -2.49 99E--01 3.5472E-01s 0.0	 0.0
ttMEttT	 iSlftC-kF -4r ftf -AL---- ***ors"^ts s *sa *s*s+w--ltYGfttM[N.'At fi-k5ii 'G-S RR'lfit5 - *srt*s**ss##ss##tsst--
	
NU. I.L. NO. TP.	 PLASTIC WLKK	 xX	 YY	 2Z	 XY	 XZ	 YZ
Ca	 1	 1	 5 4	 4.9999E-Q1	 4.9999E-01 -2.45'YyE-01 -2.4999E-Ell 3.5472E-08 0.0 	 G.G
NN
Et tM	 1't--CUM. E F. s*s.s# *#*sits t.*:#*wrsr- [ ttl^tULATiYE-if}7 A't-'"sTRf ii^r^ *****•mss«*ssst ► hssass-
-	 r^U. I.D. Nu. TP.	 CCDO CC)1)t TOTAL STRAIN	 xX.	 YY	 ZZ	 XY	 X2	 YZ
	
1	 1	 5 4	 1	 2	 1.5000r 00	 1.5000E 00 -7.5060E -01 -7.5:tj0E-01 1.2435E-07 O.G 	 0.0
	
Et+t4H.T-- -tip1NT-	 ttl+----- YI'Etfl--+ k** fFt-Ee-f-i-4`f--FI:7Fr:fi	 -**w** -tFFE"-i-VE-CRE•tP-5-TRA1N5 *s##s
	
NO. TP.	 STI%LSS CTR. STRESS SIZE	 INCREMENTAL SUM INCR. 	 CUMULATIVE INCREME=NTAL SUM ] NCR.	 CUMULATIVE
	
1	 1	 5 4	 U.0	 1.00001 on	 4.4499[--01 4.444y E-ill 4.0999E-01 0.0	 C.0	 0.0
hL-f+eENT-f t}3	 tM4UL-AT-I-	 *+*-CUYULATI1JIr-TFt17RMAt -tlF(AI'1
	
NU. I.U. NO. TP.	 TEMPEKATURE	 Xx	 YY	 ZZ
	
1	 1	 5 It 	 0.6	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0
	tL-E-RENT ------- FtTNi	 -f+FEC-N-V C 	***4-,*	 0RL** r-^UMdtAT1Y;=-5^k^5^^5- ^►**e++*wt*r#w*srw*:# rt#M#s
	
NO. 1.U. R0. TP.	 CUM. SIAL-SS	 XX	 YY	 ZZ	 XY	 X2	 YZ
	
2	 11	 5. 4	 5.017.GOE-01	 -5.CG061-01 -3.17t4E-v7 0.0 	 8.76IIE-08 0.0	 0.0	 T
--EL IRL- p l	 3'' ifli	 *******•***--CtIMi1L-AT•fV£--E"ST-IC-STRA1at5 +••* s4#.*****wwsw*#s#
N0	 I.O. N0, TP.	 Xx	 YY	 ZI	 XY	 X2	 YZ
	
2	 11	 5 4	 •-5.000GE-01 2.5CGGE-01 2.5G00E-01 1.3142E-07 0.0 	 0.0
r	 l
	TITLE	 THERMAL KATCHET PKU6LEM (2 QUAD ELEMENTS)	 PAGE	 25
VTITLE	 VARIABLE STRUCTURE NUMBER =	 I
r
—11 -IT 	 1T fi ELrr!	 -- -	 -	 INCREMENT-NUMBER	 3
l 
	
Ei:tMEhi---PErhrT.	 CUMOLAI-tVC	 *FwM+ks*rw writs******#—CUMULAII'VE--Pt-AST-IC-'-5TkA'IN.S—***srtsrtfssaw*rs#s**s*
	
NL. I.R. NU. TP.	 PLASTIC WORK	 xx	 YY	 7Z	 XY	 XZ	 YZ
	
L	 I1	 5 4	 5.9999F. -01 	 -9.9999E-01 5.(,Gu&E-01 5.0000E-01 -9.3216E-06 0.0	 G.0
	
kcemtthPT	 F&kmT	 I NOR "tNTAt °'-""-** w* *p***^**k'^°^***^-`-I IvC-ktMEkTAt PtA'STiC-S7RAtNS **w* **^***** ##****rt*-
	
NQ. ?.D. NO. TP.	 PLASTIC WORK	 XX	 YY	 ZZ	 XY	 x2	 YZ
	
2	 IL	 5 4	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0	 0.6	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0
 
E-P, --St)ht— CUM —fFF -^*^^^*^*^^^ *^^- CUMULATIVE-fib1AC ^T`RaiYt^** a^.*r^v^a4 ****+*****+-
	
NO. I.U. NO. TP.	 CODE CLUE 161AL S1RAIN	 xx	 YY	 ZZ	 XY	 x2	 YZ
	
2	 11	 5 4	 -1	 -2	 1.5000E 00	 --1.S0Onr 00 7.5CUOE-G1 7.5000E-01 3.9200E-08 0.0	 G.0
-	 -EL-fMcMi	 P I"t	 5Fi' LCD------ Y1ttt7 	 * EF'rrC-1I-VL-PLA3Ti-L-STRAINS--***—rte# ** fFf tC-T 1VE-G-ltkEP STRAINS-**>*# ---
	
w NO. I.D. NLI. TP .	 STRESS C T k. STRESS SHE	 INCREMENTAL SUM INCR.	 CUMULATIVE INCREMENTAL SUM INCR. 	 CUMULATIVE
	
1
	 11	 5 tr	 6.0	 1.00GUE 04	 0.0	 9.9499E-01 4.95590-01 0. r.	 0.0	 0.0
-- -ErEMEhrfi Pd	 tii^-AT-I-VE	 RAINS- **
	
NO. I.U. NO. IP.	 Tr:MPFF?ATURE	 xx	 YY	 ZZ
	
2	 ] 1	 5 4	 r,.0	 U.0	 J.J	 O.0
END	 OUTPUT	 CPU = 06:00:C6.103	 TOO = 23:33:51
,.	 ;
n	 TITLE	 THERMAL RATCHET PRU6LEM (2 QUAD ELEMENTS)
	 PAGE	 26
VTITLE	 VARIABLE STRUCTURE NUMBER
	 L
T ^--- tTtTtf^-tteRt rtrfi —trsf^F	 i-NORL-MENT NUMHEk-4
—'-1-fi It R'tst'f kf5'1—f^CK-'Yr-t•5--3srtf^i= T+k•
CULFFICItNT F(.R CL;NCi-Nlr:AlEn LL:AI) SET ONE
	 =	 0.0
`^CUkFF'tC-lk1TT^FC3t^Cf'r^Et'htftR`Tt r`tCtA-D-71t1 T
LOEFFILLENT FCk 0lS -IF-IL-UTt:1j LGAU SET CNE
	 =	 1.500000E 01
CL+S-FFICIENT FLiR DISIRI6UIEU LOAD SET 'fWLl
— COE,' lcliP.fi C1t-t^Ct;A' T hYt^c: T^F ^"^ t 	 -	 2:dGt dGd>'^











TITLE	 THLRHAL PATChET PROBLEM (2 QUAD ELEMENTS)
	 PAGE
	 27
VTITLE	 VARIABLE STRUCTURE NUMBER =
	 i
4 HlE3 Ti	 INGREM£N1—NUMBER--a- 4
THERMAL NUDAL LOAD SET
NOUL I.U.	 1	 2	 3	 4	 11
	 i2	 13	 14
TEMP	 1.500GOE OC- 1.:00tUE 00 1.5DOGGE CO 1.5CGUGE 00 0.0
	 U.0
	 0.0	 0.0
BEGIN	 LCAbS	 CPU = 00:00:G6.37t. 	 TOO = 23:33:56
--Ett	 0U--23-:-3-3-:5.
c^
TITLE	 THERMAL RATCHET PROBLEM (2 QUAD ELEMENTSI 	 PAGE	 28
VTITLL	 VARIABLE STRUCTURE NUMBER x	 I
r
-°-•1T t TtE	 l-"C+t—ENENT—NumBER— 4
t	 bEG1N SCLN CPU = 00:00:C6.524 TOD = 23:33:5R
—tNb ---^5t1^ tPU-	 c=`0C^ :: Sob	 —TQD-=-'1333 :i
'	 BEGIN ELLOOP CPU = 00:00:06.576 TOD = 23:33:59
ENU ELLOOP (-PU
	
= 0C:u0:0h.675 TOD = 23:34:00
—ft(<s1I^U.^k faG'Rr'-=—6-f+-Yt^i^t^C
BtCIN SOLN CPU = GO;UO:06.662 TOD = 23:34:00
w	 ENU SCLN CPU = 06:00:06.715 TOD = 23:34:00
--EEWIN `^Ef LUr.P ^Pb^= Qv:RIT:C^'r<ti^1UD^Z3:3y:0
F 1t] ELLUOP CPU	 = flu l.30:06.83-8 TOD = 23:34:02
RESIDUALW NGRM = 3.99692E-06
N rEC-Irr--SCLrr - e tj	 crs:QU trfs: aSa--TUrr =-23:3 ..
	 ;
Ln
END SOLN CPU = 0O:tr0:G6.875 TOD = 23:31:02
BEGIN
s
ELLOUP CPU = TOD = 23:34:03
—i=NiJ ELtG6P-----^YIf--^v:r3f}:-Dt;-96C TOD--33^#:t3#	 -	 —
RESIDUAL NCRM = 4.59SbIE-02
fiL•GIN LLLOOP CPU = Gu:00:06. 1475 TOD = 23:34:04
—AND EL-t-t'L-P---C Ft1-t-6 0 GG C-7r c&5 - —Tel) = 23 :3 4 : tr
RESIDUAL &LRM = 1.00001E--01
BEGIN FLLOUP CPU = O0:00:07.075 TOD = 23:34:G6
-----L-NDrL-LedP --Eft1-^-fifer 91}	 7.-16°—	-TDD-^--?3:34:Gi3
Rtz-%1UUAL NORM = 1.001:065E--G1
FSE61N SULN CPU = 00:00:07.1.75 TOO = 23:34:09
---ENfT—SDtM. - trts:vQ: tr7. ''ii.4--T0r1—	23:-4:Gtl--	 -- --	 --
TITLE	 THERMAL RATCHET PROBLEM (2 QUAD ELEMENTS ► 	 PAGE	 29
VTITLE	 VARIABLE STRUCTURE NUMBER s	 I
t
-17i-TLE3`--fft£-REMENI -4 -t 	 RCREMtNT-HUMBER a 4
aEGIN	 ELLOOP	 CPU =00:00:07.215	 TOO = 23:34:09
—1EN	 tttotlp	 . -rG7:32 r*	 TOD---73':34-I
RESIDUAL NCKM = 7.4r,.72&E-C7
END OF LOAD INCREMENT
	
4
NO. ELASTIC INTEGRATION POINTS =	 4, NO, PLASTIC INTEGRATION POINTS =
	
4
4 INTEGRATION POINTS HAVE CHANGED ELASTIC TO PLASTIC,
	
4 INTEGRATION P OI NTS PLASTIC TO ELASTIC DURING THIS IW-R
€MENT
	
—Si'ECIFI'ED-MAX:—fitC:—rstT'PfPttS^-LtYisAT*S =	 r^ H:1: tl1'[3ATLS -PCAFOR!SEt] '-
	
G--
m SPECIFIED MAY.. NO. ITERATIONS PEh UPDATE =	 10 lu 10, NO. ITERATIONS PERFORMED SINCE LAST UPDATE =	 6
W SPECIFIED MAX. UP.BALANCE-3-FORCE ERROR = 1.0000E-05, ACTUAL ERROR = 7.41d03E- 07




TITLE THERMAL RATCHET PROBLEM	 (Z QUAD ELEMENTS) PAGE	 30




CUMULATIVE	 INTERNAL FORCLS AND DISPLACEMENTS {
4e NODE FLKCES	 #s##**#r ♦ es# :*** a ***##**f#*ss * DISPLACEMENTS ;#***t**#*#**
NO.	 I.U. U	 V	 b U V if
I  21 f. 7'6-51 =t u. 0 070
2 2 -2.• V 9 991^,E	 GO	 -4.32ZE;y l.EL-u7 0.( 1.UCLC.p57L CO
3 3 2.494L92-sE	 CO, 	 -I. 4 13'+C97k-:o 2.•.y0'+h574	 GO -3.lb2U(>77L-6t3
A^2:Y`TYYGI^GL:r93isI'tgX76 .-^994t^G1;^`Va---I:CCL'G04slL^ pII
5 11 5.00(jOl1jrE	 00	 3.L61 y 547k-0b 2.4Y99L57E UO 2.G341H-flE-08
b 12 `•.	 vG01. • "t	 00	 -3.4b5G1i oL- Vb 2.4499966E Ul. 1.244 575241- 00







 „...,: ^	 e,,...:....., .^	 ^	 ...__.. .. .... .... .....^^,.	 6	 _._^._^.. .._ ...^.,	 .. .	 -...	 ..._-	 .p .. •	 _	 Q.CIa	 -^.. ^:.^	 ^ 4 ..	 4.•
	
_
ITITLE	 THERRAL RATCHLT PROBLEM (2 QUAD ELEMENTS) 	 PAGE	 31
VTITLC
	
VARIABLE STRUCTURE NUMBER a	 E
li I71-E- hYEP^ME4i-; -{+tET	 INCREMENT-NUMBER	 4	 -
-^L-fMEP1T	 €tiT11E PFKT-I-VE---+*M***#sw#*** s*ss#*4t ^# ► -CUMULATIVE`5TR'ESSE$-"+**#s++*ww#*##a#**srf*a**
NO_ I.D. NO. TP.	 CUM. STRESS	 XX	 YY	 IZ	 XY	 xZ	 YZ
1	 1	 4	 5.CCOOE--01	 5.0GOGE-01 -3.049411-0b 0.0	 -2.2953E-08 0.0	 G.0
1
tkEhE-!Ti	 Pc}-I-i^rT	 #^M**+*****r*#.+gar** R---CUMULATIVE--EL-kS-i^iC STR-A-INS- ^*^'*'F*+**+##'rx+^M **;'^'►
	
NO. I.G. NO. TP.	 XX	 YY	 2Z	 XY	 xZ	 YZ
1	 1	 5 4	 5.000011-01 -2.5LCDE-01 -2.50DOE-01 -4.34 5E-08 0.0 	 0.0
_EL tM=N-T	 I-vlh'i	 C^1MUL-ATIVE --^*^»*rt**a**^«+^*^^*^z-Cti^UEAf3V^PLAS7IC S7RAlit55 ' ^***mss*******Mss#sts*---
	
NU. I.D. NO. TP.	 PLASTIC WORK	 XX	 YY	 Z2	 XY	 xz	 YZ
1	 1	 5 4	 4.9994E-01	 4.,5999E-01 -2.4999E-01 -2.4999E--01 3.5472E-08 0.0	 0.0
Ei EMCNi -	 PC1 T	 I-NORcMENTAL	 #*,^++4irTN**!kk* ****-INCREMENTAL-PLA-S-TIC-STRAINS-*s^+rtfiM^#*#r•*w*+sssr ----
	
NU. 1.0. NO, TP.
	
PLASTIC WURK	 XX	 YY	 2Z	 XY	 XZ	 YZ
I co 1	 1	 5 4	 0.6	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0
N	 'V E-^ fM Ek T-------P6.1-'tT1 SUM	 CE!M:-EFFd	 7-C-iJM UL/.T-I VE-10T-AL-^3-kA 1I4 5-*y+M+:++'^ ^'* s# ## * f } *AS r A
	
N':{. I.D. NO. TP.	 CLDE CODE TOTAL !DRAIN	 xx	 YY	 2Z	 XY	 xG	 YZ
1	 1	 5 ;	 -1	 -2	 9.9999E-01	 2.5GOOE 00 1.00ODE 00 1.0000E 00 -7.9572E-09 0.0 	 0.0
	
EiLM£tc'i--I^G1}hT	 Y1ELD	 YiELJ -	 's^* EFF=CTIVE FtAS1IC--5TRAIN5- # ***--**** s- EFFk&TVE -EREEP-STRAINS ;***s
	
NO. I.G. Nti. TP.	 STkkSS ClK . STRESS 512E	 INCRLMF.NTAL SJM )NCR.	 CUMULAIIVE IMCRLMENTAL SUM INCR. 	 CUMULATIVE
1	 1	 4	 010	 1.000011 00	 0.0	 4.4549E-01 4.5599E-01 O.d 	 0.0	 0.0
rtfM NI	 Pl3IhrT	 =tJhiJLA-1-1VE	 *'#** CtI'itlLAIIVt--lt'LRMA0--SIRAIYS *** 4 -- ---
N0.	 I.D. NO.. Tf'.	 f;FPEhATURE	 XX	 y 	 22
1	 1	 5 4	 1.50U4E 00	 1.500CE 00 1.5CI:06 00 1.5000E 00
EL-L-h"T	 KX-1-trT	 -	 E-FFr£TIVE-- -+** ! - 4 * 	 r*r *+10.fi*--CUMIJ Afl.Vf--`s13tF^-55E5---* *****+p+*rwssassF **+ts*r
	
NO. I.O. NO. TP.	 CUM. STRESS	 KX	 YY	 ZZ	 KY	 XZ	 YZ
2	 11	 !i 4	 1.0000E 00	 -1.0000E 00 -7.5431E-07 0.0	 3.2366E-Gb 0.0	 0.0
	
_EL t:ML-t-1 ------ KTI-N -F	 -	 -* v**i**	 *-v . v-+-CUMULATIVE-ELASTIC STftAiNS-++* M}****+s+*»'^^*ssss
	
NO. I.O. NO. TP.	 X75	 YY	 Z2	 XY	 X2	 YZ






TITLE	 THERMAL RATCHET PROULEM (Z QUAD, ELEMENTS) PAGE	 32
VTITLE VARIABLE SYRUCTURE NUMBER a	 iYfi-; t E	 tNeKEMEtti I%CREMEPfT -NUMEIER-+-4	 q
---I- tenf61 :1	 tai -	 LUMtlt^l7iVz---^ ^ t**s	 +td s*tss^sws—Cl1Rf11L74'YtiF^-$LR^'^IC	 Yl2A1Nf-^*^r^w^Maat^taRai^^sM^^
ND.	 1.0,	 NU.	 ;F. PLASTIC WORK XD(	 YY	 ZZ	 XY	 XZ	 YZ	 i
2	 ii	 5	 4 1.5GOLE 00 -1.500Gt GO	 7.414 n4f-4I	 7.4099E-0 1 --5.3637E-08	 U.0	 G.0
a
tt	 Ntti tteFt"FTt-A'L--"---r	 *rsr*	 ss^rssa s --"INtF EI4EfCtAt f'tAS'TI 	 STRA'Yk5	 ssstsessssss**ssesss—
NO.	 I.D.	 NC.	 TP. PLASTIC WORK XX	 YY	 ZZ	 XY	 7SZ	 YZ
2	 i1	 5	 4 4.9999E-01 -4.4999E-Ot	 2.4999E--01	 2.4999E-01	 3.4579E-08	 0.0	 0.0
Ct'tr"fhtT---"--r^r
	
trM—t'GM—[^P: °--'--etc-^-+a^e^t*ssss^+ss-"CV1^vLxT -rVi TcrTAt^S'TR'A"INS"`^* r^+ ss+ssssssrtsss^sss--
	
No. 1.D. NO. TP.	 CODE CODE TOTAL STRAIN	 XX	 YY	 ZZ	 xy	 XZ	 YZ
2	 11	 5 4	 1	 2	 2.5000E CG	 -2.5060E 00 1.2500E 00 1.2500E 00 -5.6873E-09 O.0	 0.0
-^—EtE'ft^E Y-fft-tr-----^•*f*`-E'Ff^C^fVf-'PLASTIC-xT1t7t1!r5-*^^t-'-*stss-rFl^tt^'111^CRttP-5TR'A1NS^**s^—`	 "
•	 NO.	 I.U.	 NLl. TP. STRESS CTR. STRESS SIZE	 INCRFMF.NTAL	 SUM INCR.	 CUMULATIVE INCREMENTAL	 SUM	 INCR. CUMULATIVE
w	 2	 11 5	 4 G.0 i.CU0i1E 00	 4.Q999C-•01	 1.500. 0E	 CO	 1.5000E	 00	 0.0	 G.G 0.0	 #
N ,
00
----t^tH . tJt-AT'3'Vi^--"	 t?!St7tR'T$tff, TtttkN'A^-S'TitA' t'NS"`*
NC.	 I.D.	 NO. IP. TEMPEkATUkF XX	 YY	 LZ
2	 11 5	 4 U.0 0.0	 0.0	 G.0





TITLE	 THERMAL RATCHET PROBLEM 12 QUAD ELEMENTS)
VTIIL k
-- 1T I i l E -^--Ih EEIE"FtW T—S—ltt Etl
—
PA RA	 EHEN
COEFFICIENT FCR CONCEN3kATEL LOAD SET ONE 	 -	 0.0
^CCJkF	 Wti- -o ^ v-
COLFF I C I LNT FL;R UISTI ,,IEJTED LUAU SET 0"	 =	 L.5flOGGO^ Crl
CUL'IFICIENT FLk LrILIRIh;UlLD L6AD SET THE,	 =	 v,n
--LC:EFt-IGlf-tii'-^^Ic'cLtut T'E^f'kl;r,Tt34ct—Sk-?
COFFI-ICIENT FOP NOLMAL SlkESS/STRAIN SET	 C.0
TkANSLATILVAL ACCELFRAIlLN (LF.Nl,Tn/TIME/TIME:) 	 L1,?
-----. p tV f:EiL t,R --l'FL-°G E-TY— l-F?L-ViL-vi 1^E-!E/T fNi-}.
ANC:UL6k ACLFL'RAT?CN (1,PVLLUTIL1dS/I)ME/T1ME) 	 =	 Cr.G
CRELP TIME:	 =	 v.0
PAGE:	 33






TITLE	 THERMAL RATC)IFT PROBLEM 12 C'UAO ELEMENTS)	 PAGE	 34
VTITLE	 VARIAB, STRUCTURE NUMBER ¢
	 I
ITITE:E----3hr kEftfYi--S-tLtrrEr 	 -	 "-l-NEkEMEN T-N
 
UM ti ER-`-----5
THERMAL NODAL LOAD SET
NODE I.U.	 1	 2	 3	 4	 11	 12	 13	 14
TE,4P	 0.0
	 0.0	 0.G	 0.0	 0.0
	
U.0	 U.0	 0.0
BE CIN	 LOADS	 CPU = 00:v0:07.967 	 TOE] = 23:34:17
—END	 evu-
	
7t`—^ 1'QE7^ 13 ^3^2Q"'-	 ^"	 i
iTITLE	 THERMAL RATCHET PROBLEM 12 QUAD ELEMENTSI
	 PAGE	 35
1' T ITLE	 VARIABLE STRUCTURE NUM6ER 	 1
1TITL-E	 INCREMENT NUMHER-5
bEGIN	 SOLN CPU = Uf,.:(;O:C8.030
	 TOD = 23:34:20
—
ENE►'FL ^t-#'C—fr9' ^tF-: D^tt^—TL f1 --=- 23': 3A : ^O'
BEGIN	 ELLCOP CPU =	 GC:CU:(,,,.083	 TOU	 = 23:34:2(:
LND	 ELLOOP CPU = OG:00:03.183
	 TOD = 23:34:22
'1-- RkS1fjHJAt htG.	 - 01 ---
NEGIN- 	 SCLN CPU = 06:i!0:o K.l y C:	 TOD = 23:34:22
END	 SOLN CPU = 00:iu0:08.226 fOri = 23:34:22 'Y
----8CG1 —t ttU^ C-P	 o. TOO
v^END	 rLLCOP CPU
	 = 00:60:08.333 TO 	 = 23:34:23
w ,
RESIDUAL NORM = 9.99914E-02
to :. [,j
^—hEG1h`-5$tt', -	 .-	 ;x-36 Zt1V-23:34: '_	 >t
'TEND	 SGLN CPU	 T uO:GU:C=8.359 TQfl = 23:34:25
fIEGIN	 ELLO^IP CPU = Cu:GG:I=f+.383 TOO = 23:34:25
—
EM D	 Ettt d P -C-t'tF-=-4F: crG-:fi° : *rtrY	 TO Q-^23 : 3 4 : 2 b
RESIDUAL NURN = 1.0477bi-Ca
F N 0 O F L 0 A D I N C R F 4 t N T 	 5
NO. ELASTIC INTEGRATiLh POINTS =	 -., NO. PLASTIC INTEGRATION POINTS = 	 4
y INTEGRATION POINTS HAV E CHAN(-,L-Q ELASTIC TO PLASTIC:,	 4 INTEGRATION POINTS PLASTIC TO ELASTIC DURING THIS INCREMENT
—
SPf-C-1-f-iFi^t`!k-k: °ttf::-S-^If-fM^S-^t}Pkr;1-lES -
	 2r`-hNU: t1P0AT£S-YERf= QF: yELr— -_ --Q	 -----	 --
SPLCIFILU MAX. NC . 1TFRAIIONS PtF. UPD0E =	 1C IU 11), CO. ITL: Af1ONS PLRhL-KMLT, SINCE LAST UPDAIL =	 3
SPECIFIED 4AX. UNBALANCLC,-PWCf Jk.KUR = 1._, uGiif-c5, ACTUAL FRROk = 1.t47rt-Uri
bEGIN	 CCITFUT	 CPU	 TOD = 23:34:27
F
L
TITLE	 THERMAL RATCHET PROBLEM	 (2 QUAD ELEMENTS) PAGE	 36
V1ITLE. VARIABLE STRUCTURE NUMBER =	 1
l T YTt	 }' ^CEst hlrPtf :—t'G tCrJ -- – i NCR-EMENT–NUMB ER–t----5
CUMULATIVL INTERNAL FURCES AND DISPLACFMFNTS
*v SIUUE **	 FORCES DlSFLACEMENTS ********3****
ftU.	 I.G.	 U	 V	 Y1 U V W
2	 –S.C['ii li• ^L	 CG	 ^'.hhf bt ^C	 – v7 G.0 –9.99YF626E-01
3	 3	 S..(}LC+^gcE	 LG	 I - iRo93v q [ –Co 1.1,9997SGE	 bG 4.21467BUE-06
4—"^`7:+`C1[tit*Y:i C	 "i^5?ifTjr^f js^G 1:'`^`^997tfi-'Crs =9:Y59!tRSti=t7l
G	 I 1.9a997yCE	 LG 2.76954325-07 =
0^1i2	 2.4^^+^F14E^c,t•	 2.?1L {3o:1 1E` –it. I.U4907(4	 E	 UC o.Pu08957e-017	 L^	 ._il}'44y^L	 .V .i^1^1 .. filiF4 •' -^ CS ^r ^._-	 .-__ ^.0






TITLE THERMAL RATCHET PROBLEM I2 QUAD ELEMENTS!	 PAGE	 37
VT17LE VARIABLE STRUCTURE NUMBER r 	 1	 j
i fI (L!-!'4rz E •• ' ._ ' ` _ _--. ENE-REMEN-T-NUMHER-5
--tt 4 FFEf-T-tV- 	 euMVLA•F#VE -S-TRE-S5E 5-*r.s.sw4++++*w**+***artsra•
Nil.	 TP. CUM.	 ('TRESS	 xx	 YY	 22	 XY	 xz	 dI
1 I	 5	 4 1.000uE 00	 1.0400E 00	 L.C33LE--06	 0.1-	 -4.3511E-013	 01.0	 0.0
etcMENT Ffj I 14T *i +t*ts**v**+*ss+^srt-CtYMttLAT#tlE->ELASTIE-STltklifS- rt s*	 s*+RSMS***st	 4^-	 j
-, NL. I.U.	 NO.	 7P. xx	 YY	 ZZ	 XY	 XZ	 YZ
1 I	 5	 4 1.0000E 00 -5.OUCOE-01 --5.0000E-01 -6.5266E-06 	 0.0	 0.0
--t t: E p if-VI pai iff CttMtlL-A-T-tVE-	 t+ta* **s+^**	 ^k***-tURUL'Ai11/E PtA^FIC-STltAftVS-***kas s*#**stR3t*s :rt 	 ----
NC. I.L.	 NCB .	 TP. PLASTIC WORK	 XX	 YY	 ZZ	 XY	 XZ	 YZ
1 l	 5	 4 9.9996E-GI	 4.99911E-01 -4.9959E-01 -4.99V9E-01 	 1.2973E-09	 0.0	 0.0
J
ttEHE -TNCKFEME:wT-AL--* rt+++#*4«rt *s* 	rtw**-INCf:EMENTAt•-PLAS1-1E-STitklW5-t rt* 	 tt^*+k#t*sttrs	 lrt----
N0.	 I.D. NO.	 IP. PLASTIC WORK	 xx	 YY	 ZZ	 XY	 x1	 YZ




tV t-LE-M Vtfi'-Cilff: eFF--* *rt*s s 	 t*s**+*x	 *y--CUMUTATill	 Tf3TAt-S7R7tiN5^*ss*s***	 #*s**ts **t----
NG.	 I.U. NO.	 TP. CODE CODE	 TOTAL STRAIN	 XX	 YY	 ZZ	 XY	 x2	 YZ
1	 1 5	 4 1	 2	 2.000GE 00	 2.0000E 00 -9.9 449E-01 -9.9409E-01 -6.3969E-08	 0.0	 0.0
EL-£!Efts	 l=b----Yf-EL-fl--^++t EFftCilVt-FLAvTIG SikAINS-+++rt-rt**+rEFFECi1VE-^31EEW STRAINS-«rt**
	NO. I.D. NO. TP.	 STRESS CTR. STRESS SIZE 	 INCREMENTAL SUM INCR.	 CUMULATIVE INCREMENTAL SUM INCR. 	 CUMULATIVE
	
5 S	 11.01	 1.UGOCE UO	 4.Q9y9E-C1 9.9998E -01 9.999bE-01 0.0	 0.0	 000
------ -tt,£•it 	 CUMIJLA'F-IVE"'THL-MMAL-5 TRAINS
	NO. I.0. NO. TP.	 TEMPERATURE	 xx	 YY	 ZZ
1	 1	 5 4	 0.0	 0.0	 U.0	 01.0
	
ttFMEtt-T------- f ltTl m T	 -EFFEC-TI VE-*+++++*strtt+***s* *******-CUtzUL-AT-1VE-fslRE-5SES rt****+►+ ***#*	 * *+
	
NU. I.U. NO. TP.	 CUM. STRESS	 xx	 YY	 ZZ	 XY	 XZ	 YZ
2	 11	 5 4	 5.f;f:u0k-0f	 -5.0000 -Gf	 G.0	 -3.0269E-08 0.0	 O.G
	
Et-ftittsT--P INT	 ------- *+s++**+***s+****** :*--tUNULATIVE-EtA'STl"-Tick•ifii's--*s**«iss**s#s***^*sss^
	NQ. I.U. NO. TF.	 xx	 YY	 LI	 xY	 XZ	 YZ




n	 PITLE	 THERMAL RATCHET PROBLEM 12 QUAD ELEMENTS) 	 PAGE	 38





E-LfMENT	 I MT	 -tiMvtA-TIVE--****v******* w********-CUMUL-A-1 TVE-PkA'ST1'C- Si'Rx"I'N5-w M **4*s* 	 v******w*M---




YY	 zz	 XY	 xZ	 YZ
11	 5 4	 1.r00DE 30	 -1.5000E 00 7,49"" -01
 7.49S9E-01 5.3637E-08 0.0	 0.0
t L"$ME1VT	 P$1 14 1	 rNCR-LMLNTLAt-"`
	 F	 4a^* x -TNCAEMENiAL-PEA TI' ,S1ftA^'NS"	 **	 i**its*s* F^h*-
	
NO. I.C. NC. TP.	 PLASTIC WC;:K	 xx	 YY	 7Z	 XY	 XZ	 YZ
2	 11	 5 4	 {I.J	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0
	 0.0	 0.0
* *	 v ^^x	 ^	 *a x^ - tlMU^A7IVE 7rrTYtL- S7FtATfVS--** s* *^f=EMErH E+Bf'h^T P•	 S-vm	 C-clM:-EFF; - --* t*ate*a*sir****--
NO.	 I.D. NE1 .	 TP. CUDE CDL;E
	
'TOTAL STKAIN xx	 YY	 zz	 XY	 x2 YZ
2	 11 5	 4 -1	 -2	 ?.c000L 00 -2.0000E 00	 9.99 9y k-01	 9.9999E--01 -9.9041L-08	 0.0 0.0
Lu	 T	 5^3cL[3	 Ylrtf3-^ --***x'-1^FFtCT-iVr-LLASTiC7
 %TRAIrtS-***rt-***a*-EfF> CTi'Vk-GRIEF S7RaIkS"***# --
	
NU. I.D. NO. TP.	 S7RE:S LTR. STRESS SIZE	 INCREMENTAL SUM INCR.	 CUMULATIVE INCREMENTAL SUM INCR.
	 CUMULATIVEW	 2	 11	 5 4	 :1. f+	 Z.fcGoL 00
	




Et-EM H	 tit- AY1-V	 ***-E-UMOL-A-T-1-Vr~THERMAL--STRA-INS--**
NO.
	
I.D. PTO. TP .	 TEMPERATURE
	 xx	 YY	 zz
2	 11	 5 4	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0
END	 OUTPUT	 CPU = 00:00:D8.705	 IOU = 2 :34:28
TITLE	 THERMAL RATCHET PRUBLEM 	 12 QUAD ELEMENTSI	 PAGE	 39
VTIILE VARIABLE STRUCTURE NUMBER
	 1
FTI-T•t£----f	 _ --	 --	 -	 -	 INCREMENT NUMBER-s---6
----PARAf4ET-E-PS	 lNEREMENF
COEFFICILNT FOR CONC00 RATLD LOAD 	 SET
	
CNE =	 0.0
---CLEFE-1C-teA-i--f-iii-EG-Fs-E-L-'1'[fcvcT-EE'rtirf:fl--St-t 	 TirE3----=—t:tJ--••	 ----
-. COLFFIC107	 FLR DISTk1EUit) LOAD	 SET	 UNE- -	 I.SGQO>iUE	 X71
COEFFICIENT FOR vISTKILLUTEU L(,'AD 	 SET	 TWU
---CGE}^4'-1£-1Erofi--Fi:fc-"+f;fteit^E-^SFEkt,F`fE::—SE _	 '---1'.C^Q(^QL►ftti-QO	 -
ti COEFFICIENT FOR NJkf,'AL 5TKF-S'./:0kAIN	 SET =	 c,.0
THA"ISLAT]C"rAL	 kCCxLERAIIL' N 	 (Lrh•EGTl,/LIME/T1ME)
----AF^ft1LaR-V-EL-ECG-}-7-Y--1-f^^-ir{^C;}}!-uh5/i-lrtL-f ^---t'r.@—
ANGULAR ACC:^LkRATIUN	 !F£vCLUflJhS/1I,.4Er/,IMF! =	 0.0 
_^











VTIILE	 VARIABLE STRUCTURE NUMBER a	 1
T
--1 T 2 tkE-- -t	 REM^Ifi-NUMB ER -r-6-------
`J	 THERMAL NODAL LDAU SET
NOUF I.D.	 1	 2	 3	 4	 11	 12	 13	 14




BEGIN	 LOADS	 CM = 00:00:U R .965 	 10D = 23:34:31
EMU —tt7	 bC : t:O n	 --TC1fJ = t3^'^: 3	 -
ti
}	 1
TITLE	 THERMAL RATCHET PROBLEM (2 QUAD ELEMENTS) PAGE	 41VTIILE:
1T 17t E--3tiC-F^'4Eh:T°°-fr4-h!©fi-}	 -----
BEGIN,
	SULN	 CPU = 00:00:09.1.25
	 TOD = 23:34:33
—ENiI "'-T—f?LRS^" "E'NUY$t `JG-y4-Is1^	 it]D-=^Z3:'3t. 33
BE-GIN	 ELLUOP	 CPU =oc:Jc.:09.lr,5	 TOLL = 23:34:33




-Z END	 ELLOL;P LPU	 =	 OC,: , iO:D9.271 TOD = 23:34:35
— RtSfBUAt: NORM—^E^1-^Z yF-fir-- ---	 -	 —
Is 6lE7	 SOLN CPU	 =
 00:00:01f.275 TOD = 23:34:35
END	 5CLN CPU = 0C:vO:09.30b TOD = 23:34:35
-"I^EViM1 ELt[:^Y--GYfJ-='OCe':.iiT:GS:'31T1^`7Qf] ="Z3:'3^t:3
J E^ID	 ELLLuP CPII TOE]	 = 23:34:37
^O
	kESIDUAL NUkM = 3.25624L--Ob
W




Ln	 ENO	 SOLN CPU = GO:JO :05.461 TOO = 23:34:37
REGIN	 EL1-O(JP CPU	 =	 GC:co:09.4t)h TOD = 23:34:37
--	 ENli-	 ^tLt3E'f' -----EhU--f^u:t+Cr:4:5p1- Tf1U-2^=3^:3'I
RESIDUAL NORM = 9.91970E-02
b^GfN	 LLLOLP CPU TUD = 23:34:39
--	 E-NL	 f7tL-CtOP--- fPt'--G[r i^:i^:b^7—^QU-= 23:3vt{s^	 -	 -
RLSIIlUAL NORM = 9.yk,litb5E-C2





RESIDUAL NORM = 1.06COIL-G1
BEGItI	 :CLN LPU	 = uv:t,0:u9.770 TUD = 23.34:42




TITLE	 THERMAL RATCHET PROBLEM (2 QUA(, ELEr:ENTS) 	 PAGE	 42
VTITLE	 VARIABLE STRUCTURE NUMBER Q	 I
i'T-1-Tt:-E	 lNEkEM!!-^hT-s-	 INEREMENT-NUMBER	 6
BEGIN	 ELLOOP	 CPU = 00:00:09.814	 TOD = 23:S44,43
^cN	 - ^:t^r: 5'3'3-^t011 =^23 =J'4^^'^•	 .
RESIDUAL NORM = 8.71156L-07
E N D D F L O A D I N C R E M E N T	 6
-,	 NO. ELASTIC IN TEGRATIUN POINTS =	 4t NC. PLASTIC I NTEGRATION POINTS =	 4
e	 4 INTEGRATION POINTS HAVE CHANGED ELASTIC TO PLASTIC.	 4 INTEGRATION POiN TS PLASTIC TO ELASTIC DURING THIS INCREMENT
--SPEC-1-1-1-Ef?-btA%':"'tvi:^1-t°fitc5^'U^tr^f'^r^NQ^ V?JF.lE^I'^RF'DR"IEJ__,—^. 	 _
SPECIFIED MAX. NO. ITEkA11ONS PEk UPI PATE =	 10 lii lilt NO. ITERAIIGNS PW ORMED SINCE LAST UPDATE =	 6
o -	 SpCl,1FIED HAX. U'N'LSALt'%CLtJ - FUKCe LkKCk = 1.0000E -05, ACTUAL ERROR = 5,7119E- 0
W BEGIN	 OUTPUT




TITLE THERMAL RATCHET PRU6LEM	 (Z QUAD ELEMENTS) PAGE	 43
VTITLE VARIABLE STRUCTURE NUM6ER *
	
1
YTITtE—ii?t f?£rt i-NLRLMtNT-AttJMbER - 	 b
CUMULAIIVE	 1t,, TERNAL FORCES AND DISPLACEMENTS
*rt NODE •¢	 art{o###+###*z **# 	 FORCES DISPLACEMENTS	 s ♦ ks#*^ ►*##**
NC.	 I.D.	 U	 V	 W U V	 Wi 1
	
2; ---"'"0';V
2 2	 -2.41yvbi,20E	 t_G -2.52 y El.aL-lh U.{• 7.5CCG1294F.-U1
3 3	 2.4Y9'ib4T1.	 GU	 2.t+472441E- ;h 7.99097U4E GG 4+ -3' 0-#894E-07
7.9UC I234 ! -t-1	 -
`• 11	 uCC{pII4L	 GG	 3.3hi-3Y7?L- Cth 2.9994/uaE UO e„h1h2525E-U7
6 12	 5. L,Ciul?4^:	 00	 -2.?'4211L-'E-0e 2.99CYQ704F UC I, e+"i647E GO
7-1-3 ti-.4-6(4-3i5E-i+f' =.ttr27lflt}t- r^ '	 --- -	 .i - L•. '3	 __..^_r	 -




THERMAL RATCHET PROBLEM 12 QUAD ELEMENTS) 	 PAGE	 44
VTITLE
	 VARIABLE STRUCTURE NUMBLR 	 I
IT]7tE-INCCfkMlrcTl is -MCI 	 INCRkMENT­NUMBER-' ---b
	
f<ttM E -N I-PG-I'tt	 '^f E'G-'11-V £----'-*mot'+*t*wa+r^s*FS**s**---E tTMtl1=A T'1 Vf-S-T R£ 5 5'ES-^-k ***s-t **s sr*r *t t f r******r
	
N4. I.O. NO. TP.	 CUM. STRESS	 xX	 YY	 ZZ	 XY	 xZ	 Y2
	
1	 1	 5 4	 4.q4°°L-01	 4.v49UL-0I ^3.0494L-0u 0.0	 -3.8465E-08 0.0	 6.11
tttMtNT	 Pt-l' -T	 C:Vi"UL-AT	 ='» aat**r*sk***s*ssts*---
	
NL. I.O. NO. TP.	 Xx	 YY	 ZZ	 XY	 xZ	 YZ
	
1	 1	 5 4	 4.9990[-01 ^2.S lLL-nl -2.4 009E-01 -5.7696E-08 0.0	 0.0
t'LtMEN-1 ------- Fe 	 £tlMUtA+IlVE-----r*r*v**v•t***rt*r***t*-at---CUMULATLVE-P^A 1fC-S fcAINS- rt*tt#+►s**k*ttss*tss*----
	
NO. I.D. NO. TP.	 PLASTIC WORK	 XX	 YY	 ZZ	 XY	 XZ	 YZ
	
1	 1	 5 4	 9."Osh -61	 9.99980-0I -4. 0 949E-u1 ^4.9949E-01 1.2973E-G9 0.0 	 0.0
--EtEr^^t=l-----PE3-i-ty rnreREr.t"tT-st -- t+ktr - r^-#*--tw«st **-^x*r-s«-ltvc-ltirENfiAt-PL-AS-T1i-5T1rn-1N **»-s^►ss^t*----
NO. I.G.	 Na.	 1P. PLASTIC WOKK XX	 YY ZT	 XY XZ YZ




ilz-". E=FT--PE-ttt P--5t'hr- CUM I-EFL---'►+.r*+t*t+^ t^r*+t ► +**tom-
'C-tlNflitAf-IV{	 TC}iRL-STRAINS-+tt*tt* tM****Mrtts^+sr^
NO. I.D.	 NO.	 IP. CODE CODE	 101AL STRAIN Xx	 YY ZZ	 XY XZ YZ
-	 1 1	 5	 4 -1	 -2	 1.5U60t:	 00 3.0000E 00	 7.!^GOiE^01 7.5002E^01 -5.64C1E-08 0.6 0.0
	
°----EL-tM EIrTF =O-P' 	 1F^-E+.fr- 	YFtt,:;	 rat*-EF^E'FI-V{^i-LA'^T-tC-37k-A-FkS-rt+w*-**r+M-EF^-tC-H-Vt--C-it-tEP-STRAINS-w**t*
	
NL. I.U. Nil. TP.	 STRESS CTk. STRESS SIZE 	 INCREMENTAL SUM INCk.	 CUMULATIVE INCREMENTAL SUM INCR, 	 CUMULATIVE
1	 I	 5 4	 G.0	 I.GOOOE 60	 0.0	 9.9999E-01 9.9998E-01 0.0 	 O.G	 0.6.
E"1 ENI=htT	 Ptrl-firI 	 ***4-E-UMULYCTIVE ThEkMAL^TRAINS--*-*
ND.	 I.D. NO. TP.	 TEriPEI ATUkE	 xx	 YY	 ZZ
1	 1	 5 4	 1.5COOE: 00	 1.5{OOE UO 1.5uU0L uO 1.5v00E 06
1=L-EHtN T	 F'd 'IfrT 	 _- E FF&C-F1-VE	 CUi1ULkfI-VE-STRE-S-SE S-*-r*44.04*tMar+ss *s+s+ttt*•
	
NU. I.D. NR. TP.	 CUM. STRESS	 XX	 YY	 ZZ	 XY	 X2	 YZ
2	 1.1	 5 4	 1.00UUE 00	 -1.110006 00 -7.9ti73L-67 0 C	 -1.1373E-07 Ci.0	 u.0
	
Ei EMEH7- -P i4	 - - -- -- ► ++ *+^*Y*.•*^^+^,arc.}- CU'dULAIIVE ­ EL-ASTIC: -STkRiNS-strt#s#t**sss *#* ssst#
xr,	 I.P. NO, TH.	 XY,	 eY	 ZL	 XY	 x 	 YZ
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PIT	 -	 ...	 UMOL-A+T-VE--- ►s++w+*++ww+w+.+sww.+s—^ U1ATIlff-Pt^1S IC-STR^41N5—ww+rtwww+#wswwwwswwss s
	
NO. I.D. NO. TP.	 PLASTIC WORK	 xx	 YY	 ZZ	 XY	 kZ	 YZ
2	 11	 5 4	 2.GC,DUE 00	 -2,0000E OC 9.9948E-01 9.999bE-01 -1.3323E-07 0.0
	 Q..O
EttrMHg T t^GR'FMENTAk ***+w**s*s*+##sue#**s—IAIGK'EhEN[At^S'tASTiL STRAINS—*ss+*sssssttss*sssa^ss--
NO.	 I.G. NO.	 TP. PLASTIC WCf?K xx	 YY	 ZZ	 XY	 X2	 YZ
2	 11 5	 4 4.SSy9E-C-1 --4.9999E-01	 2.49Y9E-01
	 2.4999E-01 - 7.9595E-0b
	 0.0	 0.0
EtEMthT---ffr
 CUMULATIVE- itfl'AL- Tftk'INS-ssw#sw#**tss##*tas#sss—
NO.	 I.U. NUJ.	 TP. CODE CONE	 TOTAL STRAIN xx	 YY	 2Z	 ICY	 7CZ
	 YZ
F	 2	 11 5	 4 1	 2	 3.0C-0CE 00 -3.000CE 00	 1.5C.1-OE 00	 1.5000E 00 --3.0382E-07 	 0.0	 0.0
m	 ELEM-ENT -Er
	 Y-IELfl- *+rt ►-FFfE TIVf FL-A3T1£-53ftA';S *+ww — *+ w +-EFH:^lVE-CRE-fi-S7iiAINS-*****^---
I	 w	 NU.	 I.D. NO.	 TP. STRESS GTR. STRESS SIZE INCREMENTAL	 SUh INCR.	 CUMULATIVE INCREMENTAL
	
SUM INCR.	 CUMULATIVE
1	 2	 11 5	 4 0.0	 1.0coot 00 4.9999E-01
	





{JU. I.D. NO. TP.	 TEMPERATURE	 xx	 YY	 T.Z
2	 11	 5 4	 0.0	 0.0
	 0.0	 0.0
END	 OUTPUT
	 CPU = 00:00:10.176	 TOD - 23:34:47
END OF EOPACE PROELFF!l	




CYCLIC PLASTIC-CREEP CHECKOUT PROBLEM
Uniaxial Behavior - The basic characteristics of BOPACE combined hardening
are shown in Figure B.4.1 for a uniaxial (special case of a plane-stress or
3-D) problem. Figure B.4-1A gives the assumed monotonic stress-strain
	 r
hardening curves for a hypothetical material with unit elastic modulus.
The size of the yield surface is defined by the isotropic stress (= average
of tensile and compressive yield stresses), while the Bauschinger kinematic
hardening is defined by the difference between the total stress and the
isotropic stress. Thus the hardening is completely kinematic out to a
strain value of 7.0 (elastic strain = a/E = 4.0, plastic strain = 3.0),
after which there are equal amounts of isotropic and kinematic hardening.
For an actual material, these curves would have been determined from cyclic
test data.
A resulting cyclic stress-strain curve is given in Figure B.4-1B. The
15 load increments were chosen so as to result in the exact a-e points
given in the figure insert table. Note that the hardening parameters
(K and K k , described in Section 2) in this example were based on effective
plastic strain rather than on plastic work, because it makes the relation-
ship between the monotonic and cyclic curves more readily apparent.
This problem may be used as a test problem for various BOPACE elements, by
applying appropriate boundary conditions normal to the direction of load,
so as to maintain a uniaxial situation.
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Figure B.4-1: Cyclic Plastic--Creep Problem Behavior
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Plane-Strain with Additional Options - The uniaxial problem just described
was used with a 2-D plane-strain element to illustrate the use of several
additional BOPACE options, including temperature-dependent elasticity,
creep and use of element normal strain loads. The analysis was performed
using the QUAD element and loading given in Figure Q.4-2o A listing of the
input data and the printed output results are included at the end of this
section (some of the output pages have been combined to save space).
Y
Figure B.4-2: Cyclic Plaatic—Cmp Checkout Problem Mesh
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A summary of the plane-strain problem is provided by Table 8.4-1. The 15
increments correspond to those of the previous uniaxial problem. The
values of incremental plastic strain, stress, effective stress center, and
yield-surface size given in columns 2-5 of Table B.4-1 were kept the same
as those of the uniaxial problem, by prescribing proper combinations of
creep, thermal strain, and normal strain loads. The stress is equal to the
product of the temperature-dependent elastic modulus (column 6) and the
elastic strain (column 7).
The creep strain listed in column 9 results from the material creep
definition of Figure B.4-3. There the creep curve shape for a strain-
hardening material is assumed as shown in (A), while (B) defines the
creep factor as a function of average stress level during the increment.
The creep strain may be determined usi:ng the average stress level (column 	 I..
10 of Table 8.4-1), the creep factor (column 11) and the specified creep
time increment (column 12).
In addition, the normal (Z-load) strains given in column 13 and thermal
strains in column 14 were imposed.	 In order to keep the results simple
and exact (all numbers in Table B.4-1 are given exactly), the Z.-load and
thermal-strain values were selected so as to give zero normal stress in
each increment. For example, in increment 11:
8.4-4




EZ Z =	 -1.0
E E -	 -0.5ZZ
E ZZ 5 r	 -,
EEZZ	
-0.3
Because the imposed Z-load strain also equals -0.3, a zero value results
for the normal stress 6ZZ . Thus it may be noted that this example can be
used for detailed checkout,  of either the plane-stress or the plane-strain
capability.
The prescribed vertical displacements shown in column 15 were determined
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Table B.4-1: Results for Plane Strain with Normal Z-Loads and Creep
1111	 (2)
	
(3)	 (4)	 (5)	 (6)
	
(71
	 18)	 (9)	 (10)	 (11)	 (12)	 (13)	 (14)	 (151	 (1.6)
1nc`.
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0 - 0' 0 2.0 I.O. 0 0 0 - ^-
 0 0 D 1.0
1 0 2.0 0 20 zo 1.0 0 0 1.0 1.0 0 0 0.31 1.3 2.0
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4. 1.0 15 1.5 ZO 3.5 10 20 1.0 3.25 1.25 4.0 0 1.8 568 5:0
5 1.0 4 O 20 20 410 1.0 3.0 1.0 3.75 1.75 0 0 23 7.3 660
6. 0 2.43 2:0 2.0 20 1.0 3.0 1.0 3.0 1.0 0 0 2.3 7.3 7.0
7 0 0 20 2:0 1.0 0 3.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 0 0 2.0 &0 5.4
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1 3 5	 4 Z.500GE OG -5*OOOOE-01 1."COE 00 -5.000UE-01	 7.61 p bE-08 0.0 0.0
---r.-L k!EkT---- `E?#^- FEEREi^iilF#L---++•*wA,r^*^sf.r*MSar +w --ii^C4i MCir?At--PL,A511C-STRitttt5- 4s*s*a sats*s+s^s*i*s---
^it,. No:.! 	 Tp . ELASTIC wCrtK xx YY	 ZI	 XY X2 YZ.
I 3 S	 4 1.37SCE 00 -2.SL-OOF-01 b.0061i;E-ul 	 ?4$,vbUL-01 -2.1998E-u8 G.a 6.0
UMMATIVE --	 # ►*	 sc*ss***Isar- CUMt?1,RYI1l 'CREEY"SIRRIPt
NO. I.D.' N0 0
 'Tpq CFEEP NOW XX YY	 ZZ	 XY XZ YZ
I 's','' 5	 y 1•I25uE G0 -2.5GQQE-C1 S.GOttL-vl -2'.5GGQE-41	 9.Iif8nE-G8 G.O Q•0
E
---- Erb! . ..IM T p5iftf MGR="^E^tTni
'
mss** ^ +^*art+s*^F *.r*s	 i'lvi R^EENTAC- [ itEEP -S. EicAfYS--t*s*fsr*s*ss*s^sssi^*w-----
NO. I.Da' NO*: . '7P. CRES P WORK XX VY	 ZZ	 XY, XZ YZ
1 3 5'	 f+ U.0 G.0 y.G	 G.C,	 G.fi 000 000
£L£!!^iWT^rl #t^!- {U[4,-rF^,--- ^srts*4s+►►*^swsa^a+s+r^.*+--Cuylfl.RTIVE -TGTAL -STfcki45--+►^»ss^sss# *ss	 s#**sit
ML. I.D. NC.'JP. CODE CODE	 TOTAL STRAIN XX YY	 Z2	 XY XZ YZ





IITLC	 PCPF ,CE CYCLIC PLASTIC-CREEP CFIECKOUT eltubLEM	 PAGE	 30
VTITLE	 VARIABLE, STRUCTURE HUMBER s 1





tfl---+ MGfil1fF--MTtTRkt^fS-^+r^^--^*^-EFT-Et3 ►rE-E(iE ►^^ ^INS -sstRs
r;	 Kuw 10.94 NPi. T.P.	 SyRim CTR. iTRESS ..9 1ZE	 INCREMENTAL 54M :INCR* CUWtAIIVE INCREMENTAL SUM 1MCR• liMLATIYE
1	 's	 5 A	 1. Ocoee 00 2.00 .00E 00	 5 . 0000E-01 l eVOCOP 00 1.0W0£ 00 0.0	 5,GSv6E 01 5.0'oi0-01
— -ttfMttu,	 .^Ffi	 Et1M;it7t'1`i'YL^THNtRit-^TRAIi^tS^-ts
	
r.*J. T.G. flaw TV.	 TE11VEkkTt1RE 	 RX	 vy	 ZZ
1	 3	 5 ..fir	 4.(FC+DQE.^QO.:'. 	 1.U5£^OE 00 1.0WE 00 .1.0500F 00
~	 END	 L'u7PUl	 CPU 0a:C0:T7.b67	 TOO s 23:36:52
v
CD TITLE	 bDPACE CYCLIC PLASTIC-CREEP C"ECKGUT PROFLEM.. ,. PAGE 	 31
YTIltE	 -	 VARIABLE STRUCTURE NUMBER	 1




CCEFFICIt.NT FGR CCKENIRAT_D LOAD SF.? C-ME
	 5.7999-19E 00
CL,EFFJCIEfJT FCR 01 1.7k]LUIED tO4P SET CAE :. _
	
000
GL'EFFICIENT FLN E1151RILUTF& :LLAV SET TWu	 _ 0.0
-
COEFF101W FOR %Cr%MAL. S7F.E5S/STkAlK SET	 _ G'.0
Tg ANSLATIONAL ACCELERATTON MENGTfi/TIMt/TI! E? s 0w0
A4("uL-irk-VE!£C-FT^I--Efs -V tFWTi0"S/+l*E)	 •s
INCULAR. RC.CELERA? Iota: tl<E'VOLUIIOkS/TIPIE/TlMEI
	
:	 0*0














TITLE	 RUPACE CYCLIC PLASTIC-CREEP . CHECKOUT PROBLEM	 z	 - :^	 PAGE	 32
`YTTTLE, VARIABLE STRUCTURE NUMIBER s	 1
^-	 BEGIN	 SUN : . CPU = 00:00:18 .293 TOD = 23:3?zOl
--1:	 5004 -	 .	 . 0 23-"-
BEGIN	 ELLO itP CPU	 O GZGO:lb . 333 TCD = 23:37.,Ol
END	 ELCCDP CPU = 00;00*-Ib.4I6 TOD = 23:37SC3
-°-R"Iff idAt ?Witji
SEG'1N	 SCLN CPS!' = Q4DO: . 28.423 TOD = 23:37:03
END	 5GL @e LFU = 00=v{r:IR.443 1011 s 23":37.08
ENV	 ILLUCIP CPU = OO LDzle,52b TOf).= 23:37104
W RESIDUAL F3tAM =
•
3.55316E--01
so ENO . 	SOLN LPU = 00: .RG;Ib .5o3 TOD = 13.-37:05
bEGIN	 ELLIUCiP CPU n Of :CD:18 . 5ae► TOD := 23:3?:6a
--EIS
,R.SIUUAL -40AM = 3.1229,rE-01
BEGINS SOLN . CPU = GG :00:18. 656 TOE =='23Z37--07
---ENt sekh GPU	 e0tefisift6sel : ---- ii3D-t-P B 3710
BEGIN ELL(JUP CPU = 0[,:[0 : 18.699 TOD. = 23:37:Oa
END ELLOPP CN<}	 O0:0:lis.7$a TOD	 23:37:10
---R ...
UEGIN ELLCUP CPU	 4jQ:()u:l6.7b6 TOD.= 23:37:10	 ,-
ENi) :: ELLCoP CPU = 00200:1a.886 TOD. = 23:37:12	 -
- --RES I0iaR
	





' IM1ti.... 	^'T'.. .-	 7.-...e1F'	 -'P.	 c.^.'nc•	 ..kNY..'T?}Y.T7`C^	 ^'''=fir.'--,-	 I	 1-	 S.'.+^ .:'3 	
F	 K	 _	 Y.dS'£.'Rii	 tPp	1—......a1	 ^^:,	 i..	 f4•.µ W	 S'	 u7'i F;-..	 ..._ -	 ,_	 '..-^
TITLE	 96P;ACE CYasLIC PLASTIC-CREEP CfiECKWT PR	 LEF! P116E	 '•1i
YTITLE VAR- ABLE ST#WGfiURE kUftfEt
te"- 1fT L-1 *T-tiJM8EA'^---3




BEG IN 	ELLOPP CPU _ 0G.-CO-.10. 9134 	TDD K 23 z372 13
END






.60LN LFU = 001GOtIy.029	 TCD = 23 137t15
ti -r E3-D	 SULU CPU a OZZLO219*055	 TOD a 23537:15
CPU
I. END	 EE. tCOF► CPU	 CO. t:t lv .1.169	 :TOD	 2j :37.Z8
} RESIDUAL
  . r.ORl1 s 1.0662PE--02
^^E831t"----^5 i^2^•—"-Tae-=-r^s^T w`^^^^
i
,wQ	 LND	 SULK . CPU : GC300 : ly.tvs	 70D : 23937:1ia




tSIDUAL ; . fti.^r4M 1,01112_76E-53
ELGIN
	 SOL" CPU. s. I,ii: u t r9.,2 an	 TOO =' 23:37122
_ Ep tj	 661 ftLIF	 --Too
	
23*3711
UEGI N	 ELL OLP C PU = CC :U4.1 904317 -	 lroD s 23:37922
M	 ELLCt,u CPU =' OW OO;39.402	 'CODs 23:37t25 i
6EG IN 	 SCLlt LPU ^. Q0tv0% L9.46H	 10t;	 23%37225
JE"u









TITLE	 BQKACE: -CVCLXEC PLASTIC–OFLEEP C"ECK-OUT P. RMEM	 PAGE	 34
VTI Tt E	 VARLABLE SIRIUCTURE NUMBER	 I
IT T	 INCRE MENT-INUM6'ER-4	 _ -t
C
END	 ELLOCP	 CPU ";00:19► .530	 TflO.- 23:37:79
-- R
£iEGIN MEP-GL-	 CPU - couic -. 19. 565	 TOO .= 23:37:30 	-`
BEGY:4 GENkb	 CpU z 00 oG:I6.585	 TOD x 23'.37:30
ST^EhNE !^^'+iFSt^,___ .y-S^te^	 it'EI-T•IL-^3S- ItR3^T^
END	 GENR O 	C PU = GC.-mon9. t68	 TOD = 23%37:32
f.	 BEGIN MEKSOR	 CPU m GOO-00:19.674	 700 r 23:37:32
---ENb	 -1 tps. it	 tPU - 641.Cf -Y ;73r	 TL'R 23:37e3
END	 MERGE	 CPU _ Guma." IS .73b	 TOD = 23:37:33
MAX]e.UM WAVEFRONT =	 4 NODES AT INTLkhAL NODt.	1
ar- SECvI t*- t.EIEEEFf	 'C':^tT:1' :? EB	 TOQ' =-23:37:94
4b ENG	 OEt(.MP^.PU - C y:00:25.841	 TOD r 23:37:35
+..^ br:61N LIGSCK	 CPU Ot:UC:19 .847	 TOD = 23:37:35	 '`J
t^
-lEft- &165	 OD--23 .37:36
BEGIN MERGE	 CPU OZe0t3:I9. yG1	 70D = 23:37:37
BEGIN -GEkR6.	 tP:f CG:DG:I9.SGT.	 TOD.= 23:37:37
=NER*Tr@ N GOMPLET H=, e-l2LARTlY- lCNS WRITTEN
`END
	
GENRB:	 4YU	 [+0:G0:2Q . QTT	 TOD = 23:37:36'
6Er.fk MEASOR	 CPU	 ICG = 2337:38
—E	CPU=Ht:3rfrr. ---T4ft>=- 23;37 :3&	
rte.	 .
`	 ENU	 MERGE	 CPU	 TCD _ 23:37:36
1J
MAlt$ttVh 1tA1^.EPkONT =	 hk]t+E:. AT iW	 r3AL NODE	 I
	
x	 _
I...-'w;i^"'-s"_Y.+.'" -_ 	 , ,^ - ........,....moo,;•:-er[^•:-qv^, `^^.Z...
!	 ^S
TITLE	 UOPACE CYCLIC PLASTIL -CRFEP C: +ECKULIT PROBLEM	 PAGE	 35	 1 '
VTI Lt	 VARIABLE STRUCTURE NUMbEk = I
i1i rt` E---t-ileEl^	 --------	 --	 -	 ------ -	 -	 --- ll^fCAtMtMT- t111!!'lbEit-=-- • •s ---•--
i
END	 DEC 010-	 CPU
	 GL:00:20.137
	 TOO = 23:37:4.?
'--erGl
	
..	 L~TW:tea'.•-it^^^ 'Tflfi`= 23:#T:ar-^.^	 _
ENt:	 bIGSCK	 CPU	 TOO = 23:37:43
BEGIN	 SULP	 CPU = iv:U;,:: _. 24.Cr	 TOD = 23:37:44
—fsrtr--55t^e--	 - -:D	 ft*----TO0 r -23:37245.-- --- -_..
z
BEGIN	 tLLLOP	 CPU = 00:00:20.273 	 TOD = 23:37145
ENtl	 ELLIUP	 CPU c Gomo :2G.17G	 TOD = 23:37:50
----RE'_2Ert`Ct- 4tHJRM--- 1.32 44.1t-o & 	`-'-	 - `-	 --
INV__._. - ---
A
^••----	 ^i^'1-`i` F^"t-E^A`E►---I-ht-C--ft E-+!-E . {y-;	 ,Y--____...__--_—_.._	 _^..
:V
NL'. ELASTIC INTEGF,ATIC y P01 14TS =	 Ur NE;, PLASTIC INTEGRATION POINTS =
	 4.
---#t-IirTt6"-7-16	 5-M.`.-Ve (;! A *tfF'tE,+-tt-tS-TIC--it?-fL-ASTIt.s---- C---i#TE(,-RAT-ILW-FC"I!F--PtRS+IC--T$£tASTiC-DUR-IMU--"fi3 t4CitEMErtT---`--
SPFCIFIF.G 04AX. NC. STIFFNESS UPUATFS =	 1, NO. UPDATES DERF2RMED =	 I
SPECIFILD MAX. NG . ITE"W)ON5. PER 0P (JA7E =	 IG' lU I:•• NCI. TTERA110 PIS PLRFGRNEU SINCE LASI UPDA`;E = 	 I
--- SP EL I F1 EU hk^..-t1^ L• kLA+.Cfi+-FCa^ t c EftkUk ^-- I, 040QE-OS r ACTUAL - ERROR
LeGIR	 LIGICK	 CPU = LU:OC:Z^j.4ZG	 TOD = ?3:37:91




TITLE	 LiPACk CYCLIC PLASTIC-CFEEP CHECKOUT PFRU:LEf d 	PAGE	 36
VTITLL	 VARIABLE STRUCTURE NUMbEk = I
1 T I T L t - r3Afr 1NCP. f ^f	 - - — -- - ---	 -	 -	 -	 -	 1"E-REN-"T-f#UM5 ER-s---A► 	 -
CUMULATIVE INTERNAL FDRCES AND DISPLACEMENTS
*s N1E ss	 •sssrss*sss*sssx f^.^iCES * ►**ssss •a*******	 **sssasa**ss* OISPLACLMENTS tsssssstsxsss
NE. I.U.	 U	 V	 W	 U	 V	 k
-...._. _-.t-
-1	 Y:Y:.i'-32':*f.E-:'F-^-T.76yW+t`.t itr •---.	 -_---^►.4------`-^.il-	 -	 -
1	 2	 -I.F.GG1/3kF-05 -1.7+Y y4:SE .G	 -1.5709433E-05 u.6
3	 3	 -I.frCDa4iE-i'S 1.7titiya L.E ;[	 -1 .027741 7L-v! 9.TvU4BS:E UO
	
rc:4.E -r.5-2.74y,rrr;:, QCr 	-- -- --- --- _ Y.r}^i? N41Qk -lb-"S:7Y4YYY2E-CQ---
_.
	
-^...^aiu:..::tit^..t:.,_.., ,.ua.^._ ^ar,ae. f:,,^., ^.asl_,.,1•s.t.. ,,. 	 -	 r._.^s` ._tn.r,i	 ^
ix-:ice x	 -..^!^;r^ •n^s •a.,r^yy.^."}F^=_^+-^r^ ... r	
TITLE	 010PACE CYCLIC PLASTIC-CREEP CHECK00 PXCSUM	 PACE	 37
VTITLE	 VARIABLE STkUCTURE NUMBHt	 1
--- TI Ttt- mDA -iftC-REMEtt	 IM-REPENT MU45ER- .*r- .
EFFECTIVE
	 -* *sss^ss**ssss***se*#ss^--^ilMUtkTIilE-STkE55E5 --^R#tsssVs9*sssy*^RS*s**fists
r:	 Nc. I.U. ND. Tr-.	 CURe STRESS
	
xx	 YY	 ZZ	 AY	 Xt	 YZ
	
1	 3	 S".4	 3..500DE 00	 4.9747E-05 3.5UCOE 00 -3.2095E-05 1.4544E-D i  0.0	 O.0
--"'-ELEMENT	 FFEtHVE---`***#sss ss*#*anF##sa#*#s^► -3HCREMEf41AL-"5fRt55E5- s#^s ##+eswatlss*s*st*sss---
	
N0. IaD * 40. TP.	 IficR. STRESS	 xx	 YY	 2X	 xY	 xZ	 YZ
	
1	 .:3	 5. `4 	 5.0000E-01 	 -4.49331-05 4 @999bE-OI 3.2095E-05 -1.4307E-04 O.G	 •000
-"--'-"'E'ttltENi --F^	 ^*x*^Fts#s-CUMitL^7I VErtI.AS"f IC"STKfiINS^ss^t#^sss*
	
NC. I.D. Nit. 10.	 xx	 YY	 Z2	 XY	 xZ	 YZ
	
1	 3	 5 4	 -3.01701E-01. 4.949'%~-01 3 .0001.E--D1 -5.4021E-10 0.0	 000
^Ftzwe-fit	 *K* *w s******s*s---INCREI&E-t4TRI: -ELASTIC STRAIT45""'*;s*	 *ssss#*ssss---
	








i3!ftlLt4flitE----+*a*s#*****+r# 6666# ^►**--CUMl1LkiIVE-PLASTIE STRitIhlS-**s#ss**sss*t*t*#ts*e-W--
	
ty NC. lot). P1©. TP * 	PLASTIC WORK	 xx	 YY	 ZZ:::	 XY	 x2.	 _	 YZ
	I 	 3	 5	 5.75118E 00	 1.000GE GO 2 .0CCAE C-G 1.00CCE 00 4.1575E -08 0.0	 O.G
--- EL EME
	
NCREME"AL -ss{*+#s***#sws##*s ** - itvCR MEt TAt- -ptAST E 7itAlti^+**ss*s.ss*s**4*sss9s
	
KL. I.D. 1Y0. TP.	 PLASTIC MARK	 xx	 YY	 2Z	 xY	 XZ	 YZ
	
1	 3	 5	 3.2500E.00	 5.000GE-L1 1.OGUGE GC -5.4GG0E-G1 -3.4613E-08 6.0	 0.0
---- EL'tfth'T-p-MtT- -	 CUMULATIVE	 -CUMULATIVE-CRE€P-STRA-INS*** 	*s*sss#s# ----
	
NC;. IA. NO, T f-o
	 CREEP WORK	 xx	 YY	 ZZ	 XY	 xZ	 YZ
	
1	 3	 5 4	 2.75DUF 00	 -5.0060E-01 2.0000E 00 5.COOCE-01 B.Ob79£-08 O.O	 Cori
-------EL'-04ENT pb 	 NCREMENTAt-**##^}#**stss*#***its*-i!V#.^tfiiElVTkL-CkEEFSTRAiNS-s#ss*#GIs*#s#ttMS*ss##s---=-
	
NO.. I.D. 140o TP. .	 CftE-FP WORK	 XX	 Y11	 ZZ	 XY	 X2	 YZ
	
l	 5	 5 4	 1.425uE 00	 -245OOCE-01 5.0vOut-01 -2.50OOE-01 -1.7347E-Cb 0.0 	 0.6
t-L-tf*t*T	 ditfl	 ..t1M-[Ole. EFF ►-- - ,^,#ss*s**#s*#*sssrtw^ra^r:- LUMtiIAfiIVE TGTAF STRA3N ^ ►rtrss*s+s#st*sss#tssrt^►s
	
NC. 1.E1.. hG:. TY.	 LUbE. CLIDE TOTAL STRAIN	 xx	 YY	 22	 7GY	 X2	 YZ
	
1	 3	 :4	 0	 Z	 3.8647E LC	 2:.4305E-0> •5.st, CX, EF Gt; 2.i;t,1L=_-Gt, 1.2191E-07 0.0	 6.0.
TITLE bG-FACF.CYCLJC P LA STI C-EREE P
.
. t HE CKLVT PRCBL6M WE	 38
MILE VARIABLE STRUCTURE FOUNBER	 I
t
—fTlfte WAD ftic-Remkiftf
r6if if - **"FkFc-G Fi	 T-ft-S-TRAINS;	 **--*""MF-*FFf&T-lVE C-
Re. IoD *	 Ras 1 pe STRE SS  CTR * STRESS SI ZE I. NCREMENTAL	 SUM INCR • 	 CUMULATLVE- 11 INCREMIENTAL	 UN INGR.	 CUMULATIVE
1
.3	




NU. I	 a : 	fg l;-v	 TPW TLMPERATURE xx	 yv	 zz
5	 41 5.in-64E 00 1.,1000E 00	 10R006E CIO	 108000E , 00
Emm OUTPUT	 CPU 673	 im023-.37'-54
10
•
TITLE	 6)oPACk,CVCLI(. PLASTIC-C.PEEP Clit-CKOUT : PRCBU^M PAGE	 $9
VTITLE VARIABLE STRUCTURE IMBElt	 I
1T INCRERENT-twMbElt
P R*4	 f Fts fth 'Filit !hrwlR04r:ffF
COE FF IC I k N'T Ft-R CtNICENT RATE EP : LOAD	 SET	 UYE .7o299999E.CO
E	 -i	 WAP	 s-"	 lim-
CCEPF Kit r4l Fish fjl-cT"rUT lK, LOAD	 N El	 UNS
CULFFic3F o4 ► . FLR VISTUbUIE'D LCAD	 & r. i	 'twf-.
rAt	 jfp.f-eJ%Aj!jftL6.
CUEFt-XlEfIT t-LR IOL'PMAL c-UESVSUA141	 SET 00
litAlISLATIONAL ACCELERA114oti (LC-rlC.7HjlTf*jTjME j .0.0 .
ACCLLE- :t4LTjLfJ.. J# 'FVCLL jlun/Tlmbf TIME) sotN
BI.GTN	 LVAE-S	 cf-u	 0,-v-,r,,z.Zc.92:6- TOO	 23.-.37,.59






^.^c__...,_r . ,... ^.
	
_._.^..;,..^.z,^,o: ,.




LUPACt: CYCLIC. PLASTIC-CREEP ChECKOVT PRM-LEM
	 PAGE
	 41





	 TOD s 23:38:14
--RE-3
	 .	 .
BEGIN S.CLN	 CPU = G[r:00:21.0741
	 TOD r 23:36:14
EHu	 Sl;LN	 CPU v .D;•:GC:2I.7a8	 TOD x 23:3A:15
—rEG1iM---tt 
	 2 ti:l^s
ENU	 ELLrjGP 	 CPL ='Ci.:00:7168 54	 TOD # 2 3 :38 :16
KSIOUAL Ni;RM = 7.bb373E-07
W	 -	 E N 9 O F L 0 A rh I NC R ' E M E N T	 5
•
tlt^TfiC 	 .r ►C: RC1t5TIti—Y^fT;GCLZT3^^ !F-PQIWfS'=""^
w	 J IM-MA110i P.CI%TS HAVE CHANGED ELASTIC TL: PLASPICr
	 INTEGRA110N POINTS PLASTIC TO ELASTIC .GURMG THIS INCREMENTM SFLGIFIEf. KPX. WC.. SlIFF!:E53 UPDATES =




Ax. W. fi^-kftlle p4t!	 P#^E--	 kc --le- t0f !0.iT=RAlla!6-PzRFQlfmr:5--5iMG^ ^T -tfPDAfi '
SPEEIFIED JMAA. UNB? tAPAC €u^t1fiCE^FP.F.t7K = 1.C, (,OCE-05,p ACTUAL EiMM - 7.&8371:-i,7'
!sELM	 _	 i'kf-^-^e3:;et-:^Y.f i^r=
 T118"^ 2?23°:xT	 ^^
Lin	 CIC- &f.K	 LPU = CG : t.G:21.977	 TOD = 23:38:18
dsolN 'our pul	 CPU ='CG:CO-.i2.Z31
	 70D = 23:36:19
n	 TITLE bf PACE CYCLIC PL.kSTIC-CREEP CHECKOUT PROBLY-14 PAGE	 42	 -
VT ITL E VARIABLE STRUCTURE WHOM	 1
1MC-REMEitT-lillMl6
	 -
CVmULAiIVE MTEkMAL FLkCiS AND OISPLACrMEKTS
s# kt•LE vet t#^ssss#ess#!##s	 Fup CEc DISPLACEMENTS
	
al4rt##i #i^lfR	 .
Nu.	 I.D. C	 V	 1i U V
YE-CE -i9s3L"'t^t. ::
2	 2 -1.a;2ti2"stF-^16 -1.44^1ya33E	 G -0.17349-3itt--4b 64
3	 3 -2.4L47°IE-G6	 I.9499433t L{ -Ie.R?375t3E-vA 7.2999992E 00
	 -








	TITLE	 50PACE CYCLIC PLASTIC-CRE EP CHECKOUT PROBLEM	 PAGE	 43
VTITLE	 VARIABLE STRUCTURE HUMBER : I
-1 ME teft iveREMENf 5	 fte"EM-NUMBER- a 5--^---
-7-1-VE-- -0* s**+si ii.r*s^^stss-[^IMHtitfitV^ S fRtS3E5- M•iei+s•^+ssi*eras* sw- ^--
	
Nu. I.D. NO. TP.	 CUM. STRESS	 xx	 YY	 zz	 XY	 xz	 YZ
	1	 3	 5 4	 46000OE G0	 -2 . 1091r-05 4.CCGIE 00 -3.2553E-05 -3 * 504LE-08 000	 000
- --fE-C-T3 V E----- +R**s* *s* ►s* ss* *as**w-3HC-REMEftT^1t^-STRESS	 *w**s^r>«
	
NO. I.D.I.Q. Mc. TP.	 INCR. STRESS	 xx	 YY	 zz	 XY	 x2	 YZ
	1	 3	 5 4	 S.L.OLIE -fit	 2.8656f-05 5.00O3E-01 -4.5L50E-07 -3.3586E-08 0.0	 0.0
-s+^*rt*MS^*s+i*Assrtrrt* - tUtyttli^ T lVE -EL-AS i^E-StRkitvs-*si^a*s*asss lsasssis- - --
	
NQ. I.D. rug. TP.	 xx	 YY	 zz	 XY	 xz	 YZ
	
!	 3	 5 4	 -3.6000E-01 1.0400E 00 3.0001E-01 -1.1368E-06 0.0 	 000
EkEMENT Nt)i%4 RCREMENTAL ELASIM STRAINS	 sissss*a#s#ss
hG. I.D.	 NO. TP. XX	 YY	 zz XY	 xz	 YZ
1 5	 4 5.7817E-C.6	 5.2452L--06 3.Q330E-O6 -1.064bk-0b	 0.0	 060
t --£t3ML%-AT-1VE-'^'#*4+1N4*i#M##AM#4+FrM---^^1M11LA^IVE-°'PtA5^3
TVG. I.D.	 Nil. TP. PLASTIC WORK
	
xx	 YY	 zz XY	 xz	 YI
1 3	 5	 4 9.5CGOE 00	 -1.5000E 00	 3.00UGE 00 -1.5000E 00 3.7063E-09	 0.0	 O.0
•R EME"7 kt--a►r * s.**sr ►*sss**s*s+^ItiEitfMEt^l R L^til57 l C-Si Rir3 ftS-** s*s *t*sssa*sssi*
	
NL. 1,09 N0 * TP.	 PLASTIC WORK	 XX	 YY	 zz	 XY	 xz	 YZ
1	 3	 5 •.	 3.75;0(- 00	 -5.0-00CE-01 1.(, -OE 00 -5.0000E-01 3.7669E-Ob 0.0 	 0.0
UAULAT1VE	 ***#***** + *iR*+r+►*i--gtfMltLATfYE-EREEP-STRAIIY^- '** *yssi>t^ss^s*s**sst---
	
Nee I.Q. W. TP.	 CREEP WLXK	 xx	 YY	 zz	 XY	 xz	 YZ
1	 3	 .5 4	 2 . 75COE DO	 -5.CLOCE-01 1.000GE GO -5.MGOE-OI a *0b?9E-08 G..?	 000
---- ELr;4ki1Z 	 Fish;r^	 --iNCK-i-MLNIA(	 ***sa+►s ss*sassrs;*s-3NLREMIENTAL- HiFEP STRAINS - *is+a*F*isss* ^sssr.sislf--
	
NO. I.A. NO. TP * 	CREEP WUkK	 xx	 YY	 22	 xY	 xz	 YZ
1	 3	 5 4	 G.6	 0*c	 coo	 O.r	 O.0	 4*C	 C.0
SUN ---CUM.	 ***wii*MM1#yR*s*^** -C^iMtfLkT l.'E-T$Ti1t -STRk}NSr-**s#ii*^FM^M*4#igti* --
	
fie, I.G. NO. TP *	CLOF M-E- TOTAL STk4IN	 xx	 YY	 zz	 XY	 xz	 Yz1	 3	 5 4	 3	 2	 4.t c t%7E -)0	 -7.ti: y^t<-4n, 7 . 3CL-jE :i 9. 5367,-U7 7.3197E-ve 0.6	 *.0
_lt- *TRA-IN
	 P tLi-IifE-tiitEEi►` ST1rAIit	 "
	
No. I.D. NO. TP.	 STRESS CYR. STRESS SIZE
	 i;CRSMSNTAL SUN INCR. CUMULATIVE INCREMENTAL SUN INCk. CUM"TIVE1	 3	 S 4	 2oOME 00 2.0000E 00
	 1.0000E 00 3.u0C0E 00 3.0000E 00 0.0
	 1 #0006 00 1.0000E *4
ttrtelr^ti31►E -°tltkRl^7rt-SfRRIits
	
NO. I.U. NU. TP.	 TEMPtf%ATf1L.E	 XX	 YY	 ZZ




	 TOO . 23:3812C
TITLE	 SOPACIc CYCLIC PLASTIC-CREEP CHECKOUT PROBLEM	 PAGE.	 AS
VTTTLE VARIABLE STRUCTURE NUNbER •	 1
—'tH EittlMi—Allptb
` COEFFICIENT FOR CUNCENTRATED LOAD
	 SET	 ONE = 7.299999E 00
-iwe
CGEf• FlCifNT F4H f)ISTkIt.Ul ED LGAD	 ,SET	 ONE s
00 0{,.(
CL-EFF MIEN? F" ltISTItIBUTED LOAD	 SET
	
IWL = li.G
-`—f CEr"t # .tea
COEFFICIENT tLM hft^MAL STRESS/ 1-TRAIN	 SET = O.0
-	 - TRhY`_LA1I0wAL ACLELE-RATIUN II(-NGTm/Tlrt/TIME) = G.D
"—AIHsUi- R VEtiit-i ly (Reft"tullthtff#	 ------- -- V.0
ANGULM AMLEMATIEW INN GLUTIONS/TIKE-/TIKE) = L.6CkL'^P TI hk = f^.0




'r	 1	 -.s «...
TITLE	 :10-ACc CYCLIC PLASTIC-CREEP Chr-CKL+UT PROSLEM	 PAGE	 46
VTITLE	 VARIABLE STRUCTURE NUKbER : 1
—1711 t t	 _	
_EMENT-lMbrER'-ji:z-6
BEGIN	 I CW%	 CPU = O0 : 00:22 . 560	 TOD - 2$:3P:27
—END- - -SQL .	 .. _ . _	 Tt7D x'23 = 3P
BEGIN	 LLLO.;P	 CPU = (7i : GD:?L.hCs	 TOD = 23:38:28
E%ll	 FLLVCP	 CPU = 06:C0:22.696	 TCD = 23:38:30
— Ftt!:'lf-H . . - .. -	 —
F--toil -iQ' C-P-E- E-tf
NO. rLASTIC INILGRATICN F'L'INTS =	 41 NR. PLASTIC INTEGRATION POINTS =
	 C
., _eftkbEb F L-k5-TK-7t3'--PLA-STIC-y-----4 -IftTEGkAT tL''h--K6 l-W7S-+tA lC Te ELASTIC - 8ttftiiVfs^l^iS^NGitEi9Ht
SPECIFI^t K.Y.• f•4F. .!.11FFNL8S UPDAILS =
	 I, t¢0. UP&ATES P zRFCf:M"cis =	 b
T LPECItIE b "Lx. fou. Ilr4-0 .7IaNs PER UPDATE =	 IC ID Iii • NO. ITERATIONS PERFORMED SINCE LAST UPDATE t 	 1
-0 1
 Pl F I F lt-P 4tx-:-d4b-f+Reit
	 ". 817E-f b
a
Bi6lN	 SIGSCK	 CPU = 00:( ,0;24.736
	
TOD = 23 : 3:3:5 1
lrtl[r	 yIV^CK	 LPU = C -;i.U,:22.816
	
' TOD = 23:38:32
—SEY ?*	 _£Dr-_23:3A :33-
TITLL	 1:_ i' eCE CYCLIC PLASTIC-CREEP CHECKCUT PROsLEN
	 PAGE	 47
VTI7LF
	 VARIABLE STRUCTURL NUMBER = 1
--iT 1fL= LbA&-i%eREyEhi tr-	 .._	 _	 iNCk"ENT-NUMB EFt
CUMULATIVE 1talEkNAL FLkCc A14D DISPLAGF13TN1S
*s iv:i4E ** ***+*ssass *ss*a*	 FLRCE.	 **a*:*****s*****a s,ss:***s+**ss DISPLACE14ENTS
	
s*ss**sss#sas
NL'•	 I•i,• '3	 V	 Y U Y	 k
Pe ef 4,46_ tt-	 -- ft . L -_-_.._
2	 2 '2.lrr^s'.c1E-[b -9 •'19 4 ^rGL`L-v1 -!^.'^^'3o3:5t-.rn G.l
3	 3 -7.-Elb: ^1=-v6 	 y • 44«y4:L-i1 -@.{+7.5t<59t-Gb 7.[44y992E GG
, T t7E-7 .
-••A:f 5rsL2Gt'S-ti7 " 7.2Y^ ►99HxF-^(3-	 --
w
riq-je,'"v^!^w?^
	rTITtk	 [ .QVACE CYCLIC FLA5TIG{4ic[9 LMECKWT P1105LEM	 PAGE	 48
VTITLE	 VARIABLE STRUCIUkE NUMBFK r 1
17fi t t tCAU _ 	i+1GREM Elt"U"B
----f ^1r	 FEf ii1/E-""'^«r+^+^s^ssrrsss^wss#bi1-^Md	 SES---^6*wrMMM^si#gsritf9s^--
	
fu . I.[). F.C. 7F• .	 CUM. STRESS	 xx	 YY	 ZZ	 xY	 xz	 rz
	i 	 3	 ° i	 2.Ca flnk 00	 -7.744SE-4r. 2. CZ GOE GO -2.65060-05 2. !^012C-09 6.0	 000
rt-ttt`
	 ft`i^HY1: **	 hC1tEFfCM^7let-^'FRESS^--suss	 Basle-----
 -
	
'1L. I.G. sip, TP.	 INCR. %ThESS	 xx	 Yr	 zz	 xY	 xz	 YZ
	1	 3	 5 4	 2 - CCUG:: 00	 1.3296E-05 -2 * CrGUOE 00 1.h4•►7E-05 3.7a.4ZE-08 4.0	 go&
-tt tpellfi----Mj f h. 1 Ct7M	 IV"tXsllc -S7aJK sasssastss
kL. I.L.	 NO. TP. xx YY	 zz xY xz Yz
I 3	 5 L -3.UU00E-pi 1.0606E SOU -3 *1100 1E-01 2.62b$E-09 0*0 {I.0
tfa^E Nom + w+ ++r+wsrlse+--ifaftEltE#7A **!
O° N,;. I X.	 1.u. TP. xx YY	 zz xY xz Yz
A 1 3	 5 4 9.0407E-GT 9.5367E-07 -5.9605E-07 1.3614E-08 0.4 Goo
Q
tt 1tAINS-"^^
NCB .. I.D.	 f .C. Tr. PLASTIC WORK	 xx YY	 zz x11 xz	 - YL
- 1 3	 5 4 0*50Ci.E CG	 -1050DOE 00 3.COCCE CC -1.50000 OU 3.7063E-09 0.6 000
	
- ---^tf ^----paiiXf	 2NtftE"WT-PL---es^+rs+t*rsssr+a00000 unmet N7	 a ---
	
'iL. 1-0. NU- fP.	 FLAS7IC NLRK	 xx	 YY	 2z	 xY	 Al	 Yz
t	 3	 5 4	 11.c•	 0.0	 0*u	 0.0	 000	 000	 0.4'
	Ett!+r !^T--d 1 ,11	 Ed14Ut*T-1 VE	 EyIMUt*Hilt- EitEEF'- ^T1t*IfaS--srrr#rsss,Nrss*saslars--
	
MC. I.b. lk'U. TP.	 CREEP W ORK	 xx	 YY	 zz	 1CY	 xt	 Yz
1	 3	 5 4	 2.7:ODE 00	 -S.CcDOE-Ol I.Ct }ODE CC -i.COCCE-01 6.0679E-408 666	 0.0
--^-^ --itEf4^ i tTJt^--*+r«l ra+64 w0040rsrr 0^--#3VEitEM EN*_-=+ -CR_--^=-:i liAtN^--^s^s^rsrlsrrsssaua<t----
	
NC. I.L,. NU. 7P.	 CRFEP WCRK	 xx	 YY	 zz	 xY	 xz	 YZ
i	 3	 5 4	 C.0	 Ell O	 0.4	 000	 O.D	 0.0	 000
-----tt- !ttM:th- -FJMv f-sFs	 +'r	 -.
	
:Q.. I.D. N t3 * TP *	CLUE CuuE TOTAL STi,AIF1	 xx	 YY	 zi	 xY	 x2	 Yz
1	 3	 5 4	 -1	 -1	 4.bee7E ' 0 • -6.67576-06 . 7.3000E GO 9.5367E-07 8.6211E -fib 0.0	 000
l	 __
y
TITLE	 bOPACE CYCLIC PLASTIC--CRErY CKCKCUT PKCSLEM	 PAGE
	 44
VT17LE	 VARIABLE STRUCTURE NUMBER * I
ITI-I	 - —	 _------ -	 iNCRtNe%T-NUMbLRz-`-- o --_--"
---EkEm i-----°VGA 'T	 I-C--STRAINS +#*s—*s+► iM-Eff^fL33VE--CtttLP •-•3TRAIFI5-#a#t
	
NL. I.U. NV. TP .	 MESS CYR. STRESS SIZE 	 INCP.rMENTAL SUM INC.. CUMULATIVE INCREMENTAL SUN INCR. CUMULATIVE
1	 3	 1^ 4	 26C.CGCF 00 26tIUD=E Oc t 	0.0	 3 .GCDwk CC 3 .G00,X 00 011 0	 2.O4vUL 00 2.0000E 00
 -- •=+--CUr,ULA-7IVE-7r+EkrrAt STkAi s+s^- *+s
y	 NU. I.L. NC. Tr: .	 TEMPEkATURE	 xx	 YY	 ZZ
1	 3	 5	 00	 2.300C+c 0(- 2.3040E UG 2.3 (:00E 00
END	 OUTPUT	 CPEI = C3-.00 : 23.015r	 TOD a 23:313:35
TITLE	 FUPACE CYCLIC PF.ASTIC-CRSEP CM=CKCUT PRCOLEM 	 PAGE	 50
VTITLE	 VARIAPLL STRUCTURE NUMBER	 I
m I-T-Y	 M	 trGttrMerr^ketl+estR^--'f----
A A:	 --
MAx1MU"+ SPKIFIED Et•RLA NURM = I.40trtC.4- i•5
— ^rrti'ffttfv Ml' HLV EOPE-
HAxIr• uM NU. StTFfkLSS UPI^ATLS PLR INChLmE ;T =
	 I
MAXI A LM "UML• 'R CF ITLkAIIUN^ L-tFUhE UPL"+ATL 'CNE
	
=	 C
—`-MA ]t1 5t+"" hU+^ft C ^fir--l irt^sYSi YEf	 f"-f'oh,^Ai t-T
MAXIMW. NLIPK g k GF 17FR.671 h.`, 6FFL)KS UPUATF THREE AND UP = If
MAXIMUV ELASTIC ITERATILNS kLR 0.1.REMrP:T =	 2
-- lklr IM tlP -r`A	 l a+PI:j0!;-' µ _
MAXIMLA! REU ILI K(IS =
	
I
CU OZVCKCFNCL r.EVULflt'N FACILE = S.i+C•l+^(•E-Gl
-FRAtJ.0	 , -tW 1 Stf)Pe- !.Kf
CG Ft F I-ICI'NT F-Uk tii:^: LFNTRo.[EU LCAD	 SET	 ';Nr: =	 b.CGOCOOE UC
CUEFFICIEMT FUR 7I:.TKIEUTE.." LUAD	 SET	 LdIL =	 ii. F,
Ct,kFrlGlErrl	 ft'ti i1STRl11ITtD LUAU	 SET	 Tfiu =	 C+.A
--CU tom' Ittci f -Flj;t--h•r'*	 t
CCEFFICIENT FuR NLkM L STkESSISTKAIN	 SET =	 C.0
TKAW . LATIEKAL	 ACCkLEf' ATILK	 ( LbVf lr./TI!*r/TIME) -	 L.0
—.A^f•t+L-s?-hlr^ *^^=-R^F^ttii-t^tfSr^i •_ —+^.	 -
ANGULAK Ar(-tLEkATIL :N	 IhLVL+LUIIUfiS/ TIt!L /TIMLI [S.i,
CkEtP TIME =	 G.G
hLCIN	 LL At,_.	 i.Pu =	 " 7011 = 23:3h:47
-----"L+-- tf Af	 TUE — 23:3
-.t.	 ",,;•.:
	




TITLE	 BGPACE CYCLIC PLASTIC—CREEP CHECKCUT PROBLEM	 PAGE	 SL
YTITLE	 VARIABLE STRUCTURE fA!hbhR * I
^}—tT	 CREISEhT-t^lUI^bER-:-- -7
btGIN MERGE	 CPU = 04 :40:23.462	 TOO : 23:38:50
STIFFT SS Gl-NkkATION COMPLETED.	 ID PARTITICNS WRITTEN.
END	 GEN.(a	 CPU - 0090 : 23.555	 TOD - 23:38253
—AE-&Ih fk ._ 	 TOD-r23:38:s
END	 KMOR	 CPl3 = 00:00:23.eIS
	 TOO s 23:;8:54
END	 I.ERGL	 CPU - 00:60:23.6Ib	 TOD s 23z38:54
--HA-"	 -Im l tR At-War —1
BEGIN	 DECAMP CPU s OO:u0:23.t5b TOD = 23:3b:54
-	 w	 END	 CitcKP CPU m 00LG :23.725 TOD n 23:36:55
#
ppt iiY
J	 END	 6IGSCN CPU = 00:60 :23.7b8 TOD = 23:38:56
LkGin	 MEkCE CPU = 00:GC : 23.7'il TOD = 23:3AS5b
--SE-6 f k —WIR He:15
STIFtptSS Gt:%fKATICN CCMFLCTEU. 	 10 PARTITIONS WK177tN.
L pa u 	 GEYRH	 CPU - ti c : uo:23 w bb4	 TOD = 23 1. 3E":58
bE(xt I	 ME 5eR	 CPU:33'.8i`2----Ti'[t n- 23 : 3p sA
END	 NERSLR	 CPU s 0 4 :00:23 . +234	 TOD = 23:3b:59
END
	 MERGE	 CPU = Ub :COZ23.9i4	 TOD ; 23:36:59
MAhIMt'!^ 	 1tT-It1TERlvA^kf	 3-
EEGIN	 DECL:"R	 CPU = tru:GA : 13.yPi	 TOG	 2i:i8:50




1ITLL	 SOPACE CYCLIC PLASTID-CRE'r.P CHECKCUT PRUBLSM 	 PAGE
	 52
V717LE
	 VARIABLE STRUCTURE NUMBER s Z
^---# ftTt F ttft VIERkMEOVI "Eft7--NUMBER
ENL	 bI6SGK	 CPL = i-os;uo:24.1('4	 TOD = 23:39:00
ENU	 SCLN	 CPU = oC:(,4,:24 . 170	 TOD = 23:3Y:C1
LE GIri	 GLLUCP	 Cru =	 T30 = 23:34:C1
REST'-I UAL NLk w 2 :.250 C-CF-UI
E1EG1N	 SCLM	 LPL? = 04:40:24.294	 TOD = 23:39:04
COO-	 : mac' -- -- 7flS°= 29 :39:
F,fGI')	 LLLUUP	 LPU = GL:LC:2a . 327	 Tan = 23:39:04
END	 ELLUL-P	 CPU = i.L:LL:[ ti.YC7 	 TOD = 23:3Y:Cb
fJff v- i-	 - J.f	 rW
' A
	
f W NU. ELASTIC INTEGRATIL'k PC;INTS = 	 4r NL•. PLASTIC INTEGRATION POINTS = 	 4
	
---i•-	 _	 _	 'ft Ft-A31	 Tlell--ft!RTS—Pu'ASTA- T6r-fMtSTit"Bilkfst hlSS^31+^itEllElf'F-`-
SPELlF1 C 6 MAX. N. C. !TIHF%L5S UPDA T ES =	 I t ►!U. UPDATES PERFORMED =	 1
SPECIFItU MAX. k:. 17--PAT1CkS PLk L)POAlE =	 G	 2 la, 40. ITERAT104S PERFORMED SINCE LAST UPDATE =	 2
----5 2
4Eulf!	 t IGSLK	 lFli = ',n:uC-:24 . 433	 lilt) = 23:3(+:117
k r4,	 51 C 	 LfU = i t: ti;` : 2ti. : 1G	 TO D = 23:39:LQ
TI TL,	 "PACE LYCLIt. PLASTIC-CREEP CHECKOUT PkUBLEM 	 PAGE	 53
VT ITLL	 VARIABLE STRUCTURE NUMSER = 1
liiTlF—t`_-^4fi-iNe	 1 KREMENI -NUMBER s^7----^-
CUrULAIIVE INTERNAL FC'KCES AND DISPLACEMENTS
*4 NuuE sa	 »»»sws»s»»s»ts*s FLRCLS esssss*sss»♦#*sM* 	suss es*f»»:• DISPLACEPENTS ssss+ssASSSSs
NO. I.n.	 U	 V	 U	 V	 M
e	 41e,'9-?ft	 .	 ----y+
	
2	 2	 2.r0L7511E -ij7	 -8.3446sCBE-G6 4 o
	











	TITLE	 hCPACE CYCLIC PLA STIC-GREEP ChECKWT PRJSLEM 	 PAGE	 56
VTI7LE	 VARIABLE STFWCTiURE NUMBER n .S
-tT H	 w	 NER£MEIITIMbf---^
.. SE5r-s+sssssssssssMSSSMSMS---^-
	
NO. I06. „L`. TP.	 CUM. STRESS	 xx	 YY	 LU	 NY	 XI	 YZ
	
1	 3	 5 4	 5.227?E-06	 2. 48b2E-C6 3.N285E-06 -2.0443E-06- l.'S3O4E-07 4.4	 000
rt:bv ehf	 10 r- i ffy	 1-f "CTIYF	 NCREMEl^Txt T kE85tS-- s+s^ss	 ss
	
NL•- I.J. NC. TP.	 I%CR. STRESS	 xx	 YV	 Z2	 NY	 xZ	 YZ
	




All:. I.ff. 140. IF* * 	xx 	 YY	 ZZ	 xY	 XU:	 YZ
	
1	 3	 5 4	 3.6 1 47E -{rb -3.8147 E-Ub 1.9B45E-417 O .0	 000
	
--t:L^	 Pai4lrssssbw4tr4waawsaa--;!i1EicElll f11^1^#EG-S*R*3i4S -sssswsssstsswf•4sr------
	
Nc. l.D. kuo IF.	 xx	 YY	 xi	 NY	 xZ	 YL
	
1	 3	 5 4	 3.0000E-01 -1.Ot4Ot 00 3.000CE-GI 1.9732E-G7 0.O 	 000
_	 !>3
- -Ett: 	 CUMUL*Irl
i	 NC. I.D. NO. TP.	 PLASTIC MCRK	 xx	 YY	 zi	 XY	 x2 -	 YL
	
I	 3	 5 4	 9.5006E 00	 -1.5000E {IO 3 *0000E 00 -1.560GE 00 3.7063E-09 0.0	 C.0
--tttM	 RfrIMf-"#L'-- saw* *" 
	NL. I.D. VV. TP .	 PLASTIC WORK	 xx	 YY	 ZZ	 NY	 12	 YZ
	
I	 3	 S 4	 000	 000	 G.1F	 0.6	 600	 O.O	 4.0'
-Etk: C10	 POW	 CuplUL-*Ttve----t**ssssy#sssssss000+s--Elf tsLXflV"lKttP-V7RRi
	%V. I.D. N0. TP.	 CkEEP WORK	 xx	 YY	 ZZ	 kY	 XZ	 YL
	
1	 3	 F 4	 2.75 CE 00	 -5000DOE-01 l.uGVX 00	 b.0t74E-6E U.0	 0011
-------ttf%	 kt•Nttl111L----6*00*sas+ss•ssiass4ss--fteGkt'4fthT L-Eitf F-37RAiiySr-ssfisMSOStsss
	NA. I.G. wo. TP.	 CkEtP WORK	 xx	 VY	 Zt	 xY	 x2	 YZ
	
I	 3	 ! +*	 0*0	 0. 1r	 Cs.L	 Goo	 O.G 	0*6	 0.0
cUp t-f+.	 -s*assswgssssssrt	 ----^
	
NL. I.D. Nl:. TN.	 C00F CEDE TOTAL ?.1kAIN	 xx	 YY	 ZZ	 NY	 X2	 Yi
	
1	 3	 5 4	 0 2	 4ei.CCOL GO ' -b.b?5VE &6,Gb- b.00GOE O£ 9.51a?E-07 1.8353E-07 p.0	 Q.O





VTITLE	 VARIABLE STRUCTURE NUMBER	 I
Alciit-MtN"UMB
fLTi-----**++-fFE£ Hi►E-ft k5fl^- STRIt1N5-****--***^T 1 Vl--£RtEF-STRAI FfS-ss*ss
	
1L. I.D. NO. TP.	 STRESS CTR. STRESS SIZE	 INCREMENTAL SUM INCk. CUMULATIVE INCREMENTAL MA INCR. CUMULATIVE
	1	 3	 °. 4	 2.DL, ,':vk 00 2.0060E CO	 0.0	 3.066OE UU 3.000UL 40 6 . 0	 1.GCOCE 00 IeOOQDE 00
zL0100FEINT--"*s-fuMttL-*T-fV^ThkkMAt-STRAlms-
	
NO. I.O. NO. TP.	 TLMPtRATVkE	 Xx	 YY	 2Z
	
1	 3	 5 4	 !^.4C00E 00	 2.00OCE W 2.CCCLE G0 2.0G00E 00





TITLE	 SUPACE CYCLIC PLASTIC-CREEF CHECKOUT PRUSL.EM	 PAGE	 56
VTITLE	 VARIABLE STRUCTURE NUMBER s 1
	




CUtFFICIL & T Fuk CDNCEN1RAIED LC&D	 SET	 CNE =	 4.GDOOOGE 00
— fLtEf-r-3ftf	 #p Afil!0 LOAD	 Q-r-t	 1 -
CDEFFICIENT h-UR rjl!TRlbUTLD LUAU 	 SST	 OkE =	 0.0
COCFFICIEK T 	FUlt uI-'.7KIhUTLD LUALP	 SLT	 TWO =	 G.i,
—`tvt- r-Ic I _	 -	 ..	 *vtvAlvx -	 -
CUEFFILIl=M7 FLR MC+mAL S7KtwS/STkAIN	 SET -6.GOt+11G4E-0I
TRAN^LAIlLNAL
	
AC+:tLt;aTILry 	 ILINGTN/TIKE/TIME1 -	 C.
---AMGV Atc-Vtt 	 1	 Y-i-eE-tirE -i".tr
ANGULAR ACCELLkATILN 0.EVC-LUti1tj p.S/IlMtlTlNE1 =	 0. ti
CPrEr-	 11Mi r	 0.9
bE-G1H
	
LCADS	 LPU r Uu:CC:24. f44n	 700 = 23:31-:1u
—fML	 t	 -CPU - . _ _ .	 - ZS= 3S.
x'r	 -^M	 '. L.c+_^.^b.t^+y,3.6.,^w.i}. ^.. ^-a. ^_7+.-iS..•d	 `S4,i:^^S'
;n- ., ._.ai:.2C4.M1aiiw+^,:Yiy	 cWK+w	
...	 .. •zq
TITLE	 bOPACL CVCLIC PLASTIC-CREEP CHEC CUT PROBLEM IAGE	 S `
VTITLE VARMLE STRUCTURE NUMEA = 	 1 "
^--1 T!	 rte"t"ENF-"---	 - 1hCitENEl1#-MIIli1
bLGIN	 SOL" LPU = W904t25 .1.56	 TOO = 23:34:24
C0600045 0129 	 100-s^3 :39:
tsEGI%	 ELLCUP 4PL! = GCsGCt25.130-
	 Ton : 23:39:24
EMU	 ELLCUP CPU - OC : 00:25 .212	 TOO	 23:39:28
BEGIN	 SGL[u i.PU = OWL-0:250219 	 TOD = 23:39:28
CNO	 SOLN CPU = GO:UC:25.240 	700 = 23:39:28
—bEcyt 	 kLL
ENJ	 ELLU:3P LPU = 00:CC : 25.335	 TOD = 23. 39:32
RESIDUAL Nr-W. = 4. 22059t
-C1
m- t3b6th	 - OL- 8ir-=23:99:3
a►
I END	 SCLN CPU = 0030:25.?o5-
	 TOD = 23s3v:37
bE+-Itl	 ELLG[, P CPU	 TOD = 23:39:32
---E"Ej	 FLtl3rzp t!"d a 0e * cQ l,2 - . 9.3"`_-7fJlf- ^23:3^i:3 -
RESIUUAL NCP.IA = 2.94467£-C1
bSC,I y	SELN CPU _ (02P0:25 .4bS
	 TOD = 23:39:35
--E .tirs2!2 ..5bt,	 ---T00-r-23:39:
-	 EEGIN	 ELLOCP CPU = 4U:v0:25 .511
	 TOD s 23:34:35
EhD	 ELLLCP CPU = 03 :v0:7..542	 TCn s 23:36r:39
--kCSYbtJft N5 MY a 4.45 f+► t
BLGIM	 _ GLPI LPU :	 TGE1 . 23:39:39
E% D	 SLLN CPU = 06.0n:25.6Z5
	 TOD s 23:34:39
----eeol o1---Wftt ^t----`TOD-=-n130.3 -	 -- - -
11
rj	 TITLE	 SGPACE CYCLIC PLASTIC-CkEEP CMECKCUT PROBLEM
VTITLF '




VARIABLE °' MUCTURL NUMBER m I
itCREMENT-NUM8EFt	 8---
ii•^[+--,^,..y.;._-.rn..;4^`:^`	 71-7 .^w` _ 'ni,—w's:.	 :•^1, .++.!a.±.T+^P -.: .'^'^'
	 «^M•s"^^T	 .r?	 ^	 a^. ^^S^K ..^s'M'^.	 ^? S
END	 ELLCUP Li'U = 80:uU:25.708 700 23:3'7:43
LE-GIN	 SULK CPU = Gu:ai+:25.721 TCD = 23:34:43
END	 SGLN CPt.t = CG:4'0:25.745 70D = 23 :3 4 :43 I
END
	 ELLDCP CPU = CG:40:25.672 TOD = 23:39:46	 j
3
RESIDUAL P.CKM = 9.b&962F-u4
--EE(At:"---•-SOt =- 23. 9-m
END SOON CPU = C(:0C;:2 5 .t'71 TUD = 23:3Y:4h
@EG3:1 tLLUUP CPU = 0C:P6:Z5.P74 TOD = 23:3Q:47.
A !
RCSIOUAL NURM = 1.41337E-u4 #





BEGIN ELLOOP CPU = %..:1p:25.°yI TOR = 23:39:52
END ELLLICP CPU = Qc:'-0:2°.C77 IUD = 23:39:55
—ft ES ?586913E tis- — -
LECIN SULK I-PU = ".L: ,G:2a.Gt 1 TOD = 23:39:55
tNU SOLN CPU = GC:CG:2b.i11 TOD = 23:34:55
_bEfri- pi	 -ELLtt£P -IUD-=-23534:55
END ELLGLR CPU =	 Q '1:.'.L:Zo.7t'1 TOD = 23:31?:5R





G	 TITLE	 8UPACE CYCLIC PLASTIC -CkLEP CHECKCUT PRLBL FS	 PAGE	 59	 `.VT17LF	 VARIABLE STRUCTURE NUMBER s 1
--Ii1TrF--WAD 1WHEMfNT b 	 NCkEMENT`hUMbER s---R
E A 0 V F L G A U I N C R E M E N 7	 6
NO, ELASTIC INtTfGRATIL IY POINTS =	 C9 +4C. P LASTIC INfTLGRATION POINTS a	 4
	
4 INTEGkATIC-N POINTS HAVE C HANGLD ELASTIC TU PLAS7IC 9
	v INTECKA71ON PCINT5 PLASTIC TO ELASTIC DURING THIS INCREMENT
— ^SP L-C-I F!	 f-55 U E-*Vf:S w - --`}►-• ND. UPIsATES PEtr F ^}RhER t --^i— 	-----




ERKOK $ 1.GCGOE-0: 9 AC7UAL LRROR = 2.5072E—C6
BEGIN bIGscv	 CPU z GCS0d:26.246
	 TOD 23:39259




TI TLE	 90PACE CYCLIC PLASTIC-CRZEP CHECKOUT PROBLEM PAGE	 60
t	 VTITLe VARIABLE STRUCTURE HUMBER n 	 I
n •_ RkHtNT ffb
CUMULATIVE INTLKNAL FCKCI-S ANO nISPLACFMENTS
*s NC OE *s e*sss*sssr* sssss	 FLRCES	 **s*s*s**ssasss* sass*+s****sss OISPLACEMENTS *sss**s**ss**
NU.
	
I.D. U	 V	 M U V k
t	 ? s1.1T.'^444E -1l. 	 3.ic5 	 `r+E- s'1 -` .Y99 7313-41 GeV







_...utn. sESb^	 .: ^.	 e.}':R^.	 5^...deim	 .
F
TITLE SVPACE CYCLIC PLASTIC-CHEEP ChECKOUT PROBLEM PAGE	 61
VTITLE VARIABLE STkUCTUhE H<itibER =
	 1
y---#TIT _ _ ---------	 ikCRfMel+ET-1etJNtt=41-^--8-
-----E . fI~FEC' -7IVf----+sst.*#t ►r*# t**##r#rts ►s*r-Ctil^W:kTlili -SikE55t5`-#s***M	 s#ss^+ess#*s#mss
NO. I.O.	 NO. TP. CUME. STRESS xx	 YY	 ZZ	 xY	 X2	 YZ




t'Y£it ^FELiIVi^--`^-*tsss****srs*oss **s+#artss-•-1NCfcEi'IEMTAt- STRtSStS'- *^*^***s*ssY*sssssssss##
Nu. I.n.	 NO. Tr. INCR. STRESS - xx	 YY	 22	 XY	 x2	 YZ





-17c: ..-...gay?s^-'*s':^*?ss-..p•.,-•^_•.<..,^?,..ti'^""-'n..-._.-sn.a,s :r^*r^'^`.. w 	^'^'-: -^'^"^rn+.^•'--'-^''^n^	 `^°:-5."-•---^'teer'?°'?^^.'•.... _'^T, .....^:"..!'.-""ey,T._''x'j5.'^'-_ .-d,c!'x'C°^"-'^^'nTK.'^'^!'^.r',A. __
	
tt•r"Mt-- ti b 1 Nf	 ****w m
	 *****+mss# t*ss tss* ---
	
^rr<. I.P. NO. TP.	 xx	 YY	 22	 XY	 XZ	 YZ




--	 --- ;*s*ssstr^****s#suss-- lNCkEKfl:TAt EL-AST-1C STkA-lt4S'-**** ssssas*ss#*sss*s*- -
NU. I.P. NQ.TF. xx	 YY	 ZZ	 XY	 xZ	 YZ
co I a 5	 4 1.5DZOE-L1	 1.5LGGE-01 -2.07G1k-b?	 0.0	 0.6
1
^-- .. _ 13Nt3t^rT^ 'vE --+*#*t#*sys*^shrsssrv*-L-U!1ULATIVE-Pk-As'f-tG--3TEa /ElitfS-***R*twstsASS*seswsss
NO. I.D. NO. TP. PLASTIC WLkK xx	 YY	 Z2	 XY	 X2	 YZ
-' 1 3 5	 r Q.6562E 00 -1.2500E 06
	 2.500::E CO -1.25tGE OU	 2.27 97E-06	 0.0	 0.4
----GLEMENT peiNT ISEREMENT-AL sM+svv**ww++swsssw**-INCHEM[tFf-AL PLASTIC.-STRA-liv5--#;*s*sr*ssssssassss**
e;0. I.P. Nt. TP. PLASTIC xCRK xx	 YY	 ZL	 XY	 xZ	 YZ1 4 1.5h25E-{31 2.5460=-G1 - S.i,Gi.tE-ul	 2.5%COE-OI
	
1.8091E-08	 0.0	 0.0
tt4--me 4 i	 ftillf UM:stkT1V£-`:s#wr*sm	 * ^ssssa *# #s# s-LUNULRTIV£-LRkEP'STkA1lJS--###sa^*ss*s#s*ss#s*gs*-
MO.	 I.D.	 NO. TP. CkEEP WORK XX	 YY ZZ	 XY kZ	 Y2
I	 3	 5	 4 2.7500E GO 1.CGLt;E CC -5.6tGGE-01
	 8.0679E-GB 0.0	 C.0
-Et-tMEfrT---films INLRE". NTAL --1N£RfM;-NFAL CREEE` Sl11Aih sss*s*s#*s -- -	 ^	 ••
NU.	 I.D.	 NO. TP. CREEP WORK xx	 YV 2i	 xY XL	 YZ
!	 3	 4 4.0 CA.	 ^.t• ir.r	 'v..i 0.(•,	 0.0
mT t^F'-rt'f*--- ^itMt: :Ff;---ssr *s+* #*s*is**e*ssst*- GVIfVtATIV^-TC►TAt -STkAI'^'S +s*s+rsasasssssss#s**sue --
NC.	 I.O.	 ?% L.	 TP. C LV% M l3 -	 707AL r TkAIV xx	 YY 22	 xY XL	 YZ
1	 _	 r	 4 I	 2	 3.G667E CG -h.GGOLt '.'1	 4.G(•C(.E CC -6.VCX:t:-Crl
	 4.41,11E-u8 C.0	 O.G
-	 -
' ...	 ..	 _
-	 - .:uk.c	 ti^	 ::.... -..,.	 -	 .	 ._	 -.	 _	 ..	 -	 _	 ..	 -....-.. <.,. _	 ..l. .v xa,..^... ..,.*,	 ^^,a,.ect -	 -	
.... ---.	 ..•++-u•w,... w 
.Y[.mr'i^'•^Syx^.^,u.	 r-.cnsv^	 sT7
•^ -sai'a'_'11'.aL'iv.NC..Y!-^Yi11'..L.ZALS61'	 ^...t.3^ :-`^raJ/4i^Li-''G.vLn-^^_tiu]:YrP:6a+^-c
i31ia•:..u:^.-.tsn,..l.^'i^e.r.«-1i
_	 - ,.......	 ..<e_.^.. saner
n	
TITLE	 SUPACE CYCLIC PLASTIC-CREEP CHECKOUT PROBL EM	 PAGE	 62
VTITL£	 VAkIABLE STRUCTURE hUMbfR is I
- ^---1TNt:	 _	 ._	 -	 ^ - 
	 tir(:itcNEh'F-'^ttlMbtR-^-6
1	 ftt	 te.	 tfl----^*SAS-fffEEVE PtA^9 3T1tA3(CS'*s-- rts4-EfftG11YE-t1tEEP-37RAlNS- fA----
-,	 NO. 1.D. !1['. TP.	 STRESS CTk. STkESS SIZE	 ?MENTAL SUM INCR. CUtI'JLA7IVE INCkENLUTAL SUM IftLR. CUMULATIVE
	
1	 3	 5 4	 I 050G4t Oil 2.12SOE C40	 ASODO !E-01 3.5LG01- CC 2.500CE 00 0.3 	 I.GGGGE 00 I.GOUCE 00
-Et l+1	 t-
^	
pt"t ^'^ 	 M *"Ctltljtyt rft—llttft"At 3tR* : k10	 - -	 - —
	
Nu. I.0. hu .Tt^.	 TLMlPEkAluFE	 xx	 YY	 ZZ
	
1	 3	 ` 4	 8..G;4pE 00	 1.0006c- 00 I.GGCCE oG i.COVOE 00
i`
END	 OUTPUT	 CPU = 00:VO:26.487




TITLE	 b(iPACE CYCLIC PLASTIC-CkEEN CHcLKOUT PFCBLEM 	 PAGE	 63
VTITLE





CUEFFICItNT FUR CC! CL!^TkATED LLAU 	 SET	 LNE
WEFF!
=	 1.500ClGDE 00
C: LFI• JCIEIVT FLk bf _ TklbUTEO LvAI1	 SET	 CNE =	 C.G
CC E_FFICIF INT FoR C I_=TRII UIFL; LOAL	 L I	 THU =	 G.c
--EttffrltttkT-F0ft r:imt-fitMkf-"lwXr	 0 ryo
CLtFFlCIFM+T f-L'k'.tFiPAL Srf,ES!-/Sli.AlV	 S -T =	 -:*60f.GQG'-RI
TRAhSL A TILNAL 1CCcLLkAll;;f: (L0A;T4/Tl$,t /TImfl =	 0.0
— -ArfRit- rF=LEFw-1 °.=Vctt'Ttt:•i^/ 7 trlLi— --	 —r --t.s, - -- -	 -
ANCOLAR ACCtLERXIJUN	 !}kVLLUlK:rl,/11!lt/71HE1 =	 n.i'
LkEE p I 14 01
b:blk	 LCADS	 LF"t: = ,,^{-:CC:1r. . 7.0	 70b = 23:4C:1C
--fNir------t: Atf..
	 . ,S@ = Ya:`.^3a----'TC^-= '23 =kC r2
Jr
w.—. `r., . -'.+'!	 =.... .... i ..:	 .r^^`^''`;^xr....,^°r^,^,.C"_-,^9';.T *. {,,.._.-.<f. 	 '.'^'^.,^,rg.,,^^.e^.'x.`^.'+.t:^'^^•'7»'^^;{..-rx'C^,:,:ice'^X'°^^"^^+.."'^-'""'_'. .s.^^a'.L13^ ^'r'-^r^.:.... 	 .^,.. ... s.	 _	 _	 _.!^-. Bull F
L 1	 TITLE	 6GPACE CYCLIC P LA57IC-CNtEP CHECKOUT PR0SLEM	 PAGE	 64VTITLE	 VARIABLE STRUCTURE NUMBER • I17ti t e - —t 	 _.	 idGitf k*7-NUMSER----9--
f;E(.IN SOLN CPU = Wi:CD:2n.H y14 TOD = 23:40:14
--th 4 . 4	 L n.9 Jff-
BFGIN ELLCUP LPU = 07:t0:2b.94* TCD = 23:40:14
-'	 E%t) FLLCL'P CPU = 66:0 :27.033 Tait = 23:40:19
EEGIN SLLN CPU = 6v:b0.• 27.G3e TOD = 23:46:19
.	 f•	 ENb SULN CPU = 0 ,::ZGO:27.G72 TOD = 23:4.7:19
i
2	 'x4t, -1
ENto) FLLCcP CPU =
 0L:.'U:2,7.1b& TOO = 23:4G:23
RESIEtUAL ACK.4 - 2."Y3.; E-C1a W
SCLN
-	 -	
. rr^^r--- —sue = 2> : a e: ^-
'	 ENbW SCLN CPU = C..64:27.IF& TM = 23: 40:24
Ef_C.IN FLLUCP CPU = 0G:vO:27.142 TOD 23:40:24
--t
.274	 Tt?8-29 : 4t+: rY--	 `--
-	 RESIDUAL. NGR14 = ]-10v1bE-J1
LEGIN :CLN CPU = 01,:C.C:27.285 TOP = 23:46.27
	 - - -
CFC.IN ELLULP CPU 70D = 73:4C:28
EE 'e ELLC4P• CPU = VC:'.+ j :27.4Lk TOD = 23 :4E,:31
-- —ICE S- OLM t--!:'O N RM	 orb # S H'9 E E 3
-^
tf-'GlI%l SCLN LFU = 700 = 23:4C:31
ENE, SLLN CPU = Gt::C-0:27.452 TC'D = 23:40:31^
— bf&1%	 ^ ktE-0 ".	 -- . &r^r—=r [!Et+r-i'	 :r.Er:31
TITLE	 SOA:,CE CYCLIC PLASTIC-CREEP CHLCKOUT PROBLEM
VTITLE
PAGE
VARIABLE STRUCTURE NURbl;R s
65
I
^- --31 ! NCRt"EM-WHWE
END ELLOOP CPU = 04suotz? . 572 TOD = 23:40r37
GLGIN ELLOUP CPU = 0o Z 60 1 27.562 TOD = 23 :40:37
F" ELLLCP CPU octi;0 : 27.678 TOD = 23:40:42
---ittri`'fsWl
x
-	 AE6IN ELLC[;P C PU = 00 : 00 :27. 685 TOD s 23:40:42
-	 END ELLCCP CPU = CC:CG:27.785 TOD r 23940:46
{	 BEG IN SUL% CPU = JU-'00:27. 785 TOD = 23:46:46
.	 END SCLN CPU = ^J: 04 :27 . RI8 70D = 23:4O:4d




-	 END SCL-4 LPU = OU :CC:27 . 97E IOU = 13:40:44
bFGl q ELLOOP CPU = C0:C0s27 .9H4 TOD = 23:40:54
•	 R£SWU1L NLkk = ' 2.b0214E-05
PEGIN :OLN au = 0ut%oot28.C97 IOU = 2394"953
..	 .. OQ =^3:LC:^E
BEGIN KLWP LPU = 0L:.:C:2ff . 12? TOD = 23:40:54
END ELLL-OP LPV = 009G0 : 21j.197 TOD - r- 23:40:57












L.UPACE CYCLIC PLASTIC-CREEP LHECKOUT PROBLEM 	 PAGE	 66




T I T L-1 Le At
	
NC-REMEHT-NUHB L^R +---9
END U ' F LCAD INCREMENT	 9
NC. LLASTIC INTCGRATI01 PUIM1TS =	 C• AE'. PLASTIC INIEGkAT10N POINTS = 	 4
G INItGRATIryM KiINT-1 HA%h 0UNGE1' L-LA1TlC TO PLASTICS	 0 INTEGRATION POINTS PLASTIC TG ELASTIC DURING THIS INCREMENT
---SPELfEIEtP-#A*v h!E! * -!:! FF-! F5!;--ePI*^4TEr^-- - i^- ^~tfPphTE^ NER^CRMEfI-= 	 ----
SFECIFIFD NAR. nU. ITLkikTILNS Ptk UPURIF =	 10 It 1Cv NO. ITERATIONS PLRFUkMEU SINCE LAST UPDATE = 	 10
SPKI FIED MAX. UNbALA&CEu-FGxCE EAkUR = 1.000E-059 ACTUAL ERkOR = 7.4b33E-07
LEGIN	 lilbSCK	 CPU = CL:uG : 2P.2b&	 TOP = 23:40:5H
LEG]N	 CUTPUT
	
CPU = 0C : n fie26 . 3L0	 TOD = :3:41:02
A1
W
711LE	 bUPACE CYCLIC PLASTIC-CREEP CHECKUUT PROBLEM	 PAGE	 67
VTITLE	 VARIABLE STRUCTURE NUMBER = 1
1
- ITIiLi —^te*lj	 _ _	 MER"ENT-i+umbEp
	
9
CUPULA71VL INTERNAL POPCFS AND PISPLALEML47S
** MCE,E s•	 s•asrs=#**ss**** FCRC C-S **a•s****+asx***s*	 *s***s*+*s*s* DISPLACEMLNTS sss**#**sss*•
NU. I	 U	 V	 k	 U	 V	 N
-]____i ^r.b9^/4T t Tift. pts 414 sf t!_' -	 ---^- 4r3--^^—^—`$i0_—"---
a	 2	 .71H^.^'/l -+ 7 t^. ^^, : 74T	 ]	 -1..994 I:^r-01 l .L•





TITLE	 8OPACE CYCLIC PLASTID CKEEP CHECKUWT PROBLEM 	 PAGE	 68
YTITLE	 VARIABLE-STRUCTURE NUKBER = 1




N0. I.D. KC.V TP.	 cum* STRESS	 xx	 itY	 ZZ	 XY	 xz	 TZ
	
1	 3	 5 4	 1.2530E CO	 6.9775E-06 -1.2SCUE 06 1.003GE-O6 -1.9969E-09 0.0 	 000
--^ ! [ttE"T	 poli.7	 M'REPFE1RIAL 3 item	 sssss
	
NC. 1-C'. .- *10. TP.	 INCR. STRESS	 xx	 YY	 i2	 xY	 XI	 YZ
	
1	 3	 5 4	 692SOCE-01	 10030E-06 -6.Z499E-0l 4.5850E-36 5.7583E-09 0.0 	 a,0
!1/trtii^S'Hti 'ST
	
NC. 1.0. NC. TP.	 xx	 YY	 I2	 XY	 x2	 YZ
	
1	 3	 5 4	 3.0000£-01 -19004VE GO 3oOGUGE-01 -2.0766E-E& O.G 	 000
.ELASTIC-SIR XINS
NO. T.G. N0.	 Ti-. xx	 YY	 11	 XY xz TZ
i^ 1 3 5	 4 1.5606E-6I -5.CCGGE-CI 	 loSOCOE-01	 5.9686E-09 0.0 000
A
e
-q ---t:L {MEN; pEjip -:t 4srt^es	 bps -
Nil. I.D. No. TP. PLASTIC WORK	 xx	 YY	 Zi	 XY x1 -	 YZ






NU. 1.l1. NL. 1P.	 PLASTIC WORK	 xx	 TY	 7Z	 XY	 xz	 YZ
	
1	 3	 5 4	 4.6875E-i,l	 2.5CC OE-t'1 -5.0000E-01 2.5000E-01 -1.3406E -48 0.0	 0.0
 C EEP SY *INS - 0^*s+sssss# ^asssM+ss-
	
ivC. I.D. kC. 7P.
	
1.	 CkEEP MCkK	 xx	 YY	 i2	 XY	 xz	 YZ
	
1	 3	 5 4	 3.6675E OG	 -1.4401E-06 4.82Et%E-06 -3.3375Er-06 5.4G6bE-08 GaG 	 G.4
	
HAME NT---- 1FzHIT 	 1hGkE-%ENT-Aim-00	 ****** --- iltet:-f "Et TAt E^EEi^-SiflklfllS-;s*^i66s6raissR+w6s^s6Ra-- -
	
tDo l.D. NOo TP.	 CRELP WORK	 xx	 tY	 ZZ	 XY	 X2	 YZ
	
1	 3	 5 4	 5.3744E-31 -	 5.0000E-01 -1.000ut Otl SoMPOE-01 -2.6b11E-U6 6.0 	 0.4
	
f{	 W! -- {iil!. =fF.	 -artasa+^^s4^ssa^s	 -C!!!4ttLr.TIME-Tfi#^►lTi l^l#S-- a*s6^s^*sswc*ass*ws
	
NL. I.O. -'RG. TP.	 CUUt ! CUL'E 70TAL ST7AIlt 	 xx	 YT	 ZZ	 XY	 x2	 YZ
	





b0PACE CYCLIC PLA51IC-CREEP CHECKOUT PROBLCM 	 PAGE	 64
VTTTLE •	 VARIABLE STRUCTURE NUMBER : I
}T I i _	 . L	 0tEMlcrH-NUMBER ^ —9--
T 0*+ EFFECTIVE fI- TI -STkirlNr*#ss--- ►*MS fFe£^3V^HttLP
Nu.
	
^ I.U. ho. 7M.	 STRESS CIR. STRESS SIZE	 INCREMENTAL SUM.I.NCR.	 CUMULA7IVE INGREMEN7AL 5UM INCR. CUMULATIVE
1	 3	 5 4	 I *(-O LiE 00 2.2500E 00	 5.0000E-01 4.11000E OU 2.0000E UO 1.0060E 00 2040rGE 00 4.5448t-06
kt-Eltc-ft	 ti	 --	 *-CIJIOUL-ATTVi TFttRMA^tY:k-AII%S'
	NC. l.U- 40. Te.	 TEKPERATURS	 XX	 YY	 ZZ
1	 3	 5 4	 v.L-UCOL 06	 5.000LE-01 5.00LCE-T:1 5.0.040E-01
END	 L•UTNUT	 CPU = 0-`:60:29.447	 TOO = 23:41:08
go
en
TITLE	 BtiPACE CYCLIC PLASTIC -CREEP CHECKOUT PRCCLEMI	 PAGE	 70
MILE	 VARIABLE STRUCTURE NUNbkR = I
--Mits t:'i1b	 ME-REMENT UM6ER	 10-
i —PAitxmrfrftS Fbit liniS
-	 COFFFIC1EhT FCC CONCENTKATED LOAD	 SLT	 ME a	 3 .65C000E 00
---- Et7t tt iC i E '-ftrf--i
C(JFFFICIFUT FCR D1S7Y, IhU7EO LC46	 SET	 ONt -	 400
CGLFFTLItkT FCk Vl0m1fU7EG LOAD	 SET	 l"L =	 ;OR)	 -
----fUtf-P IC I MI ftft .. -
CCIJFILICNT FUR NL:RHAL STkES:. /STPAIN	 SST -	 0.0




ANCULAk ACCrLERA71M (1iL• VULUll u N5/71ME/TTt4E) -	 0.6
CkFFF TIML z	 L•.0
BE-G14	 LCAbs CPU = 00;;0:26.796	 7OU = 23:41:15
-	 .. -	 .a1.
_.-..'i x. .^ ._nJ...--^I_S'i:e1nA4La'vil T_..iAi rw:iiR`S'C.:^^^T L7i'^'.^-^iL.4r^.adtMjL:^LI`.'e'^:'.i 	-'Vffi4Yf—.._ .^:^.".[:; -..:	 .4 t •T^^iae .+--f v.iFa.: :WY-1:n-sYLL^.itFii:^ ^E1L...:rs1^^x.--^^.^i.-s.z£--^^.«.<.s^^:i s:,s^ti^slw 2'-e.1.ia . -i.i^v1.' . a..^s"wln^^-. ^.S^:i'
TITLE







6EGIN SCLN CPU a OD:00328. 046 TOO • 23:41:14
BEGIN ELLOL.P LFU = 0CtV0 xis.Vb9 TOD a 23s.Is 1 9
EN0 ELLODP CPU = 01;:G0:240676 TOD a 23t4lg23
BEGIN $CLN CPU a 0zi:40:29.07v TOD a 23:41:23
Livo l SCLN CFU a cosGC:29.112 TOO a 23:41:24
—vE-6 1 N	 FILLAWP eptl w 0061.0-290110 1.2
END LLLGCP CPU = OC:OG:79 . 21 1it TOD w 23:41:27
RESIDUAL NLRM m 4. 26186E-01
E[,1 -	 .: .
40 END SOLN CPU a 00900=29.259 TOD s 23:41:?7
BEGIN ELLOOP CPU s 60900t29.26o TOD = 23141:27
_	 -	 t4	 DID	 2 .4
RESIDUAL NCR" s 6.834I:E-C1
bF.GIN ELLCCP CPU a 00200:29.378 TOD • 23t41:29
RESIDUAL NCR% a 2.6520SE-05	 ^-
BEGIN	 SGLir	 CPU = 00:90:29•x69	 709 r 23:41:32
'--t
bEGIN ELLOOP	 CPU =000Gs29.5C5
	 TOD 23t41t32
kNu	 ELLUVP	 CPU : 00:oL:2v.5b8	 TOD = 23941:34
IFEs DUAL -l+eRll-a-'-pd6o96a`E es
Iry L^i^6'1-;'ea'SisSGnLZFl^:,e,.us[-er'.^a.f';.. :.2i ••--• ._i1--Yr . •,.?—'°-•uv^3wnean	 ^L 4	 ^^•, `w'-`3'.si^:v_i.Yil^
c:....-..+?."^v';:r^-°_`txlt^"'fig"•e"r^
	 .., ..	 _ < .,	 . ,^.
	
-,-n:.rr-.rT.rs,r.:tf^a^-"r.,.R.,, .. ...ossxcs¢^e"r.- 	 :°^x .^!r^x;M^'•:^'	 -	 -
i	 -
TITLE	 9aPACE CYCLIC PLASTIC-CREEP C HECKOUT PROSLEN	 PAGE	 72
'	 VTITLE
	 VARIABLE STRUCTURE hUMBER-= I
t
- -- I r	 IIrFEkEHENT--IiIUMBER-m ice---
-	 SFVIN SOLN	 CPU m oU :G0:29.5V2	 TOD = 23241:34
END	 zeth	 epti	 TOD -	 .3
BEGI:r	 eLLUOP	 LPU = C7.CC:29.652	 TOD = 23:41:35
END	 ELLOUP	 CPU = QJ :C0:24 . 748	 TOD - 23:4x:37
BEGI N E-LLCUP CPU a 0QZ96 ; 29.7b1 TOD = 23:41:38
END ELLL'UP CPU - 01- : 00:29.651 TOD s 23:41:40
19
•
l IYO. ELASTIC Ily TEG KA TIL•N P&Ik1S	 49	 NO.
`
PLASTIC INTEGRATION POINTS ¢ 	 0
-
L^-FtAS'Tt^
V SPECIFIED MAX. NO. ST1FFEESS UPDATES = 1♦ NO. UPDATES PERPOKMED =	 C
- ,PCCIFIED MAX. Ma. ITERATION?.' PEk IJPGATE = Id	 IV	 lUt NC. ITERAIIO'NS PERFORMED SINCE LAST UPDATE a
	 7
---SftEi+t fitkttft -	 ti{et3EiE-E^i ACTl7kt- Ei1kOR^-`3.^t3	 E
" rGG14	 Y,IGSCK CPU = fL:fG:L`t.`+tt TdD = 23:43:40
bID	 RIGSCK CPU = OG:lC0:2y .4b4 TOD = 23:41:43
- be:ta,1 5 OEt­ t3:-4I-.43 ---




	 VARIABLE STRUCTURE NUMBER
	 I
'ITS	 -	 -	 trCkEMEht FtUNBfR- t---10—'—
I	 CUMULATIVE INTtk%AL VCRCEL AND UISPLRCEMEN7S
#s r,tl,E ss	 *sssssa*s•a•#**s FCRCES sss;22222#wss*ss* 	sssss#sssssss DISPLACEMENTS ssasssssssass
MC. I.D.
	 U	 V	 M	 U	 V	 w
2	 2	 7.:.'S7.223r-^J7 -S.i+Gl,.h7nt--,•1
	 -2.471fC•Gb3E-Ce t..0





TITLE nUPACE CYCLIC PLASTIC-CREEP CNtCKOUT PROBLEM PAGE	 74
VTITLE VARIABLE STRUCTURE NUMBER s	 1
^--i fi T -- INCRE-ME"T-MM ER 	 2_0
fffey;V£  stMp;eMt^^MF-
kG. I.U.	 140- TP,	 CUM. SMESS xx	 YY zz	 xv	 xz	 V1
1 3	 5	 4	 1.JG:, i	 00 -5.7312E-Gb	 1.00Qwk 00 -4.5660E-06 -2.970 1E-11 	990	 0.0
fF€tf tYti- sss	 C1tEMEfitT^lt-S`7kfS
	t:C. I.D. lie. T P.	 INCR. STFESS	 xx	 YY	 zz	 xY	 XZ	 YZ
1	 3	 5 4	 202SODE 00	 -1.2b0GE-05 2.25GOE GO -5.567QE-06 1. 4672E--69 0.0	 000
CUMVLI%V	 09*6ss9^+ssrwsr-----
	
No. 1.0. ft0. 7P.	 xx	 YY	 zz	 xY	 xz	 YZ1	 3	 5 4	 -1.5000E-W SoC01WE-41 -1.50 DO£-01 -1.Q305E-11 9.0	 0.0
♦ttsttt	 ttr	 stt-1ftEitEl4L-[fTft ELASHE syitrtifig 	00000	 "*0009-
KG. I.D. NO. TF. xx	 YY	 zz xY	 xz	 TZ
41b 1 3 5	 4 -4eSOOIE-01	 1.540DE 00 -4.5G00E-01 20574"9 0.0	 b.0
 RkINS-0s	 s9	 1	 9-^-
NC- I.3. NO. TP, PLASTIC WORK	 x11	 YY	 zz xY	 112
	 V2
1 3 5	 4 1.0125E 61	 -10CCOE OC	 2.ULIGLE GO -9.99"E-GI B.39126-09	 0.0	 coo
^ttKtittNiAL-- *i*asters +s.a *saa*i---fNC-tE-MFNT#L^-P ST-i£-MAINS -6+	 *s*rMSSS9ss--
	
NL- 1-D- NO- TP.	 PLASTIC WORK	 xx	 YY	 1z	 xY	 xz
	 YX
1	 3^	 : 4	 0.a	 0.0	 C-40	 000	 000	 400	 000
lttlt kflire-----	 tts+tws+ss s+tss-EttMlfLirekkEp bTk*!"sspasa -
	
"u. 1.0. NO. IP.	 CkEPP MURK	 Xx	 YY	 zz	 xY	 k1	 YZ
1	 3	 5 4	 3.4875L 00	 -1.4QGIE-06 4.6286E-06 -3.3374E--Ob 5.406SE-08 0.0
	 000
t+Cit40%F4TAL	 ter atssa .:^1wCliN+fN7i RE -STR1t3i^i	 tssshsssas
	Wo. I.D. kO. TP.	 CREEP WORK	 xx	 YY	 zz	 XY	 xz	 TZ
1	 3	 5 4	 c.0	 0.0	 G0 f	 000
	 006	 000	 F 464
---{t{he	 *satsarss#MS;-CilMtIEAT$iifr-#@iA -STit/tTliFb-000s+sra+isaR+sss*gsi-----
	
Mo 1.D. NO* TV.	 LVDL CODE TOTAL STRAIN 	 xx	 YY	 zz	 xY	 xz	 TZ





.. c . .,	 n '7iT. 
. .. ^..,.
	 ^• a-,ayx_	 L--ti_;. --'.:. ..^.'-. _''^^'.u^..°^'-^r."`i .''.-."'^„..'cnv'^^ ..^^''^"^C.".Y-'^^'.^^^.'x,!v,`5+`t',G"^^:C^'=d^'^`^?"-=ate ^	 ..,..
r7	 TITLE	 SCPACE CYCLIC PLAS7IC-CREEP CHECKOUT PROBLEM
	 PAGE	 75
^J	 YTITLE	 VARIABLE STRUCTURE MUMMER	 1
T-i TL E teAB i-NeRiMEF44 ib	 1+tGit£MS11I- WUMBER-20
------*^wffW_=E^tYt-P^+kS7fE ^sTR^ ► INS--+*—^M^ssM-£f F£GiiilE-fiREE^STRAINS-sss^
	
40. I.e. 40. TP.	 STkE:K_ CTk. STRESS SIZE
	 INCREMENTAL SUM INCR. CUPULATIVE INCRLMLNTAL SUM IkCR. CUMULATIVE
1	 3	 5 4	 1 . QDGGt 0 0 2.2500E 00
	 0.0	 4.4ioaE C-0 2.600DE 00 O.O
	 2.C4G4E 00 4.944at-Ob
tW..tttA-Ti1FE- nE-RftAt-tlR- t!;iS
	
ML. I.D. NC. TP.	 TERPLkATURE	 xX	 YV	 ZZ
1	 5 4	 D1	 1.15O0E ou 1.1500E w 1.15COt GO
ENU	 OUTPUT	 LPU - OG.UG:3G.l!J	 700 - 23:41:45
#►
TITtE	 60FAGE GtLLIG ELASTIC-CREEP GeikCKCUT PR03LEM	 PAGE	 76
VTITLE	 VARIABLE STRUCTURt NUMBER
	 I
T' ^-"-iI	 REMEN7-NUMBER-- ---11
COEFFICIENT FuR COKCEh7RATED LOAD SET Ll"E
	 -	 5.5G3tGC,E 00
--WEfFttIf FIT I' V MOU-1—Ift ttl%D ft! lt q !D	 c.fj 	 -
Ci,EFF ) CIENT FUR IN41K1P.U7EC1 LLAn SET FJ14E
COLFFICILN1 FLK UISTklf 67&lj LltAU SET Two	 =	 v.,)
---- t4 r^ttP tr._ ,	 e
	
_
LU`.FFILIENT FLIk NLR4AL STRESS/ETRAIN SET	 = —3.GLLtC^C—GI
14^1;SLATILIIAL ILCILEkA7IC1i (Lt:vGTm/TIML/` lTME)	 =	 C.CG
---Alet.i'^ Rf. -y !'i^Eti'`1'-$i'ti►s+ktfT'3t317S'! T 11w^i	 -'^!
ANGULAR AGLELtRATILN lktVLLUTIuvl S/TIm^/T1MS)	 =	 G.^
GKEEP TIME
	 01
BEGIN	 LC 'AGS	 LPU = GCZ^X:I .1.43[ 	TOO = 23s41:52
-w^
`^	 TITLE	 BOPACt CYCLIC PLASTIC-CREEP CHECKOUT PROBLEM 	 PAGE	 77
V7I1LE	 VARIABLE STRUCTURE NUMBER ; 1
	t E LOAD MeREMEM+ kMEMe1+tT-tWMBER
	 1•
f-
MIS	 1CLN CPU =0G:74:30.57D 700 x 23:41:55
8ft.lk	 ELLCCP CPU = vz=v0:35 . &is7 T*D = 23:41256
LNU	 tLLCVP CPU = Cm: 0:30.707 TOD s 23:41:57
- -RESIf^! '^ tt-NE
t
- BE-GIN	 SGLM CPU = Vo:Cu:35.7GT TOD r 23:41:57
: END	 SOLN CPU = OE?:40:3u.723 TOD r 23:41=57
— EG-f of ---Et
END	 LLLDJP CPU = CD%C0:3E' . 6 23 TOD t- 23:»1:59
RMOUAL NORM : 4.423V!;t-01 -J
4---- 16E61N —9vto , CPU v
ab
CD	 ENU	 SGLM CPU = 00:00:3C.456 700 s 23:4 1: 59
btuth	 E LL:IUP CPU = p d:OL: 'sG.A64 TOD = 23241:54
-- 
-E NA — ---ELt8eP EFUst d :`33-.-y46--- -- TUB -= P3:42 : $t^
RESIDUAL f.CkM = 6.05 ,76E-01
i
bEGIN	 ELLCCP CPU = OC• :G0:3Ei * 956 TOD = 23:42:01
-	 kESIDUAL NLKP = 6 .17440E-02
BEGIN	 SCLN LPU = 006 t-V31. 076 TCU = 73:42:37
—fk9----•-'rf3 ^	 +^ t^—TClT-^21:z-2:t18	 -
SEG1N	 ELLOOP CPU = G0:C0:31.IC9 TOD r 23:42:08
FNri	 ELLLUP LYU = ta0:E0:3I.1f2 TOU = 23 : 42:10
—ftt-^sifttitL--irE --	 - -	 -•---	 -
«,^:n.7:^;:^.c^,tre^ ;^,^,^^	 - -_^a;a^^ ^-	 -:..^^^ ^ c^. '^ ti'.',.i,.,^ ^c^:e,:.^	 - -...
	
..	
..,,	 _....u..,^	 ^.;.r • ^	 -	 „.,,..s. ^	 ...^ -
	
_-`
^..i.Sn::Ji•.. ,x.	 ^...•^	 .c .. ...-4...1	 xx.1G.^._..	 V::♦_.v :.J Lva^..._^.e:,:it^w.i-:1..a. ^^.^..., 	 ^::i'_'...
„- . ”	 -'. - -	 + >^...^	 .. -: Y .--..^
	,^<::...—	 ., ... _.., .	 ,:...	 ...	 ^ -
	 - -
	
_	 ;. ^!: ^r.-^^r.'T'^'^:^ki^7'e'7'f.'s:te-^"c"Y';^ ., r +.
-, ^	 :T.^^„._; ^	 '^"^"".'•"""«...^ '^ T '^i»=^6..z..^3, 	 s
TITLE	 EUPFCL CYCLIC PLASTIC-CkEEP CHECKCUT PROBLEM 	 PAGE	 7d
VTITLE	 VARIABLE STRUI.TURi NUMBER : 2
♦—^ TIT	 ------	 IN£itEhE#T-IUUMBER-^3Z
IE 	 I
0EGIN	 SVLN	 CPU = GC:00:31.206	 TOD = 23:42:10
BEGIN	 FLLOCP	 CPU = 00:L0:31.2:2
	
TOD = 23:42:17
END	 ELLLUP	 CPU = 00: QO:31.346	 Ton - 23:42:12
t3EGIh	 ELLCC'P
	
CPU = OC:u0:31.346 	 TDD = 23:42:12
EN L)	 ELLuuP	 CPU = OU:W :31.445	 TE'D = 23:4:14
bEG2II!	 ELLQUP	 CPU = O&TG :31.452	 TOD = 23:42:14
END	 ELLCCP
	 CFU = QiF:GG:31.S55 	 70D = 23:42:17
l' 6EGI4	 SGLN	 CPU = 00:00:31.559	 TOD = 23:42:17
^-. tiND	 SULK	 CPU = 00:00:31.575	 TOD = 23:42:17
---BE-6	 _	 -	 ..	 Cb—x:42•
END	 ELLCUP	 CPU = 60:GO:31.692	 TOD = 23:42:19
RESIDUAL MURM = 3.543e%E-01
_bEGIFf _	 -	 tDO - 29o42:i9-
END SCLN CPU =0u:(,0:31.732 TOD = 23:42:16
GEGIV ELLOOP CPU = GO*-0C:3I.738 TOD = 23:42:19
—" E - fr =23:42.
KELTIPUA L. NLRM = 5.21676E-01 s
BEGIN MLKGE CPU = 00:UO:31.675 TOD = 23:42:21
--fsE-&] -
n
C3 TITLE:	 8UPACE CYCLIC PLASM-CRET7P CmECKCUT PRQSL.N PAGE	 ^!
1 VTITLE VARIABLE STRw4tURt WlAbeR	 1
3TITLE gel ' . -- - RENEFIT^IU	 ER-^- 1
STIFFNESS 0E*,S r% A7IC% CUMPLET0.	 10 PART1TJGN OS wRITTE4.
bEGltt	 MEkSOR CPU a C^:. . 3C231. 4E1	 IN) =23:42:23 } a
- W.	 MERSLk LOU = 44,:jQ:32.0?R	 IOU = 23:42: 23 	 ^
- --^a►G	 - i EREE 0OU- --TfJCt 'r-23 : a 2:23	 -




DECL IM P CPU =	 TOD	 23:42:24
fsEGIN	 f:It.5CK CPU = Gi:::C:3P . 141	 TO	 T X3:42:25 a
•	 L OCI	 EICfCK CPU =	 70D = i3:42:2f+
40b [iPf,3	 ---itEi Uf d! rTM ----TCt* --23':'4::26
N EEC IN	 Ctp Re CPU	 IOU = 23:42:26
`STIFFNESS +^ EK z-kATILN CUMPLE7LD.	 10 °AkTITIONS WKIM:%.
---Eklr--l^ tnoV	 cc oce:22--^ --71MY —'[3:42:28 is
MEkSLi-. CPU = U6;34:37.201	 T7D a 23: 42:2E3
E ly t p	 MEhb:'K CPU = cv:tc:32.3?1	 Tall - 23:42:29
—ttatr-----fii kt:_ tfltl-	 :^?.3F3"--Tt7tr-x -23: at::
t
MAXTAL04 wAVErFDt:T s	 4 NOULS AT 141_KWL NCZE	 1
BEGIU	 0FcC, CPU = D4:c*:.^2 . 364 	 Too = 23:42:30
--E'O^r-•----`t:'t ^P----"^fd^-Etr:rf^'.z..t7--TCfrr^3 :4^:^r---------- 	---- -
6Et+ I y 	 6% 1C,SLK CPU	 TC'D = 23:42:3 1
twD	 elf:SCK CPU = v .izik:32.4ai	 Tai' = 73:4?933




	 bCPACE CvCLIC PLASTIC-CREEP CHECKDtIT PRUBLEM	 PAGE	 Ba
VTITLE	 VARIABLE SIRUCTURE MASER	 L
2 T-IT	 --	 - - —1 %CkEREN T--NUM6 Efi-w--11
FNL•	 S:,LK' CPU = OU:i;0:31.527 TOO = 23:47:34
-^-ffEtiN^-E c p V- :42:3	 --
EN.)	 ELLL'LII;P CPU = G0:C•C:32.643 TOD - 23:42:3b
RESIDUAL	 F,.:i.M	 = 2.44 127E-01
e t
, fj 0•- mfr----ILfS =n_ :*+?=3h-
L!YD	 SLLY CPI; = 6;:66:32.6(, 7 TOD = 23:42:37
iEG14	 ELL"XP tPU = O0UQ:32 . 6Q0 "OD = 23:42:37
-BHP 	^L LVtP --: i:3t7__ f!'.)r=- r.2•
RS r T!iUAL NC-R m 	= 7.21-wf2E-C2
bEf-IN	 F0LN CPU = 60:LC:32.78t, IUD = 23:42:40
A btmGIN	 ELLC,:P1 CPL! TOD = 23:42:4e)
W END	 ELLUUP CPU = Gu:CG:32.870 TOD = 23:42:41
-^iE•Si4atAL- -?-L*_'-	 -- ? .jSPf	 2 --	 --
-	 EEGIN	 LL•L1 CPU = 0tjV,0:32.6E=3 TUD = 23:42:41
LN1,	 SLLN I.PII	 = TOD = __i:d-2:42
-	 CE•f+Flr----'rt z tRa tC6 T4„_	 `23 :+.?=t
L-toL,	 E.LLCc;P CPU = oi:: ^0:32. y s3 7UU = 23:42:4r
—tE&I Sber--700-= =.3:42:44 --	 -	 --	 —
ENU	 Si:Lk CPU = ia.:uL:33.013 TOU - 73:4 .^:f.4
Ht GI	 ELLOZPF CPU TCO = 23:42:44
--t!fern =.. ^f-:z{`":^.-{-'f5•------fiL^!*-^-23::s2:+^5--	 -----r..__	 —
•::-^^ -,••^.	 ^	 Jr®M	 .... .. ^ ^^>.. ^.^ ha—r .^...._ .. ^L...... .-e^ ..uz^, wAln.l^xixAwlm.n .3 a-....^Ytk An flSS.+.+Al ..^._rt.G Svc^)Sbia..i'V ea"fn°. ^^C xs.^-.li3sfta^{3ffi£laa^ +s ...._ems-=^S- 	 - _—	 ix^?i^5]8^
y^
,tee>.^n.:, "c-x:-+T-;rSdi:r.-r3Y^ der•	 -
lr	 TITLE	 BOPACE CYCLIC PLASIAC-CREEP CHtCKOUT PPC-4L'M	 PAGE	 81
LJ	 VTITLE
	
VARIABLE STRUCTUkE NUMBER = I
+--jT-ITLI:1hLRt-lMEttT-i[UMbtft x-11
RFSIDUAL NORM = 1.442?1E-63
—EErS 1 fr-- -fit? -	 . " :
	
Y----^flb-r-23 :42:
ENV	 SCLN CPU	 = OC :;^,j:33.13v 10U - 23:4246
6EGIN	 4LLCVF CPU = TOD = 23:42:,46
—tkC 6E 's	 9	 Ob—+e--23?42:48----
FESIGUAL f4 U KM = 3.71* 4 L-G»
L• EGIA,	YC;LN CN_' = 04:•0:33.226 TOO = 23:42:48
---E	 3£E, CPU = bowe6:^ :^5es-- TLi^—?3:a2:k:s
r=(.I+t	 ELLL^:P [:r•(	 -	 u[ :LCI: 4_'•.2:4 TOG - 23:42:46
-
tAU	 F.LLii.;• CPL! = w., ;to:33.325 TOD - 23:42:51
A
Of
A EI FGIN	 SO LN CPL' = Ct:DG : 33.332 TOD = 23:42:51
END	 S(GL N' 4NU	 = CG:L•C:33.3`-k 70D = 73:42:':I
1`F— ELti+c : 0 (s z5. tr"c—TOD =-2j:42:Si
ENU	 FLLa",P CPU = :o b:u0%,i3.44Y TOD = 23:42: 2
RE! IDUAL NLF..4 = 2 .52 1?cL-65
c{ 3:4 5 m:---TOf1 -=
END	 SGL*4 CPU TOD t ?3 :42*3
BF r, 	 FLLGLP CPU = C- G::0:33.4F-.* 10D = 23:42:53
kESIUVAL NUKM = G.7647: E -00
6
	
-^i.:^.^i•.^.w':^:s^-^s;ss.:t6^i.`:^aEd'i^.^..^: r.^..cr. iss..is;a:s^siiY1^.:•^a^-;.x-c-xi.r7^^_.,ull3.^^"^_^a,^^..u.^s"u,:e L[w;.,^...s.-^s,^•".a`^;^s^a^" i
I
t
. ,.^	 ^.-`^n^	 '?a:.. ..,. 3 r... r ,.,^mss
	 :.:.> r .-..,. -= - K-.. _"a,--nr.v-. +r' r ..
	 s¢	 -,'•?'^a-:;.. +rr-^^r.w.3-..-a^-•-wr..•. 	 ,'^m"^>a	 v:'^^,^^h-^'.-=.^.•..;;Ay^!'!^i--^:'-,:%^"^ 'c...,	 -c.s-•r•^*.^_	 ^..
Tf7LF	 PCPACF CYCLIC PLASTIC-CREEP ChtCKOUT PROBLEM 	 PAGE	 82
VTITLE
	
VARIABLE STRUCTURE NUH6ER = I
^--tTiTLE- -tt*f)f.	
------IfiCREIIENi-f^!!!Mb ERA--11
ENV 3 F LOAD INCREMENT 11




6 INTEL-RATICN PCIF ,TS MAVt A;HANGF U ELASTIC TO PLASTIC,	 4 IwTEfr.ATIGN POINTS PLASTIC TO ELASTIC DURING TMIS INCREMENT
---itPctffftFi- W
	FE3^kifS	 - 1^ - IMBs -^1PUlTtS -fepFt*3^iE _-----I-
SPECIFILO MAX. hu . ITkKAlj0Ns PEP uPVtft =	 10 lu IC, NJ. IT*RATIONS PERFURMEG SINCE LAST UPDATE = 	 9
SPLCIrItO M AY. UNbrLANCEV-i-0kCi ERP.09 = I.GCCOE-05, ACTUAL ERROR = 6.7647E-C6
BELIk	 KIG:CK	 CPU = ^C . vC:31.632	 TOO = 23:42:55
—fMrr-- Elt:	 - : CP: •:s-wr"92	 -fdB-= ?3:42-^tt-- --- -
6LGI4	 OUTPUT	 CPU = OGZV0:33.7b2




TITLE	 RL;PACt CYCLIL PLASTIC-CKEEP CMECKCU T PROBLEM	 PAGE	 I13
VTITLE	 VARIABLE STRUCTURE HUAaER n 1TI-T	 L_"EMT-NUIfBeft 	 t--°-- -
CUyULATIVt I'VTrRNAL FCRCFS AND DISPLAC E MENTS
i• AUnE i#	 #A#i i##iX*i4*i*# FCetCES s#*s*i• #i*• A t**#	 s*;***f###*ss DISPLACEMENTS s+****sss****
NO. I .f3.	 u	 V	 N	 U	 V	 k
2	 2	 -I.^Ef?f1I .w: -1.u21^+2 `rt ir.	 --3.•^rG114hE-4; G.0	 -
3	 3	 -l.t`.•.I"+ o^f-^ . a I.E.2^^.Yi 4 C Ct
	 -^.:. ►^ I" •C3cI ^.SJGy 4UfE GO
	
=T t-tf-	 -	 — isi^r^ct2t-csa-5:iLtrL-[* :
k_a.,	
N _v;,iiY	 1. ^	 ?y^t4.'.9-' - _	 c-1.€a'Y:fr^' a w.a",=^'o]ve+v.+^i^1^ii '
zrl
	
	 TITLE	 e0PACS CYCLIC PLASTIC-CREEP CHLCKOUT PR09LLM	
VARIABLE STRUCTURE HPA ER = 8V7I1L^
¢ --"2T-tIt-E-'-t	 Mak MEHl MUl csftR	 --!!
l-VE	 --•r#^*+s++*#s^s^*sear **^*---C	 kf SEA- -a*►*s+s*+**E**sss. ss*ss+RS----
	
r^t;. I.C. NO. TP. 	 CUM. STRESS	 xx	 YY	 ZZ	 XY	 XZ	 YZ
	
1	 3	 `. 4	 39ZKOE 00	 -4.5821E-G5 3.2540E 00 -2.5332E-05 -7.1948E-10 0.0 	 000
t=f ftVf----- s#+ss<s#*r**see*ss*s*s**-itVCRtMtWFitt---!rTit"S ES *****is*ss .i*sss***sas t---
	
0'0. I.G. a il. * .	 INCR. STRESS	 Xx	 YY	 ZZ	 rY	 XZ	 YZ
	
1	 3	 t 4	 2.25C.u5 00	 -4.0090E-05 2.25C:uE W -:.0747E-05 -6.15d78E-10 0.0 	 000
	
No. I.D. MC. TP.	 Xx	 YY	 ZZ	 XY	 kZ	 YZ
	
1	 3	 5 4	 -3*u0alE-G1 1.040'E 00 3.4000E-01 -2.8735E-10 0.0 	 u. (p
*- -INCftE Mi f^Titt-Et'flt-f
IP. XX YY	 7Z	 XY XZ YZ
1	 3 5	 4 -1*50015-01 5.0000E-G1 -1.5800E-01 -2.6849E-10 0.0 000
co
A
i i L, -- Etjf'IUtA "VE-'P t*sv i c S :v k
bt!.	 I.A. PD. TP . PLASTIC WORK	 kX YY	 ZZ	 XY XZ	 - YZ




NO. I.D. ND. TV .	 PLASTIC WCRK	 XX	 YY	 Z2	 XY	 XZ	 YZ
	
1	 3	 5 4	 0.0	 G.0	 C*U	 000	 0*0	 6*4	 0.0
-l-wEhf	 iPe 1 MF	 t UMUtAr	 T	 e*w*ss rst-
	
n^r. I.O. no. TP.	 CREEP NARK	 XX	 YY	 II	 XY	 X2	 YZ
	1	 3	 5 4	 5 . 4:125@ 00	 -5.00E-E-01 1400PE CC -5.0000E-01 5.4024E -fib 000	 000
--it-4•+'Ei^T	 Fi^^T	 ' ^'^ iEe -I!M147 *^*s*s*;s*s+r^r.*---1HGkEf1Eh;AE-{REEP^•3^Ft1k3'i^t5--*ii►i******ss*********s-
	
4+iE . 1.0. H0. TP.	 CREEP WORK	 X !S	 YY	 ZZ	 XY	 XZ	 YZ
	
I	 3	 5 +.	 2*IM5 E 00	 -56003CE-01 1 * rr*QOE 00 -5.00U0E-111 -4*4551E-11 0.0	 004
--- F _ 	 Sum---CtiR: ELF. ---^^•as4^s^as*^va^ssss^as --[i!M[itRT^il -TElYI^t:-5TRR1l -;mss****sas*s*sM#M*^t**---
	
Ni;. I.n. ku. TV.
	
CGOE LEA , E 101AL S7KAIN	 XX	 YY	 2Z	 XY	 XZ	 YZ
	
1	 's	 S 4	 G	 -2	 3.Rna7E t0 • -3.000 )E-03 5 . 5Crt, •E 04 -3.G&L? SE-0I 6.Z12bE-Ckb 4.0	 4.4
r
ti
._ ....,,..... ,_ ..^ ..ter ^•
	 ,_	
^ t^	 r.^.	 _	 _






ITI-Tl:F	 t3lta-i	 !cCRSHENT HUMBEIR-x--11
---:Lt*ftr	 t	 tfr-----s»**-EPP^^Tf11E-1^r1RSFi^^fiItRINS
	 ff^EL-T1ifL CfstiEP-STRAINS` sss--
	
Nu. 3.6- %L. TP-	 STRESS CTR. STRESS SIZE 	 INCREMENTAL SUM IMR. CUMULATIVE INCREMENTAL SUM INCR. CUMULATIVE
1	 3	 5 4	 1. GCOOE 00 2.2500E OQ	 0.0	 w.OGWE 00 2.DOOOE 00 1.0000E UO 3. 0000E WA 1.0000E 00
--- EL t.	 ---ed" t1r,"VE	 ****--CVMVL-AT3VC--T"tKMXt 5o3i2AI_	 —	 - -
	
rt. 1.u. NV. TF.
	
T;MPJEKAIUKE	 xx	 YY	 22
I	 3	 5 4	 4.5^;uiE ^0
	 I.SCGGL- GG 1.500t co 1.5001E 00




llTLE	 6DPACE CYCLIC PLASTIC-CREEP CHECKOUT PROBLEM 	 PAGE	 86
VTITLE	 VARIABLE STRUCTURE NUMBER	 I
IT!	 _	 i.kEMEi^t?-NUM6Hi-^— 3Z—^
—f•Ak"ti _






Fu^t l:157KliWlt:D LLAD	 SET	 GNf =	 0.0
COLFFICI_KT FUR ( 1 1.TKIA 1 17ED	 LL. Al)	 SET	 IWL- R	 0.i.
---Cttt`ris:rlrf tt4f:Eb9t ftPltItAlunt	 tEf i.2teftece
Co4LFFIC10.7 F1;K NGLAAL !IKE:' . S/_7xA1N	 ELI -	 e.0
TR.6f'!L^T1CNAL ACCELEKATICf. 	 ILENCTH/TIDE/TI M E) =	 G.{`
AN ULCN ACCELLKR IICfa G.:.
M tP TIME -	 003




.-: :rte	 - r :.-:	 s_. ^	
;^.-. .d^,	 s. 4.^. _:-sLi'
..:s'er:ti^saiac^'3^.i'aa^EhF^._x ^..^:"^s^s.,^-^ 	 "•:iL;r^s^rlSa%.i.Y.:r,::+:.,,ai.,::
TIT LE 	 LOPACE CYCLIC PLASTIC-CREEP CHECKOUT PROBLEM 	 FACE	 87
VTITLE	 VARIABLE STRUCTURE NUMBER 	 1
IT-I+t	 N6RiMENT f9UMBER---42
BEGIN SOLN	 CPU s 00:00934.274	 TOO : 23:43t11
---- ;ff •Silt I eu	 23:43-: t .
BEGIN tLLOG--P CPU = vC:170:34.317 TOD v 23:43513
ENE, ELLWP CPU = OC:00:34.404 TOO s 23:43919
—RFS Z fv
BEGIN SGLH CPU = Dv, : JO-1 34 .411 700 x 23:43:19
END SGLN CPU - 03:60:34.437 TOD 23143319
—9E6Itt---Eti 10D 73s43.
END	 ELLOOP	 CPU - 00:06934.557	 TOO r 23143:21
RESIDUAL NORM s 1.934175-01
Sh —BE-W- 	.4-3 rn
Ua END	 SCLN	 CPU = OC-'0:34.5E7 	 TOD = 2314':21
bEGIfj	 f LLCCP	 CEU = CO:00:34.59C,	 TOD s 23:43:21
EHD-----1: L 
RESIDUAL hLRM a 1.05631E-01
BEGIN	 SOLN	 CPU - GO:.p0:34.700
	 TOD - 23:43:22
--END ftlkm fifu oe2ve
HEGIH ELLGGP CPU s t,u:uV:34.7:7 TOD s 23t&3:22
tNU ELLOOP CPU m u3 :04:34.B13 TOU = x3:43124
-----Rf.
eEGIM SULK CPU = 00 : DU934.41 7 IUD s 23:43.24





TITLF	 5OP.%CE CYCLIC PLASTIC-CREEP CPAL;KOUT PROBLEM	 PAGE	 88
VITILL
	
VARIABLE STRUCTURE NUMBER	 1
!Ti-'ftt-- -- tt*fB	 tteRk. ENV- fWMbtR-12
END




00:60:=4.966	 TOD = 23:43:25
END	 SOLN
	 CPU = P0:70:34.903	 700 a 23:43:25
--tiEtii	 _ ..TOB w P3X43425	 -
END	 fuouP	 CPU = Ou:UU:35.053	 TOD = 23:43:26
kESIDUAL NLRM = 2.O1C87t-03
—FlfF.	
-	 100 -
END	 SCLN	 CPU = UC:i6:3:.17 y 	700 = 23:43:27
bEGIN ELLOUP CPU = G:35.123 700 = 23:43:27
l	 r
-	 RESItot)AL NCkM = 5.3535oE-04
BEGIN SC'Lk CPU = TOD = 23:43:29
---ENEt ' .26il —fiBEt	 2 
-	 BEGIN ELLOOP CPU = 00:60:35.773 TOD = 73:43:79
tNU ELLUCP CPU - GU:CC:33.374 TOD = 23:43:31
EEiI.r	 SOLN	 LPU - COICO:35.38b	 TOD = ,Z3:43:31
END	 SuLN	 CPL! = 00:L 0:35.412	 IUD x 23:43:31
---tEG-1x3:3
tNU	 ttLCLP	 L;PU = Ctr :60.• 34 . 529	 TGO - 23:43:33
kESIUUAL ►,tfiN = 3.73I"yE-35
--fZ-&I f. 5804	 eFu a 6b2cb255wse9




_ ....,_—. _n...^.,,s, K,._..4^^Sa^e... r.^.a^l'r:vw^^aS^ x •<..'i.ia..tvtY(Y(.^ifl 	 S^'^._^F^:y^ . _	 ., Si i.s.iuw^r,[§ 	







TITLE	 - SOPAEL- CVUI IQ NLASTIC—CkEEP C"ECKCUT PRCULtx PAGE	 S
VTITLE- VARIABLE 5TRUCTOAlk NUMSEl1 in 	 1l
---iTITkk-"-LEE'- fMERE!4E!!#- ti	 - -	 -	 itfMETt^- iltllR$t`It =-"!^-- `- -
END	 SOM CPU = QCto0:35.5S9
	TOD ; 23243!93 %.
--`ttiiffr L^tr =- 23:Y.^t
END	 £LLOCP CPU s Ct..i,G23t.vb9	 700 = 2314323?
RESIUUAL NLk7R + I.fl1C7vE-09
----tff^+^--•fit - :Mts^-.^-----Tuft-=-33^3e3° -
F -
- EEGIN	 CENRb CPU * Lc-.ifi:3f.74D4	 700 c 23e4323P
- ^	 s
;r STIFFNESS LEAERAM-ft CLMPLETED.	 Ili PARTITIONS WRIITENw =
—fMB :713 13 •:
-4
>3?	 P:C.I%	 14Ek :CF. CPU = 06:u0135 . 771
	
TOD = 23:43:39 ^ °A
Evu	 ghi{5JR CPU = fi..:CG.35.t4E	 TOD r 23943tbQ
^"-EkTI-^ ^ -M - 'Et -	 .. .^ L` a----'Fact	 -« 3 : 42m. tl
- MAXIML44 WAVEFRONT s	 i NUUES AT INTERNAL NCUE	 1
BEGIN	 CECLMP CPU s 7C:GCt35.by2	 lOD = 2314394G
-- -- L-14 v — -- DEEC.. ra: u{s: 3^'.ir5'^
	
T011-a 'tar 43 e4E^--
BEGIN	 BIG:Clt LfU = Ul, 9CC:3S .96tl	 TOD a 23:43940
E PML	 BIG1Ct CPU = GC: 4110936.tilb
	
TOD = 23:43242
—BEti IM---!!tia _std, .
	
713R-=-23x43 M2 -	 -
M;IN	 GENRiA CPU a CCiCL:3b.031
	
TOO = 23943943
11IFf-NESS GENFkATICk COM O LtiTF0.	 lit PAkTITIONS WRITTEN.
--tiro	 fiENRO ept-	 ...tc: 60M---TOD-=-"tt.3244
b[l.lk	 MEO T-LK COU = CG: •,t,936.115	 TUL' a 23:43:44
END
	
MEkSGK CPU = cc. :00:300 7b	 TOD * 23:43245
--f*tf^	 tl=fcE .3et— . ---T 0	 "t*s*4D -	 -	 -
L ga4sd w,^e _5^"iL.:.^ll.Gcu _ 	 ma35LSa6
fw^
rwr ^-T
rl	 TITLE	 50PACE CYCLIC PLA:;TIC-CkEEP CHECKOUT PRO&LEM PAGE	 90
MILE VARIASLk STRUCTURE NUMBER	 I
it 2-1 t t!	 tt p tp lNeftrzftm!	 !2 1 NC- ftE-ML-ftT-NUNf3EX--%-12
MAXIML" WAVE X RONT	 4 NODES At INTERNAL NODE	 I
..r P! Ic 	 LRE CCM 10	 tPO - CO s3tv=.224	 TWO	 23 o 4-3 .-45--
EMP	 Lpi Colop	 CPU - cGZuc:!b.?Ll	 TOD	 23:43Z46
bE-Gl p l
	11 1 G S CK	 CPU = L v - G Q	 2 ly I	 TOD	 23:43!46
-t*ro	 E JG!5tR	 rz P u	 ce
BEGIN
	 SCLM	 tPLI	 6[.:4[+ : 36.35•*	 TOD	 23:43:48
END	 SVLN	 CPU	 TGD	 23243:49
E: t:&! f4	 ttt v^O F	 e pty	 Gcj:ao.^es .ty t	 TOD	 2-1-3—




9 N 0	 0 F	 L 0 A D	 I N C R E M E N T	 12
=	 C' .
4	 IhTi-GkATION PCINTS HAVt 0ANGE0 ELASTIC TC PLASTIC • 	0	 INTEGRATION POINTS PLASTIC TO ELASTIC DURING THIS INCRtMENT
sp iciFictl MAY. NO * STIFFP I LSS UPDATES =	 1, NO. UPDATES PEkFOWMED	 I
SPECIPItb 4#X; hb.	 0.1d,iftht REPt UPE-* :lk	 PEmK3k?R5r Slfir;t: taSl U—ftife	 I
SPLCIllLP , Pax. UKIALANCL"FOIC E LPhDR =	 I. C ME-05 9 ACTUAL ERROR	 I.I3752E-06
i	 blBerzit	 6FO
END	 BIGSCK	 CPU a GCZ.-C:36 .&L4	 TOD = 23%43:54
BEGIN	 OUTPUT	 CPU = uo : bG:3b . o6G	 TOD = 23:44:61
7ITLt7	 -"-'PACE CYCLIC PLicr-TIC-CREF-1, CHECKOUT FkOELLM PAGE	 91
V7114E iiRlAbLE STRUCTURL NU96ER	 I
i T-1 TL E	 LtAb	 ihEkFf!-P!'F	 1? lNEAEME*T-NUMbtA	 -12—
CUP IMLATIVi	 INlFkNj-L f-UkLL! MD u]SPLACE"ENTS
F4,kC c S	 DIMACEMENTS
PC.	 r.n.	 U	 v	 w	 u	 v
—1	 i	 te	 -0 i; fk	 &------
2	 2	 -1.94749V5F 00	 -1*4791300E-Lb	 C .0
3	 3	 2.6699527E- (st.	 I.S37440--'E Of)	 -SoObBOME-06	 6.5499992E 00
df	 do	 2.669055	 .irl Eel- (3.5 	 92
	117LE
	
60PACE CYCLIC PLASTIC-CKf F. P CHECKCUT PROBLEM	 PAGE	 92
	
VTITLf	 VARIABLE STRUCTURt NWIbER = 1
'-' !Tt7tt"--t£Afr !NektMtft! 12	 -12---
- tttIrmi	 PCIM.ffE	 TY!'^'Fitf°S	 6
	
N00 I.O. NOW Me	 CUM. S7RFS5	 xx	 YY	 zz	 xY	 RZ	 YT
	1	 3	 5 4	 3.6750E t10	 -8.t►834E-06 3.875UL QO -6.6625E-06 9,8753E-I1 m , 	000
-tt-voteNI	 1EFFtt7 : we	 *s 0 sue***** --
	
NCO I.D. tu ;s. TP.	 INCR. STRESS	 KX	 TV	 zz	 xv	 xz	 Yz
	
1	 3	 &	 6.2495t-01	 3."30E-05 6.2M98E-01 1.8669E-U5 8.1723E-10 [.O 	 4300
m emt.	 T	 TRX2	 s- -
	
NL'. I.U. firo TP.	 XX	 TV	 zz	 XY	 xz	 YZ
	
1	 3	 5 4	 -3.CGOCE-01 9.S999E-01 -3.400CE-01 3.312YE-11 0.0	 000
--^-	 ^tssst# ssssw^s^ftpCftml+tf
	
. I.O. No. 'r i*.	 xx	 YY	 zz	 XY	 xZ	 YZ
pD	 I	 3	 5 4	 I.U.66E-05 -9 .t1348E-06 3.5339 E-Ob 3.26S2S-10 0. 6 	 000
• V
- a r=Lr['1E 1 r,	&J*Ut*fZVf=	sewt--etvAut*-TrvE P as-y le 59fit	 ids## ii'--
	
MC. I.O. Nn. 1P.	 PLASTIC WORK	 Xx	 YY	 zz	 xY	 xz	 YZ
	
1	 3	 5 4	 1.19u6t 01	 -1.25043E 00 205000E 00 -1.25CCE 00 -5.1410F-10 0.0 	 0.0
	
---tt	 itErFE?cTiit----+ *M^+•+*ra+ +s*s--Iir'CittMEtr7RL^tl^Si £-SfRiri31	 ttss**ss#ss------^
	
NE. I.O. 40. TP.	 PLASTIC WORK	 XX	 TV	 zz	 XY	 XZ	 vz
	
1	 3	 5 4	 1.7tl3i, OS	 -2950OIZ-01 5.00cIE-01 -2.560LE-01 -8 *4053E-09 0.0	 Goo
	tt M Ali:`	 tfntJt;rti 1 Vt-"-^* *se*sss +es*ssssss*:- gUMtritfi3Yti"CRf EF- ifrlttit5"-s ^**^ssssssss
	
tic . I.J. Nu. 1 p .	 CkEEP WORK	 KX	 YY	 zz	 xY	 xz	 Tz
	
i	 3	 '. 4	 5 . E12SR 00	 -5. tOMFE -01 1.000C.E C0 -5.6000E-01 5.4124E-08 0.9	 0.0
	
_-E-LA 	 --theftE+ E*1 AL ------+►^ *^s^.^s*s*sfsa^ +►*ss -;i96REM£ !T#k-[BtEf► -^TR71rF!!'r-+;^6^s+^^*stM#6^s6 tr~--
	
NCO I.G. NCO TF.	 CRfFFP WORK	 XX	 YY	 zz	 XY	 xz	 TZ
	
1	 +	 5 4	 r. -rJ	 'D.J	 0.0	 0.0	 0.e	 coo	 G.G
FLT"! 4 I	 F1&T M!	 -t p Still atip►riFF.	 -OVALM^*bq*sprsM6ss^aw----
	
N(;. I.D. AC. TF•.	 Ct:OE COLE 7C7AL ifkAlh	 xx	 TV	 IZ	 xT	 Xz	 Yt
	
1	 3	 r 4	 1	 7	 4.3"VE 50	 4.7r't4E-Ce .o.5:bOE uQ y .5367E-07 50543£-106 0.0 	 0slu
L ]	 TITLE	 bUPACE CYCLIC PLASTIC-CREEP CHECKUUT PRCHLE4
 V7I7LE
I117rE--t9A-	 --	 - -
PAGE	 93






	 ffFtCiIVE- kEE#-STfIAINS-00*** ---
	
Fjr:. I.G. RL. TP.	 STKLSS CTk. STRESS SIZE
	 INNEMENTAL SUM INCk.
	 CUMULA7IVF INCREMENTAL 5UN INCk.
	 CUMULATIVE
	
1	 3	 5 4	 1.5001-E Uu 2.375CE 00	 5.COWE-01 4.5c:CCE 00 [.5CCCt CO O.0
	 3.0clicE 00 10GOOGE 00
--t
	 -tt"tttttfii-V
	 *—CIJMULAIIVt T"I:R"At7-S7Y(taiYS- **** -
	
NC. I.U. NC. TP.	 TC-MPEkATOV E 	 xx	 YY	 ZZ
	
1	 s	 °	 i.Zu:Uc 4]
	 Z.C50C: GO 2.0!uCE CO 2.01PLGE 00
END	 CUI PUT
	 LrU = 3E:C0:3a.777 TOU a 23:44:x3
- -------------__- — --------
V
TITLE	 6r PACE CYCLIC PLASTIC-CREEP CriECKCUT PRCBLFM
	 PAGE
	 94VTI'ILL
	 VARIABLE STRUCTURE NUM6tR
	 1
t	 I T 1 T L t^-AL -I	 _	 id£itt^!Bkfi -hUM6ER-+^-13---
- PAkA^+^fi^-Fu
CDLFI- 1CIF111	 rUr: C()NLkr'TKtTtO LUAU
	 S0	 ONE	 = 7.5 r,3000E 00
_	 Ct, e h r fC f ^t7 F:-r-t
	 Et+c t- ^cfi L-o-tt*b —Sf-T--	 - -.9
CUILF=ICIENI	 rC;K UISTRI_Ulkh WAD	 S`1	 Q 0F	 =
_-. 3
L6k1-2-IC1EN1	 F(.K	 VI!Tr.1L' L• TFL	 LtAV	 SET	 TFe4-	 = tt.G





	 ACLEL[ kall :,F+	 (LLk(. Tm/IIF'E/ TI'4E)
	 = U.cf
-^!k(.EL14	 tk-EVE	 1#It S1fI^4EI----	 -
A%, L-u Ltk 	 1•CLl.Lt 4 tTILN	 liEV^.LUTIJ n*S/TIrL/".VL)
	 = C.6 j
ChFF` TI"F	 _ co




T^	 TITLE	 hOf-ACE CYCLIC . PLASTTC-CREEP C14ECKOUT PRCBL £M	 PAYE	 qg
L	 WTITLE	 YAUTABLE STRUCTURE NUM6ER s I





bECIN SiLN CPU	 00:oG =37.216 TOO s 23:44:11
—qtr - ---ate- ---  
BEGIN ELLCGP LRU = otr :40:37. 2,56- 700 : z3244:11
END ELL4up CPU = OJ:LG:i7 . 345i TOO v 23:44:17
—RE-F 5- 3.4
bEGIN SCLN CPU = t7G: ►:ti:37.3. "s TOD = 23:44:12
ENO SCLN CPU = GC:v0:37.3e6 TOD = 23%44:1?
-----r1 Lfrlh - -E-t LC. :. tlC = 5 .:"'K4.---"TOIr-r73 . di4: l s--
	
_	 -	 -
Efq t., ELLUCIP CPU s 4u:.sr:37.476 700	 23:44:13
RESIDUAL NORM = 1.7173eE-:,1
w AlEcl ed --
4
V CND SCLN CPU = 00%CO237 . 506 TOD * 23:44:14
tEt-14 ELLOUP CPU = o0:.30:37.51h TOD c 23:44:14	 -
-- -EN{r --FrLL6GP GPU a 3T^ Syr— ;i3D-#-23 :f.4 r 15	 - -
RESIDUAL NC'R"4 = 3.83ur6E-G2
LEGIN STAN CPU = ICJ : G0:37.6G2 TGU = 23:4.4:15
eetba
BEGIN ELLCLN CPU = I,;, : LG:37.A42 10D = 23:44:I5
END ELLULIP COU = Gv:aL-:37 . 4.35 TUD = T3:44:17
W- .: -----	 --_---	 -
e c Gi fi `SAN Cuu	 = 6f ,.,.0:37.730 TCD c 23:&4:17
E411 SCLY CPU = M1p :Cu:37.7:5 7Ut+ = 23:~4:17
--_t%GGi"----ftL_„  5	 !1W	 Or --23:441t-7—
i
lk
7ITLF	 BOPACE CVtLIC PLASTIC-CREEP ChECKCUT PkC-BLEM 	 PAGE	 96
` 
s	 VTITLE
	 VARIABLE STRUCTURE NUMBER = 1
	
A-3ilTtt^'^	 Ihtiit-MENT-Numb	 13-
Est e 	ZLLUI;p	 CPU = 00 1.00:37.855	 TCD = 23:44:19
RECIN	 SL-L%t	 LPU = uus1-6:37.hbb	 TOO = 23:44:19
END	 SLLK	 CPU = 0)::70:37.509	 TOD = 23:44:19
LPJ U 	 ELt_UCP	 CPU	 TCD = 23:44:ZI
hESIUVAL NLRM = 2.02tb l t-G6
•	 E N D C F L 0 A D I N C R P M E N T 13
1 Y^-I!2 _ „	 .. .ICINIS —ems —*CC PL ASTIt'7N'fEf,RATIL1^rP'_^ Ef7T5=
ct^	 0 INTEGRATION NGIv1 S NAVE [,HANGct E ELASTIC TG PLASTIC.	 G INTEGRATION POINTS PLASTIC TO ELASTIC DURING THIS INCREMENT
SPECIFIED MAX. NO. S7IFFNLSS UPDATtS = 	 19 NO. UPDATES PERFORMED = 	 G	 !
:.P`t-iFtf_t_.	 _.	 i 	 PERF	 ST UP A
SPLCIFILL 14Ax. Ur:(,ALAN(_Ei#-F(,KCE EKRQ = 1.LGtCE- L:, ACTUAL ERROR = 2.02SIE-L6
	
----t-Et,-#r,!fiSt,	 -	 7- --TCD = 23Z 5t.
END	 blVCK	 CPU = bL40L• :3b.I11	 TOD = 23:44:25
i.Ct>I-N	 LuIPUT	 CPtl = 0L:;:C:3t,.I75	 Tot) = 23:44:26
^t	 TTTLF	 b0PACE CYCLIC PLASTIC-CNLEP C*t.CKOUT Pk0BLEM PAGE	 97
VTITLS VARIABLE STRUCTURE NUMBER =	 1
i ► iTt	 _	 -. --` --IkCREMtNT-H42MHER-s-13
.CUMULATIYt Ir ►TrRNAL FLRCt7 5 AND DISPLALSMENTS
ss NUL•'c s»	 sRSS ► assss•s*iss	 F ykGtS DISPLACEMENTS tts**s#*sl^ss
NQ.	 Y.U.	 U	 V	 w u V N
2	 2 5 .25 11yC5 C-L6 -2.2 aivwb57E 00 1.9999373E-01 6.0
3	 3	 6.y747ab;E-t6	 2:24 y9U:7c LL' 1.ya99y27E-GI 7.5C-000CnE 00
-_^__.--•^r-- --lY {'+t:=7st-rb-2^a+•••f.?00----^3T55tre32r^-C7-7.5G0'^[strCt-vir— r	 —
—	
--•L^:^zti.a^s_:t^.	 '',w	 ^:1r`^:..' '-	 ^- —	 -	 ----
n	 TITLE	 613PACE CYCLIC PLASTIC-CREEP CHFCKQUT PkGELLM 	 PAGE	 93
vTITLE	 VARIABLE STRUCTURE NUMBER : 1It1Ef E-f*t#1-- 4UHBER--
---tMMENT	PeWfFtGtIVt------mss+	 suss w*--ftie^ttltAT^YE- TkF53 s--sM4s++ssssssss :gsssssssa---
	
No. I.C. NO. TP.	 CUM. STRESS	 xx	 YY	 Z2	 XY	 XI	 YZ
	
1	 :,	 5 r	 405U.70f GO	 -3.6107E-06 4.5QGUt 00 -1.5 474E-06 -1.6308E-08 0.0 	 000
- --f- t:tif V twrs^•s+rsss*ssssss•^ ss-rirGicEM	 ssssssssissss*srtssssts---
	
NC. I.O. Nf TP.	 INCR. STRESS	 xx	 YY	 I2	 XY	 XZ	 YZ






NG. I.D. NL'. l V.	 XX	 YY	 II	 XY	 XI	 YZ
	
1	 3	 5 4	 -3 .060rUE-01 9.9999E-01 -3.00CCE-01 -4.7113E-09 0.0 	 1364
-
 INC-"mtftl-*t- EL*5	 c- S sssssss*sss^si#-
14C.	 I.U. Nu. 7 p . xx	 YY	 ZZ	 xY xt YZ





_ . AT iVF	 s--- ►s++4i1MrF4ss•*s+-C-UMUtlAT+V fi P1:A5-73C-SRA^hS^a^sa*sssssssssssssts--
Nv.	 l.L. . No. 1 p . PLASTIC WCRK	 xx	 YY	 ZZ	 xY k2 Y2
1	 3 5	 4	 - 1.4GOOE 01	 -I.50GCE OG	 3.00GLE 00 -I.S000E 06 -9.3286E-09 4.0 O.v
	
------E^^ l^	 PE31i^7	 "GI^f+4EhFi :.r- ====s+asssss*s.ss*rs-ikFCRtMC^eT #t-PL^_'.._ Cikiliif5--s*^+ssasssss#ss ^^-*s
	
wC. I.C. N0. TP.	 PLASTIC kt2gK	 xx	 YY	 ZZ	 XY	 XZ	 YZ3	 4 4
	 2 . Cv37E C• 0	 -2.5LOGE-01 -.i'.:rL .E-il -2 .500CE-01 -8.8145E-09 6.0	 C.Q
	
----- EL+Pf F-	 PE 3kT	C1iMULAT-IW_6---MSS*•s4s+.ss•sss*s*►.s-- C-E!!!s1tRiI1r ER^Ef'-STici^H4 's-*sssssssgsassssssssss-
	
t^U. l.rl. P010 TN.	 CREEP WGkK	 xx	 YY	 ZI	 XY	 X2	 YZ
1	 3	 5 4	 5.E125 F 00	 -5.00D SF-01 I.4CO-E CO -5.UUG0t-VI 5.4024E-08 4.0 	 L60
	
-tL IME141	 P6IT+T	 -	 1 hfRhOchNI/Vt	 *ssssssss*ssssssssa*---HttRERENT*t.-CRAP•-ST-RA31!46 ssssssss;ssssssssssss ---
	
r;o. t.G. fact. 1 P.	 CP.EEN WLRK	 xx	 YY	 Z2	 XY	 XI	 YZ
1	 3	 5 A	 0.6	 0,0	 000	 006	 0.D	 000	 boo
	F;H+E":F	 paiNIF	 FEs- *sssf s ssrsssrs +^aaa- -E}3KUl1ti #1f T8 At-3TitAI [M5--- ►sssss***assgsssss9s=
	
P:I3. 1.U. .3R. TP.	 C':UE CAGE TOTAL t,TKA0H	 Xx -^^YY-	 --- I2-DI	yXY	 _x2
G
	
1 +?	 4	 .	 4 . Foo7E CO	 7.uf^^-C1 7.5LGuF 0p 2.0000f-DI 3.qy84E-GFt 6.6
rIlTLF	 ACPACL CYCLIC YLA$TIC-CkFFP CNrCKCUT PRCPLEM PAGE
	 99LJ VTIIL'^- VARIABLE STRUCIURE NUMBER s	 I}If4L-E 48xf+-f — - ltIGRCMtNI -NUMaEIt r-13- - ---
—=t WH+1--°--F Ei  STRAINS- **^^*
- NEE.	 I.P.	 NO. TV. STRESS CIR. STRESS SIZL INCkEMENTAL SUM INC4.	 tUMULAIIVE INCkEMENTAL SUM 1NLk.	 CUMULATIVE
1	 3 5	 4 2-LCGGE 00	 2.5000E CO 5.000GE-01 5.0000[ 00	 3.0000E 00 0.0 3.0004E 00	 1.4000& 00
ttEMt l tMUltA-T-1 VE	 --***'► CUWjLATIVt-iMEkMAt 	 TRAl1V5-+ -	 ---
- no.	 I.D.	 nG. lP. TiKPLEATURE xx YY	 Z7
1	 3 5	 a 1.3!7110E	 01 2.5060E OG 2.5u00E Gr	 2.5004,E Cpl
END	 CUTYU7 CPU = LG:Go:BE.311
	







TITLL	 50PACE CYCLIC PLASTIC-CREEP CHECKOUT PROBLEM PAGE	 100 5
VTITLE VARIABLE STRUCTURE KI M(rER	 1





_ .. -	 -
CUIFl- ICIENT FOR C0kLt'.lRATrf- LOAD	 SET	 UNE	 = P.799999E 00
—f C v I K- - Vf tUAD
	
SET=----TW.PJ-- 	 - .
CUEFI-ICIEhT FUR tJISTk1E .UIEU	 LOAD	 SEl	 OtIE	 - (i.C.
COEFFICIEMT	 Fait JISTkI!UITED LLAn	 SET	 IWL	 = C.'?
—CnErrIfilr P41 -Ft o pot.itt	 lem p tfstl"tticL---	 - t-. -4s(-ftrjt"tt3-
COEFFICit;NT FLk Nlh- 4AL SIRE SS/STRAIN	 SET
	 = C.4
TkANLIATIL M AL	 ACC Z LEPATIL'T.	 (LL'4f,Tt+/TImE:/lI l4E)	 = n.^1
—A%f,UL-Ir; VE-LeE -IV l rtEVEt:bl!rzH -
A161,Lak	 ACLELE 9kAT!L N1	 (F,t vjLUT1,ruS/TInL/T1ME)
	 = L.
LREEH TIME = C.0
















VARIABLE STRUCTUkE NUMbER * I
-	 INGMEMEN'FNllMbtiit-+--^4--------
hEGIN 5L•LN LPU : D4:0Vt 33 . 74C TOD * 23:44:37
END
SEGIt. ELLOOP CPU c OL:(. D : 3b.7a7 IOU = 23:44: 37
ENU ELLUCP CPU = Gc:GO:3P.95U TOD ; 23:44:39
—PES!OUAL NEW ! 2-.-E-t-1%. e.725.1 e --	 -
BEGIN SULK CPU = 00 : 00:38 . 853 TOD x 23 :44:39
END S(iLN CPU = 0t.:CC:3P.983 TOD = 23:44:3Q
--5 t-G !!a—	 Lt -	 .3f .	 ' ? FOD -	 4 ".
END ELLUCP LPU = GG:30:38.997 TOO * 21: 44:42
kESIMPAL NORF = 2.26463E-01
ca
A PEt:IN	 se
V	 EPtfi SOLN LPU = tu:Cf.:34.071 TOD - 23:64:42
PEGiN ELLUCF CPU = TOD = ?3:44:42	 .
—E-4bt -- -- E L .130	 -- i00	 23:44: t
FtE S I O UAL NL.I REI	 = 8 . 437-A- L-G2
bF-WP4 SnLN CPU = TOG = 23:44:44
-- ENDr--` . 3a:3d------Ti1Er*
BEGIN ELLL'C P CPU a O0:CG:35.17il TOD s 23:44:45
ENU LLLUUP CPU = OL' iu4:19.253 700 = 25:44:46
—kESIi: tlAt--ftt .. - ^— T	 ---
6EGlk SLLN CPU = G3:,0:3S . T`y TOD = 23:44:46
END t(GLN GPU = nC:CC:34.2b3 TOD = 23:44:46







TITLE	 !UPACE CYCLIC PLASTIC-CREEP CMECKUUT PRCPLEM
VTI7LF




	 ELLULP CPU = Cu:.•C:3 1r.373 700 r 23:44:48
BEGIN	 _CLN LWL' = CO:06:3y .3a6 TOD = 23 :44:46
5Y L.	 SCLN CPU = drj:G..:3 1r.4I3 TsM = 23:44:4$
	 --
---is fc L Ii--- - . ,	 . , T-00 =^3 : 44 :4 E --
ENU	 cLLr-u' C PU = 0:.0b-.34.CU9 TC,D = 23 :44:44
RESIUt IAL NLKM = 1.97^40F-C++
t2 ?uD
kNL	 SCLN CPV = t,C:JG:3y .53y 700 = 23:44:49
5F.G1:^
	 ELLLL P
CD CPU !,'+ :vu:39.542 TCD = 23:44:5G
-jw-tw	 ettbep
Ado k[SI" I UAL NORM = 2..TtS^E-G5
RFL•!k
	 SLLN CPU = CC:,a:3y.n4v TOD 23:44:51
."EGIN	 ELLCCP CFI = 0.::0:3 y .be2 TUU = 23:44:51
END	 ELLLUP cru = TOn = 23:44:53
-	
-f ---f.---E--A-D-- I-4-G-R--fL-M F 44-4-- 1-4 ----	 ------	 _.
NO. ELASTIL INTEGktTIL% VCINTC =	 C	 hC. P LASTIC INTFGIcATIfr. fjUI V7S =	 4
---kl I-P*TtGriO444jr- FE- kf;— -^A9t t"#fH:H tL-ASF-IL- IV +LASI ICr--- G—I iTEf^KAIlf:ti fLIIr+S Pkl15FIE - IC+^h45F3#--lAlf23iVfr-TttlS- iitCREREkF-----SPECIFIEti MAX. MC . STIFF-NILS UP[,A1r5 =	 I. NO. uP()AlEs PcR F^Rmc-0 =
	 v
SPECIFIED MAx. NO. TT;FATICNS PL% UPDATE =	 10 IC. ` : p NV. I7EPATIOWr PLPFCKHEL•
 SINCE LAST UPDATE =
	 8
----3PEC-I;-IFft-+4A-k-	 -•"• _ Fi-..cr--crM::+ -+•--].vi^-flE-GS T- IrTll4l- - FRRL'R n -.. bOC'9E-Yitr-----_--_-----------
	h	 T PROBL EMTITLE	 SRPACt CYCLIC PC.A yiIC-CRtEP G ECKCU 	 RC £ 	 PAGE;	 103
VTI7LE'	 VARIABLE STRUCTURE NUMBER	 1
	
I7 17L-t-- - tbAL- PieftEMEN P 1 :—__T _ .----	 —	 --- 1kCR£fi£t:T--hUKSEtt--- 14
	





Ht GIN	 CuFPVT	 CPU * 4u:L'LS3 y .S5L	 TQD = 23:44:57
w
	
n A ITILF	 t . QI ACE CYCLIL PLASTIC-CReLP CKt-CKCrU7 PROt1LEM	 PAGE	 104
	
Qp VT17LE	 VARIABLE STRUCTURt NUMBER • i
kC"kElt£iri--f^EUMttER--^--14--^-
CUMULATIVE it+TtKNAL FUKCES AND DISPLACEM0473
** NCL'E ## DISPLACEMENTS	 #sass#*#•##ts
NU.	 I .Do ti	 V	 k U V	 M
Coo
7	 2 R.9u1P` , bE-too -2. 671,',334c CC 2.7y51oI0f-U6 0.0
3	 3 1.43 -4576L -U52.bZ^^b3p34c yCL 3.13544^y10EE-06 8 .7499942E CG y 
y	 ^
	TI TLt	 FOPACE CYCLIC PLASTIC-(:RtEP Cm. CKCUT PRObLEP 	 PAGE	 105
VTITLE	 VARIABLE STRUCTUkE NUHbER	 I
111Ttf--te*fr !NeREmFNi idt 	 lNCRtMEftT--NUNbER	 14
ETA V t-- - -*a*r* ** rt ►s **** *sirs**♦*#-;,t)^11f LAT 1 V E-STit E55E',r--*ss;sM+^**ssssswssgssssss
	
NU. I.D. MCA . TP.	 CUM. STRESS	 xX	 YY	 ZI	 XY	 XZ	 YZ
	
1	 3	 5 ti	 5.250lt 00	 1.g:531:-05 5.2501E 00 -4.1 4r -G6 1.2327L-0 4 0.0	 0.0
	
fi	 T	 -$F F E iii V E"►ssMSM ^.ass.sss s+sss sss +e**- -IFIC kt Mf_ ^tT-A t-3Tit C3-Sf S- 'M^^*+^s^f*#as**s#at^tsss#--^---
	
Y('. I.U. Nu. TP.	 INCk. .°. TkESS	 Xx	 YY	 ZZ	 XY	 XZ	 Y2
	
1	 3	 5 4	 7.!"09F-01 	 2.16b4E-05 7.5;;13E-01 -3.2u6FE-O6 1.7541E-06 4.0	 4.0
i-L-tMtPtT-i'frii	 -	 - **#**#s *+kssssss -C#MULAi1VE^ tKsT3^ -3T#1s1	 s*ssss#sss-
	
Nl. I.L. 010- TP.	 XX	 YY	 ZZ	 XY	 X2	 YZ
	
1	 3	 S 4	 -3.0:033-GL 1.00LGE 00 -3.0GODE-01 3.0524E -1Q 4.0	 G.0
----ftt-Ki	 -«++«ss*4s++*sss*rMS--1NCkctKtliFAt EL^a5T1E-STftAikS--#rwss4sM*ssMS***s*sss---°-
	
NC. I.L. NC. TP.	 XX	 YY	 ZZ	 XY	 xZ	 YZ
	
1	 3	 4	 -1.8477E-06 1.U299E-05 -7.2122E-06 5.ulb5E-(s9 0.0 	 G.0





-+ PJC. I.D. NO. T P .	 PLASTIC WORK	 XX	 YY	 22	 XY	 XL	 YZ
	1	 3	 5 4	 1.61i75f DI	 -2.0000E C•5 4.004,GE 44 -2.aO0LE Oa -2.3112E-G8 00i; 	 O.i:
`. L 94 p N 9v pullif lNCRtMEf#TAL--*+t***ass. *+*+ ►sssr**" INCktMtVlTAL--PtA5'11C--57ftlNfs *ss#* ##
	
Nu. I.O. NO. TV.	 PLASTIC WERK	 X%	 YY	 ZZ	 XY	 X2	 YZ
	
1-	 3	 > 4	 4.h74vE 00	 -4.9994E-01 9.959RE-01 -4.994 1YE-•01 -1.37K4E-Od 0.0 	 0.6
------ELE" ii	 i E 14	 C"UtA- IV''---r.s.***»see*s***.sr*w* - OttMULATivtrtftEP-S{i I INS-wo*^ ►s*^ s**sse*tsltsss---^
	
Nu. I.D. NO. TP.:	 CPEEP k04K	 X'(	 YY	 ZL	 XY	 XZ	 YZ
	1	 3	 5 Y	 5.r,1251- 00	 -5.0GOCE-ul I .l.uf4E OG -5.%LCCl:-Gl 5.4C24E-Oh 0.0	 606
	
-EtE+lthi^T t't'tT	 -- -INCk:MF4TAL- -•rs.s*tt*+M*trssss++►s- INCktItkNFAL-CPE-tP L TPA INS-^►«*s*tss##ss*i*ft*#sl
	
Nu. I.O. NU. 7P.	 CKLtP i,f;F.K	 XX	 YY	 ZZ	 xY	 XI	 YZ
	
1	 3	 5 4	 L.'s	 .?.7	 v.0	 -,.0	 V.•J	 0.G	 b.ti
	
--,tc-w!^T---r. ei"!T	 -Ss;,*	 CUK. tfF.	 CU('ULAIIVt 7CTAL STRAIIhh-'E*ss^M^s*t^k*^iri *i^ss«^-_
h[	 i.n. NO. TO*.	 ^.UDE COLE 10AL STkAIN	 XX	 YY	 ZZ	 XY	 XZ	 YZ
	
t	 3	 j	 `.?n67E 03	 4.70440-;ir, 8.5 -4'uk CO 5.5?d7E -G7 3.1217f -06 L .0	 U60
s
-	
_.^: •.	 .,.. _ :. a _. -. ,...-.w.	 x,.	 .a,
	 ..	 u	 _...	 -..s-.	 - - ^° -	 r.u<	 ^*m.	 'frwr^Y^.^.-='..5--...^SiS
 
U.
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00* EFFtc i ivk-PtAblir; STi?	 EFFt{T'31IE-#tE
	
-S*1lAIh3-	 4^---^
hu. I.D.	 Nu. 7 p . SIRES$ GTR. STuESS SIZE INCREMENTAL SUN INGR*	 CUMULATIVE INCREMENTAL	 SUN INCk•	 CUMULATIVE
I 3 5	 4 ?. ` a0tit 00	 207500F UO 9.999bF-D1 6.0000E 00	 4,0006E OU 066	 34LUDGE: GO	 1.0000E 00
t11ltlLYiifliL•--iiitfif!>tit--.^TiFR3#S^sN*s --	 -
-	 NQ. I.D.	 M20 t p . TEMPERATURE xx TT	 2Z
1 3 5	 4 1.40uok 01 268c•OCt: 150 2080(GE OO	 2.ro0cf. CO
010	 E.Ul PUT	 cFu = oytDGsft:•. 1.95	 TOO = 23:44958
F TITLE
	
LOPACE CYCLIC PLASTIC-CREEP CHECKCUT PROBLEM
41b	 VT I TL L
^^ 1 -rT
PAGE	 161
VARIABLE St11Uti URE NUNatclk a
	
I	 a
--	 Ih6^tti4EMt--NUl^8k11--^ 	1^	 j 5
--- fill
COEFFICIENT T• uR CONCEUTRAlkU LUAU	 SET	 LNE	 n 1 . 62A?4 E Ol
"-°EtrrtF lL tr to .
CUEFf 1CILNT FOP. Dlf7 ,lIUTtU LOAD	 SLT	 Ci%L
	 = G.G j
COFFFICI'- NT	 FLR tiISTkleu7EV LL:AU	 SET	 Iv;	 = 06C
Cs;E x FIC1ERT FCk NUi"AL STkE!-VSTRAlN 	 SET	 = t.G
-	 TRPf- 5,LA71Gl;AL ACLLtERA7I0N [ LE RiC,WI M! / 11HE)
	
= C-.6
•---APC,UL-,pk VEL eC f iiF-H Lt V : W :F lttftVf VI ) f*. E4	 - -	 --
APGULAk ACCELEKATILA h-EVCLU11 ► kS/TIME/TlME1
	 = C.0
(.REEF T14E	 a 1.00r-r60E n1
beGT14	 LOADS	 CPU = L- L-:CGt4tr . 354	 TOO u 232452i,3
--°- tm v	 tfiR	 . 't:'ti ^ x.-44; -'-"1II41 ^'13^+4!sz C4` -
_ 1
..^ _ ,•,..rr^^.^.,^.Ada:^.^::^a^.a^^-rkui.s^'-`'+_,..taC::iti.GSF,^ ^. 	 .^jkti5".-id^irti,-a;`r^Y^s',k^--
.v ^.[	 _, '•x3 •^	 -..	 ._	 _	 `?'i''.1T*'^'1 q,.::"^^'n5'^'41=!tea..
1	 TITLL	 SOPACL CYCLIC PLASTIC-[KEEP CHLCKOUT FYOSLEM 	 PAGE	 1Q8
1	 VTITLE
	 VARIABLE MUCTURE NUMBER " = 1
---2 t I Try—tL^s^-ts,
	I nc-REM E I-N Mb Elt --s— 15— -^
bfGIN	 SOLN	 CPU	 70D = 23345911
—Lfttf -	 Seth	 eptl-	 Ir=-13e4!k-z
AE(.1V	 FLLCEP	 CPU = CG:.,0:40. 5y4'	 TOD = 23:45:12
FN ,^	 ELLCLP
	 CPU = U;:^0:4G.o41
	 TCD = 23:44:14
ELGIN	 =CLN	 LPU = OU:00:4U.641
	
7DD = 23:45:14
tNG	 SC•LN	 CPU = w:C=C:4G.h77	 IOU = 23:45:15
bk(11 9TE Lrc p 	ttv-=-tm:to.	 7F---- 7IIt1
tNl)	 ELLOCP	 CPU = 04:C4:4C.76C	 TOD = 23245:17




44 END	 SULK	 CPU = C0:GfJ:4C.7S0
	 10D = 23:45:I7
I• EGI ,	 ELLCLV	 CPU = 0 G.C C:4G- . 79x,	 700 = 23:45:17
-.-.-cam- _ ^t 	
_	
• tita3---7 C'fr =-'±3 : #5 : !
P.E«I'DUAL NOkP = 3.+,721t-L"-C1
E.ECIN
	
F I.LUUF	 CPU = 00:00:4 1 P.8W	 TGU = 23 : x.5:14
kESE :-UAL KO RM	 i.9Cu:5E-Gl
BEGIN	 SGLA	 CPU = Uv:uG:45. 1MG	 TOD = 23:45:20
5E(,IN	 L-MPUP	 CPU = ^v:i.^:ai.t13
	 TCD = 23: ~ 5:2[+
LNL	 ELL'-LF	 CPJ = VU :-- .- 41.123	 TGU	 23 : 45:21
---kE53vt^t!- t
	 95	 2-	 ------___^	 -
,aS;4d,'a:f»r^:.'^..'.;`^."-- 
	 .. _	 ,., ^.aa.,r,^. 	 es3^ae+.R...<_^^,^ —	 L...3'e.^	
-a",rf,s^e	 1..,	 .•a>^aua ^. x.
7I7LE	 t!GFACE MLIC PLASTIC--CREEP C14ECKCUT PRLBLEM	 PAGE	 104
Y7ITLE	 VARIABLL STRUCTURC kUKbtR = I




FEGIh SOLN CkU = L4j:LU:r1.13G TOD = 23:45921
—U-NI3-- IsetN efou ...	 t'C -- Qtf ^^3:g5.	 -
94F61K i:LLUCP LPU a LC':wC:41.1ti: TOD = T3Z45:??
L. ELLOOF CPU = QL:Ci :-.i.25d TOD	 23:49:23
-	 bEG1N FLLL L- P LPU = vL:i;G: s.1 . 2V9 TCD - 23:45:23
EN L• FLLCLY LPU = uv:f•O:a1 . 403 TOD = 23:45:24
E
So 5V2 50t -If22
s
1 6EGIN ELLLLP CPU = LL:CC:w1.409 TOD	 23:49:24
y	 ERtu kLLtu4• LPU = 00"-C,C:41.4 14 3 TOD c 23 :45:2b
bEGIu SCLM CPU = TOD
	 23 :45:26
END SOLN CIIV = G:^:t='-=41.5Iti 700 = 23:45:24
---£•fC lfi^---tt3 .t s^ls: +3-r'St^-Tf! ►.^T3i 'Ss26	 .-.-^.
-	 END LLLCLP LPU = C.:i::41.612 TOD = 23:45:?R
F,LSIDIIAL A^kP = 3.1214uL -{1L
---14E-cim
	 L :a3:^t9 ----7t3D-= 23:vg:	 -- --
END S C+LM CPU = UU:C0:41.646 TOD = 23:45:2b
E.EGIN ELL QLY CPU = Du:G0 :41.o4 9 TOP = 23:45:29
---tVir- --- --EtL--flu 23:45:39
kES1uLAL hL• Vr c 1.444:,3k-:,2 +





n	 TITLE	 BL•F„CE CYCLIC PLASCIC-CkFFP Ch'^LKLIUT PkOBLEM PAGE	 114
VTITLE VARIAL'•LE STRUCTURE NUMNER ^	 1
A---`-1T-3TLE	 tLrAir-!, pqckemtNf t5-	 -	 -^ -- fICRtl4ENT-IYUM6Ht ^--i5-----
STIFFNtSS GENFPATIGN Ci'MPLEILD.	 TO PARTITIONS WRITTEN.
---tnu-----t=L"rf -	 ... :41:tt6t---TOr-73:4^!:32-
bEGit,	 MEhSCR CPU = i,::UC".41.87?	 TOD = 73:4!•:3?
ENO	 MLRSL:K CPU =	 700 = 23:45:32
- - ° EDSB	 ^'t^tt-----CPtt=-G• :*^Cr: l : iY[-^--Ti 4S-'.3 2
PAAIMUM WAVEFkUNT = 4 NCUES AT INTL-KNAL NODE	 I
-	 LEG1N	 I I EC:.YP CPU	 TOD	 23:45:33
_	
_ a^ : cs?r--- 7 Ct;	 a5•:33
bE1.1N	 BI65CK CPU = J:p :ilU:»2.G32	 TUD, = 23:4::34
ENU	 bll*.SLK CPU = 30T":^2.075	 TOD = 23:4°:36
BEGIM —tai -	 ...L`: al:f 7tf-'---1Vfr----23=45.3 6 -
tsEGI`:	 GENRR CPU = 0C:n0:42.UEt2	 TOD = 23:45:36
STIFFtiFSS G-k£RATIC:N CuMPLETEt m .	 IU PARTITIONS WRITTEN.
—fk^—fsEN -	 ^	 5-----TOw=-N.=45:38
-	 hECIlt
	
14EK:CR CPU = C^:v0:47.16t,	 'ICU = 23:45:39
LNU	 Mt 1.:L! _PU = d1:Z fj:w2.225	 TOG = 23:45:39
MAXIMUM KAVEFRONT = 4 NUDES AT INItRNAL NODE	 1
BEGIN	 UELt:MP CPU = G:):LC:42.?75	 TOD = 23:4::40
-- ^^ItY--DECLM D Epu t^l^.2rr ?4	 fflU-x-23=45th¢-- 	 -- -	 -
SEGIh	 n1GSCK LPu = V;:C0 :x2.348	 TOO = 23:45:41
EN4	 BirLLK CPU	 TCD = 23:45:43
—EEtrI'^^f '^-^--:-•L^:tir^ t?i++24---1s7i1--= -?3:4.143----_____ ^- "
ri	 TITLE	 EtCPACS CYCLIC PLASM-CRE r!P LHnKOUT PkCbLFM
VTIILL
A	 T I T-L E	 LEAD lNEKtmt.1 1'.
PAGE
VARIABLE STRUCTURE NUMBER
-- lA1CRenEh7 -icUMSEFt -w-15----
LWU	 VC:00;42.4do 6 TOD s 23:45z43
r-LLULP 0110	 0i*,t^,r,.&:.547 TOD
RFSIL*jAL NCK q ?.737Z4k-33
—tefl p .	 pq rzfty	 -
END	 SULP CFU = rj t^:00:42.5e4 TOD	 23:45:45
.,LGT Ia	 L LL':CJP CPU a TOD	 .13*45 -6
E P"t)-	 tttbt^P t;PU
KESIUUAL NEkM I.C3tZ3k-C3
cc	 16 F 1; 1 N	 SLLN CPUA= n(. : 00*.42.6-jj TOD	 23%45947
V L F.,
0%	bEGIN	 LALU :)P CPU = 0,':":42.717 TOD	 23Z45:47
ENU	 ELLLLP CPU = TCO	 23;45:49
.%Er.1?4	 !.uLN CPlf = GG:66:42.7 fi7 (CD = 23:45:4Q
E40	 °QLN CPU = )L:*a:42.43u TOD = 23:4,E:44
—sEf Ift—f-ttEe p EVd v




	 ELLCUP CPU	 G:,;00:43.033 WD	 23245:52
P ESIDUAL PKkM =
--ESf r.lq----iLtUT F	 --E
,Y..as
	








F.LPACE CYCLIC PLAS71C-CREEP CHECKOUT PkObLL-M PAGE 112
VIITLS VARIABLE STkUCTAJRE NUMBER 1
^►- - i? ; t^f-- - tt-: _	 _	 -- ------ 1%CkcMEft F iMU11BER-15
ENU	 ELLCLP	 LPU = Dt:60:43.153	 70D = 23:45.53
—kES-ltrukt-let x--
ELL-It.	 SCO2	 LFU	 ICU = 23:45:33
LNG	 SCLN	 LPU c 0+;:CG:43.ftl3	 TOD = 23:4F:53
----tt S i ft ttt:^vP-- ---ft ^'-^- O O : ;^;`: 43: Y `^4@ _ 3 : ay
E N 0
	 ELLLLP	 LYU =	 TUD = 23:44:54
RESIDUA L "LK N = 2.8 1;4 SE- J5
END	 SGLN	 CPU = G,j::t0:43.3vA
	 TOD = 23:45:54
:.'EG1N	 ELL.'-P	 CPU _	 10D : 23:45:54
A
ODtr---FLtEre c 0_	 -
v
KESIDUAL f;'-F.M = 1.1441bE -ff
SLGIU	 SCLN	 CPU = u;,: f C:4;.413	 TOIL = 23:45:55
--ef o ---t -L W	 Evil--= *s=: c i :'*.3': 3 ----iUA —«9
EEGIN	 ELLG_P	 (,FU = L'C:t[,:43.430 	 ICU = 23:45:h6
ttq v	 ELLCLP	 Lry	 Tf'U = 23:45:57
l-fih-C-Pz -T-E- mi T- -}5r- - —	 -	 -
NU. cLASTIL	 FUIt:7S =	 Co CC. FLASTIL INTEG4PTIt)M. P31%T5. =
	
4
-----c^-1s-T1^•N`-^'^-`^5-^+a-Ylc-t+^A^i•^tE -A-'r7iC -T:-LL-i51-IC r----t---1kTEFaftATi}jN -feyI l+Nb-PlA3TI4.-T^-EL -145T1G-E^kf:R11Y6-ihl5"IIUGIii^ltlhT
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B.5
	
STAINLESS STEEL CYCLIC TEST/ANALYSIS CORRELATION
F,
s
This example is intended to aid the user in reducing cyclic test data into
a form suitable for BOPACE input. The stainless steel specimen used in the
example exhibits a pronounced variation in isotropic and kinematic hardening
as the cycling progresses, and thus provides a severe test of the BOPACE
capability for combined hardening.
The cyclic test data are shown in Figure 8.5-1 by the solid lines. 	 The
plotted points and dashed lines represent the analytical results obtained
from a BOPACE run. The hysteresis loops are denoted by dash numbers, with
the first number denoting the cycle number and the second denoting the
first and second half of the cycle.
Because of the obvicus variation in magnitude of kinematic hardening over
the test cycles, the BOPACE option for variable kinematic hardening was
employed in addition to the usual combined isotropic and kinematic hardening.
It is to be noted that this type of material input data is somewhat compli-
cated, and it is used here to demonstrate the accuracy which can be achie,"W
through a careful representation of the material cyclic properties. For
mast analyses a simpler hardening representation will be sufficient.
The assumed hardening curves are given in Figure B.5-2, and the BOPACE input
data are listed at the end of this section. A summary of the analytical
Y
results is shown in Table 8.5-1, *, ncluding the effective kinematic stress
t The test hysteresis loops were furnished by Dr. R. II. Mallett of the
Advanced Reactor Division, Westinghouse Electric Corp.
I]L, l	 X14• 01111. V7f
z
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hardening( 2 axx ), isotropic stress hardening fo-a+, and actual stress °xx'
The test/analysis correlation is quite good, znd ^ould be further improved
if one were willing to accept some amount of non-smoothness in tha input
hardening curves of Figure B.5-2. An exact match would require hardening
curves with discontinuous slopes at points corresponding to the strain
range used in the cyclic test. This is not justifiable in general, because
a proper test/analysis match would not result for other strain ranges.
Although the test/analysis correlation is considered to be very satisfactory,
cyclic results for other strain ranges would have to be compared before any
definite conslusions can be drawn.
B.5-2
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Figure S.5-2: Stainless Steal Hardening Assumptions
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M'
CYCLE DISPLACEMENT 2aXX I a--al 6XX ITERATIONS
0-2 .05 0.0 11.0 8.9 1
0-2 .2 0.7 14.6 15.3 4
0-2 .4 1.8 16.2 18.0 5
0-2 .7 3.3 17.1 20.4 5
0-2 1.04 5.0 17.9 22.9 5
1-1 .9 5.0 17.9 -2.1 '1
1-1 .8 3.4 17.9 -14.5 4
1-1 .6 0.1 18.1 -18.0 5
1-1 .2 2.7 18.5 -21.2 5
1-1 -.4 -6.0 19.0 -25.0 5
1-1 -1.04 -9.5 19.5 -29.0 5
1-2
-.9 -9.5 19.5 -4.1 1
1-2 -.8 -7.9 19.5 11.6 5
1-2 -.6 1.0 19.6 20.6 6
1-2 -.2 5.9 19.8 25.7 5
1-2 .4 8.6 20.1 28.7 5
1-2 1.04 10.8 20.5 31.3 5
2-1 .9 10.8 20.5 6.4 1
2-1 .8 9.9 20.5 -10.6 4
2-1 .6 -2.5 20.5 23.0 6
2-1 .2 -8.7 20.7 -29.4 5
2-1 -.4 -10.5 20.9 -31.4 5
2-1 -1.04 -12.4 21.1 -33.5 5
2-2 -.9 -12.4 21.1 -8.6 1
2-2 -.8 -12.1 21.1 9.0 4
2-2
-.6 2.3 21.1 23.4 7
2-2 -.2 9.1 21.3 30.4 5
2-2 .4 11.0 21.5 32.5 5
2-2 1.04 12.4 21.6 34.0 5
3-1 .9 12.4 21.6 9.1 1
3-1 .8 12.4 21.6 -8.7 1
3-1 .6
-2.8 21.6 -24.4 7
3-1 .2 -10.0 21.8 -31.8 5
3-1 -.4
-11.7 21.9 -33.6 5
3-1 -1.04 -13.1 22.1 -35.2 5
3-2 -.9 -13.1 22.1 -10.3 1
3-2 -.8
-13.1 22.1 7.5 1
3-2 -.6 2.2 22.1 24.3 7
3-2 -.2 9.8 22.3 32.1 5
3-2 .4 11.5 22.3 33.8 5
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